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PREFACE.

The enormous advance wliicli lias been recently made in

our astronomical knowl(*dg'e, and in our power of investigating

the various bodies which people space, is to a very great

extent due to the introduction of methods of work and ideas

from other branches of science.

Much of the recent pi-ogress has been, we may indeed

say, entirely dependent upon the introduction of the methods

of inquiry to which I refer. While this is generally recognised,

it is often forgotten that a knowledge of even elementary

astronomy may be of very great assistance to students of

other branches of science ; in other words, that astronomy

is well able to pay her debt. Amongst those branches

is obviously that which deals Avitli man's first attempts to

grasp the meaning and phenomena of the universe in which

he found himself before any scientific methods were available

to him
; l^eforc he had any idea of the origins or the con-

ditionings of the things around him.

In the present volume I propose to give an account

of some attempts I have been making in my leisure moments

during the past three years to see whether any ideas could

be obtained as to the early astronomical views of the Egyptians,

from a study of their tem])les and the mythology connected

with the various cults.

How 1 came to take up this inquiry may be gathered

from the following statement :

—

It chanced that in March, 1890, during a brief holiday,

I went to the Levant. I went with a good friend, who,
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one day when we were visiting the ruins of the Parthenon,

and again when we found ourselves at the temple at Eleusis,

lent me his pocket-compass. The curious direction in which

the Parthenon was built, and the many changes of direction

in the foundations at Kleusis revealed by the French ex-

cavations, were so very striking and suggestive that I thought

it worth while to note tlie liearings so as to see whether

there was any possible astronomical origin for the direction

of the temple and the various changes in direction to which

I have referred. What I liad in my mind was the familiar

statement that in England the eastern windows of churches

face generally—if they are properly constructed—to the

place of sunrising on the festival of the pati'on saint ; this

is why, for instance, the churches of St. John the Baptist

face very nearly north-east. This direction towards the sun-

rising is the origin of the general use of the term orientation^

which is a2)plied just as frequently to c)ther buildings the

direction of Avhich is towards the west or north or south.

Now, if this should chance to be merely a survival from

ancient times, it became of importance to find out the

celestial bodies to which the ancient temples were directed.

When I came home I endeavoured to ascertain whether

this subject had l)een worked out; I am afraid I was a

nuisance to many of my archaeological friends, and I made

as much inquiry as I could by looking into books. I found,

both from my friends and from the bocjks, that this question

had not been discussed in relation to ancient temples, scarcely

even with regard to cliurches outside England or Germany.

It struck me that, since nothing was known, an inquiry

into the subject—provided an inquiry was possible for a stay-

at-home—might help the matter forward to a certain extent.

So, as it was well known that the temples in Egypt had l)een
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most carefully examined and oriented both by the French in

1798 and by the Prussians in 1844, I determined to see

whether it was possible to get any information on the general

question from them, as it was extremely likely that such

temples as that at Eleusis were more or less connected with

Egyptian ideas. I soon found that, although neither the

French nor the Germans apparently paid any heed to the

possible astronomical ideas of the temple -builders, there

was little doubt that astronomical considerations had a great

deal to do with the direction towards which these temples

faced. In a series of lectures given at the School of Mines

in November, 1890, I took the opportunity of pointing out that

in this wav archaeologists and others might ultimately be en-

abled to arrive at dates in regard to the foundation of temples,

and possibly to advance knowledge in several other directions.

After my lectures were over, I received a very kind letter

from one of my audience, pointing out to me that a friend had

informed him that Professor Nissen, in Germany, had j^ublished

some papers on the orientation of ancient temples. I at once

ordered them. Before I received them I went to Egypt to

make some inquiries on the spot with reference to certain

points which it was necessary to investigate, for the reason

that wlien the orientations were observed and recorded, it

was not known what use would be made of them, and certain

data required for my special inquiry were wanting. In Cairo

also I worried my archaeological friends. I was told that

the question had not been discussed ; that, so far as they

knew, the idea was new ; and I also gathered a suspicion that

they did not think much of it. However, one of them,.

Brugsch Bey, took much interest in the matter, and was good

enough to look up some of the old inscriptions, and one day

he told me he had found a very interesting one concerning
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the foundation of the temple at Edfu. From this inscription

it was clear that the idea was not new ; it was possiljly

six thousand years old. Afterwards I went up the river, and

made some observations which carried conviction with them

and strengthened the idea in my mind that for the orientation

not only of Edfu, but of all the larger temples which I

examined, there was an astronomical basis. I returned to

England at the beginning of March, 1891, and within a few

days of landing received Professor Nissen's papers.

I have thought it right to give this personal narrative,

because, Avliile it indicates the relation of my work to Professor

Nissen's, it enables me to make the acknowledgment that the

credit of having first made the suggestion belongs, so far as

I know, solely to him.^

The determination of the stars to which some of the

Egyptian temples, sacred to a known divinity, were directed,

opened a way, as I anticipated, to a study of the astronomical

basis of parts of the mythology. This inquiry I have carried

on to a certain extent, Init it requires an Egyptologist to

face it, and this I have no pretensions to be. It soon

became obvious, even to an outsider like myself, that the

mythology was intensely astronomical, and crystalHsed early

ideas suggested by actual observations of the sun, moon, and

stars. Next, there were apparently two mythologies, repre-

senting two schools of astronomical thought.

^ My lectures, given in November, 1890, were printed in Nature, April—July, 1891, under

the title "On some Points in the Early History of Astronomy," with the following note:

—

" From shoi-thand notes of a course of lectures to working men delivered at the Museum
of Practical Geology, Jerniyn Street, in November, 1890. The notes were revised by me

at Aswan dui'ing the month of January. I have found, since my return from Egypt in

March, that part of the subject-matter of the lectures had been previously discussed by

Professor Nissen, who has employed the same materials as myself To him, therefore, so far

as I at present know, belongs the credit of having first made the suggestion that ancient

temples were oriented on an astronomical basis. His articles are to be found in the Eheinisches

Museum filr I'/iilulof/ir, 1885."
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Finally, to endeavour to ol)tain a complete picture, it

became necessary to bring tog-ether the information to be

obtained from all these and other sources, including the old

Egyptian calendars, and to comjjare the early Babylonian

results with those which are to be gathered from the Egyptian

myths and temple-orientations.

It will, I think, l^e clear to anyone who reads this volume

that its limits and the present state of our knowledge have

onl}^ allowed me really to make a few suggestions. I have

not even attempted to exhaust any one of the small number

of subjects which I have brought forward ; but if I have

succeeded so far as I have gone, it will be abundantly evident

that, if these inquiries are worth continuing, a very consider-

able amount of work has to be done.

Of this future work, the most important, undoubtedly, is

a re-survey of the temple sites, with modern instruments and

methods. Next, astronomers must produce tables of the rising

and setting c(niditions of the stars for j^eriods far beyond

those which have already l)een considered. The German

Astronomical Society has published a table of the jilaces of

a great many stars up to 2000 B.C., but to carry on this

investigation we must certainly go back to 7000 B.C., and

include southern stars. While the astronomer is doing this,

the Egyptologist, on his part, must look through the inscriptions

with reference to the suggestions which lie on the surface of

the inquiry. The astronomical and associated mythological

data want bringing together. One part of that work will

consist in arranging tables of synonyms like those to which

I presently refer in the case of the goddesses. My own

impression is that this work will not really be so laborious

as the statement of it might seem to imply. I have attempted

to go over the ground during the last two years as well as
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my ignorance ^ould allow me, and I have ai-rived at the

impression that the number both of gods and goddesses Avill

be found to be extremely small ; that the apparent wealth

of the mythology depends upon the totemism of the inhabitants

in the Nile valley—by which I mean that each district had

its own special animal as the emblem of the tribe dwelling

in it, and that every mythological personage had to l)e

connected in some way with these local cults. After this

work is done, it will be possible to begin to answer some

of the questions which I have only ventured to raise.

I am glad to take tliis opportunity of expressing my
obligations to the authorities in Egypt for the very great

help they gave towards the furthering of the inquiries which

were set on foot there. Many of my own local observations

would, in all prol^ability, never have been made if my friend

Major A. Davis, of Syracuse (New York) had not invited

me to join him in a cruise up the river in the s.s. Mohamet

Ahjj and practically given me full command of her movements.

My best thanks are due to him not only for liis hospitality,

but for sympathetic aid in my inquiries.

Dr. Wallis Budge and Captain Lyons, R.E., have rendered

continual help while this book has been in progress, and I

cannot sufficiently thank them ; to the iirst-named I am

especially indebted for looking over the proof sheets. I am

also under obligations to Professors Maspero, Krall, and Max

Midler for information on certain points, and to Professors

Sayce and Jensen for many valuable suggestions in the

chapters dealing with Babylonian astronomy.

J. NORMAN LOCKYER.
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THE

Dawn of Astronomy

CHAPTER I.

THE WORSHIP OF THE SUN AND THE DAWN.

"TTTHEN we inquire among wliieli early peoples we are

^ ^ likely to find the first cultivation of astronomy,

whatever the form it ma}' have taken, we learn that it is

generally agreed by archcToh^gists that the first civilisations

which have so far been traced were those in the Nile Valley

and in the adjacent countries in Western Asia.

The information Avhich we possess concerning these

countries has been obtained from the remains of their cities,

of their temples—even, in the case of Babylonia, of their

observatories and of the records of their observations. Of

history on papyrus we have relatively little.

Not so early as these, but of an antiquity which is still

undefined, are two other civilisations with which we became

familiar before the treasure-houses of Egyj^t and Babylonia

were open to ottr*in<^!ft'es. These civilisations occupied the

regions now called India and China.

The circumstances of these two groups are vastly dissimilar

so far as the actual sources of information are concerned ; for

in relation to China and India we have jjaper records, but,

alas I no momunents of undoubtedly high antiquity. It is true
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that there are many temples m India in the present day, but, on

the authority of Prof. Max Miiller, they are rehitively modern.

The contrary happens in Egypt, for there monuments exist

more ancient than any of the inscribed records ;
monuments

indicating* a more or less settled civilisation ; a knowledge of

astronomy, and tem23les erected on astronomical principles for

the pm'poses of worship, the astronomers being called " the

mystery teachers of Heaven."

We go back in Egypt for a period, as estinuited by various

authors, of something like 6,000 or 7,000 years. In Babylonia

inscribed tablets carry us into the dim past for a period of

certainly 5,000 years; but the so-called "omen" tablets

indicate that observations of eclipses and other astronomical

phenomena had been made for some thousands of years before

this period. In China and in India we go back as certainly

to more than 4,000 years ago.

When one comes to -examine the texts, whether written

on paper or pa23yrus, burnt in brick, or cut on stone, which

archaeologists have obtained from all these sources, we at once

realise that man's earliest observations of the heavenly bodies

in all the regions we have named may very fairly be divided

into three perfectly distinct stages. I do not mean to say that

these stages follow each other exactly, but that at one period

one stage was more developed than another, and so on.

For instance, in the first stage, wonder and worship were

the prevalent features ; in the second, there was the need

oi applying the observation of celestial phenomena in two

directions, one the direction of utility— such as the formation

of a calendar and the foundation of years and months ; and

the other the astrological direction.

Supplied as we moderns are with the results of astro-

nomical observation in the shape of almanacs, pocket-books,.
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and the like, it is alwaj's difficult, and for most people quite

impossible, to put ourselves in the place and realise the con-

ditions of a race emerging into civilisation, and having to face

the needs of the struggle for existence in a community which,

in the nature of the case, must have been agricultural. Those

would best succeed who best knew when " to plow and sow,

and reap and mow ;

" and the only means of knowledge was at

first the observation of the heavenly bodies. Itjwas this, and

not the accident of the possession of an extended plain, which

drove early man to be astronomically minded.

The worship stage would, of course, continue, and the

priests would see to its being proi3erly developed; and the

astrological direction of thought, to which I have referred,

would gradually be connected with it, probably in the interest

of a class neither priestly nor agricultural.

Only more recently—not at all, apparently, in the early

stage—were any observations made of any celestial object for

the mere purpose of getting knowledge. We know from the

recent discoveries of Strassmaier and Epping that this stage

was reached at Babylon at least 300 years B.C., at which time

regular calculations were made of the future positions of moon

and 23lanets, and of such extreme accuracy that they could have

been at once utilised for practical purposes. It looks as if

rough determinations of star places were made at about the

same time in Egypt and Babylonia.

This abstract inquiry is now practically the only source

of interest in astronomy to us ; we no longer worship the sun
;

we no longer believe in astrology ; we have our calendar ; but

we must have a Nautical Almanac calculated years before-

hand, and some of us like to know a little about the universe

"which surrounds us.

It is very curious and interesting to know that tlie first

H 2
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stage, the stage of worsliip, is practically missing in the

Chinese annals ; the very earliest Chinese observations show

us the Chinese, a thoroughly practical people, trying to get

as much out of the stars as they could for their terrestrial

purposes.

In Bab}'lonia it is a very remarkable thing that from

the beginning of things—so far as we can judge from the

records—the sign for God was a star.

We find the same idea in Kgypt : in some of the hiero-

glyphic texts three stars represented tlie plural "gods."

I have already remarked that the ideas of the early Indian

civilisation, crj^stallised in their sacred books called Vedas,

were known to us long before either the Egyptian or the

Babylonian and Assyrian records had been deciphered.

Enough, however, is now known to show that we may
take the Vedas to bring before us the remnants of the first

ideas which dawned upon the minds of the earliest dwellers

in Western Asia—that is, the territory comprised between

the Mediterranean, the Black Sea, the Caucasus, the Caspian

Sea, the Indus, and the waters which bound the southern

coasts—say, as far as Cape Comorin. Of tliese populations,

the Egyptians and Babylonians may be reckoned as the first.

According to Lenormant—and he is followed by all the best

scholars—this region was invaded in the earliest times by

peoj^les coming from the steppes of Northern Asia. Bit by bit

they spread to the west and east. There are strange variants

in the ideas of the Chalda?ans already recovered from the

inscriptions and those preserved in tlie Vedas. Nevertheless,

we find a sun -god ^ and the following hymn:

—

" Oh Sun, in the most profound heaven thou shinest. Thou openest the

locks which close the high heavens. Thou openest the door of heaven. Oh

1 ]\Iaspero, " Histoire ancienne des Peuples de rOrient.'' p. 136.
,
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Sun, towards the surface of tlie earth thou turnest thy face. Oh Sun, thou

spreadest above the surface, like a mantle, the splendour of heaven.
'

Let us consider for a moment wliat were the first conditions

under wliicli the stars and the sun would be observed. There

was no knowledge, but we can A^ery well understand tliat there

was much awe, and fear, and wonder. Man then possessed no

instruments, and the eyes and the minds of the early observers

were absolutely untrained. Further, night to them seemed

almost death—no man could work ; for them there was no

electric light, to say nothing of candles ; so that in the absence

of the moon the night reigned like death over every land.

There is no necessity for us to go far into this matter by try-

ing to put ourselves into the places of these early peoples ; we
have only to look at the records : they speak very clearh^ for

themselves.

But the Vedas speak fully, while as yet information on this

special point is relatively sparse from the other regions. It is

wise, therefore, to begin with India, whence the first complete

revelations of this kind came. Max Mtiller and others during

recent years have brought before us an immense amount of

most interesting information, of the highest importance for our

present subject.

They tell us that 1,500 years b.c. there was a ritual, a set

of hymns called the Veda ( Veda meaning " knowledge"). These

hymns Avere written in Sanskrit, which a few years ago Avas

almost an unknoAvn language ; we knoAV ucjav that it turns

out to be the nearest relation to our English tongue. The

thoughts and feelings expressed in these early hynms contain

the first roots and germs of that intellectual groAvth Avhicli

connects our own generation Avitli tlie ancestors of the Aryan

races—" those very people Avho, as Ave noAv learn from the

Vedas, at the rising and the setting of the sun, listened A\'itli
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trenibliiig' liearts to the sacred songs chanted by their priests.

The Veda, in fact, is tlie oldest book in which we can study

the first beginnings of our language and of everything w^hich

is embodied in all the languages under the sun." The oldest,

most jjrimitive, most simple form of Aryan Nature-worship

finds expression in this wonderful hymnal, which doubtless

brings before us the rituals of the ancient Aryan populations,

re^Dresented also by the Medes and Persians.

There was, however, another branch, rej^resented by the

Zend-Avesta, as opposed to the Vedas, among which there was

a more or less conscious opposition to the gods of Nature, to

which we are about to refer, and a striving after a more sj^iritual

deity, proclaimed by Zoroaster under the name of Ahura-Mazda,

or Ormuzd. The existence of these rituals side by side in time

tends to throv/ back the origin of the Nature-worship of both.

Now, what do wx find ? In the Veda the gods are called Devas,

a word which means "• bright " ; brightness or light being one of

the most general attributes shared by the various manifestations

of the deity. What were the deities ? The sun, the sky, the

dawn, fire, and storm. It is clear, in fact, from the Vedas that

sunrise was, to those from whom the ritual had been derived,

the great revelation of Nature, and in time, in the minds of the

poets of the Veda, deva, from meaning "bright," gradually

came to mean " divine." Sunrise it was that inspired the

first prayers of our 1-ace, and called forth the first sacrificial

flames. Here, for instance, is an extract from one of the

Vedas. "Will the sun rise again? Will our old friend the

Dawn come back again ? Will the power of Darkness be

conquered by the God of Light ?
"

These three questions in one hymn will show what a

(juestionable stage in man's history is thus brought before us,

and lioAv the antithesis between night and day was one of
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the first things to strike iiuinkind. We find very many names

for Sini-gods

—

Mitra, Indra (the day brought Ijy the sun),

Surya, A^asislitha, Arusha (bright or red)

;

and for the Dawn-gods

—

Ushas, Dyaus, Dyotana,

Ahana, Urvasl.

We have only to consider how tremendously important

must have been the coming of the sun in the morning, bringing

everything with it ; and the dying away of the sun in the

evening, followed at once by semi-tropical quick darkness, to

cease to wonder at such worship as this. Here is an extract

from one hymn to the Dawn (Ushas) :

—

" (1) She shines upon us like a young wife, rousing every living l)eing to go

to his work ; when the fire had to be kindled by men she made the light by

striking do"svn darkness.

" (2) She rose up spreading far and wide, and moving everywhere, she grew

in lirightness, wearing her brilliant garment [the mother of the cows (the

mornings)], tlie leader of the days, she shone gold-coloured, lovely to behold.

" (3) She, the fortunate, who brings the eye of the gods^ who leads the white

and lovely steed (of the sun), the Daicn, was seen revealed liy her rays, with

brilliant treasures, following everyone.

" (4) Thou art a blessing when thou art near . . . Raise up wealth to the

worshipper, thou mighty Daavn.

" (5) Shine for us with thy best rays, thou l>right Dawn. . . .

" (fi) Tliou daughter of the sky, thou high-born Dawn. . .
."

In addition to the Sun and the Dawn, which turn out to be

the two great deities in the early Indian Pantheon, other gods

are to be met with, such as Prithivi, the Earth on which we
dwell; Varuna, the Sk}- ; Ap, the Waters; Agni, the Fire; and

Maruts, the Storm-gods. Of these, Yaruna is especially

interesting to us. We read:

—

" Varuna stemmed asunder the wide firmament : he lifted up on high the

bright and glorious heaven
; he stretched out apart the .starry sky and tiie earth."
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Again

—

"This earth, too, Vjelongs to Vanina, tlie king, and this wide sky witli its

ends far apart. The two seas (the sky and the ocean) are A'aruna's hnns."

Finally, the result of all this astral worship was to give an

idea of the connection between the earth and the sun and the

heavens, which are illustrated in later Indian pictures, bring-

ing before us modernised and much more concrete views of

these early notions, ultimately transformed into this piece

of poetic thought, that the earth was a shell supported by

elephants (which represent strength), the elephants being sup-

ported on a tortoise (which represents infinite slowness).

This poetical view subsequently gave way to one less

poetical—namely, that the earth was supj^orted by pillars ; on

what the pillars rested is not stated, and it does not matter.

We must not consider this as ridiculous, and pardonaljle merely

because it is so early in point of time ; because, coming to the

time of Greek civilisation, Anaximander told us that the earth

was cylindrical in shape, and every jjlace that was then known

was situated on the flat end of the cylinder ; and Plato, on the

ground that the cube was the most perfect geometrical figure,

imagined the earth to be a cube, the part of the earth known to

the Greeks being on the upper surface. In these matters,

indeed, the vaunted Greek mind was little in advance of the

predecessors of the Vedic priests.



CHAPTER II.

THE FIEST GLIMPSES OF EGYPTIAN ASTRONOMY.

In the general survey, which occupied the preceding chapter,

of the records left by the most ancient peoples, it was shown

THE ROSETTA STONE. (//( the Jirift!<h J/u.irinil
.)

that Egypt, if we consider her monuments, came first in

the order of time. I have next to show tliat in the earliest
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monuments we have evidences of the existence and utilisation

of astronomical knowledge.

It is impossible to approach such a subject as the astronomy

of the ancient Egyptians without being struck with surprise

that any knowledge is availalile to lieljD us in our inquiries. A
century ago, the man to whom we owe more than to all others

in this matter ; tlie man who read the riddle of those strange

hieroglyphs, which, after having been buried in oblivion for

nearly two thousand j^ears, were then again occupying the

learned, was not yet born. I refer to ChampoUion, who was

born in 1790 and died in the prime of his manhood and in tiie

midst of his work, in 1832.

Again, a century ago the French scientific expedition,

planned by the great Napoleon, which collected for the use of

all the world facts of importance connected with the sites, the

buildings, the inscriptions, and everything which could be got

at relating to the life and language of the ancient Egyptians,

had not even been thought of
;
indeed, it only commenced its

labours in 1798, and the intellectual world will for ever be a

debtor to the man who planned it.

I know of no more striking proof of the wit of man than

the gradual unravelling of the strange hieroglyphic signs in

which the learning of the ancient Egyptians was enshrined

;

and there are few things more remarkable in the history

of scientific investigation than the way in which a literature

has been already brought together which is appalling in its

extent ; and yet it may well be that, vast as this literature is

at present, it is but the vanguard of a much more stupendous

one to follow ; for we are dealing with a nation which we
now know existed completely equipped in many ways at

least seven thousand five hundred years ago.

It forms no i)art of the present work to give an account of
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the unravelling to which I have referred, one which finds a

counterpart in the results achieved by the spectroscoi^e in

another scientific field.

But a brief reference to one of the most brilliant achieve-

ments of the century may be permitted, and the more as it will

indicate the importance of one of the most valued treasures in

our national collections. I refer to the Rosetta Stone in the

Egyptian Gallery of the British Museum. It was the finding of

this stone in 1799 l)y Boussard, a captain of French artillery at

Rosetta, which not only showed the baselessness of the systems

of suggested interpretations of the hieroglyphics which had

been in vogue from the time of Kircher downwards, but by its

bilingual record in hieroglyphic, demotic and Greek char-

acters, paved the way for men of genius like Thomas Young

(1814) and Champollion (1822). The latter must be acknow-

ledged as the real founder of {h.Q system of interpretation

which has held its own against all opposition, and has opened

the way to inquiries into the history of the past undreamt of

when the century was young. Chateaubriand nobly said of

him, " Ses admirables travaux auront la durce des monuments

qu'il nous a fait connaitre."'

The germ of Chamj^ollion's discovery consisted in the bring-

ing together of two sets of characters enclosed in cartouches.

One of them is in the Rosetta inscription itself ; the other, on

the plinth of an obelisk in the island of Phila^ The name of

Cleopatra was associated with the one inscription, and that of

Ptolemy with the other. It Mas clear that if the two names,

were really Ptolemaios and Cleopatra, they must include several

identical signs or letters ; in Ptolemaios the quadrangular

figure , being the first, must stand for P, and this in
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Cleopatra was found to occur in the rig-lit place, .standing fifth

in order. The third sign jp ) in Ptolemaios must be an o, and

the fourth ^^ an /. Now the lion for / occurs second in Cleo-

patra, and the knotted cord for o fourth. In this way, proceed-

ing by comparison with other names, that of Alexander, or

Alksantrs, was next discovered, ( vx \\

—
j and by

degrees the whole Egyptian alphabet was recovered.

What had come down the stream of ages and Avere uni-

versally recognised as unsurpassed memorials of a mysterious

past were the famous pyramids, successively described by

Herodotus, Diodorus and Pliny among classical, and Abd
el-Latif among Arabian, chroniclers.

Although the rifling of the most important of these struc-

tures for the jjurpose of finding treasure dates at least as far

back as 820 a.d., the Khalif El-Mamun being the destroyer,

the scientific study of their mode and objects of construction

is a Avork of quite modern times, and may be said to have

been inaugmated by Colonel Howard Vyse in 1839.

Much that has been written has l)een wild and nonsensical,

but from the exact descriptions and measures now available,

it is impossible to doubt that these structures were erected hy a

people possessing much astronomical hioivledge. The exact orienta-

tion of the larger pyramids in the pyramid-field of Gizeli has

been comj^letely established, and it is not impossible that some

of the mysterious passages to be found in the pyramid of

Clieo23s may have had an astronomical use.

Let us, to continue the subject-matter of the present cha^^ter,

come to the year 1820. It was about then that were gathered

some of the first-fruits of the investigations carried on by the

C(jmmission to which I have referred ; tliat some translations of
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the inscriptions liad been attempted, and that some of the new

results were discussed by the members of the French Academy,

while at the same time tliey astounded and delig-hted the

outside world.

From the j^oint of view which now concerns us, it may be

said that the new discoveries might be arranged into three

different groups. First of all, the land had been found full of

temj)les, vast and majestic beyond imagination ; among these

the temples at Karnak were supreme, but there were others on

a par with them in j^oints of architectural detail. But besides

these, then as now, above ground and inviting inspection, there

were many others whicli were then—as undoubtedly many are

still—more or less buried in the sand ; some of these have

since been unearthed to reveal the striking features of their

structure.

I shall show subsequently that, on the evidence of the

ancient Egyptians themselves, these temples were constructed

in strict relation to stars ; they, then, like the pyramids, must

be taken as indicating astronomical knowledge.

If we deal with the general external appearance of. the

temples, they may be arranged architecturally into two main

groujjs. Edfii is the most perfect example of the first

group, characterised by having a pylon consisting of two

massive structures right and left of the entrance, which are

somewhat like the two towers that one sometimes sees on the

west front of our Engh'sh cathedrals.

In Denderah we have an example of the second group,

in which the massive pylon is omitted. In these the front is

entirely changed ; instead of tlie pylon we have now an open

front to the temple with columns—the Greek form of temple is

approached.

Associated with many of the temples, frequently but not
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imiver.sally in close proximity to the propylon, were obelisks,

often of gigantic proportions, exceeding one liundred feet

in height and many hundreds of tons in weight, which it has

since been discovered Avere hewn out of the syenite quarry

at Aswan, and floated down the ri^-er to the various phices

where they were to be erected.

It is not necessary to go to Egypt to see these wonderful

monoliths, for they have been carried away from their original

temple sites at Thebes and Heliopolis to adorn more modern

cities in the Western world. London, Paris, Rome, and

Constantinople are thus embellished. It is obvious to anyone

TEMPLE GATE WITH PKUPYLUX AND OBELISKS

acquainted with astronomical history and methods, that some

of these structures, at all events, may have served as gnomons.

Sometimes these temples, instead of being entirely con-

structed of stone on a level surface, were either entirely or

partly rock-hewn. Of the former class, the temple of Abu Simbel

is the most striking example ;
of the latter, the temple of Der

el-Bahari at Thebes.
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The second revelation was that the walls of these temples,

and of many funereal buildings, were, for the most part,

covered with inscriptions in the language which was then but

gradually emerging from the unknown, its very alphabet and

syllabary being still incomplete. Hence there was not only a

great wealth of temple buildings, but a still more wonderful

wealth of temple inscriptions.

There was even more than this, and something more ger-

mane to our present purpose. In several temples which

were examined, zodiacs—midoubted zodiacs, representing a

THE CENTK.\L PORTION OF THE CIRCULAU ZODIAC OF DENDERAH.

third group of finds—were discovered ; these, also, were accom-

panied by inscriptions of an obviously astronomical nature.
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At the first blush, tlien, it seemed to l)e perfectly certain

that we had to deal with a people of an astronomical turn of

mind ; and here was the opportunity for the astronomer,

which indeed the French astronomers did not fail to make use of.

Where the philologist was for the moment dumb, it seemed

as if the astronomer could ])e of use, giving- explanations, fixing

probable dates on the one hand ; while, on the other, he would

certainly l)e gaining a fresh insight into, and possibly filling a

tremendous gap in, the history of his science.

The figure on the preceding page gives an idea of the

method of presentation generally employed in these zodiacs.

I shall show in the sequel—for I sliall have to deal with this

part of m^' subject at full length in a subsequent chapter—that

many of the animal forms represent at once mythological

personages and actual constellations.
'

c 2



CHAPTER III.

THE ASTRONOMICAL BASIS OF THE EGYPTIAN PANTHEON.

It will be abundantly clear from the statements made in the

foregoing- chapter that, as I have said, the main source of

information touching things Egyptian consists no longer in

writings like the Vedas, but in the inscriptions on the

monuments, and the monuments themselves. It is true that,

in addition to the monuments, we have the Book of the

Dead, and certain records found in tombs ; but, in the main,

the source of information which has been most largely drawn

upon consists in the monuments themselves—the zodiacs being-

included in that term.

It has been impossible, up to the present time, to fix with

great accuracy the exact date of the earliest monuments. This

should not surprise us. We must all feel that it is not a ques-

tion of knowing so little—it is a question of knowing anything

at all. When one considers that at the beginning of this

century not a sign on any of these monuments was under-

stood, and that now the wonderful genius of a small number

of students has enabled Egyptologists to read the inscriptions

with almost as much ease and certainty as we read our morning-

papers : this is what is surprising, and not the fact that we as

yet know so little, and in many cases lack certainty.

But we already know that probably some of these monu-

ments are nearly 6,000 years old. This has been determined

by the convergence of many lines of evidence.

One of the many points already profoundly investigated by

Egyptologists has been the chronology of the kings of Egypt
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from their first monarch; whom all students recognise as Mena

or Menes. All these inquirers have come to the definite con-

clusion that there was a King Mena, and that he reigned a

long time ago ; but with all their skill the final result is that

they cannot agree to the date of this king within a thousand

years; one reason among many others being that in these early

days astronomy was a science still to be cultivated, and there-

fore the early Egyptians had not a perfect mode of recording
;

perhaps even they had no idea of a hundred years as we have.

We are told that all their reckonings were the reckonings of

the reigns of kings. This is difficult to believe, and the state-

ment mav be a measure of our ieiiorance of their method of

record. We now, fortunately for us, have a calendar which

enables us to deal with large intervals of time, but still we

sometimes reckon, in Egyptian fashion, by the reigns of kings

in our Acts of Parliament. Furthermore, Egypt being then a

country liable to devastating wars, and to the tenq^orary

supremacy of different kingly tribes, it has been very difficult

to disentangle the various lists of kings so as to obtain one

chronological line, for the reasons that sometimes there were

different kings reigning at the same time in different regions.

The latest date for King Mena is, according to Bunsen, 3600

years B.C. ; the earliest date, assigned by Boeckh, 5702 years

B.C. ; Unger, Brugsch, and Lepsius give, respectively, 5613,

4455, 3892. For our purpose we will call the date 4000 B.C.

—that is. 6,000 years ago—and for the present consider this

as the start-point for the long series of remains of various

orders to which reference has been made, and from which

alone information can l^e obtained.

We come now to deal with the ideas of the early inhabitants

of the Nile valley. We find that in Egypt we are in presence

absolutely of the worship of the Sun and of the accompanying
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HARPOCEATES

Dawn. Whatever be the elate of tlie Indian

ideas to which we have referred, we find

them in Egypt in the earliest times. The

ancient Egyptians, whether they were separate

from, or more or less allied in their origin to,

the early inlia!jitaixts of India, had exactly

the same view of Nature-worship, and we
find in their hymns and the lists of their

gods that the Dawn and the Smirise were the

great revelations of Nature, and the things

which were most important to man ; and t/iere-

fore eveivjthing connected ivlfh fJic Hunrise and the

Dawn was ivorskipjied.

Renouf, one of the latest writers on these

subjects, says :
^ "I fear Egyptologists will

soon be accused, like -other persons, of seeing

the dawn everywhere," and lie quotes with approbation this

passage from Max Miiller relating to the Veda :

—

" I look upon the sunrise ami .sun.set, on the daily return of day and night,

on the battle between light and darkness, on the whole solar drama in all its

details, that is acted every day, every month, exevj year, in heaven and in earth,

as the principal subject."

But we must now go somcAvhat further into detail. The

various apparent movements of the heavenly bodies which are

produced by the rotation and the revolution of the earth, and

the effects of precession, were familiar to the Egyptians, how-

ever ignorant they may have been of their causes ; they care-

fully studied what they saw, and attempted to put their

knowledge together in the most convenient fashion, associating

it with their strange imaginings and their system of worship.

Dealing with the earth's rotation, how did the Egyptians

1 IlibLert Lfctures, 1S79.
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picture it ? How was this interaction, so to speak, between

the earth and the sky mythologically represented ? They
naturally would be familiar with the phenomena of dawn and

sunset, more familiar certainly with the phenomenon of dawn

than we are, because they had a climate much better suited for

its study than ours. There can be no doubt that the wonderful

m
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AMEN-KA.

scenes which they saw every morning and evening- were the

first things which impressed them, and they came to consider

the earth as a god, surrounded by the sky— another god.

I have next to point out that, the sun being very generally

worshipped in Egyj^t, there were various forms of the sun-god,

depending upon the positions occupied in its daily course. We
have the form of Harpocrates at its rising, the child sun-god

being generally represented by the figure of a hawk. When
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in human form, we notice the presence of a side lock of hair.

The god Ra symbolises, it is said, the smi in his noontide

strength ; while for the time of sunset we have various names,

chiefly Osiris, Turn, or Atmu, the dying sun represented l3y a

mummy and typifying old age. The hours of the day were

also personified, the twelve changes during the twelve hours

SEBAK-RA. CHXEMU-RA.

being mythically connected Avitli the sun's daily movement

across the sky.

AVe often find Ra compounded Avith other names, and in

these forms of the god we possibly get references to the

sun at different times of the year. Amen-Ra, Sebak-Ra, and

Chnemu-Ra are cases in point. The former undoubtedly

refers to the sun at the summer solstice. Min-Ra is an

ithyi)hallic form.
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The names given by the

Egyptians to the sun then may
be summarised as follows :

—

Hor, or Horus, or Harpocrates, and

Chepera (morning sun).

Ra (noon).

Turn or Atniu (evening sun).

Osiris (sun when set).

I have not space to quote the

many hynuis to the Sun-gods

which have been recovered from

the inscriptions, but the follow-

ing extracts .will show that the

ANUBis OR SET. woi'sliip was iu the main at sun-

rise or sunset—in other words,

that the horizon was in question :
—

ANUBIS-OSIRIS.

" Tliou disk of the Sun,

thou living God I There is

none other beside thee. Thou

givest health to the eyes

through tliy beams, Creator

of all beings. Tliou goest icp

on the eastern horizon of tJie

heaven to dispense life to all

which thou hast created—to

man, four-footed beasts, birds,

and all manner of creeping-

things on the earth where they

live. Thus they behold thee,

and they go to sleep when

thou settest."

Hymn to Tniu

—

" Come to me, O thou Sun,

Horus of the horizon, give

me lielp."

Hymn to Horus

—

" Horus of the horizon,

there is none other be-

side thee,

Protector of millions,

deliverer of tens of

thousands."

Hymn to Ra-Tmu-

I [orus—
" Hail to thee of the

double horizon, the one god

living by Ma at. ... 1

am the maker of heaven and

of the iiiysteriesbf tTie^twofbld

osiris (as a
mummy).

Hymn to Osiris

—

" Osiris ! Thou art the
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youth at the horizon of heaven daily, and thine old age at the beginning -^^
of all seasons. . . .

"Tlie erer-moving stars are under ol)edience to him, and so are tlie stars

tvliich set."

OSIRIS SEATED.

Hymn to Ra

—

I-vii ! in thine e<^g, radiant in thy disk, shining forth from the horizon,

swimming over the steel (?) firmament.

"Tmu aiul Horus of the horizon pay homage to thee (Araen-Ra) in all

their words."

So far we have dealt with the i)owers of suiiHght ; ])iit

the ancient Egyptians, like ourselves, were familiar with

the powers of darkness or of the underworld. The chief

god antithetical to the sun was variously named—Sit, Set, Sut,
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Anubis, Typhoii, Bes ; and a host of other names was

given to hhn. As I shall show, the idea of darkness was

associated with the existence of those stars which never set,

so that even here the symbolism was astronomical.

VARIOUS FORMS,OF BES—AS WARRIOR, ilUSICIAX, AND BUFFOON.

The contrast between the representations of Bes and of the

other forms suggests that the former was imported. In the

form of Typhon the goddess Taurt is represented as a hippo-

potamus, while for Anubis the emblem is a jackal.

In all illustrations of funeral ceremonies the above-mentioned

figure largely. In the Book of the Dead we find tliat in the

representations of the judgment of the dead, besides Osiris

we have Anubis, both responsible for the weighing of the

soul.

AVith tlie moon wo find two gods connected—Tliotli-
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luiius and Khons-limiis—tlioug'h the connection is not a very /V^^^^

obvious one. .

'

Tliotli is also associated with tlie Egyptian year, and is

variously represented ; all forms, however, are based upon

the ibis.

For the stars generall}^ we find a special goddess, Sesheta.

KHONS-LUNUS. THOTH-LUNUS. THE GODDESS SESHETA.

Thoth as the sacred scribe and Sesheta as the star-goddess

are often represented together engaged in writing.

Associated with the phenomena of morning and evening

we find the following divinities. The attributes stated are

those now generally accepted. This is a subject which will

occupy us in the sequel.

his represents the Dawn and the Twilight ; she prepares the way for the

Sun-god. The rising sun between Isis and Nephthys ^ morning.
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-/
Nej)ht]tys is the Dawn and tlie Twilight, sometimes Sunset. <v -/ -

Sim is also tlie Dawn, or sunlight. Tefnut represents the coloured rays at

dawn. Shu and Tefnut are the eyes of Horus. Shu was also called " Neshem,''

which means green felspar, in consequence of the green colour observed at dawn-

The green tint at dawn and sunset are re]:»resented further Ly the " sycamore of

emerald." Sechet is another goddess of the Dawn, the tiei'v Dawn.

THOTH AXD SK!-;HETA WKITlXCi THE NAJIK OF EAJIESES 11. OX THE FRUIT OF THE PEESEA.

{lid lef from the llamcxxtum at Thdes.')

/^
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The red colours at sunset were said to be caused by the liloocl flowing from

the Sun-god wlien he hastens to liis suicide. A legend describes Isis as stanching

the blood flowing from the wound inflicted on Horns by Set.

CLEOPATRA AS THE GODDESS ISIS.

Ilathor is, according to Budge, identified with Nu or Nu-tj the sky, or place

in which she brought forth and suckled Horus. She is the female power of

Nature, and has some of the attributes of Isis, Nu-t, and Maat.

We next have to gain some general idea of the Egyptian
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cosmogony—tlie relation of the sun and dawn to the sky

;

this is very different from the Indian view. The Sky is Nu
or Nu-t, represented as a female figure bending over Seb,

the Earth, with her feet on one horizon and lier finger-tips

on the other. Seb is represented by a recumbent figure,

ISIS (seated).

while the sky, represented by the goddess Nu-t, is separated

from the earth by Shu, the god of air or sunlight. The daily

journey of the sun is represented by a god in a boat traversing

the sky from east to west. The goddess Nu-t is variously

symbolised,

D

Sometimes there is a line of stars alono' her
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back, which clearly defines her nature, but sometimes she is

represented by a figure in which the band of stars is accom-

panied by a band of water. This suggests the Jewish idea of

the firmament. We read of the firmament in the midst of

the waters, which divided the waters from the waters, the

THK RISING SUN HORUS BETWEEN IRIS AND NEPHTHYS.

waters above being separated from the waters below the

firmament.

It would seem that it was not very long before the

Egyptians saw that the paths of the sun and stars above the

horizon were extremely unequal : in the case of the sun, at

different times of the year ; in the case of the stars, depending

upon their position near the equator or either pole. In this

way, perhaps, we may explain a curious variant of the drawing

of the goddess Nu-t, in which she is represented double, a larger

(me stretching over a smaller one.
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Not only the Sun-gods, but the stars, were supposed to travel

in boats across the firmament from one horizon to the other.

The under-world was the abode of the dead : and dailv

the sun, and the stars which set, died on passing to the

regions of the west, or Amenti, below the western horizon,

to be born again on the eastern horizon on the morrow.

THE GODDESS NU-T.

In this we have the germ of the Egyptian idea of im-

mortality.

Among other gods which may be mentioned are Chnemu,
the "Moulder," who was thought to possess ' some of the

attributes of Ra ; and Ptah, the " Opener," who is at times

represented with Isis and Nephthys, and then appears as

a form of Osiris.

We can now begin to glimpse the Egyptian mytli-

oloi

'f A/IA
Seb, the Eartli, was tlie husband of Nu-t, the Sky; and '///^_^

D 2
'

' I
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the Sun- and Dawn-g'ods and -goddesses were their children,

as also were Shu representing sunlight, and Tefnut repre-

senting the flames of dawn.

Maat, the goddess of law, was the daughter of Ra.

THE GODDESS ^'U-T EEPRESEXTED DOUBLE.

We know several points regarding Egyptian customs

independently of the astronomical inscriptions, properly so-

called, to which 1 have called attention. We know that there

were sacrifices at daybreak ; we know that stars were watched

before sunrise, and heralded the dawn ; we know that these
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observations were among the chief duties of the sacrificial

priests, and it is obvious that a knowledge of star-places, as

well as star-names, must have been imperative to these

morning watchers, who eventuall}^ compiled lists of decans

—

that is, lists of belts of stars extending round the heavens,

the risings of which followed each other by ten days or so.

VARIOUS FORMS OF SHU.

These are the exact equivalents of the moon-stations which

the Indians, Arabians, and other peoples invented for the

same purpose. We also find, more or less indeterminately

from inscriptions in some graves at Thebes, that the dail}^

risings of the cliief stars were observed very carefully through-

out the year. Unfortunately the inscriptions in question are

very difficult indeed to co-ordinate. There have been
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various efforts made to connect them with certain stars, but,

so far, I am afraid they have resisted all efforts to get a

complete story out of them, though cei'tain very important

points have been made out. These points I shall consider

later.

It is not too early to point out here that there is evidence

'm

FORMS OF PTAH. THE GOD OF MEMPHIS.

that the Egyptian pantheon, as I have stated it, had not a

simple origin. There are traditions that many of the gods

came from a region indeterminatelv described as the land of

Punt. Among these gods are Chnemu, Amen-Ra, Hathor,

and Bes. On page 28 I have associated Bes with Typlion,

following several authorities, but if they are right it is

very difficult to understand his ndc. It may also be added
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that the temple-evidence supports the vie^v of his foreign

origin/

When one comes to consider the Rig-Veda and the

Egyptian monuments from an astronomical point of view,

one is struck by the fact that, in both, the early worship and

all the early observations related to the horizon. This was

true not only of the sun, with which so far we have exclu-

sively dealt, but it was equally true of the stars which studded

the general expanse of sky.

In Egypt, then, as in India, the pantheon was astronomical

and, to a very large extent, solar in origin. I shall have to show

that the remainder—nearly the whole of it'—had its origin in

stellar relations.

1 .S^e Kawlinson's "History of Egypt," Vol. IT., p. 134, for references on this subject.



CHAPTER IV.

THE TWO HORIZONS,

Tt is not only of tlie first importance for our subject, but

of great interest in itself, to study some of the astronomical

problems connected with this horizon worship, which in

the previous chapter we have found to be common to the

early peoples of India and Egypt.
'

We must be perfectly clear before we go further what

ZF

APPAEENT MOVEMEKT OF THE STARS TO AX OBSERVER AT THE NORTH POLE.

this horizon really is, and for this some diagrams are

necessary.

The horizon of any place is the circle which bounds our

view of the earth's surface, along which the land (or sea)

and sky appear to meet. We have to consider the relation

of the horizon of any place to the apparent movements of

celestial bodies at that place.

We know, by means of the demonstration afforded by

Foucault's pendulum, that the earth rotates on its axis, but
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this idea was, of course, quite foreign to these early peoples.

Since the earth rotates with stars, infinitely removed, sur-

rounding- it on all sides, the apparent movements of the stars

will depend very much upon the position we happen to

occupy on the earth : this can be made quite clear by a few

diagrams.

An observer at the North Pole of the earth, for instance,

would see the stars moving round in circles parallel to the

horizon. Xo star would either rise or set—one half of the

heavens would be always visible above his horizon, and the

other half invisible ;
whereas an observer at the South Pole

would see that half of the stars invisible to the observer at

^

APPARENT MOVEMENT OF THE STARS TO AX OBSERVER AT THE EQUATOR.

the northern one, because it was the half below theX. horizon.

If the observer be on the equator, the movements of the

stars all appear as indicated in the above diagram—that

is, all the stars will rise and set, and each star in turn

will be half its time above the horizon, and half its time

below it. But if we consider tlie position of an observer in

middle latitude, say in London, we find that some stars will

always be above the horizon, some always below—that is,

they will neither rise nor set. All other stars will both rise
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and set, but some of them will be above the horizon for a

long time and below for a short time, whereas others will be

a very short time above the horizon and a long time below it.

At we imagine an observer to be in latitude 45° (that is,

half-way between the equator in latitude 0°, an-d the North

Pole in latitude 90°), hence the North Celestial Pole will be

half-wav between the zenith and the horizon ; and close to the

pole he will see the stars describing circles, inclined, however,

and not retaining the same distance from the horizon. As the

THE CELESTIAL SPHERE VIEWED FROM A MIDDLE LATITUDE.

AN OBLIQUE SPHERE.

eye leaves the pole, the stars rise and set obliquely, describe

larger circles, gradually dipping more and more u^nder the

horizon, until, when the celestial equator is reached, half their

journey is performed below it. Still going south, we find the

stars rising less and less above the horizon, until, as there were

northern stars that never dip below the horizon, so there are

southern stars which never appear above it. DD' shows the

apparent path of a circumpolar star; BB'B' the path and

rising and setting points of an equatorial star ; C C' C" and AAA

"

those of stars of micl -declination, one north and the other south.
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Wherever we are upon the eartli we ahvays imagine

that we are on the top of it. Tlie idea hekl by all the

early peoples was that the earth was an extended plain : they

imagined that the land that they knew and just the sur-

romiding laiids were really in the centre of the extended

plain. Plato, for instance, as we have seen, was content to

A TERRESTRIAL GLOBE WITH WAFER ATTACHED TO SHOW THE VARYING CONDITIONS

OF OBSERVATION IN A MIDDLE LATITUDE.

put the Mediterranean and Greece upon the top of his cube,

and Anaximander placed the same region at the top of his

cylinder.

We can verv conveniently study the conditions of observa-

tion at the poles of the earth, the equator, and some place

in middle latitude, by using an ordinary terrestrial globe.
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The wooden horizon of the globe is parallel to the horizon of

a place at the top of the globe, which horizon we can re-

present by a wafer. In this way we can get a very concrete

idea of the different relations of the observer's horizon in

different latitudes to tlie apparent paths of the stars.

We have next to deal witli the astronomical relations of

the horizon of any place in connection with the worship of

the sun and stars at the times of rising or setting, when, of

course, they are on or near the horizon ; and in order to

bring this matter nearer to the ancient monuments, it will be

convenient to study this question for Thebes, where they exist

in greatest number and have been most accurately described.

To adjust things properly we must rectify the globe

to the latitude of 25° 40' N., or, in other words, incline the axis

of the globe at that angle to the wooden horizon.

It will be at once seen that the inclination of the axis

to the horizon is very much less than in the case of London.

Since all the stars which pass between the North Pole and

the horizon cannot set, all their apparent movement will

take place above the horizon. All the stars between the

horizon and the South Pole will never rise. Hence, stars

within the distance of 25" from the North Pole will never

set at Thebes, and those stars within 25° of the South Pole

will never be visible there. At any place the latitude and

the elevation of the pole are the same. It so hajDpens that

all these places with which archaeologists have to do in

studying the histDry of early peoples, Egypt, Babylonia,

Assyria, China, Greece, &c., are in middle latitudes, there-

fore we have to deal with bodies in the skies, which do

set, and bodies which do not ; and the elevation of the pole

is neither very great nor very small. In each different lati-

tude the inclination of the equator to the horizon, as well
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as the elevation of the jDole, will vary, but there will be a

strict relationship between the inclination of the equator at

each place and the elevation of the pole. Except at the

poles themselves the equator will cut the horizon clue east

and due west. Therefore every celestial body which rises

or sets to the north of the equator will cut the horizon between

the east or west point and the north point ; those bodies which

do not set will, of course, not cut the horizon at all.

The sun, and stars near the equator, in such a latitude

as that of Thebes, will appear to rise or set at no very con-

siderable angle to the vertical ; but when we deal with stars

rising or setting near to the north or south points of the

horizon they will seem to skim along the horizon instead of

rising or setting vertically.

Now it will at once be obvious that there must be a strict

law connecting the position of the sun (or a star) with its

place of rising or setting. Stars at the same distance from

either of the celestial poles will rise or set at the same point

of the horizon, and if a star does not change its place in the

heavens it will always rise or set in the same place.

Here it will be convenient to introduce one or two tech-

nical terms. Every celestial body, whether we deal with

the sun, moon, planet, or star, occupies at any moment a

certain place in the sky, partly, though not wholly, deiined

by what we term its declination, i.e.^ its distance from the

celestial equator. This declination is one of the two co-

ordinates which are essential for enabling us to state ac-

curately the position of any body on the celestial vault ; and

we must quite understand that if all these bodies rise and

set, and rise and set visibly, the place of their rising or

setting must be verv closelv connected with their declination.

Bodies with the same declination will rise at the same points
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of the horizon. When the decUnation changes, of course

the body will rise and set in different points of the horizon.

Next we define points on the horizon by dividing the

whole circumference into four quadrants of 90° each=3 60°,

so that we can have azimuths of 90" from the north or south

points to the east and west points.

Azimuths are not always reckoned in this way, navigators

preferring one method, while astronomers prefer another.

Thus azimuth may also be taken as the distance measured in

degrees from the south point in a direction passing through the

s.p.

SHOWING AMPLITUDES RECKONED FROM THE EAST OR WEST POINTS TO N.P., NORTH
POINT OF HORIZON, AND S.P.. SOUTH POINT OF HORIZON.

west, north, and east points. On this system, a point can have

an azimuth var}'ing from 0° to 360°.

It is next important to define the term amplitude. The

amplitude of a body on the horizon is its distance north and

south of the east and west points ; it is always measured to

the nearest of these two latter points, so that its greatest

value can never exceed 90°. For instance, the south point

itself would have an amplitude of 90° south of west (generally

written W. 90° S.), or 90° south of east (E. 90° S.), while a

point 2° to the westward of south would have an amplitude of

W. 88° S., and not E. 92° S.
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We can say then tliat a star of a certain decimation

will rise or set at such an azimuth, if we reckon from the

N. point of the horizon, or at such an amplitude if we reckon

from the equator. This will apply to both north and south

declinations.

The following table gives for Thebes the amplitudes of

rising or setting (north or south) of celestial bodies having

declinations from 0'' to 64°; bodies with higher declinations

than 6-4° never set at Thebes if they are north, or never

rise if they are south, as the latitude (and therefore the

elevation of the pole) there is nearly 26°.

Amplitudes at Thebes.

Decliuatiou. Amplitude. Decliuatiou. Amplitude. Decliuatiou. Amplitude.

o O / o O / o /

22 24 33 44 50 25

1 1 7 23 25 41 45 ' 51 41

2 2 1.3 24 26 49 46 52 57

3 3 20 25 27 58 47 54 14

4 4 26 26 29 6 48 55 32

5 5 33 27 30 15 49 56 51

6 6 40 28 31 23 50 58 12

7 7 47 29 32 32 51 59 34

8 8 53 30 33 41 52 60 bS

9 9 59 31 34 51 53 62 23

10 11 6 32 36 1 54 63 51

11 12 13 33 37 11 55 65 21

12 13 20 34 38 21 56 66 54

13 14 27 35 39 31 57 68 31

14 15 34 36 40 42 5S 70 12

15 16 41 37 41 53 51) 71 59

16 17 49 38 43 5 60 73 55

17 18 56 39 44 17 61 76 1

18 20 3 40 45 30 62 7S 25

19 21 10 41 46 43 63 81 19

20 22 17 42 47 56 64 85 42

21 23 25 43 4!) 10
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The absolute connection, then, between the declination of a

heavenly body and the amplitude at whicli it rises and sets is

obvious from the above table : given the declination we know

the amplitude
;
given the amplitude we know the declination.

Suppose we were dealing with a sea horizon : all the bodies

rising or setting at the same instant of time ^vould be in a

great circle round the heavens, for the plane of the sensible

horizon is parallel to the geocentric one.

But there are some additional ^^oints to be borne in mind.

Ordinarily we should determine that the amplitude being so

and so, the declination of the body which rose or set with

that amplitude would be so and so, taking the horizon to be an

all-round horizon like a sea one. But that would not be quite

true, because we generally see the sun, to take an instance, some

little time before it really rises and after it has set, owing to

refraction. So that if we seethe sun setting, say, north of west,

we know that when we see it setting it appears really a little

further to the north tlian it actually was at the moment of true

sunset, because refraction gives us the position of the sun just

below the true horizon. Tliat is one point that we have to

consider. Another is that, of course, we as a rule do not deal

with sea horizons. Here we find a hill, there some other

obstacle ; so that it is necessary to make a correction de-

pending on the height of the hill or other obstacle above the

sea- or true-horizon at the place. Only when we take tliese

things completely into consideration, can we determine abso-

lutely the declination, or distance from the celestial equator,

of the body at the moment of rising or setting. Still, it is

worth while noting that when only approximations are re-

quired, the refraction- and hill-corrections have a tendency to

neutralise each other in the northern hemisphere. Refraction

will tend to carry the sunrise or sunset place more to the north,
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hills will cause the body to appear to rise or set more to

the south.

It is important to point out that these corrections vary very

considerably in importance according- to the declination of the

star with which we have to deal. With a high north or south

declination the amplitude increases very rapidly, and the more

it increases the more the corrections for refraction and eleva-

tion above the true horizon to which I have referred become of

importance. In all cases the correction has to be made so that

the amj)litude will be increased or decreased from the true

amplitude by this effect of refraction, according as the body

—

whether sun or star—is seen to the north or south of the

equator.

In the diagram given on page 49, the various amplitudes

are shown at which bodies of different declinations appear to

rise and set in places with latitudes ranging from 19° to 51° N.

It is a diagram to which frequent reference will be made in

the sequel.



CHAPTER V.

THE YEARLY PATH OF THE SUN-GOD.

Let us, then, imagine the ancient Egyptians, furnished with the

natural astronomical circle wliich is provided whenever there is

an extended plain, engaged in their worship at sunrise, praying

to the " Lord of the two Horizons." Tlie rising (and setting)

of stars we will consider later ; it is best to begin with those

observations about which there is the least question.

In the very early observations that were made in Egypt

and Babylonia, when the sun was considered to be a god

who every morning got into his boat and floated across space,

there was no particular reason for considering the ampli-

tude at which the supposed boat left or approached the

horizon. But a few centuries showed tluit this risino- or setting-

of the sun in widely varying amplitudes at different parts of

the year depended upon a very definite law. We now, more

fortunate than tlie early Egyptians, of course know exactly

what this law is, and with a view of following their early

attempts to grapple with the difficulties presented to them we

must pass to the yearly path of the sun, in order to study the

relation of tlie various points of the horizon occupied by tlte

sun at different times in the year.

Not many years ago Foucault gave us a means of

demonstrating the fact that the earth rotates on its axis. We
have also a perfect method of demonstrating that the earth not

only rotates on its axfs once a day, but ^lat it moves round

the sun once a year, an idea^vhich was undreamt of by

the ancients. As a pendulum shows us the rotation, so the
'^

E 2
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determination of the aberration of light demonstrates for us the

revolution of the earth round the sun.

We have, then, the earth endowed with these two move-

ments—a rotation on its axis in a day, and a revolution round

the sun in a year. To see the full bearing of this on our pre-

sent inquiry, we must for a time return to the globe or model

of the earth.

To determine the position of any place on the earth's surface

we say that it is so many degrees distant from the equator, and

also so many degrees distant from the longitude of Greenwich :

we have two rectangular co-ordinates, latitude and longitude.

When we conceive the earth's equator extended to the heavens,

we have a means of determining the positions of stars in the

heavens exactly similar to the means we have of determining the

position of any place on the earth. We have already defined

distance from the equator as north or south declination in the

case of a star, as we have north latitude or south latitude in

case of a place on the earth. With regard to the other

co-ordinate, we can also say that the heavenly body whose

place we are anxious to determine is at a certain distance

from our first point of measurement, whatever that may be,

along the celestial equator. Speaking of heavenly bodies, we
call this distance right ascension ; dealing with matters earthy,

we measure from the meridian of Greenwich and call the

distance longitude.

The movement of the earth round the sun is in a plane

which is called the plane of the ecliptic, and the axis of

rotation of the earth is inclined to that plane at an angle of

something like 28^". We can if we choose use the plane of the

ecliptic to define the positions of the stars as we use the plane

of the earth's equator. In that case we talk of distance

from the ecliptic as celestial latitude, and along the ecliptic
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from one of the points where it cuts tlie celestial equator as

celestial longitude. The equator, then, cuts the ecliptic at two

points : one of these is chosen for the start-point of measure-

ment along both the equator and the ecliptic, and is called the

first point of Aries.

We have, then, two systems of co-ordinates, by each of

which we can define the position of the sun or a star in the

heavens : equatorial co-ordinates dealing with the earth's

equator, ecliptic co-ordinates dealing with the earth's orbit.

Knowing that the earth moves round the sun once a year, the

year to us moderns is defined with the most absolute accuracy.

In fact, we have three years : we have a sidereal year—that is,

the time taken by the earth to go through exactly 360" of

longitude ; we have what is called the tropical year, which

indicates the time taken by the earth to go through not quite

360°, to go from the first point of Aries till she meets it again

;

and since the equinoctial point advances to meet the earth, we
talk about the precession of the equinoxes ; this year is the

sidereal year minus twenty minutes. Then there is also another

year called the anomalistic year, which depends upon the move-

ment of the point in the earth's orbit where the earth is nearest

to the sun ; this is running away, so to speak, from the first point

of Aries, instead of advancing to meet it, so that in this case

we get the sidereal year plus nearly five minutes.

The angle of the inclination of the earth's plane of rotation

to the plane of its revolution round the sun, which, as I have

said, is at the present time something like 33^°, is called the

obliquiffj of the ecliptic. This obliquity is subject to a slight

change, to which I shall refer in a subsequent chapter.

In order to give a concrete idea of the most important

points in the yearly path of the earth round the sun, let us

imagine four globes arranged on a circle representing the earth
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at different points of its orbit, with another gh)be in the centre

representing' tlie sun, mai'king" the two practically opposite

points of the earth's orbit, in which the axis is not inclined to

or from the sun but is at right ang-les to the line joining- the

earth in these two positions, and the two opposite and inter-

mediate points at which the north pole of the axis is most

inclined towards and away from the sun.

A diagram will show what will liappen under these

conditions. If Ave take first the points at which the axis,

instead of being inclined towards the sun, is inclined at right

angles to it, it is perfectly obvious that we shall get a condition

of things in which the movement of the earth on its axis will

cause the dark side of the earth and also the light side repre-

sented by the side nearest to the sun, l^oth being of equal areas,

to extend from pole to pole ; so that any place on the earth

rotating under those conditions will be brought for half a period

of rotation into the sunlight, and be carried for half a period of

the rotation out of the sunlight ; the day, therefore, will be of

the same length as the night, and the days and nights will

therefore be equal all over the world.

We call tljis the time of the equinoxes; the nights are of the

AUTUMN
EARTH AND SUX AT THE EQUINOXES.

same length as the day in both these positions of the earth

with regard to the sun.

In the next figure we have the other condition. Here the

earth's axis is inclined at the greatest angle of 23°^, towards, and
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away from, tlie sun. If I take a point very near the north

pole, that point will not, in summer, be carried by the earth's

rotation out of the light, and a part equally near the south pole

will not be able to get into it. These are the conditions at and

near two other points called the solstices.

WINTER
EARTH AXD SUX AT THE SOLSTICES.

SUMMER

On each of these globes I have drawn a line representing the

overhead direction from London. If we observe the angle

between the direction of the zenith and that to the sun in

winter we find it considerable ; but if we take the opposite

six-monthly condition we get a small angle.

In other words, under the first condition the sun at noon

will be far from the zenith of London, we shall have winter

;

and in the other condition the sun will be as near as it can be

to the zenith at noon, we shall have summer. These two cases

represent the two points in the earth's orl)it at which the sun

has the greatest declination south and north. With the greatest

north declination the sun will come up high, appear to remain at

the same height above the horizon at noon for a day or two, as

it does at oui* summer solstice, and then go down again ; at the

other point, when it has the greatest southern declination, it

will go down to the lowest point, as it does in our winter, stop,

and come up again—that is, the sun will stand still, so far as

its height above the horizon at noon is concerned, and the

Latin word solstice exactly expresses that idea. We have, then,

two opposite points in the revolution of the earth round the sun
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at which we have equal altitudes of the sun at noon, two

others when the altitude is greatest and least.

-^T""^"

\s

DIAGRAM SHOWING POSITION OF THE SL'K IX EELATIOX TO THE ZEKITH OF LONDON

AT THE NORTHERN WINTER SOLSTICE.

n

,s

DIAGRAM SHOWING POSITION OF THE SUN IN RELATION TO THE ZENITH OF LONDON

AT THE NORTHERN SUMMER SOLSTICE.

We get the equal altitudes at the equinoxes, and the

greatest and the least at the solstices.

These altitudes depend upon the change of the sun's declina-

tion. The change of declination will affect the azimuth and

amplitude of the sun's rising and setting ; this is why, in our

northern hemisphere, the sun rises and sets most to the north

in summer and most to the south in winter. At the equinoxes

the sun has always 0° Decl., so it rises and sets due east and

west all over the w^orld. But at the solstices it has its greatest

declination of 23^° N. or S. ; it will rise and set, therefore, far



Amplitude of Sim
at Solstice.

26 5

27 24

29 8

31 21

34 40

38 20

44
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from the east and west points ; how far, will depend upon the

latitude of the place we consider. The following are ap])roxi-

mate values :

Latitude of

Place.

25

30

35

40

45

50

55

At Thebes, Lat. 25° 40' N., representing Egypt, we find

that the amplitude of the sun at rising or setting at the

summer solstice will be approximately ;26° N, of E. at rising,

and .26° N. of W. at setting.

These solstices and their accompaniments are among the

striking things in the natural world. At the winter solstice we

have the depth of winter, at the summer solstice we have the

height of summer ; while at the equinoxes we have but

transitional changes ; in other words, while the solstices point

out for us the conditions of greatest heat and greatest cold, the

equinoxes point out for us those two times of the year at which

the temperature conditions are very nearly equal, although of

course in the one case we are saying good-bye to summer and

in the other to winter. In Egypt the summer solstice was

paramount, for it occurred at the time of the rise of the Nile,

the beginning of the Egyptian year.

Did the ancients know anything about these solstices and

these equinoxes? Were the almost mythical Hor-shesu or

sun-worshippers familiar with the annual coui;se of_the_sun ?

That is one of the questions whicH^we liave to discuss.
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THE PROBABLE HOR-SHESU AVORSHIP.

At the end of the last chapter I referred to the Hor-shesu or

followers, that is worshippers, of the Sun-god Horns. I shall

have to refer to the traditions relating to them at a later stage,

hut it is w^ell that I should state here that those personages who
preceded the true historic period are considered by De Roug^

and others to represent ''He type de TantiquiU la plus reculeeP

Let us for the moment accept the truth of the various

traditions relating to them, and suppose that they left traces of

their worship ; what, in the light of the last chapter, should we
expect to find? The thing most likely to remain would be

ancient shrines in all probability serving for the foundation of

nobler structures built in later times.

This brings us to the question as to the probabilities of

temple-building generally in relation to the heavenly bodies
;

but before I deal with it, it is important to consider a view

first put forward, 1 believe, by Vitruvius, and repeated by all

since his time who have dealt with the question, that the

temples were built purely and simply to face the Nile.^

The statement is so far from the truth that it is clear that

those who have made it had not studied the larger temple-fields.

Indeed, we have only to note the conditions at Karnak

^ " The temples of the gods ought to he so placed that the statue, which has its station in

cella, should, if there be nothing to interfere with such a disposition, face the west ; in order

that those who come to make ohlations and offer sacriiices may face the east. . . . When
temples are built in the neighbourhood of a river, they should command a view of its banks,

like the temples of Egypt upon the borders of the Nile."

—

Vitruvius, Civil Architecture,

Section I., Chapter V.
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aloiio to determine whether there is any truth in tlie view that

the temples face the river. We see at once that this idea

cannot be true, because we have the chief temples facing in

four directions, while the Nile flows only on one side.

Other archasologists who have endeavoured to investigate the

orientations of these buildings have found tliat they practically

face in all directions ; the statement is that their arrangement

is principally characterised by the want of it ; they have been

put down higgledy-i^iggledy ; there has been a synnnetrophobia,

mitigated perhaps by a general desire that the temple should

face the Nile. This view might be the true one, if stars were

not observed as well as the sun.

With regard to all the temples of the ancient world, whether

they are located in Egypt or elsewliere, we must never forget

that if astronomy is concerned in them at all, we have to

deal with the observations of the rising or setting of the

heavenly bodies ; whereas tlie modern astronomer cares little

for these risings or settings, but deals only with them on

the meridian.

The place of rising or setting would be connected with the

temple by the direction of the temple's axis.

Now, the directions towards which the temples point are

astronomically expressed by their "amplitudes"— tliat is, the

distance in degrees from the east or west point of the horizon.

For instance, a temple facing east would have an amplitude of

zero from the east point. If we suppose a temple oriented to

the north, it would have an amplitude of 90° ; if halfway

between the east and north, the amplitude would be 45° north

of east, and so on. 8o that it is possible to express the

amplitude of a temple in such a way that the temples in the

same or different countries or localities, with the same or

equivalent amplitudes, nuiy be classified ; and the more temples
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which can be thus brought together, the more Hkely is any hiw

relating to their structure to come out.

Let us take this, then, as a general principle. Now how

would it be carried out '?

It becomes pretty obvious, when we consider the conditions

of things in these early times, that the stars would l)e the

objects which would first commend themselves to the attention

of temple builders, for the reason that the movements and

rising- and setting-places of the various planets by niglit,

and of the sun by day, would appear to be so erratic, so long-

as the order of their movements was not known.

To go a step further. It is clear in the first place that no

one would think of orienting a tem23le to the moon, as there is

so little constancy about its path in the sky, and, therefore, in

its place of rising or setting. If the temple caught it each

month, the intervals between which this occurrence takes place

would vary very considerably, and in early times would have

been impossible to predict. Similarly it would not be worth

while to orient temples to the planets. But when we come to

the stars, the thing is different. A few years' observations

would have appeared to demonstrate the absolute change-

lessness of the places of rising and setting of the same stars.

It is true that this result would have been found to l^e erro-

neous when a long period of time had elapsed and when

o];)servation became more accurate ; Ijut for hundreds of )'ears

the stars would certainly appear to represent fixity, while the

movements of sun, moon and planets would seem to be bound

by no law.

Before, then, the yearly apparent movements of the sun

had been fnlly made out, observations of a star rising or

setting witli the sun at some critical time of the agricultural

cycle, say sowing-time or harvest, would be of the highest
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importance, and would secure the work being done at the right

time of tlie—to the early peoples—still unformulated year.

If a star was chosen in or near the ecliptic, sooner or later

the sun-light as well as the star-light would enter the temple,

and the use of a solar temple might have thus been suggested

even before the solstices or equinoxes had been thoroughly

grasped.

There is no doubt that if we are justified in assuming that

the stars were first observed, the next thing that would strike

tlie early astronomers would Ije the regularit}' of the annual

movement of the sun ; the critical times of the sun's movements

as related either to their agriculture, or their festivals, or

to the year ; the equinoxes and the solstices, would soon have

revealed themselves to these early observers, if for no other

reason than that they were connected in some way or other

Avith some of the important conditions of their environment.

After a certain time, solar temples, if built at all, would

be oriented either to the sun at some critical time of the

agricultural—or religious—year, or to the solstices and equi-

noxes. But at first, until the fixity of the sun's yearly

movements and especially the solstices and equinoxes had

been recognised, it would liave seemed as useless to direct a

temple to the sun as to the moon. After a time, however,

when the solstices and equinoxes had been made out, it would

soon have been found that a temjile once directed to the

sun's rising place at harvest or sowing time, or at a solstice

or an equinox, would continue for a long period to mark those

critical points in the sun's yearly course ; and wluni this yearly

course had Ijeen finally made out it would soon be ol3served

that the sun at any part of the agricultural year was as

constant (indeed, as we now know, more constant) in its

rising- and setting-i)lace as a star.
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But dealing with -^v^/w-worsliippcr.s, and endeavouring to

tliink out what the earliest observers probably would try to do

in tlie case of a solar temple, Ave see that, in all likelihood, they

would orient it to observe tlie sun at one of the chief points in

the year which could be best marked. I have said "which

could be best marked," but \\o\y was this to be done ? Evi-

dently, if terrestrial things were to he assisted, the marking

nuist have been by something exterrestrial, otherwise they

would have been reasoning in a circle ; and moreover we
must take for granted that what was wanted was a warning

of what was to be done.

Now, in the earliest times, as I have said, the constant move-

ments of the stars would have stood out in strong contrast

to the inconstant movements of the sun, and I think that there

can be little doubt that the lirst fixing of any point in the

year was by the rising or setting of some star at sunrise

—

or possibly sunset.

It is obA'ious that this mio-ht have o'one on even before

the solstices and equinoxes were recognised.

AVhen this came about, then temples might have been

directed to thfe sun at a solstice or an equinox.

Was it difficult to do this V Did it indicate that the people

who built such temples w^ere great astronomers ? Nothing of

the kind ;
nothing is more easy to determine than a solstice

or an equinox.

Let us take the solstice first. We know that at the summer

solstice the sun rises and sets furthest to the north, at the

winter solstice furthest to the south. We have only from any

point to set up a line of stakes before the time of the solstice,

and then alter the line of them day by day as the sun gets

further to the north or south, until no alteration is w^anted.

The solstice lias been found.
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There is another way of doing it. Take a vertical rod.

Such a rod, wJiich I may state is sometimes called a gnomon and

used to measure time, may he used with another object : we
may observe the length of the sliadow cast by the sun when it

is lowest at the winter solstice, and when it is highest ; at these

two positions of the sun obviously the lengtlis of the shadows

thrown will be different. When the noon-sun is nearest overhead

in tlie summer the length of the shadow will be least, when the

sun is most removed from the zenith the shadow will be lon^'est.o
The day on which the shortest shadow is thrown at noon

will define the summer solstice ; when the shadow is lono-est we
shall have the winter solstice.

This, in fact, was the method adojDted by the Chinese to

determine the solstices, and from it very early they found a

value of the obliquity of the ecliptic.

It may be said that this is only a statement, and that the

record has been falsified
; some years ago anyone who was

driven by facts to come to the conclusion that any very

considerable antiquity was possible in these observations met

with very great difficulty. But the shortest and the longest

shadows recorded (1100 years b.c.) do not really rejDresent the

true lengths at present. If anyone had forged these observa-

tions he would state such lengtlis as people Avould find to-day

or to-morrow, but the lengths given were different from those

which Would be found to-day. Laplace, who gave considerable

attention to this matter, determined what the real obliquit^'was at

that time, and proved that the record does represent an actual

observation, and not one which had been made in later years.

^

Next suppose an ancient Egyptian wished to determine the

time of an equinox. We know from the Eg}'2)tian tombs

that their stock-in-trade, so far as building went, was very

1 Sec Biot, Etudes sur rAstionomie Inditnnc,"' p. 293.
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considerable ; tliey had squares, they had phimb-lines, they had

scales, and all that sort of thing, just as we have. He would

first of all make a platform quite flat ; he could do that by

means of the square or plumb-line ; then he would get a ruler

with pretty sharp edges (and such rulers are found in their

tombs), and in the morning of any day he would direct this

ruler to the position of tlie sun when it was rising, and he would

from a given point draw a line towai'ds the sun ; he would do

the same thing in the evening when the sun set ; he would

bisect the angle made by these two lines, and it would give

him naturally a north and south line, and a right angle

to this would give him east and west. So that from

observations of the sun on any one day in the year he would

practically be in a position to determine the points at wliich

the sun would rise and set at the equinox—that is, the true

east and west j^oints.

Suj^pose that the sun is rising, let a rod throw a shadow

;

mark the position of the shadow ; at sunset we again note

where the shadow falls. If the sun rises exactly in the east

and sets exactly in the west, those two shadows will be

continuous, and we shall have made an observation at the

absolute equinox. But suppose the sun not at the equinox, a

line joining the ends of the shadows equally long before and

after noon will be an east and west line.

It is true that there may be a slight error unless we are

very careful about the time of the year at which we make the

observations, because when the sun is exactly east or west at

the time of rising or setting it changes its declination most

quickly. So it is better to make the above observations of

the sun nearer the solstices than the equinoxes, for the

reason stated.^

1 See Biot, " Sur divers points d'Astronoinie ancicnno : ]N[einoires, Academie des Sciences,"

1846, p. 47.
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We have now got so far. If the P^gyptians worshipped

the sun and Ijuilt temples to it, tliey would l)e more likely

to choose the times of the solstices and the equinoxes than any

other after its annual movement had been made out.

Is it possible to bring any tests to bear to see whether

they did this or not? Certainly: examine the temples which

still remain, and where they have disappeared examine the

temems walls which still exist as mounds in many cases.

Suppose we take, to begin with, as before, that region of

the earth's surface in the Nile valley with a latitude of about

26° N. The temples will have an amplitude of about 26" N. or S.

if they have anything to do with the sun at the solstices.

Any structures built to observe the sun will have an east

and west aspect true if they have anything to do with the sun

at the equinoxes. Dealing with a solstitial temple, the iirst

thing to observe is the amplitude of the temple, which must

depend upon the latitude in which it was wished to note the

rising or setting of the sun at either of the solstices. If we take

the latitude 26° N., which is very nearly the latitude of

Thebes, the amplitude has to be 26° as stated above ; so that

a temple at Thebes having an amplitude of 26° would be very

likely to have been oriented to the sun at the moment that

it was as far from the equator as it could be

—

i.e.., at the

time of the longest day of the year—in which case we

should be dealing with the summer or northern solstice ; or

of the shortest day of the year, if dealing Avith the winter or

southern solstice.

As we deal with higher latitudes, Ave gradually increase the

amplitude, until, if Ave go as far as the latitude of the North

Cape, the sun at the summer solstice, as everybody knows,

has no amj^litude either at rising or setting, because it passes

clear above the horizon altogether, and is seen at midnight.

F
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These are the conditions which will define for ns a

solstitial solar temple. We see the amplitude of the temple

must vary with the latitude of the place where it is erected.

But the tem^^les directed to the sun at an equinox will

be directed to an amplitude of : that is, they will point

E. or W., and this will be the case in all latitudes.

The orientation of a temple directed to the sun at neither

the solstices nor the equinoxes will have an amplitude less than

the solstitial amplitude at the place.

As a matter of fact, as I shall show in the sequel, some

of the temples recognised as temples of the sun in the in-

scriptions are of this latter class.
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METHODS OF DETERMINING THE ORIENTATION OF TEMPLES.

This brings us at once to a practical point. It will be

asked, How can such an inquiry be prosecuted ? How can

the amplitudes of the temples be determined ?

AZIMUTH COMPASS.

Nothing is easier. An azimuth compass is all that is

necessary for all but the most accurate inquiries.

The azimuth compass is an instrument familiar to many;

SECTION OF AZIMUTH COMPASS.

A. needle and card ; p. prism : s v, directrix or frame carrj-ing a wire directed to the object
and seen over the prism while the prism reflects to the eye the division of the scale

underneath it,

F 2
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it consists "of a magnetic needle fastened to a card carrying"

a circle divided into 360°, which can be conveniently read

by a prism Avhen the instrument is turned toward any definite

direction marked by a vertical wire. Its use depends upon the

fact that at the same place and at the same time all magnetic

needles point in the same direction, and the variation for

the true north and south direction is either supposed to be

known or can be found by observation.

THEODOLITE FOE DETEEMINING AZIMUTH AND Af/riTUDES.

A theodolite armed with a delicately hung magnetic needle^

which can be rotated on a vertical axis, will do still better
;

it has first of all to be levelled. There is a little telescope

with which we can see along the line. When we wish, for

instance, to observe the amplitude of a temple, the theodolite

is set up on its tripod in such a position that we can look

along a temple wall or line of columns, etc., by means of

the telescope. We then get a magnetic reading of the

direction after having undamped the compass ; this gives

the angle made between the line and the magnetic north (or

south), as in the azimuth compass.

What we really do by means of such an instrument is to
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determine the astronoiiiical meridian bv means of a magnetic

meridian. Here some definitions will not be out of place.

The meridian (jneridies = midday) of any place is the great

circle of the heavens which passes through the zenith (the

point overhead) at that place and the poles of the celestial sphere.

The meridian line at anv place is the intersection of the

plane of the meridian with the plane of the horizon at that

place, or, in other words, it is the line joining the north and

south points. If we have the proper instruments, we can

determine the meridian line astronomically at any place b}'

one of the following methods :

—

(1) If only an approximate position is required, the best

means of determining it is by fixing the direction of the sun or

a star when it has the greatest altitude. The instrument to be

used for this purpose would be a small theodolite with both a

vertical and horizontal circle, and provided also with tangent

screws to give slow motion to each of the circles as required.

By using stars of both high and low altitudes, a greater

•exactness can be obtained, but, after all, the method only gives

fi first approximation, as its weakness lies in the very slow

change of altitude as the meridian is approached.

(2) A much more accurate method is that of observing Avith

an altitude and azimuth instrument the azimuth {i.e.^ its angular

distance east or west of the north or south) of a star when

at the same altitude east and west of the meridian. If the

mean of the two readings given by the azimuth circle be taken*

the resulting reading indicates the direction of the meridian.

If Ave employ the sun in place of a star, its change of

declination during the interval between the observations must

be taken into account.

(3) To find the meridian line by means of the pole star is a

simple and accurate method, as a value can be obtained at
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anij time at night l)y a simple altitude, provided the time of

observation is knownJ

If these means of directly determining the astronomical

meridian line are not available, then we have to do it indirectly

by using- the magnetic meridian in the first instance.

If we take a magnetic needle and balance it liorizontally on

a vertical pivot, its ends will be directed to two points on the

horizon. By drawing a great circle through these two points

and the zenith point of the place, we obtain the luagnetic meridian.

The magnetic meridian line is the intersection of the plane of

the magnetic meridian with the plane of the horizon. The
angle between the astronomical and magnetic meridian lines is

called the variation, E. or W. according as the needle points to

the W. or E. of true—that is, astronomical—north at anv

particular place at any particular time. The variation may
vary from place to place, and always varies from time to time.

The bearing required has, in the first instance, to be de-

termined by the instruments already referred to in relation to

the magnetic meridian.

Having made such an observation, the next thing we
have to do is to determine tlie astronomical or true north

^

which is the only, thing of value.

If the magnetic variation has Ijeen determined for the

1 For a detailed account of the way in which the formula in use has heen obtained, the

reader had better turn to Vol. I., p. 253, of (^hauvenet's " Spherical and Pi-actical Astronomy."'

If we denote the latitude by <p.

and let ^^ =::the star's polar distance,

a'=:. ,, ,, right ascension,

= sidereal time of observation,

]i = the star's altitude,

t^ ,, ,, hour angle
;

then, knowing that

/= - a,

the formula may be written as follows :

—

<^= /; —23 cos. t + I jiJ- sin. 1" sin. -7 tan. //.

The Xautical Almanac gives tables to facilitate the computations involved, bat

greater exactness is obtained by direct computation.
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region, we may use a map. Such a map as that shown

beknv gives us the Hues along which in the British Isles

the compass variation west of north reaches certain values.

From such a map for Egypt we learn that in 1798 a magnet

swung along a line extending from a little to the west of
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Cairo to the second cataract would have had a variation of

llj° to tlie west; in 18^4 of 8^° to the west; and at the

present time the variation is such that observations made
along the same part of the Nile valley will have a variation

closely approximating i\° to the west. By means of such a
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map it is quite possible to get approximately the astronomical

bearings of all temples which were observed by the Frencli

in 1798 or by the Germans in 1844, or which can be observed

in the present day, provided always that there is no local

magnetic attraction.

If we are not fortmiate enough to possess such a map, the

methods previously referred to for obtaining the astronomical

north must be employed ; observing the direction in which

the sun culminates at noon will give us the south point

astronomically ; from observations of the pole star at night the

astronomical nortli can also be determined. From the former

of these observations the magnetic variation is obtained with-

out any difficulty, even in the absence of accurate local time.

When this is available other methods are applicable.

It is sad to think how much time is lost in the investigation

of a great many of these questions for the reason that the

published observations were made only with reference to the

magnetic north, which is vastly different at different places,

and is always varying. Few indeed have tried to get at the

astronomical conditions of the problem. Had this been done

with minute accuracy in all cases, either by the French or

Prussian Commissions to which I have referred, it is perfectly

certain that the solstitial orientation of Karnak and other

temjjles, which I shall have to mention, would have Ijeen

long ago known to all scholars.



CHAPTER YIII.

THE EARLIEST SOLAR SHRINES IN EGYPT.

XoT only can an inquiry like that referred to in the

previous chapter be prosecutecl^

—

it has been prosecuted.

The French and Prussian Governments have vied witli

each other in the honourable rivalry of mapping- and de-

scribing- the monuments. The French went to Egypt at the

end of the last century, while the Scientific Commission which

accompanied the army, a Commission appointed by the

Institute of France, published a series of volumes containing

plans of all the chief temi^les in the valley of the Nile as

far south as Phila?.

In the year 1814, some time after Champollion had led

the way in deciphering the hieroglyphics, we became almost

equally indebted to the Prussian Government, who also sent

out a Commission to Egypt, under Lepsius, which equalled

the French one in the importance of the results of the ex-

plorations ; in the care witli which the observations were made,

and in the perfection with which they were recorded. In

attempting to get information from ancient temples on the

points to which I have referred, there is, therefore, a large

amount of information available ; and it is Avise to study

the region round and below Thebes where the information

is so abundant and is ready to our hand.

First, then, with regard to the existence of solar

temples. Dealing with the monumental evidence, the answer

is absolutely overwhelming. The evidence I bring forward

consists of that afforded by some of tlie very oldest temples
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that Ave know of in Egypt. Among- the most ancient and

sacred fanes was one at Annu, On, or Heliopolis, which, the

tradition runs, was founded by the Shesu-Hor before the time

of Mena ; Mena, as we have seen, having reigned at a date

certainly not less than 4000, and possibly 5000 years B.C.

^€]^^^% ^^%

l4> ?£ik^ f .^^1$*^ ;;; >
.„„>!€3^

^
:,, ^!^ '''1>1#

PLAN OF THE MOUXDS AT ABYDOS. {From Jftiritftc.')

The Nile valley holds other solar temples besides that we
have named at Heliopolis. Abydos was another of the holiest

places in Egypt in the very earliest times.

Since the temples and temple mounds at Abydos can be
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better made out tliaii those at Heliopolis, I will take them

first. The orientations given l^y different authors are so

conflicting' that no certainty can be claimed, but it is

possible that at Abvdos one of the mounds is not far from

the amplitude shown in the tables for the sun in the Nile

valley at sunset at the summer solstice. If this Avere so, the

Egyptians who were employed in building the temple must

have known exactly what they were going to do.

At Heliopolis, as I have hinted, the matter is still less cer-

tain. Almost every trace of the temple has disappeared, but of

remains of temenos walls in 1844, when the site was studied by

Lepsius, there were plenty. At Karnak, where both temples

and temenos walls remain, we can see how closely the Avails

reflect the orientation of the included temples, even Avhen they

seem most liable to the suggestion of synniietrophobia. I have

before stated that the Egyj^tians have been accused of hating

every regular figure, and the irregular figures at Karnak are

very remarkable ; in the boundary Avails of the temple of Amen-

Rii there are tAvo oljtuse angles
;
round the Mut temple we also

have walls, and there again this hatred of similarity seems to

come out, for Ave have one obtuse and one acute angle. But if

Ave examine the thing a little carefully, Ave find that there

is a good deal of method in this apparent irregularity. The

Avail of the temple of Amen-Ra is parallel to the face of the

temple or at right angles to its length. One Avail of Mut is

perfectly parallel to the face of the temple or at right angles to

the sphinxes. And the reason that Ave do not get right angles at

one end of the Avail is that the Avails of the temple at j\Iut are

parallel to the chief wall of the temj^le of Amen-Ra. Surely it

must be that, before these Avails Averc built, it Avas understood

that there Avas a combined Avorship ; that they stood or fell

together. One thing Avas not attempted in one temple and
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another thing- in another, but the worship of each was reflected

in the other. If this be true, there was no hatred of symmetry,

but a definite and admirable reason why these Avails should be

built as they were.

With the knowledge we possess of both temenos walls and

temples at Karnak, and of the, I may almost say, symbolism of

TRUE XORTH.

;.,;:i«p»«^«i^- :;

^'<::5^ II

THE MOUNDS AND OBKLISK AT AXXU

the former, it is fair to conclude that when temples have gone

we nuiy yet get help from the walls. The walls at Heliopolis

are the most extraordinary I have met with in Egypt, as may
be gathered from the accompan\'ing reduction of Lepsius' map.

The arrow in Lepsius' plan is so wrongly placed that the

})lan is very misleading. It follows from Captain Lyons' obser-

vations and ni}^ own that the longest mound heads 14° X. of W.
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to 14° S. of E. within a degree; the condition of tlie mounds

renders more accurate measures impossible.^

It is to be gathered from the inscriptions that the temple

within these mounds, now only represented by its solitary

obelisk, was styled a sanctuary or temple of the sun.~

As the orientation of the X. and S. faces of the obelisk is

13° N. of W., the sun's declination must have been 11° N.

The times of our year marked by it, therefore, w^ere 18th April

and '24th August. But it must not be forgotten that the

temple may have been built originally to watch the rising or

setting of a star which occupied the declination named, and

possibly, though not necessarily, at some other time of the

year. I shall return to this subject.

If Maspero and the great authorities in Egyptology are

I'iglit—namely, that the Annu temple was founded before 4000

B.C.—the above figures drive us to the conclusion that we have

^ Since I left Egypt, iu Feliruaiy, 1893, Captain Lyons has been good enough to comply

with my request to repeat the observations. I give the following extract from his letter :

—

' The mounds are onlj' within a degree, as it is only the general direction which can

be taken.
y^^^j^ mound old temenos wall, 289i° mag. bearing = 19i° X. of W.
AVall at right angles ... 189° mag. bearing = 71° S. of W.

Going to the West mound there are two higher humps with an opening between them,

tons of limestone chips, sandstone blocks with Eameses II. 's name ; so that I take this for

the site of the great p3'loD. It is exactly opposite the obelisk, and distant, I should guess,

600 yards.
(^j^^ ^^ ^_ p^.j^^,^ ^^ obelisk, 106i" mag. bearing = 161° g. of E.

Pole of N. pylon tu obelisk, 109|° mag. bearing = 19i° S. of E.

So I think probably the remaining obelisk is the northern one {cf. Horner, " Phil. Trans.."

MDCCCLV., pp. 124 and 131), and the temple axis was directed 289|o mag. bearing with

corr. 5^0= 284° = 14° X. of West true amplitude."'

- Amenemat I., the foimder of the sanctuary of the sun, entreats, after he has begun the

great work (which was not finished till the time of his son, Usertesen), " Maj- it not perish by
the vicissitudes of time, may that which is made endure !

" This desire of a great king which
has come down to us through the leathern roll now preserved at Berlin, has not been
fulfilled ; for of his magnificent structure, built for all eternity, nothing remains but the

obelisk we have seen, and a few blocks of stone scarcely worth mentioning. Tlie Persian

Cambyses is unjustly accused of having destroyed the temple and city of the sun, for the citv

was minutely described in detail long after his time, and the temple was still flourishing :

nay, many remains of the sanctuary, that have now long since vanished, were described even
by Arab authors.—Ebirs, '• Egypt," p. 190.
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in this temple a l)iiilding" wliicli was orientated to tlie sun, not

at a solstice, some 6000 years ago.

So much for two of the places known to be of the highest

antiquity in Egypt. There remains another locality supposed

to date from more modern times—I refer to Thebes. It is here

that evidence of the most certain kind with regard to the

solstitial temjiles is to be found.

At Karnak itself there are several temples so oriented, chief

among them the magnificent Temple of Amen-Ra, one of the

wonders of the world, to which a special chapter must be devoted.

Suflfice it to say here that the amplitude of the point to which

the axis of the great temple of Amen-Ra points is 26" K. of AV.,

which we learn from the table already given is the amplitude

of the place of sunset at the summer solstice in the latitude of

Thebes. The amplitude of the point to which the axis of an

attached small temple points is 26" S. of E., exactly the position

of sunrise at the winter solstice.

It must not be forgotten in this connection that the Colossi

of the plain on the other side of the river, and the associated

temple, also face the place of sunrise at the winter solstice.

The list of solar solstitial temples, so far probably traced, is

as follows :

—

Place and Temple. Amplitude. Declination. Date.

Kasr Kerun 27° S. of E. 8.2.3^°

S.E. , Karliak (O) ... 261^^ S. of E. S. 23f
Temples. Memnonia (Avenue of Sphinxes) ' 27^^" S. of E. S. 2iV

(orientation not to |°)

S.W.
Temples.

Ennent ... 271^8. of W. S. 24i°

N.W. I Karnak (Q.K) 26^° K of W. N. 23^
Temples.

:
Karnak (U) 27A°N. ofW. ^. UV
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We have seen that it did not require any great amount of

astronomical knowledge to determine either the moment of the

solstice or the moment of the equinox. The most natural thing

PLAN OF MEMPHIS. (^Frum Lcpviux.)

to besrin with was the observation of the solstice, for the reason

that at the solstice the sun can be watched day after day getting

more and more north or more and more south until it comes to

a standstill. But for the observation of the equinox, of course,
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the sun is moving most rapidly eitlier north or south, and

therefore it wouhl be more difficult to determine in those

days the exact moment.

'V' .sinSif

Jr
'/"(4/ v''"

v**

EAST AND WEST PYRAMIDS AND TEMPLES AT GIZEH. (From Lcpshix.')

We next come to the question as to whether any buildings

were erected from an equinoctial point of view—that is,

buildings oriented east and west.

Nothing is more remarkable than to go from the description
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and the plans of such temples as we have seen at Abydos, Annii,

and Karnak, to regions where, apparently, the thought is totally

and completely different, such as we find on the Pyramid

Plains at Gizeh, at Memphis, Tanis, Sais, and Bubastis.

The orientation lines of the German surveyors show beyond

all question that the pyramids and some of the temenos walls

at the places named are

J
ust as true to the sun-

f
I

rising at the equinoxes

f as the temples referred

to at Karnak were to the

i*\ sun-rising- and settinor at

the solstices, and the

ISp" Sphinx was merely a
''"'"''"- mysterious nondescript

sort of thing which was

there watching; for the

rising" of the sun at an

equinox, as the Colossi

of the plain at Thebes were watching for the rising of the sun

at the winter solstice.

Further, the temples at Gizeh, instead of being oriented to

the north-west and to the soutli-east, are just as truly oriented

to the east and west as the Pyramids themselves. We have

either Temples of Osiris pointing to the sunset at the equinox,

or temples of Isis pointing to the sunrise at the equinox, but in

either case built in relation to the Pyramids. As an indication

of the importance of the considerations with which we are now

dealing, I may mention that it is suggested by them that the

building near the Sphinx is really a crypt of a temple of Isis

or Osiris. I'his is a view which may change the ideas generally

held witli regard to its age to the extent of something like a

TEMPLE AND TEMENOS WALLS OF TANIS.

(^From L/'j}siuit.')
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thousand years. It has been imagined tliat it was at least one

thousand years older than the second Pyramid ; but if it be

ultimately proved that this is really a temple of Isis or Osiris,

then since it was built in just as strict relation to the side

'''"XiuHiiiiUfiinu/^iiiviiiiiiii \^ ^unuiMiiuiiiiiuitiiiiiuiii|iiBi'iiiniia<(Mniuiiiinil»iurruUi|lAiliiiiiNiiiii|inw<i**

TEMPLE AND TEMEXOS WALLS OF SAIS (Sa-EL-LAGER). {From Lepsixx.')

of the Pyramid as the temple near the P}'ramid was to its centre,

both temples were most probabl}^ built at tlie same time as the

Pyramid itself. However this may be, the important thing

is that when we pass from Thebes, and possibly Abydos, to

the Pyramids at Memphis, to Sais and Tanis, we find a

(_; 2
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solstitial orientation changed to an equinoctial one. There is

a fundamental change of astronomical thought.

I confess I am impressed by this distinction ; from tlie

astronomical point of view it is so fmidamental that almost

a difference of race is required to explain it. I say this ad-

visedly, although I know creed can go a great way. because

among these early peoples their astronomy was chiefly a means

to an end. It was^not a story of abstract conce^^tions, or the

mere expression of interesting facts whether used for religious

purposes or not. The end was a calendar, of festivals and

holydays if you Avill, but a calendar which would allow their

tillage and harvest to prosper.

Now, it is almost impossible to suppose that those wlio

worshipped the sun at the solstice did not begin the year at the

solstice. It is, of course, equally difficult to believe that those

who preferred to range themselves as equinoctials did not begin

the year at an equinox. Both these practices could hardly go

on in the case of the same race in the same country, least of all

in the valley where an annual inundation marked the

solstice.

I shall show subsequently how the rise of the Nile , which

X took place at the summer solstice, not only dominated the

industry, but the astronomy and religion of Egypt ; and I Avas

nmch interested in hearing from my friend Dr. Wallis Budge

that the rise of the Tigris and Euphrates takes _pIaCfi_not_faT

from the spring equinox. This mav have dominated the

Babylonian calendar as effectually as the date of the Nile-rise

dominated the Egyptian. If so, we have a valuable hint as to

the origin of the equinoctial cult at Gizeh and elsewhere,

which in all probability was interpolated after the non-

equinoctial worship had been first founded at Annu, Abydos,

, . and possibly Thebes.
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OTHER SIMILAR SHRINES ELSEWHERE.

The observations which have been made in Babylonia are

very discordant among themselves, and at present it is im-

}30ssible to say, from the monuments in any part of the region

along the Tigris valley, whether the temples indicate that the

solstices were familiar to the Babylonians.

The ancient cities which have so far been excavated and

the modern names of the sites are as follows :

Nineveh = Kouyuiijik.

Babylon = Birs Nimruil.

Calali = Nimvud.

Erecli = Warka.

Ur of the Chaldees = Mukeyyer.

Ashur = Kalat Sherkat.

Dur Sarginu = Khorsabad.

Let US take, for instance, the region in the valley near where

the Upi^er Zab joins the main stream. We gather from the

map published in 1867 by Place, ^ that Ninn-ud, the modern

Calah, is near the junction, while the mounds of Kouyunjik,

Mosul, and Khorsabad, rej)resenting tlie ancient Dur Sarginu,

are to the north (36° N. latitude). There are two other

mounds shown on the map at Djigan and Tel Hakoab.

Now, by inspection it is quite clear that none of the mounds

except that of Nimrfid lie east and west. It becomes import-

ant, therefore, to determine their orientation ; but, alas ! this is

' " Xinive et I'Assyrie," par Victor Place. Inijiriinerie Impcrialo, 1867.
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nearly impossible with the sole exception of Khorsabad, for no

measures appear to have been made.

At first sight the matter seems more hopeful in the case of

Khorsabad, for we have not only the plans of Place, but those

of Botta and FlandinJ The plans seem oriented with care, so

far as the existence of a compass direction is concerned—for

that is present while it too often is lacking in such produc-

tions—but in neither series is it stated whether N. means

true or magnetic north.

Both observers noted a well-marked temple facing N.E.,

and also an " observatory." About the temple there can be

no mistake, for the fair-Avay of the light to it is carefully

preserved, and there is a flight of wide steps on the north-

east side of it.

Place gives the orientation 37° N. of E. in one plan and

39° in another. Botta and Flandin give 31|^° in one plan and

32° in another ! Now, the change in the magnetic variation

between 1849 and 1867 will not explain this difference, nor

indeed can it be accounted for by supposing that the magnetic

north is in question in one set of plans and the true north in

the other ;
~ and it is clear that no perfectly certain conclusion

can be arrived at till this work has been done over again. But

it is known that M. Flandin was a skilled surveyor, and we

have the remarkable fact, that if we take his value, we have the

amplitude of the .sun at the summer solstice in the latitude of

Nineveh !

1 "Monument de Ninive," imr Botta and Flandin. Imprimerie Xationale. 1849.

^ From a miignetic chart which has been prepared for me by the kindness of

Captain Creak, R.N., F.R.S., of the Hydrog-raphic Department of the Admiralty, it

seems that the variation at Nineveh and Babylon may be taken as follows :

—

Nineveh. Babj'lon.

1800 ... 8°25'W. ... ... 8°25'W.
11)00 ...

(»° ... ... 0° 2.-) W.

The values for intermediate dates may be roughly arrived at by an interpolation

curve
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I certainly think the temple may be accepted as a solstitial

solar temple provisionally ; and if so, the question is raised

whether the structures in Assyria, supposed to be oriented so

that the angles face the cardinal points, are not all of them

oriented to the sun at a solstice or to some other heavenly

body. Certainly we must have more definite measures before

the statement o-enerally made can l)e accepted as tinal.

When we leave Assyria we find other countries, it is true

still farther afield, in Avhich the existence of solstitial temples

of a great antiquity of foundation is fully recognised.

The great temple of the sun at Pekin is oriented to the

winter solstice. The ceremonials which take place there are

thus described by Edkins :

—

" The most important of all the State observances of China is the sacrifice at

the winter solstice, performed in the open air at the south altar of the Temple

of Heaven, December 21st. The altar is called Nan-Tan, 'south mound,' or

Yuenkieu, ' round hillock '—both names of the greatest antiquity.

" Here also are offered prayers for rain in the eai-ly summer. The altar is

a beautiful marble structure, ascended by twenty-seven steps, and ornamented

by circular balustrades on each of its three terraces. There is another on the

north side of somewhat smaller dimensions, called the Ch'i-ku-t an, or altar for

prayer on behalf of grain. On it is raised a magniticent triple-roofed circular

structure 99 feet in height, which constitutes the most conspicuous object

in the tout ensemble, and is that which is called by foreigners the Temple of

Heaven. It is the hall of prayer for a propitious year, and here, early in the

spring, the prayer and sacrifice for that object are prosecuted. These structures

are deeply enshrined in a thick cypress grove, reminding the visitor of the

custom Avhich formerly prevailed among the heathen nations of the Old Testa-

ment, and of the solemn shade which surrounded some celebrated temples of

ancient Greece."

The Temple of Heaven is thus described :

—

" The south altar, the most important of all Chinese religious structures,

has the following dimensions : It consists of a triple circular terrace, 210

feet wide at the base, 150 in the middle, and 90 at the top. In these,

notice the multiples of three : 3 x 3 = 0, 3 x 5 = 15, 3 x 7 = 2 1. The

heights of the three terraces, u[)per, middle, and lower, are 5*72 feet,
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6-23 feet, and 5 feet respectively. At tlie times of sacrificing, the tablets

to heaven and to the Emjjeror's ancestors are placed on the top ; they

are 2 feet 5 inches long, and 5 inches wide. The title is in gilt letters

;

that of heaven faces the south, and those of the ancestoi's east and

west. Tlie Emperor, with his immediate suite, kneels in front of the

tablet of 8hang-Ti and faces the north. The platform is laid with mar))le

stones, forming nine concentric circles ; the inner circle consists of nine

stones, cut so as to tit with close edges round the centi"al stone, wliicli

is a perfect circle. Here the Emperor kneels, and is surrounded first by

the circles of the terraces and their enclosing walls, and. then by the

circle of the horizon. He thus seems to himself and his court to lie in

the centre of the universe, and turning to the north, assuming the attitude

of a subject, he acknowledges in pi^ayer and by his position that he is

inferior to heaven, and to heaven alone. Round him on the pavement are

the nine circles of as many heavens, consisting of nine stones, then eighteen,

then twenty-seven, and so on in successive multiples of nine till the square

of nine, the favourite number of Chinese philosophy, is reached in the

outermost circle of eighty-one stones.

" The same symbolism is carried throughout the balustrades, the steps,

and the two lower terraces of the altar. Eour flights of steps of nine

each lead down to the middle terrace, whei-e are placed the tablets to

the spirits of the sun, laoon, and stars and the year god, Tai-sui. The

sun and stai's take the east, and the moon and Tai-sui the west : the

stars are the twenty-eight constellations of the Chinese zodiac, borrowed

by the Hindoos soon after the Christian era, and called by them the

Naksha-tras ; the Tai-sui is a deification of the sixty-year cycle." ^

We find, then, that the most important temple in China

is oriented to the winter solstice.

To mention another instance. It has long- been kno^Yn that

Stonehenge is oriented to the rising of the sun at the summer

solstice. Its amplitude instead of being 26° is 40° N. of E.
;

with a latitude of 51°, the 26° azimuth of Thebes is represented

by an amplitude of 40° at Stonehenge.

The structure consists of a double circle of stones, with

a sort of naos composed of large stones facing a so-called

avenue, which is a sunken way between two parallel banks.

' ••Journeys in North China," Williamson. Vol. II.. chap. xvi.. In- Edkiiis. ji. 2.")8.
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This avenue stretches away from the naos in the cUrection

of the solstitial sunrise.

But this is not all. In the avenue, l)ut not in the centre

of its width, there is a stone called the " Friar's Heel," so

located in relation to the horizon that, according to Mr.

Flinders Petrie,^ who has made careful measurements of the

whole structure, it aligned the coming sunrise from a point

behind the naos or trilithon. The horizon is invisible at the

entrance of the circle, the peak of the heel rising far above

it ; from behind the circles the peak is below the horizon.

Now, from considerations which I shall state at length further

on, Mr. Petrie concludes that Stonehenge existed 2000 b c.

It must not be forgotten that structures more or less similar

to Stonehenge are found along a line from the east on both

sides of the Mediterranean.^

It will be seen that the use of the marking stone to indicate

the direction in which the sun will rise answers exactly the

STONEHENGE, FROM THE NORTH.

1 " Stonehenge : Plans, Descriptions, and Theories," 1880, p. 20.

- Fei'ffuson :
" RuJo Stone Monuments."
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same purpose as the lon,<>- avenue of majestic columns and

pylons in tlie Egyptian temples. In both cases we had a

means of determining the commencement and the succession

of years.

Soiilh-West. Xurtli-East.

STONEHENGE RESTORED.

Hence, just as surely as the temple of Karnak once_pointed

to the sun setthuj at the summer solstice, the temple at Stone

-

henge pointed nearly to tlie sun rising at the summer solstice.

Stonehenge, there is little doubt, was so constructed that at

sunrise at the same solstice the shadow of one stone fell exactly

on the stone in the centre ; that observation indicated to the

priests that the New Year had begun, and possibly also fires

were lighted to flash the news through the country. And in

this way it is possible that we have tlie ultimate origin of

the midsummer fires, which have been referred to by so many
authors.^

We have thus considered solstitial temples scattered widely

over the earth's surface far from ihQ Nile Valle\\

^ <?('<; especially " The Golden Bough," hy J. CJ. Fraser, for tlu' iniilstiiiiiuer and IJeltaino fires.
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We may now return to the equinoctial temples which can

still be traced to the N.E. of that valley—^the chief ones being

those, remains of which still exist at Jerusalem, Baalbek, and

Palmyra, where stone was available for the temple builders.

These temples were apparently as perfectly squared to the

equinox as the Pyramids at Gizeli. I will take the temple of

Jerusalem first, as its history is more complete than that of

the others.

We learn from the works of Josephus that as early as

Solomon's time the temple at Jerusalem was oriented to the

east with care ;
^ in other words, the temple at Jerusalem was

parallel to the temple of Isis at the Pyramids ; it was open to

the east, closed absolutely to the west. In plan, as we shall

see, it was very like an Egyptian temple, the light from the

sun at the equinox being free to come along an open passage,

and to get at last into the Holy of Holies. We find that the

direction of the axis of the temple shows the existence of a cult

connected with the possibility of seeing the sun rise at either

the S23ring or the autunni equinox.

All the doors being opened, the sunlight would penetrate

over the high altar, where the sacrifices were offered, into the

very Holy of Holies, which we may remember was only entered

by the high priest once a year ; it could have done that twice

a year, but as a matter of fact it was only utilised once
;

whereas at Karnak the priest would only go into the Holy of

Holies once a year, because it was only once illuminated by

the sun in each year.

There is evidence, too, that the entrance of the sunlight on

the morning of the spring equinox formed part of the cere-

monial. The priest being in the naos, the worshippers outside,

with their backs to the sun, could see the high priest by means

1 "Antiquities," b. S, c. 4, p. 401, Whiston's edition.
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of the sunlight reflected from the jewels ^ in his garments, thus

referred to by Josepluis :

—

"I will now treat of what I bef'oie omitted—the garment of the high

priest, for he [Mo.ses] left no room for the evil practices of [false] pi'ophets
;

but if some of that sort should attempt to abuse the Divine authority, he

left it to God to be present at His sacrifices when He pleased, and when He
pleased to be absent. And he was willing this should be known, iiot to

the Hebrews only, but to those foreigners also who were there. For as to

those stones, which we told you before, the high priest bare on his shoulders,

which were sardonyxes (and I think it needless .to describe their feature,

they being known to everybody), the one. of them shined out tvhen God

was 2^1'esent at their sacrifices.- I mean that which was of the nature of

a button on Iiis right shoulder, bright rays darting out thence, and being

seen even l)y those who were most remote; which splendour yet was not

before natural to the stone."

Josephus^ states that the miraculous shining of the

jewels ceased two hundred years before his time, " God

having been displeased at the transgression of His laws."

This remark of Josephus quite justifies the assumption that

the effect of sunlight on the priest's jewels formed part of the

ceremonial, and in this way. In the earliest times there is

no doubt that the equinoctial temples Avere solar temples

pure and simple, and the rising sun would always, in fine

w^eather, shine into them at the equinox, which, while they

were used as solar temples, marked New Year's Day. The

influence of the later Bab}'lonian astronomy, however, at

length replaced the sun by the moon, and the year would

commence, not at the equinox, but ])y a new or a full moon

near the equinox. If either of these happened at the equinox,

well and good ; but if not, then the sun's declination might be

widely different from 0°—it might amount roughly to 10°

either N. or S.—and under these circumstances, as the amplitude

^ Josephus, " Autit(nitii's" III., c. 8, ^ 9. - The italics arc iiiim— J. X. L.

:' "Antiquities" III., c. 8, ^S it.
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would be greater, the .sun's light could not enter the temple at

all at the date of the feast. More than this, a mistake of a

month might l)e made, or a question of old st}de and new

style might come in, and that of course would make matters

worse. In tliis way, then, the withdrawal of the sunlight

from tlie temple at Jerusalem admits of being astronomically

explained.

It seems highly probable that the temple in question

was built on a Phenician foundation, for some of the stones

exceed 38 feet in length and weigh 90 tons.^ This remark

is suggested by the fact that at Baalbek or Heliopolis, to

which I next direct attention, tlie most ancient and most

massive part of the structure is, in all probability, of Phenician

origin. To give an idea of its massiveness, which is almost

more than Egyptian, it may be stated that there are three

stones each about 6 J: feet long, 13 feet high, and 13 feet

thick. There are smaller stones used in the tilling in, of

the same heiglit and thickness, and 30 feet long.^ These

form the western wall of tlie original naos or of its support.

Here the orientation is due E.^ When we come to

Palmyra, we. find also another temple to the equinoctial

sun ; but here the sunset, and not the suinise, is in question

—the temple faces due west.

In the whole problem, then, of orientation as I have had to

present it, and as it now stands, we seem for the moment to be

face to face wdtli two very remarkable and strange things ; so

strange that the argument may appear far-fetched and worth-

less, since we are landed in a region a|)parently very far

' Warren :
" Underground Jerusalem."

- Acosta, iu his "History of Indies," lib. vi., p. 45'.). quoted by Maurice (" Observations

Connected with Astronomy and Ancient History and Ruins of Babylon "'). states that

some of the stones in the Mexican temples to sun and moon measure 38 feet by 18 feet

by (5 feet.

»>W' '-Palmyra and Baalbek." R. Wood, 1827. Plates.
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removed from our modem liabits of thouglit. But is this

really so ? I assume the personification or the deification of the

sun : T shall subsequently have to include the stars ;
I indicate

special orientations of buildings devoted to the worship of

the sun at one time of the year or another. But really both

these things, though they seem improbable, have been carried

down to our own day, quite independently of any question

relating to Egypt. There is nothing new about them at

all, and there is nothing really strange. When we go into an

observatory we think nothing of turning our telescope towards

Venus, or Jupiter, or Mars. Here we have the deification of

the planets. It is perfectly true that this religious treatment of

the planets is not of our own day : we have inherited it from

the Greeks through the Latins ; but we do not think it at all

extraordinary that a planet should be called Venus or Jupiter.

Thus we of to-day are completely in touch with the old

Egyptians, except that the Egyptians were wiser in their

generation, and looked after the sun at fixed points in the year

and the constant stars instead of the variable planets.

Then, again, take the question of orientation. This is, after

all, one which survives among ourselves. All our churches are

more or less oriented, which is a remnant of old sun-worship.^

Any church that is proj^erly built to-day will have its axis

' On this point I gather the following information from the article " Orientation " in

the " (Trantl Dictionnaire Universe! du 19 .Siecle," by il. Pierre Larousse :
—"From the fifth

century to tlie time of the Eenaissance, the orientation of churches was generally carried out.

The mystical veat-ons furnished by the sacred writers—according to St. John of Damascus
and Cassiodorus—were that Jesus on the Cross had His face turned toward.s the West, hence

Christians during prayer must turn to the East to see it. Further, in the s;icred wiitings ^
Jesus is called the East {Oriens ex alto). Again, Christians hope to see Christ descending in

the East on the last day. Finally, the faithful when turning to the Ea.st during piayer

establish a diffei'ence between themselves and the Jews and heretics, for the Jew.s when ^
praying tuni West, and certain heretics South, and others North, hence the he atherPsaTd

they were sun- worshippers." In the ninth century there was a stiong protest against

orientation. Catholic churches were built any way, and it was said, ^^ Xuuc cremiis nd oimeiii.

jjar((iii /jidii JlcKs uhiqid'csf."'
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pointing" to the rising of the sun on the Saint's Day, i.e., a

church dedicated U) St. John ought not to be parallel to a

church dedicated to St. Peter. It is true that there are some-

times local conditions which prevent this ; but if the architect

knows his business properly he is unhappy unless he can carry

y

West. East.

PLAN OF ST. PETER'S AT ROME, SHOWING THE DOOR FACING THE SUNRISE.

out this old-world tradition. But it may be suggested that in

our churches the door is always to the west and the altar is

always to the east. That is perfectly true, but it is a modern

practice. Certainly in the early centuries the churches were

all oriented to the sun, so that the light fell on the altar through

the eastern doors at sunrise. The late Gilbert Scott, in his

" Essay on Church Architecture," gives a very detailed account

of these early churches, which in this respect exactly resembled

tlie Egyptian temples.

In regard to old St. Peter's at Rome,^ we read that "so

exactly due east and west was the Basilica that, on the vernal

equinox, the great doors of the porcli of the quadriporticus were

thrown open at sunrise, and also the eastern doors of the churcli

itself, and as the sun rose, its rays passed through the outer

1 See Builder, Jan. 2, 1S92.
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doorSj then through the inner cloor.s, and, penetrating straight

through the nave, ilhmiinated the High Altar." The present

clnn-cli fulfils the same conditions.

Ikit we have between our own churches and the Egyptian

temples a link in the chain which has just been magnihcently

completed by Mr. Penrose by his study of the Greek

temples. These interesting results will occupy us in a later

chapter.



CHAPTER X.

THE SOLAR TEMPLE OF AMEN-RA AT KARNAK.

So much having been premised concerning the early temj^le-

worship of the smi in Egypt and the adjacent countries,

and the survival of some of the ideas connected with it

down to our own day, I next propose to describe the

finest Egyptian solar temple which remains open to our

examination—that of Amen-Ra at Karnak.

Of the chief solar temples referred to in a previous

chapter, two have passed away ; even the orientation of the

one at Heliopolis I was only able to determine by the mounds,

assuming them to bear the same relation to the temple as other

mounds do, and the remaining obelisk.

The temple at Abydos is also a mound ; but in the case of

the temple of Amen-Ra at Thebes the case is different : instead

of being a mere heap, the orientation of which is obtainable only

by the general lie of the remains, this temple is still in such

preservation that Lepsius in the year 184-1: could give us a

large number of details about it, and locate the position of

the innumerable courts. Its orientation to the solstice Ave can

claim, as I hope to be able to show, as an early astronomical

observation. So it is quite fair to say that, many thousand

years ago at all events, the Egyptians were j^erfectly familiar

with the solstices, and therefore more or less fully with the

yearly path of the sun.

This temple of Amen-Ra is beyond all question the most

majestic ruin in the world. There is a sort of stone avenue in

the centre, giving a view towards the north-west, and this axis

H 2
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is something like five hundred yards in length. The whole

object of the builder of the great temple at Karnak—one of the

most soul-stirring

temples which

have ever been

conceived or built

by man—was to

preserve that axis

absolutely open

;

and all the won-

derful halls of

columns and the

like, as seen on

one side or other

of the axis, are

merely details; the

point being that

the axis should be

absolutely open,

straight, and true.

The axis was di-

rected towards the

hills on the west

side of the Nile,

in which are the

tombs of the

kings. From the

external pylon the

South-eastern out-

look through the

ruins shows the
or THE TEJIPLE OF AJFEX-UA FROM THE

1 1 1 -fl -P

WESTERX PYLON, LOOKING SOUTH-EAST. WnOlC lengtU
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the temj)le, and we see at the very

line a gateway nearly six hundred yar

extremity of the central

ds awa} This belonged
in nr- EAST.

J^l^

II. Origiual Sanf^-

tuary.
III. Obelisks.
IV. Hall of Co-

lumns.
V. Interior Pylou.

VI. Outer Court.
VII. External West-

ern Pylon.
VIII. Spliiuxes.

1 Temple M. of Lep-
sius.

2 Temple of Seti II.

3 Side Entrance.
4 South Wall.
5) Pylons of South
fii Court?.
7^
8 ( Inner Courts near

the Sanctuary.

a )

h
i"

N. Wall.

fzni]

c ) Columns in Outer
d t" Court, N. Side.
e. ) Columns iu Outer
/ ) Court, S. Side.

;/ Taharqa's Columns.

NORTH-WEST.

FLAX OF THE TEMPLE OF A.AIEX-R.\ AXD SOME OF ITS SURROUXDIXGS
SACRED LAKE.

IXCLUDIXG THE
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to a temple pointing towards the south-east. There were

really two temples in the same line back to back, the chief one

facing" the sunset at the summer solstice, the other probably the

sunrise at the winter solstice. The distance which separates

the outside entrances of both these temples is greater tlian

that from I'all Mall to Piccadilly ; the great temple covers

about twice the area covered by St. Peter's at Rome, so that

the whole structure was of a vastness absolutely unapproached

in the modern ecclesiastical world.

Some Egyptian temples took many tens of years to build
;

the obelisks, all in single blocks, were brought for hundreds of

miles down the Nile. The building of a solar temple like

that of Amen-Rfi meant to the Egyptians a very serious under-

taking indeed.

Some of the structural details are of a very curious nature,

while the general arrangement of the temple itself is no less

extraordinary. First, with regard to the temple axis. It seems

to be a general rule that from the entrance -j^yIon the temple

stretches through various halls of different sizes and details,

until at last, at the extreme end, what is called the Sanctuary,

Naos, Adytum, or Holy of Holies, is reached. The end of the

temple at which the pylons are situated is open, the other is

closed. These lofty pylons, and even the walls, are some-

times covered with the most wonderful drawings and hiero-

gl^phic figures and records. Stretching in front of the jiylons,

extending sometimes very far in front, are rows of sphinxes.

This principle is carried to such an extent that in some cases

separate isolated gates have been built right in front and

exactly in the alignment of the temple.

From one end of the temple to the other we find the axis

marked out by narrow apertures in the various jjylons, and

many walls with doors crossing the axis.
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Ill tlie temple of Amen-Efi there are 17 or 18 of these

apertures, limiting the light which falls into the Holy of

Holies or the Sanctuary. This construction gives one a very

RUINS OF DOOR AT ENTRANCE OF THE SANCTUARY.

definite impression that every part of the temple was built to

subserve a special object, viz., to limit the light which fell on

its front into a narrow beam, and to carry it to the other

extremity of the tem])le—into the sanctuary, so that once a



THE OBELISKS NEAR THE OLDEST PAllT OF THE TE:^rPLE OF AMEX-RA AT
KARXAK.
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year when the sun set at the solstice the light passed witliout

interruption ahjng the whole length of the temple, finally

illuminating the Sanctuary in most resplendent fashion and

striking the Sanctuary wall. The wall of the Sanctuary

opposite to the entrance of the temple was always blocked.

There is no case in which the beam of light can pass absolutely

through the temple.

The point was to provide an axis open at one end and

absolutely closed at the other, the open courts being only

found towards that end towards which the temple opened,

the other end l)eing all but absolutely dark and quite blocked

up at the extremity.

These sunlight effects were fully appreciated. Referring to

the obelisks erected by Queen Hatshepset as a monument

to her father Amen, an inscription at the base of one of these

says, "They are seen an endless number of miles off: it is a

flood of shining splendour when the sun shines between the two ;
" ^

and again, " The sun's disc shines between them as when it

rises from the horizon of heaven." -

Passing from the temple at Karnak to others in a better

state of preservation, we can gather that the part of the axis

furthest from the entrance was covered, so that in the penetralia

there was only a dim religious light. The entrance is also, as

it were, guarded by a massive exterior pylon, as in the more or

less modern temple of Edfii. This, again, reduces the light

in the interior.

It is easy to recognise that these arrangements bear out

the idea of an astronomical use of the temple.

First of all we know that the temple was directed to the

place of the sun's setting ; and if the Egyptians wished to lead

1 Biiigsch, " Egypt."' p. 174.

- Inscription south side of obelisk quoted in " Records of the Past," Vol. XII. (Letter from

Capt. Lj'ons).
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INXKU COURT AND SAXCTLAllV AT EDIU.

[From a Plwtograph hi/ the Author.)
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the narrow shaft of light which was l)ound to enter the temple,

since it was directed to tlie sunset, they would have contrived

the very system of gradually narrowing doors which we have

found to be one of the special features of the tem})le.

The doors were considered as very important—and no

wonder. In the account given of Thothmes III.'s restoration of

the temple of Amen-Ra, we read that after the building had been

constructed in a "position corresponding to the four quarters

of heaven " the great stone gateways were erected.

" The first had doors of real acacia wood covered with

plates of gold, fastened with black bronze and iron."

Then came a propylon (Bekhen) with three other gates

connected with it covered with plates of copj^er, and tlie

sacrifices were brought through these.

^

This idea is strengthened by considering the construction of

the astronomical telescope. Although the Egyptians knew

nothing about telescopes, it would seem that they had the same

problem before them which we solve by a special arrangement

in the modern telescope—they Avanted to keep the light pure,

and to lead it into their sanctuary as we lead it to the

eyepiece. To keep the light that passes into the eyepiece

of a modern telescope pure, we have between the object-glass

and the eyepiece a series of what are called diaphragms ; that is,

a series of rings right along the tu])e, the inner diameters of

the rings being greatest close to the oljject-glass, and smallest

close to the eyej)iece ; these diaphragms must so be made that

all the light from the object-glass shall fall upon the eyepiece,

without loss or reflection by the tube.

These apertures in the pylons and separating walls of

Egyptian temples exactly represent the diaphragms in the

modern telescope.

1 Briigsch, "Egypt," 15. 177.
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What tlien was tlie real use f)f these pylons and these

diaphragms ? It was to keep all stray light out of the

carefully roofed and darkened Sanctuary ; Ijut why was the

Sanctuary to he kept in darkness ?

The first point that I wish to make is that these temples

—

whatever vieAV may be entertained with regard to their worship

or the ceremonial in them—were undoubtedly constructed

among other reasons for the purpose of obtaining an exact

observation of the precise time of the solstice. The priests

having this power at their disposal, would not be likely to

neglect it, for they ruled by knowledge. The temples were,

then, astronomical observatories, and the first observatories

that we kno^^' of in the world.

If we consider them as horizontal telescopes used for the

purpose I have suggested, we at once understand the long axis,

and the series of gradually narrowing diaphragms, for the

longer the beam of light used the greater is the accuracy that

can be obtained.

Independently of ceremonial reasons—there is a good deal

to be said under that head—it is quite clear that the darker the

sanctuary the more obvious will be the patch of light on the end

wall, and the more easily can its position be located. It was

important to do this on the two or three days near the solstice,

in order to get an idea of the exact time at wliich the solstice

took place. We find tliat a narrow beam of sunlight coming

through a narrow entrance some OOO )ards away from the door

of the Holy of Holies would, provided the temple were

l)roperly orientated to the solstice, and provided the solstice

occurred at the absolute moment of sunrise or sunset according

to wliicli the temple was being utilised, practically flash into

the sanctuary and renudn tliero for aljout a couple of minutes,

and then })ass away. The flash wouhl be a crescendo and
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diminuendo, but the whole thing wouhl not last above two

minutes or thereabouts, and might be considerably reduced by an

arrangement of curtains. Supposing the solstice did not occur

at the precise moment of sunrise or sunset, and provided the

Egyptians by any means whatever were able to divide the days

and the nights into more or less equal intervals of time, two or

three observations of the sun rising at the solstice on three

different mornings, or of the sunset at the solstice on three

different evenings, Avould enable a careful observer to sa}"

whether the solstice had occurred at the exact moment of

sunrise or sunset, or at some interval between two successive

sunrises or sunsets, and what that interval was.

We may conclude that there was some purpose of utility

to be served, and the solar temples could have been used

undoubtedly, among other things, for determining the exact

length of the solar year.

I now come to my next point, which is that here we have

the true origin of our present means of measuring time ; that

our year as we know it was first determined in these Egyptian

temples and by the Egyptians. The magnificent burst of

the light at sunset into the sanctuary would show that a new

true solar year was beginning. It so happens that the summer

solstice was the time when the Nile began^and still begins, to

rise ; so thtit in Egypt the priests were enabled to determine, I

year after year, not only the length of the year, but the exact
:||

time of its commencement. This, however, they apparently

kept to themselves, for the year in use, called the vague year.

began at different tinuvs of the truc^ rear through a long

cycle, as I shall show in subsequent chapters.

If the Egyptians wished to use the temple for ceremonial

purposes, the magnificent beam of light thrown into the temple

at the sunset hour would give them opportunities and even
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suggestions for so doing; for instance, they might phiee an image

of the god in the sanctuary and allow the light to ilash upon

it. We should have a " manifestation of Ra" with a vengeance^
during the brief time the white flood of sunlight fell on it ; be

it remembered that in the dry and clear air (^f Egypt the sun

casts a shadow five seconds after the first little point of it has

been seen above the horizon. So that at sunrise and sunset

in Egypt the light is very strong, and not tempered as with us.

They did this : we not only find the exact allocation of words

"the manifestation of Ra," but what happened is described.

One of the inscriptions relating to the manifestation of Ra has

been translated by De Rouge as follows :
—

" II vint en ])assant vers le temple de Ra ; il eutra tlaiis le temple en

adorant (deux fois). Le x;^i'-heb [celebrant] invoqua (celui ([ui) repousse les

plaies du roi ; il remplit les rites de la porte ; il prit le seteb, il se purilia par

I'encens ; il fit une libation ; il apporta les tleurs de Habenben [a part of the

temple] ; il apporta le parfum (?). II monta les degres vers I'adytum grand,,

pour voir Ra dans Habenljen ; lui-meme se tint seul ; il poussa le verrou ; il

ouvrit les portes ; il vit son pere Ra dans Habenben ; il venera la barque de

Ra et la barque de Tum. II tira les portes, et posa la terre sigillaire (qu'il)

scella avec le sceau du roi. Lui-meme ordonne aux pretres, ' J'ai place le

sceau
;
que n'entre pas quelqu"un dedans de tout roi qui se tiendra (la).'

'

'

In the quotation the apparatus of doors is referred to, and

it is not diificult to understand that by a particular arrangement

of them it would be easily possible to allow the ilash which

lighted up the image of the god to be of very brief duration.

Remember that the sanctuary was dark, that the king stood

with his back to the pylon (and therefore to the sun). Under

these circumstances, to an excited imagination it would be the

god himself and not his image which appeared. Maspero -

adduces much evidence to show that the priests were not

1 " ChrostomKthie Egyptienne," De Rouge, iii., p. 00.

2 "Egyptian Archaeology,'' English edition, p. 105.
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above pious frauds even in the worship coiniected with the

Holy of Holies :

—

" The shrines [in the sanctuary] are little chapels of wood or stone, in

wliich the spirit of the deity was supposed at all times to dwell, and which

on ceremonial occasions contained his image. The sacred Larks were built

after the model of the Bari, or boat in which the sun performed his daily

course. The shrine was placed amidships of the boat and covered with a

veil or curtain, to conceal its contents from all spectators We have

not as yet discovered any of the statues employed in the ceremonial, but we
know what they were like, what part they })layed, and of what materials

they were made. They were animated They spoke, moved, acted

—

not metaphorically, but actually Interminable avenues of sphinxes,

^•igantic obelisks, massive pylons, halls of a hundred columns, mysterious

chambers of perpetual niglit—in a word, the w-hole Egyptian Temple and its

dependencies were built by way of a hiding-place for a performing puppet,

of which the wires were worked by a priest."

In an inscription which covers, according to Brugsch,

an entire wall near tlie Holy of Holies in the temple of

Anion- Ka it is stated that a beautiful harp, inlaid with silver

and gold and precious stones, on which to sing the praises

of the god, statues of the god himself, and numerous gates

(Selkhet) with locks of copper and dark bronze, to protect

the Holy of Holies from intrusion, were among the gifts to

the j^riests.^

Thothmes III., in his account of his embellishments at

Karnak, says of the statues of the gods and of their secret

place (possibly the Adytum) that they wei-e " more glorious

than wdiat is created in heaven, more secret than the j^lace of

the abyss, and more [invisible] than what is in the ocean." -

^ Brugsch, "Egypt," p. 174. - Brugsch, op. cit., p. 187.



CHAPTER XI.

THE AGE OF THE TEMPLE OF AMEN-RA AT KARNAK.

If it be accepted that the arguments ah-eady put forward

justif}^ us in regarding the temple of Amen-Ra as a solstitial

solar temple, we are brought face to face with the fact that if

it be of any great antiquity its orientation should be such

that it will no longer receive the light of the setting sun

at the summer solstice along its axis.

This results from the fact that there is a slow change

in what is called the obliquity of the ecliptic—that is, the

angle between the plane of the earth's equator and the plane

of the ecliptic ; this change is brought about by the attraction

of the other planetary bodies affecting the plane of the

ecliptic. If these planes approach each other, the obliquity will

be reduced ; the present obliquity is something like 23° 27'

;

we know that 5,000 B.C. it was 24° 22', nearly a degree more.

A difference of 1° means, then, a difference of time of about ^;^
seven thousand years. It may go down to something below

21°. Since the obliquity has been decreasing for many
thousand years, a temple directed to the rising or setting sun

at the solstice some thousands of years ago had a greater

amplitude than it requires now.

It will be readily understood that if the orientation of tlie

temple and the height of the hills towards which it points be

accurately known, knowing also the precise obliquity of the

ecliptic at different epochs, we have an astronomical means of

determining the date of the original foundation of the temple,

I
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supposing-, of course, that it was founded to observe the

solstice.

But before I go into these matters it is essential that the

evidence of Egyptologists should be considered. Very for-

tunately for us in these inquiries the temple of Amen-Ra is

one of those most carefully studied by Mariette, so that the

(hrnier mot of the archaeologist is at our disposal.

Mariette, in his magnificent memoir on Karnak,^ surpassed

himself in the care and sagacity which he displayed in

endeavouring to fix dates for the various structures in that

wonderful temple-field, and among them the various parts of

tlie temple of Amen-Ra.

In his maps, to which I now refer, each part of the

temple is coloured according to the supposed date of its

building. He points out first of all that the inscriptions on the

walls must be disregarded, as they could have been put there

at any date after the temples were built. On this j^oint

I quote Mariette' s own words :

—

-

" Les couleiivs marquees sur le plan servent a indiquer, au moyeii de la legende

explicative placee en marge, les epoques diverses de la construction des temples

et de leurs parties. Quelques mots d'explication sont ici necessaires. Un mur
porte les cartouches de Menephtali ; mais il peut avoir ete construit deux-cent-

cinquante ans plus tot par Tlioutmes III. Les epoques de la decoration ne sont

ainsi pas toujours les epoques de la construction. Pour avoir les epoques de la

decoration, il ne s'agit que de regarder les murs et les inscriptions dont ils sont

converts. Pour avoir les epoques de la construction, tout un travail de con-

fi'ontation, de comparaison, est necessaire. II faut s'assurer si les niemes mains

qui ont construit le mur I'ont decoi'e ; dans le cas contraire, il faut faire inter-

venir I'archeologie dans toutes les branches de cette science qui touchent a

Fohservation des lieux, au mode de construction, a I'agencement des pierres, au

choix et k ra}»pareillage des materiaux."

Taking the temple in its generality, he finds that, so far as

his inquiries had carried him, parts were certainly built at a

1 " Karnak. Etude topographiqne et archeologique."

- Mariette, op. rif., text, p. 2.
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time as ancient as the twelfth dynasty—say 2400 or 8000 r..('.,

according to the authority in these matters that we may
prefer.

Then again we have dates given and indications of kings

througli the eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties, and then

again on to the times of the Ptolemies.

In such an inquiry we must have archaeological dates on

which we can rely. In the date assigned to tlie time of Mena

by various. Egyptologists we find a difference of nearly—in

fact, rather more than—^a thousand years in our authorities.

In the twelfth dynasty we find a difference of five hundred

years ; but in the later dynasties, such as the eighteenth, the

difference is reduced in some cases to ten years or so. So that

in the later dynasties we know pretty well what time is in

question. We are therefore on firm ground.

The first point to which I wish to call attention is that

according to Mariette the building dates change along the open

axis of the temple. From ^photographs I took when in Egypt

I found reason to believe that the direction of the axis has

been slightly changed at the west end.

If we refer to the plan of the temple, the point of import-

ance to us in our present inquiry has relation to the circum-

stances connected with the buildings of the temple itself. We
have in the outer court to the north-west certain pillars which

were built by one of the Ethiopian kings. These I mark I , I

(see page 118). There is the temple M, built by Rarneses III.,

according to Mariette. There are walls with columns, marked

2,2, built by the twenty-second dynasty, north and south of this

outer court ; and then there is the temple L in the outer court,

supposed to have been built by Seti II. The western part of

the temple, therefore, is of no high antiquity. To find this we
have to go some 200 yards to the south-east. Near the central

I 2
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portion of the temple (marked 4) there are traces of the

twelfth or j^ossibly the eleventh dynasty. What existed then

might have been a shrine with nothing to the north-west or

south-east of it.

This seems almost to have been its condition at the time of

Thothmes III. even.

According to an inscription quoted by Brugsch,^ " The

king (Thothmes III.) found it in the form of a brick building,

in a very dilapidated condition, being a work of his pre-

decessors. The king with his own hand performed the scjlemn

laying of the foundation stone for this monument."

From this point, indeed, the temple seems to have extended

in both directions—that is, north-west and south-east—the

sanctuary being thrown back to the eastward and pylons added

to the westward.

It follows from the above very brief sketch that the original

orientation of the original shrine is to be gathered from the

walls towards the centre of the present ruins.

Let us agree to this. The Egyptologist already gives us

eleventh-dynasty time, say 2500 B.C. for a part of the existing

temple.

Let us now pass to the astronomical problem. Lepsius and

others have measured the amplitude of this part of the temj^le.

It is given as 2^ or 26° 30' N. of W.
When there I measured the height of the opposite hills

(near the tombs of the kings) roughly at 2^°. If we, therefore,

deal with the amplitude, considering the height of the hills as

2^°, we find that, as the horizon was above the sea horizon and

the sun travels down an inclined path from south to north, it

would meet the hill sooner than the sea horizon ;
the apparent

amplitude would, therefore, l)e less than the true one, so that

1 " History " p. 175.
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we get an amplitude of 25° instead of 26°, and if we correct

that for refraction we get 25^°.

Let us take the lower amplitudes. AVe can construct the

following table :—

^

With present obliquity 23° 30' we have at Thebes,

lat. 25° 40' amplitude on horizon (sun's centre) ... ... 26^

Corrected for refraction ... ... ... ... ... 26° 30'

The amplitude behind hill, 2^° high, will be ... ... 25°

Making correction for refraction ... ... ... ... 25° 5'

So that, taking the lowest amplitude, the temple axis points

almost 1" too much to the north.

I have already mentioned that the photographs I had taken

of the temple axis towards, and from the outside of, the

Ptolemaic pylon indicated a twist in the temple axis. This was

a question that in the absence of accurate measurements could

only be determined by an actual observation of the solstice.

This being so, I begged the intervention of Col. Sir Colin

Scott-Moncrieff, the Under Secretary of State of the Public

Works Department in Egypt, to detail one of his officers to

make observations of the summer solstice of 1891. He was

good enough to accede to my request, and I proceed to give

extracts from the report of the officer in question, Mr. P. J. G.

Wakefield, to Mr. Allan Joseph, the Director of AVorks and

Irrigation :

—

" In accordance with instructions received, I made the following observa-

tions at Karnak on June 21st, 1891 :

—

"I found that the points which I have marked A, C, D on the photographic

plan (being the centres of the Pylon of Rameses I., the Pylon of Thothmes I.,

and the shrine or sanctuary of Philip III. of Macedon (?) respectively) were all

in a straight line.. B is a point midway between the only two opposite pillars

of which the bases are intact (one set up by Rameses I., and the other by

Seti I.), and was very nearly in line
;
probably the true centre between the

])illars (which is ditKcult to obtain) would be exactly so. The centre of the Great

Pylon (Ptolemaic) is not in line at all with these jjoints, there being 1° difference
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SOUTH-EAST.

NORTH-WEST.

PLAN OF THE TEMPLE OF AMEX-RA, SHOWIXG THE
POINTS REFERRED TO IX THE PRESEXT -CHAPTER.

between D A prolonged and

A E ; I therefore accepted the

line D C A as the true axis.

" From an inspection made
on June 20th, it appeared to me
that the setting sun would not

be visible from any of the points

indicated by Professor Norman
Lockyer. I therefore placed the

theodolite at A. I i-egret to say

that my above supposition was

correct, as even from A I was

only able to see a portion of the

setting sun, the remainder being

hidden behind the south wall of

the Great Pylon. I obtained,

however, one reading, the right

limb at, as nearly as I could

judge, the moment of impact of

the sun's diameter Avith the hill."

Of the measures given

the most important are

the angle between the

axis of the temple looking

south-east from A and the

north point 116° 23' 40"

(amplitude 26° 23') and

the angle between the

top of the hills and the

horizontal 2° 36' 20".^

These measures, there-

fore, entirely justified

the result of the calcula-

tions I have before given,

1 Kissen in his iinpoi-tant memoir
does not refer to this hill ; his con-

clusions, therefore, are not absolutely

justified by the facts as he states them.
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and prove that the interval of over 5000 years is sufficient to

cause us to detect the change in the obliquity of the ecliptic

by this method of observing the sunset at a solstice with an

instrument built on so large a scale.

Taking the orientation as 26°, and taking hills and refraction

into consideration, we find that the true horizon sunset

amplitude would be 27° 30'. This amplitude gives us for

Thebes a declination of 24° 18'.

This was the obliquity of the ecliptic in the year 3700

B.C., and this is therefore the date of the foundation of the ^^
shrine of Amen-Ra at Karnak, so far as we can determine it

astronomically with the available data ; but about these there

is still an element of doubt, for, so far as I learn, the recent

magnetic readings have not been checked by astronomical

observations.



CHAPTER XII.

THE STARS—THEIR RISINGS AND SETTINGS.

From what has been stated it is not too much to assume

that the Egyptians observed, and taught people to observe,

the sun on the horizon.

This being so, the chances are that at first they would

observe the stars on the horizon too, both stars risino- and

stars setting; this indeed is rendered more probable by the

very careful way in which early astronomers defined the

various conditions under which a star can rise or set, always,

be it well remembered, in relation to the sun.

It must not be forgotten that the ancients had no telescopes,

and had to use their horizon as the only scientific instrument

which they possessed. They spoke of a star as rising or

setting cosmically, achronically, or heliacally.

The cosmic rising meant that the star rose, and the cosmic

setting meant that the star set, at the same moment as the

sun—that is, that along the eastern horizon we should see

the star rising at the moment of sunrise, or along the western

horizon a star setting at the moment of the sun setting ; but

unless certain very obvious precautions were taken it is clear

that neither the rising nor the setting star would be seen, in

consequence of the presence of daylight. The achronical rising

or setting is different from the cosmic in this respect—that

we have the star rising when the sun is setting, or setting

when the sun is rising. Finally we have the heliacal

rising and setting; that is taken to be that the star appeared
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in the morning a little in advance of the sunrise, or set at

twilight a little later than the sun.

It is quite clear that if we ol)serve a star rising in the

dawn, it will get more and more difficult to observe the nearer

the time of sunrise is approached. Therefore, what the

ancients did was to determine a time before sunrise in the

early dawn at which the star could be very obviously and

clearly seen to rise. The term ''heliacal rising" was coined

to represent a star rising visibly in the dawn, therefore, before

the sun. Generally throughout Egypt the sun was supposed

to be something like 10° below the horizon when a star was ^
stated to rise heliacalhj.

The following table from I^iot should make matters quite

clear :

—

Star at Eastern Horizon

(Rising)

Star at Western Horizo}i

(Setting)

Mornine

Evening

Evening

Morninii

True or Cosmic...

Apparent or Heliacal

r True or Achronic

1 Apparent or Heliacal

True or Cosmic...

Apparent or Heliacal

True or Achronic

Apparent or Heliacal

Sun rising.

r Sun not yet risen, but

I
depressed below hori-

j
zon sufficiently to en-

^ able the star to be seen.

Sun setting.

r Sun set. and depressed

I
below horizon suffi-

I ciently to enable the

'^ star to be seen.

Sun setting.

r Sun set, and depressed

I
below horizon sviffi-

j
ciently to enable the

^ star to be seen.

Sun rising.

,- Sun not yet risen, but

I
depressed below hori-

j
zon sufficiently to en-

*- able the star to be seen.

It is Ideler's opinion that, in Ptolemy's time, in the case of

stars of the first magnitude, for heliacal risings and settings,

if the star and sun were on the same horizon, a depression of

the sun of 11° Avas taken; if on opposite horizons, a depression

of 7°. For stars of tlie second magnitude these values were
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14° and 8^°. But if temples were employed as I have

suggested, even cosmic and aclironic risings and settings could

be observed in the case of the brightest stars.

But it must not be imagined that, even in p]gypt, all stars

can be observed the moment they are above the horizon.

In the morning, especially, there are mists, so that all but

the brightest stars are often invisible till they are 1° or 3° high.

On this point I quote Biot :

—

" Comme le rapporte Nouet, I'asti'onome de I'expedition fran^aise, on n'y

aper^oit jamais a leur lever les etoiles de 2° et de 3° grandeur memo dans les

plus belles nuits, a cause d'une bande constant de \apem"s qui borde I'horizon.^

Aussi en expliquant le calcixl des levers heliaques dans I'Almageste, Ptolemee

a-t-il soin de reniarquer- que les aunonces qu'on voudrait faire de ces

plienomenes seronfc toujours tres-incertaines, a cause de I'etat des couches d'air

dans lesquelles on les observe, et a cause de la diliiculte optique qii'on eprouve a

saisir la premiere apparition, comme il dit lui-meme en avoir fait I'experience. " -^

Before Ave begin to consider the question of stars at all, we
must be able to describe them—to speak of them in a way
that shall define exactly which star is meant. We can in these

days define a star according to its constellation, or its equatorial

or ecliptic co-ordinates, but all these means of reference were

unknown to the earliest observers. Still we may assume that

the Egyptians could define some of the stars in some fashion

;

and it is evident that we here approach a matter of the very

highest importance for our subject, to which I shall have to

return in a subsequent chapter.

So far as we have been dealing with the sun and the

observations of the sun at rising and setting, we have taken for

granted that the amplitude of the sun at the solstices does not

change ; the amplitude of 26° at Thebes for the solstices is

1 " ffiuvres de Volney," vol. v., p. 431.

- " Ptolemy Almagest VIII. ," chap. vi.

•* " Eecherehes suv I'annee vague des Egyptiens," by M. Biot, Acidemie des Sciences

4th April, 1831.
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practically, though as we liave seen not absolutely, invariable

for a tliousand years ; but one of the results of astronomical

work is that the stars are known to behave quite differently.

In consequence of Avhat is called precession the stars change >(^

their j^lace with regard to the pole of the equator ; and further,

in consequence of this movement, the position of the sun among

the stars at the solstices and equinoxes changes also.

In reference to the sun's path we considered what are called

tlie ecliptic and the equatorial co-ordinates. The ecliptic

defines the plane in which the earth moves round the sun, and

90" from that plane we have the pole of the heavens ; celestial

latitude we found reckoned from the plane of the ecliptic north

and south up to the pole of the heavens, and celestial longitude

was reckoned along the plane of the ecliptic from the first point

of Aries. We had also declination reckoned from the equator

of the earth prolonged to the stars, and right ascension

reckoned along the equator from the first point of Aries.

The pole of the heavens_or_ of the ecliptic, then, we must

regard as practical]), Init not absolutely, fixed; but the pole_

of tlic cartli's (Mjiiator is not fixed, it slowly ..moves round t_hej-^(f"

pole ()£ the heavens. ln_ consequence of tJud movement_f]i.ere^is_a_^

change of declination in a ^tuf^splaee^

Going back to the diagram (p. 49), we find that the amplitude

of a body rising or setting at Thebes or anywhere else depends

upon its declination ; so that if from any cause the declination

of a star changes, its amplitude must change.

That is the first point where we meet with difficulty,

because if the amplitude changes it is the same as saying that

the place of star-rising or star-setting changes ; that is, a star

which rises in the east in a certain amplitude this year will

change its amplitude at some future time.

In the last chapter I referred to one of the difficulties
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of iiiodern inquiries into tlio orientation of ancient temples,

which arises from the fact that the sun has not always, at the

solstices, risen or set at exactly the same points of the horizon.

AYe now find ourselves face to face with the fact that the

stars do not rise or set at the same points century after century.

We saw that the change in the position of the sun on

the horizon at the solstices is due to a very small change of

obliquity of the ecliptic, so that in a matter of something like

6,000 years the position of the sun at sunrise and sunset on the

horizon may be varied by, roughly sjjeaking, 1 degree.

But in the case of the stars the matter is very much
more serious, because in the course of something like 13,000

years the rising- or setting-places of a star may vaiy bv some-

thino; like 47° ahmo* the horizon north or south.

So that in the cases both of sun and stars there is no real

fixity in the places of rising or setting, although of course

those who made the first observations and built the first

temples were not in a position to know tliis.

The real cause of this precessional movement which causes

the stars to change their places lies in the fact that the earth is

not a sphere, its equatorial diameter being longer than its polar

diameter, so that there is a mass of matter round the equator in

excess of what we should get if the earth were spherical.

Suppose that matter to be represented by a ring. The ring is

differently presented to the sun, one \)Vivt l^eing nearer than

the other, the nearer part being attracted more forcibly. If

we take the point in the ring nearest the sun where there is

the greatest attraction, and draw a line to the opposite point

where the attraction is least, we can show that the case stands

in this way : the sun's pull may be analysed into two forces,

one of them represented by the line joining the centre of the

sun and the centre of the ring, and another at right angles
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to it let fall from the point most strongly attracted on to the

first line. The question is, what will that force at right

ano-les do ?

The figure l)elow represents a model illustrating the rotation

of the earth on its axis, and the concurrent revolution of the

sun round the earth once a year. To represent the downward

MODEL ILLUSTRATING THE PEECES.SIOX OF THE EQUINOXES.

force it is perfectly fair if I add a weight. The moment this is

done the axis of the gyroscope representing the earth's axis,

instead of retaining its direction to the same point as it did

before, now describes a circle round the pole of the heavens.

It is now a recognised principle that there is, so to speak, a -f^

wobble of the earth's axis round the pole of the heavens, in

consequence of the attraction of the sun on the nearer point of

this equatorial ring being greater than on the j^art of the

ring further removed from it. That precessional movement

is not quite so simple as it is shown by the model, because

what the sun does in this way is done to a very much iaro-er

extent by the moon, the moon being so very much nearer to us.
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In consequence, then, of tliis luni-solar ])recession we have

a variation of the points of intersection of tlie planes of the

earth's equato^' and of the ecliptic
; in consequence of that we

have a difference in the constellations in which the sun is at

the time of tlie solstices and the equinoxes ; and, still more

important from our present point of view, we have another

difference, viz., that the declinations, and therefore the ampli-

tudes, and therefore the places of setting and rising of the stars,

'^ change from century to century.

Now that we have thus become acquainted with the physical

cause of that movement of the earth's axis which gives rise to

what is called the precession of the equinoxes, we have next to

enter with somewhat greater detail into some of the results of

the movement.

The change of direction of the axis in space has a cycle

of something between 25,000 and 26,000 years. As it is a

question of the change of the position of the celestial equator,

or rather of the pole of the celestial equator, amongst the stars

in relation to the pole of the heavens, of course the declinations

of stars will be changed to a \qvj considerable extent ; indeed,

we have seen that the declination of a star can vary by twice

the amount of the obliquity, or say 47^, so that a star at one

time may have zero declination—that is, it may lie on the

equator—and at another it may have a declination 47° N. or

S. Or, again, a star may be the pole star at one particular

time, and at another it will be distant from the pole no less

than 47°. Although we get this enormous change in one

equatorial co-ordinate, there would from this cause alone be

practically no change with regard to the corresponding ecliptic

co-ordinate—that is to say, the position of the star with re-

ference to the earth's movement round the sun. This move-

ment takes place quite independently of the direction of the
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axis, so that while we get this tremendous swirl in declination,

the latitudes of the stars or their distances from the ecliptic

north or south will scarcely change at all. ^^4<^ ^ _

STAB-MAP. REPRESENTING THE PRECESSIONAL MOVEMENT OP THE CELESTIAL POLE

FROM THE YEAR 4000 B.C. TO THE TEAR 2000 A.D. (^FrOlll Piazzi Smijth.')

Sv^iecls <vJi:pttJ, to r,pruuiJy Iht. mac;niLuU£ or iri^lu>ie.-s(s cCttuJstars, if.'-@ , Z'y^^, jr^A^ Uf-'a .

Among other important results of these movements depend-

ent upon precession we have the A-arious changes in the pole-

star from period to period, due to the various positions occupied
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by the pole of the earth's equator. We thus see how in this nK
period of 25,000 years or thereabouts the pole-stars will

change, for a pole-star is merely the star near the pole of the

equator for the time being-. At present, as we all know, the

pole-star is in the constellation Ursa Minor. During the last

25,000 years the pole-stars have been those lying nearest to a

curved line struck from the pole of the heavens with a radius

equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic, which, as we have

seen, is liable to change within small limits ; so that about

>R^ 10,000 or 12,000 years ago the pole-star was no longer the

little star in Ursa Minor that we all know, but the bright star

^.j^Vega, in the constellation Lyra. Of course 25,000 years ago "^t) P'/,

the pole-star was practically the same as it is at present.

Associated with this change in the pole-star, the point of

intersection of the two fundamental planes (the plane of the

earth's rotation and the plane of the earth's revolution) will be

liable to change, and the period will be the same—about

25,000 years. Where these two planes cut each other we have !

:

the equinoxes^Jbei^use the intersection of the planes defines for

us the vernal and the autumnal equinoxes ; when the sun is

highest and lowest half-way between these points we have the •

solstices. In a period of 25,000 years the star which is nearest

to an equinox will return to it, and that which is nearest a sol-

stice will return to it. During the period there will be a con-

stant change of stars marking the equinoxes and the solstices.

The chief points in the sun's yearly path then will change '^-

among the stars in consequence of this precession. It is per-

fectly clear that if we have a means of calculating back the

old positions of stars, and if we have any very old observa-

tions, we can help matters very much, because the old

observations—if they were accurately made— would tell us

that sucli and such a star rose with the sun at the solstice
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or at the equinox at some special point of ancient time. If

it be possible to calculate the time at which the star occupied

that position witli regard to the sun, we have an astronomical

means of determining the time, within a few years, at which

tliat particular observation was made.

Fortunately, we have such a means of calculation,

and it has Ijeen employed very extensively at different

periods, chietly by M. Biot in France, and quite recently

by German astronomers, in calculating the joositions of the

stars from the j^resent time to a period of 2000 years B.C.

We can thus determine with a very high degree of accuracy

the latitude, longitude, right ascension, declination, and the

relation of the stars to an equinox, a solstice, or a pole, as

far back as we choose. Since we have the planes of the

equator and ecliptic cutting each other at different points in

consequence of the cause which I have pointed out— the

attraction of the sun and moon—we have a fixed equator

and a variable e(j[uator depending upon that. In consequence

of the attraction of the planets upon the earth, the plane of the

ecliptic itself is not fixed, so that we have not only a variable

equator, but also a variable ecliptic. What has been done in

these calculations is to determine the relations and the results

of these variations.

The calculations undertaken for the special purposes of

this book will be referred to later.

A simpler, though not so accurate a method consists in

the use of a precessional globe. In this we have two fixed

points at the part of the globe representing the poles of the

heavens, on which the globe may be rotated ; when this is

done the stars move absolutely without any reference to the

earth or to the plane of the ec^uator, ]3ut purely vAt\\ reference

to the ecliptic. We have, then, this globe quite independent

J
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of the earth's axis. How can we make it dependent upon

the eartli's axis ? We have two brass circles at a distance of

23^° from each j^ole of the heavens (north and south) ; these

represent the circle described by the pole of the earth in the

period of 25,000 years. In these circles are forty-eight holes

in which I can fix two additional clamping screws, and rotate

the globe with respect to them by throwing out of gear the

two points which produced the ecliptic revolution.

If I use that ])art of the brass circle which is occupied

by our present pole-star, we get the apparent revolution of the

heavens with the eartli's axis pointing to the pole-star of

to-day. If we wish to investigate the position of things, say

8,000 years ago, we bring the globe back again to its bearings,

and thpn adjust the screws into the holes in the brass circles

which are proper for that period. When we have the globe

arranged to 6000 years B.C. {i.e., 8,000 years ago), in order

to determine the equator at that time all we have to do is to

paint a line on the globe in some water-colour, by holding a

camel's-hair pencil at the east or west point of the wooden

horizon. That line represents the equator 8,000 years ago.

Having that line, of course, the intersection of the equator

with the ecliptic, will givers the equinoxes, so that we may
affix a wafer to represent the vernal equinox. Or if we take

that part of the ecliptic which is nearest to the North Pole,

and, therefore, "the N. declination of which is greatest, viz., 23^°

N., we have there the position of the sun at the summer

solstice, and 23^° S; will give us the position of the sun at

the winter solstice. So bv means of such a g-lobe as this it

is possible to determine roughly the position of the equator

among the stars, and note those four important jjoints in the

solar year, the two equinoxes and the two solstices. I have

talcen a period of 8,000 years, but I might just as easily have
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taken a greater or a smaller one. By means of this arrange-

ment, therefore, we can determine within a very small degree

of error, without any laljorious calculations, the distance of

a star north or south of the equator, i.e., its declination, at any

point of f)ast or future time.

The positions thus found, say, for intervals of 500 years,A

may be plotted on a curve, so that we can, with a considerable
)

amount of accuracy, obtain the star's place for any year.

Thus the globe may be made to tell us that in the year
,

1000 A.D. the declination of Fomalhaut was 35° S., in 1000 i

B.C. it was 42°, m 2000 it was about 44°, m 4000 it was I

a little over 42° again, but in 6000 B.C. it had got up toy

about 83°, and in 8000 B.C. to about 22°.

The curve of Capella falls from 41° N. at a.d. to 10°

at 5500 B.C., so we have in these 5500 years in the case of

this star run through a large part of that variation to which

I have drawn attention.

I have ascertained that the globe is a verj'^-good guide

indeed within somethino; like 1° of declination. Considering-

the difficulty of the determination of amplitudes in the case

of buildings, it is clear that the globe may be utilised with

advantage, at all events to obtaiiva first a'pproximatioh.

J 2



CHAPTER XIII.

THE EGYPTIAN HEAVENS—THE ZODIACS OF DENDERAH.

We can readily understand that in the very beginning of

observations in all countries, the moment man began to observe

anything, he took note of the stars, and as soon as he began to

talk about them he must have started by defining, in some way
or other, the particular stars he meant.

Observers would first consider the brightest stars, and

separate them from the dimmer ones ; they would then discuss

the stars which never set, and separate them from those which

did rise and set ; then they would take the most striking con-

figurations, whether large or small. They would naturally, in

a Northern clime, choose out the constellation the Great Bear,

or Orion, and for small groups the Pleiades. These would

attract attention, and be named before anything else. Then,

later on, it would be imperative, in order to connect their solar

with their stellar observations, that they should name the stars

which lay along the sun's path in the heavens, or those the

rising of which heralded the sunrise at their festivals. They

would confine their attention to a belt round the equator

rather than consider the configuration of stars half-way between

the equator and the north pole. In all countries—India,

China, Babylonia, Egypt—they had eventually such a girdle

round the heavens, called by different names in different

countries, and the use of this girdle of stars, which sometimes

consisted of twenty-eight stations, sometimes of twenty-seven,

and sometimes of less, was to enable them to define the place
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of the sun, moon, or of any of the j^lanets in relation to any

of these stars.

Not very many years ago, when the literature of China and

India was as a sealed book, and the hieroglyphics of Egypt

and the wedges of Babylonia were still unread, we had to

depend for the earliest traces of astronomical observation upon

the literatures of Greece and Syria, and according to these

sources the asterisms first specialised and named were as

follows :
—

The Great Bear ... ... Job (xxxviii. 31), Homer.

Orion ... ... ... Job (ix. 9), Homer, Hesiod.

Pleiades, Hyades ... ... Job (xxxviii. 31), Homer, Hesiod.

Sirius and tlie Great Dog ... Hesiod (viii.), the name; Homer called it

the Star of Autumn.

Aldebaran, tlie Bull ... ... Homer, Hesiod.

Arcturus ... ... ... Job (ix. 9 ; xxxviii. 32), Homer^ Hesiod.

The Little Bear ... ... Thale.s, Eudoxus, Ai'atus.

The Dragon ... .. ... Eudoxus, Aratus.

In the Book of Job we read, "Canst thou bind the sweet

influences of Pleiades, or loose the bands of Orion ? Canst thou

bring forth Mazzaroth in his season ? or canst thou guide >^
Arcturus with his sons ?

"

Here we have the difliculty wliich has met everybody in

going back into these old records, because there was no absolute

necessity for a common language at the time ; it was open to

everyone to call the stars any name they chose in any country,

therefore it is difficult for scholars to find out what particular

stars or constellations were meant by any particular words. In

the Revised Version, Arcturus has given place to " the Bear with \^.

—

itstraiiT," and even our most distinguished scholars do not know
what Mazzaroth means. I wrote to Professor Robertson Smith

to ask him to give me the benefit of his great knowledge,

and he tells me that Mazzarotli is probably that band of stars
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round the ecliptic or round the equator to which I have referred,

but he will only commit himself to the statement that it

is a probable enough conjecture ; other people believe that it

was a reference to the Milky Way.

I mention this to show how very difficult this inquiry

really is. The "seven stars" are held by many to mean

the Pleiades, and not the Great Bear ; but this, I think, is

very improbable.

Much is to be hoped from the study of the Babylonian

records in relation to the Egyptian ones. This is a point

I shall return to in the sequel.

In observing stars nowadays, we use a transit circle which

is carried round by the earth so as to pick up the stars in

different circles round the axis of the earth prolonged, and by

altering the inclination of the telescope of this instrument we
can first get a circle of one declination and then a circle of

another.

The Egyptians did not usually employ meridian observa-

tions. Did the Egyptians make star maps ? They certainly

did, as we shall see.

The first bit of solid information specially bearing upon

ancient Egyptian constellations was gained at the temple of

Denderah, a place which the traveller up the Nile reaches before

he arrives so far as Thebes. Perhaps among the reasons why
so great attention was given to the so-called zodiacs of

Denderah was the fact that one of them, having been rudely

wrenched from its resting-place in the platform of one of the

temples, had been carried to the museum in Paris, so that the

thing itself was en evidence and capable of being examined by

experts whose opinions were of value, and by all the world

besides.

The chief temple, when explored by the French expedition,
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was deeply buried in the sand. In the front part of it, covering

the ceiling, before one enters the temple itself, there is dis-

played the square zodiac, so called, to which I shall have to

refer briefly. The temple was pointed within a few degrees of.^ //
north ; at the north-east corner of the zodiac is a device, since

found toTepresent the sunlight falling upon a statue of the

Goddess^f the Shrine. Investigations have shown that the

zodiac includes a reference to a great many celestial phenomena

of the utmost importance. There is no difficulty in recognising

some of the zodiacal signs, but there the resemblance to the

modern zodiac ends, for the reason that each of the strange

processions of mj^thological personages represents not only

constellations, with some of which we may be familiar, but a

great deal more. It is noteworthy that the illustration of the

very first astronomical point which we have to consider brings

out the fact that it is impossible to disconnect Egyptian v—
mythology from astronomy.

In the southern half of the zodiac, the lower part is occupied

by stars represented in the guise of different mythological

personages, sailing along in boats ; and above them we get half

of the zodiac with the signs of the Fish, the Ram, the Bull and

the Twins represented. In the middle section the sun's course

in different parts of the day, and different parts of the year, is

given : Avhilst, outermost of all, we get the twelve solar posi-

tions, occupied by the sun each hour from rising to setting,

represented by twelve boats. It may be here mentioned that

in ancient Egypt, as in the modern Eastern world, both day

and night always consisted of twelve hours ; unequal, of course, -

tlie length of the hours varying according to the time of tlie

yea,r.

Now, if we take the opposite side, that is the north-west

corner, we find that we have to do chiefly with the opposite
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part of the sky, including the signs of tlie Lion, tlie Scales,

and Sagittarius, and below them other stars are represented

as mythological personages in boats. The courses of the sun

and moon are next given, and some of the lunar mythology

is revealed to us. We see Osiris represented by the moon,

and by an eye at the top of fourteen steps, which symbolise

the fourteen days of the waxing moon.

In the square zodiac, tlien, there is an immense amount

of astronomy. In the round zodiac, found in another temple

[see p. 18), there are some points which at once claim our

attention. There is, first, a mythological figure of a cow in a

boat, and, near it, another mythological figure, which the sub-

sequent reading of inscriptions has proved to represent the

constellation Orion. In the centre of the zodiac we have^

a jackal, and there is very little doubt that it represents

the constellation whicli we now call the Little Bear, which

then, as now, was near the pole. Not far away, we get

the leg of an animal ; this, we now know, was a constella-

tion called the Thigh, and there seems to be absolutely /l-i^i^/

no question that it represents the constellation which we ^^^t^

now call the Great Bear. Again, close by is another mytho-

logical form, which we know represents the Hippopotamus.

This was made up out of some of the group of stars which

forms the present constellation Draco. There are also two

hieroglyphs which subsequent research has proved to repre-

sent setting stars and rising stars, so that, whatever may have

been the date of this round zodiac of Denderah, it is clear that

we are dealing with a time when the stars had been classed

in constellations, one of which, the constellation Orion, even

survives to our own day.

It is little to be wondered at that, when these revelations

first burst upon the scientific world, great excitement was
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produced. It was obvious tliat we had to do with a nation

which had very definite ideas of astronomy, and that the

astronomy was very closely connected with worship. It

was also certainly suggested by so many animal forms, that

we had to do with a people whose condition was not un-

like that of the American Indians—to take a well-known

instance—at the beginning of this century, one in which

each tribe, or clan, had chosen a special animal totem.

It so hajopened that, while these things were revealing

themselves, the discussions concerning them, which took

place among the scientific world of France, were partly

influenced by the writings of a man of very brilliant ima-

gination and of great erudition. I refer to Dupuis, according

to whose views an almost fabulous antiquity might be assigned

to ancient traditions in general and astronomical traditions

in particular. It is needless to say, however, that there

were others to take the extreme opposite view—who held the

opinion that his imagination had run away with his learning.

With all this new work before them, and with a genius

like ChampoUion's among them, it was not long before the

French savans compelled the hieroglyphs to give up some

of their secrets. First one word gave two or three letters,

then another two or three more, and finally an alphabet

and syllabary were constructed. So it was not long before

some of the inscriptions at Denderah were read. Then it

was found that the temple, as it then stood, had certainly

been, partly at all events, embellished so late as the time

of the Roman Emperors. Naturally there was then a

tremendous reaction from the idea of fabulous antiquity

which had been urged by the school of Dupuis. There

were two radically opposed camps, led by Letronne, a dis-

tinguished archaeologist, and Biot, one of the most eminent
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astronomers of his day, and both of these savans brought

papers before the Academy of Inscriptions. Biot's first

paper was read in 1823, and was replied to by Letronne

in 1824; Biot wrote his next paper in 1844, in whicli he

held to everything that he had stated in his first memoir;

and this was replied to, the next year, by Letronne.

Biot had no difiiculty whatever in arriving- at the con-

clusion that, precisely as in the case of the sphere of Eudoxus,

a prior bone of contention, however true it might be that

SIRIUS AXD OIUON (ISTH DYNASTY). {Fnnn B ruijxfll .)

the circular zodiac had been sculptured in the time of the

Roman emperors, still it certainly referred to a time far

anterior ; and he suggested that we have in it sculptures

reproducing very old drawings, which had been made long

before on parchment or on stone. He pointed out that in the

condition of astronomy one would exj)ect to be extant in

ancient times, it was far easier to reproduce old drawings

than to calculate back what the positions of the stars had

been at some prior date, so that in his magnificent summing-

up of the case in his last paper, he rested his scientific

reputation on the statement that the sculptures of Denderah

represent the celestial sphere on a plane round the north
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pole of the e(juator at a year not far removed from 700 B.C.

More than this, lie stated that the time of the year was the

time of the sunnner solstice, and the hour was midnight.

He also showed that, calculating hack what the position of

the stars would have been at midnight on the 20tli of June

(Gregorian), 700 B.C., the constellations, and even many of

the separate stars shown in the medallion, would occupy

exactly the places they did occupy in the projection employed.

Let us then, for the moment, assume this to be true. What
does it tell us ? That 700 years B.C. in Egypt the solstice was

recognised ; a means of determining the instant of midnight

with more or less precision was known ; observations of the

stars were regularly made ; the risings of some of them were

associated with the rising of the sun, and many of them had

been collected into groups or constellations.

This is a wonderful result. I suppose that Biot is uni-

versally held to have proved his case ; in fact, Brugsch,

who is now regarded as one of the highest authorities in

Egyptian history, has shown that almost every detail seen in

the zodiac of Denderah reproduces inscriptions or astronomical

figures, unearthed since the date of Biot's memoir, which,

without doubt, must be referred to the time of the Eighteenth

Dynasty—that is, 1700 B.C. or thereabouts ; so that practically

the Egyptologist has now chapter and verse for many things in

the zodiac of Denderah dating 1,000 years before the period

assigned to it by Biot.

The next point to notice is connected with the astronomical

drawings \sdiich have been found in the Ramesseum at Thebes
—-drawings which also have very obvious connections with the

zodiac of Denderah. On these we find the hieroglyphics for

the different months—the constellations Orion, Hippopotamus,

and Jackal, as we saw them at Denderah, and another form
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of tlie constellation of tlie Tliigli. There is certainly the

closest connection between the two sets of delineations.

Biot set himself to investigate what was the probable date

to which the inscriptions in the Eamesseum referred. When
we have the months arranged in a certain relationship to

certain constellations we have an o])ening for the discussion of

the processional movements; in other words, for the considera-

tion of the various changes brought about by the swinging of

the pole of the equator round the pole of the ecliptic. Here, again,

there was no uncertain sound given out by the research. Biot

pointed out that Ave are here in presence of records, no longer

oF^ summer solstice, as in the case of Denderah, but of^j,

spring^eguinox, the date being;^ 3285 B.C.., He further suggested

thaT, in aff prolBal^ility, one of the mythological figures might

be a representation of the intersection of the ecliptic and the

e^^tor in the constellation Taurus at the date mentioned.

This undoubtedly, to a large extent. Justifies what Dupuis had

long before pointed out—that the perpetual reference to the

Bull found in ancient records and mythologies arose from the

fact that this constellation occupied an im2)ortant j^osition at

a critical time in the year, which would indicate a very

considerable lapse of time. This idea was justified by the

researches of Biot, because we are driven back by them to

a date preceding 3000 years B.C. We find in the table at the

Ramesseum distinct references to the Bull, the Lion and the

Scorpion, and it is also clearly indicated that at that time the

star Sirius rose heliacalh' at the beginning of the Nile-rise.

The month-table at Thebes tells us that the sun's journey

in relation to some of the zodiacal constellations was perfectly

familiar 5000 years ago.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE CIRCUMPOLAR CONSTELLATIONS: THE MYTH OF HORUS.

There was to all early peoples all the difference in the

world, of course, between day and night, while we, with our

firm knowledge, closely associate them. There was no arti-

ficial illumination such as we have, and the dark night did not

so much typif}^ rest as death; so

that the coming of the glorious

morning of tropical or sub-tropical

climates seemed to be a re-awaken-

ing to all the joys and delights and

activities of life ; thus the differ-

ence between night and day was to

the ancient Egyptians almost the

difference between death and life.

We can imagine that darkness thus

considered by a mythologically-

thinking people was regarded as

the work of an enemy, and hence,

in time, their natural enemies were

represented as being the friends of

darkness.

Here a very interesting astro-

nomical point comes in. With these views, there must have

been a very considerable difference in the way the Egyptians

regarded those stars which were always visible and those

which rose and set.

The region occupied by the stars always visible depends.

THE GOD OF DARKNESS— SET.
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of course, upon the latitude of the place. Taking ^hebes^

with its latitude of 26°, as representing Egypt, the area of stars

always visible was about one-fourth of that visible to us, so

that there would be a very sharp disthiction between the stars^

VARIOUS FORMS OF AXUBIS.

constantly seen at night, and those which rose and set, the

rising stars being regarded as heralds of the sunrise. It seems

very probable that the circunipolar stars were quite early

regarded as representing the powers of darkness, because they

were there, visible in the dark, always disappearing and never

appearing at sunrise. If that were so, no doubt prayers

would be as necessary to propitiate them as those powers or

gods which were more beneficent ; "and, as a matter of fact,

one finds that the god Set—identified sometimes with Typhon,

Anubis, and Tebha—was amongst the greatest gods of ancient

I^ypt.

The female form of Typhon— his wife— Avas called

K
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Taurt or Tlioueris, represented generally as a liippo-

j^otamus.

It is probable that the crocodile was a variant of the

FORMS OF TYPHOX.

hippopotamus in some nomes, both having reference to our

modern constellation Draco.

If we return for a moment to the zodiac of Denderah,

we find that the constellations which I indicated—the Thigh,

tlie Hip2)opotamus and the Jackal—represent our present con-

stellations of the Great Bear, Draco, and the Little Bear, which

were all of them circumpolar; that is, they neither rose nor

set at the time of the inscription of the zodiac of Denderah.

It tlierefore will not surprise us, with the above suggested

explanation in mind, to hear that the Hippopotamus was called

the Wife of Set, the Thigh the Thigh of Set, and the Jackal

the Jackal of Set.

In the Book of the Dead, Chapter XVII., we read the
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followiug reference to some of the northern stars and con-

stellations :

" The gods Mestha, Hapi, Tuamautef, and Qebhsennuf are those, namely,

which hud themselves behind the constellation of the Thigh in the northern

heavens."

Again, inscribed in the kings' graves at Thebes we read

:

" The four Northern Genii are the four gods of the follower [some constella-

tion]. They keep back the conflict of the terrible one [Typhon]. He is a great

quarreller. They trim the foresail and look after the mizen in the bark of Ra, in

company with the sailors, who are the four constellations ^ [a^emu-sek], which are

found in the northern heavens. The constellation of the Thigh appears at the

late risino-. When this constellation is in the middle of the heavens, having

iMKSTUA. QI:;BliSi;iS"NUF.

come to the south, where Orion lies [Orion typifying the southern part of the

skies], the other stars are wending their way to the western horizon. Regarding
the Thigh ; it is the Thigh of Set, so long as it is seen in the northern heavens

^ /.('., the stars n-hich never sot.

K 2
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there is a band [of stars ?] to the two [sword handles?] in the shajte of a great

bronze chain. It is the phice of Isis in the shape of a Hippopotamus to guard."

In tlie square zodiac at Denclerali we find an illustration

of the Hippopotamus and the Thigh, and the chain referred

to in the inscription is there also. It will be quite worth

while to see whether this chain is not justified by some line

of stars between the chief stars in Draco and those in the

Great Bear.

Let us now turn to the associated mythology. We see

that the astronomical ideas have a most definite character
;

we learn also from the inscriptions dating from the Eighteenth

Dynasty, that the Egyptians at that time recognised three

different risings. There was the rising at sunset, the rising

at midnight, and the rising at dawn. Plutarch says that the

Hippopotamus was certainly one of the forms of Typhon,

and a reference to the myth of Horus, so beautifully told

twenty years ago and illustrated by Naville by the help

of inscriptions at Edfil, will show how important this iden-

tification is.

Naville rightly pointed out how vital the study of myth-

ology becomes with regard to the advancement of any kind

of knowledge of the thoughts and actions of the ancient

Egyptians. Mythology, as Bunsen said, is one of the poles of

the existence of every nation ; hence it will be well not to

neglect the opportunity thus afforded of studying the astro-

nomical basis of one of the best-known myths.

First a w^ord about the mythology of Horus. Generally

we begin with the statement usually made tliat Horus meant

the young (or rising) sun. But inquiry shows that Horus

was something more than this ; the Egyptians were great

generalisers.

If we put the facts already known into diagrannnatic
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form, we find that the condition of things is something like

the following

HORUS

.Sun.

Horus

Sum, Planet, or Constellation Rising.

Planets. Constellations.

^

Mars as

Hor-xuti

(Lauyliiug- Horus)

(EecrHorus)

Orion Northern constellations

Sah-Horus Set-Horus.

The table shows that, although the Egyptians undoubtedly

called the rising sun Horus, the planets

and constellations when rising were in

certain cases called Horus too. AYe do

not get any individual star rising referred

to as Horus ; they were always considered

as goddesses. Hence, Horus seems to

include constellations—that is, groups of

stars rising—but not single stars.

Since the northern constellations were

symbolised by the name of Set, the god

of darkness, we should take Set-Horus to

mean that the stars in the Dragon were

rising at sunrise. This may explain the

meaning of a remarkable figure which

has set Egyptologists thinking a great

deal. It is the combination of Horus

and Set—a body of Horus with two heads, those of the

hawk and jackal.

Now then for the myth. The reason why Xaville went

to the temple of Edfu for his facts is that in the later-time

temples—and this is one of them—the inscriptions on the Avails

have chiefly to d(j witli myth and ritual, whereas in the period

covered by the earlier dynasties the temple inscriptions

related chiefly to the doings of the kings. When we come

SET-HORUS
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to read the story Avliich Naville brings before us, it looks as

though the greatest antiquity must be conceded to it from

the fact that the god Horus—the rising sun—is accompanied

by the Hor-shesu, the followers or worshippers of Horus. "^
These people are almost prehistoric, even in Egyptian history.

De Rouge says of them, as I have previously pointed out,

Cest le type de VantiquiU la plus reculee. They represent,

possibly, the old sun-worshippers at a time when as yet there

was no temple of the sun. Now, in this famous myth of

Horus, Horus, accompanied and aided by the Hor-shesu, does

battle with Typhon, the god of darkness, who had killed

his father Osiris, and Horus avenges his father in the manner

indicated in the various inscrij^tions and illustrative drawings

given in the temple of Edfu. How does he do it ? We find

that in this conflict to revenge his father Osiris, he is

represented in a boat killing a hippopotamus with ten darts, / f\

the beast being ultimately cut up into eight pieces. In some/'v'^

drawings it is a hippopotamus that he is slaying ; in others,

possibly for some totemic reason, a crocodile has been selected,

but we . can only see that it has been a crocodile by the

fact tliat a little piece of the tail remains. Doubtless the

reference had been found objectionable by some crocodile-

worshipping people.

In very many inscriptions the constellation which, as I

have stated, represents the hippopotamus, is really represented

as a crocodile, or as a crocodile resting on the shoulders of a

hippopotamus, so that there is no doubt that the crocodile and

the hippopotamus were variants ; and we can quite understand,

further, that the hippopotamus must have been brought into

Egypt by a tribe with that totem, who must have come from

a very long way up the Nile, since the hippopotamus was

never indigenous in tlie lower reaches of the river ; so that we ,'

\1
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HORUS AND CROCODILES.

the Hippopotamus, because Draco

was no longer circumpolar.

As a matter of fact, in later

times we get Horus destroying no

longer the Hippopotamus or the

Crocodile, but tJie Thigli of Set;

and, as I liaA^e said, 2000 years B.C.

the Thigh occupied exactly the

same position in the heavens with

regard to the pole as the Hippo-

potamus or the Crocodile did 8000

years before.

Thus, I think, we may claim

that this myth is astronomical from

top to bottom ; it is as old as, and

l^robably rather older than, Naville thought, because it must

certainly have originated in a period somewhere about 5000

years b.c, otherwise the constellation

of the Hippopotamus Avould not have

fio'ured in it.

The various illustrations of Horus

on the crocodiles are a reference to

the myth we have just discussed.

It is easy to understand that if

the myth were astronomical in origin

there was no reason why it should

be limited to Horus representing the

rising sun ; we accordingly find it

extended to the god Ptali.

But although I hold that the

astronomical meaning of the myth is

PTAH AND CROCODILES. that tlic rislug suu Ivills the circum-
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polar stars, I do not tliink that is the last Avord. A conflict is

suggested between a 2)eoplc who Avorship tlie rising sun and

another who worship the circumpolar stars. I shall show in

the sequel that there is an astronomical suggestion of the

existence of two such distinct races, and that the companions

of the sun-god of Edfu must probably be distinguished from

the northern Hor-shesu.

Here we may conclude our reference to the stars which,

in the latitude of Egypt, do not rise and set—or, rather,

did not rise and set at the epochs of time we have been

considering.



CHAPTER XV.

TEMPLES DIRECTED TO THE STARS.

I HAVE now to pass from the circumpolar stars to those which

both rise and set. The difference between the two groups

—

those that do not rise and set and those which do—was fully

recognised by the Egyptians, and many references are made

to the fact in the inscriptions.

In a previous chapter I have given reasons to show that

some of the earliest solar temples in Egypt were not oriented

to the solstice. ^
The temple of Amen-Ra at Karnak, however, and others

elsewhere were built in such a manner that at sunset at the

summer solstice—that is, on the longest day in the year—the J>(-

sunlight entered the temple and penetrated along the axis to

the sanctuary. I also pointed out that a temple oriented in

this manner truly to a solstice was a scientific instrument of

very high precision, as by it the length of the year could be

determined with the greatest possible accurac}^, provided only

that the observations were continued through a sufficient period

of time.

All the temples in Egypt, however, are not oriented in such

a way that the sunlight can enter them at this or any other

time of the year. They are not therefore solar temples, and

they cannot have had this use. The critical amplitude for a

temple built at Thebes so that sunlight can enter it at sunrise

or sunset is about 26° north and south of east and west, so that

any temples facing more northerly or southerly are precluded

from having the sunlight enter them at any time in the year.
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It is imperative to be perfectly definite and clear on the

question of the amplitudes above 26" at Thebes. I repeat,

therefore, that any amplitude within 26° means that up to that

point the sun at sunrise or sunset could be observed some day

or days of the year—once only in the year if the amplitude is

exactly at the maximum, twice if the maximum is not reached.

But in tiie case of these temples with greater amplitudes than

26°, it is quite clear that the}' can have had nothing- to do with

the sun.

This being so, we have the j^roblem presented to us

whether or not temples were built so that starlight might fall

along their axes in exactly the same way that the sunlight

could fall along the axes of the solar temples when the sun

was rising in tlie morning or setting in the evening.

It is abundantly clear that temples with a greater amplitude

than :26° were oriented to stars if they Avere oriented at all by

astronomical considerations. How can this question be studied ?

What means of investigation are at our disposal ?

Suppose that the movements of the stars are absolutely

regular ; that there is no change from year to year, from

century to century, from seen to ?eon ; then, of course, the

question as to whether or not these temples were pointed to

a star, at risin<>- or settin"-, would be easily and sufhcientlv

settled by going to see ; because if the stars did not change

their apparent places in the heavens—accurately speaking, their

declinations—and, therefore, the amplitudes at which they

appear to rise and set, then, of course, a temple consecrated

to Sirius ten thousand years ago would view the rising or

setting of Sirius now as it did then.

But, as a matter of fact, astronomy tells us, as we have

seen, that the apparent positions of the stars are liable to

change. The change is much greater in the case of the stars
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than it is in the case of the sun, referred to in Chapters VI. and

XI. ; but still we have seen that the latter is one which has to

be reckoned with the moment it becomes a question of inquiry

into any time far removed from the present.

Hence, although in the case of the sun, there is, of course,

no precessional movement, and

although a temple once oriented to

the sun would remain so for a long

time ; still, after some thousands of

years, the change in the obliquity

of the ecliptic would produce a

small change in the amplitude at

which a solstice is observed.

But while, in tlie case of \\\q

sun, we have to deal with a change

of something like 1° in seven

thousand years ; we have to face

in the case of the stars a maximum
change of something like 47" in a

period of thirteen thousand years.

The change of declination must

be accompanied by a change of

amplitude, and therefore by a

change in the direction of the

temj^les.

Hence, when we get a temple of known date, with an ampli-

tude which has been accurately measured, we can determine

from that amplitude the exact declination of the body the

temple was intended' to observe, supposing, of course, that

tlie temple was oriented upon any astronomical considerations

at all. If the declination of the body turns out to be 23° 30'

or less, the temple may have been, in all probability was, a
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solar one ; if the declination is greater it cannot have had any-

thing to do with the sun directly.

This being so, it will be understood why in an inquiry
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of this kind it is obviously desirable to begin with a region

in which tlie number of temples is considerable. Such a con-

dition we have in the region near Thebes ; and the directions

of the axes of the different temples—that is, the orientation

of each of them, or, in other words, the amplitude of the

direction in which each temple points—have all been tabulated.

Chief among these we have the large temple of Karnak,

showing that the amplitude of its orientation is 26° north of

west, and the temple of Mut, showing that its orientation
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is 72^° nortli of east. There is a temple at right angles to

the temple at Karnak, and again another with an amplitude

of 63° south of west, and so on.

It may be stated generally that at Karnak itself, not to

go farther afield, there are two well-marked series of temples

which cannot, for the reason given, be solar, since one series

faces a few degrees from the north, and the other a few

degrees from the south. There are similar temples scattered

j

all along the Nile valley.

When we come to examine these non-solar temples, the first

question is, Do they resemble the solar ones in construction ?

Are the horizontal telescope conditions retained? The evi-

dence on this point is overwhelming. Take the Temple of

Hatlior at Denderah. It points very far away from the

sun ;
the sun's light could never have enfiladed it ; in many

others pointing well to the north or south the axis extends

from the exterior pylon to the Sanctuary or Naos, which is

found always at the closed end of the temple ; we have the

same number of pylons, gradually getting narrower and nar-

rower as.we get to the Naos, and in some there is a gradual

rise from the first exterior pylon to the part which represents

the section of the Naos, so that a beam of horizontal light

coming through the central door might enter it over the heads

of the peoj)le flocking into the outer courts of the temple, and

pass uninterruptedly into the Sanctuary.

In this way the Egyj^tians had, if they chose to use it,

a most admirable arrangement for observing, with considerable

accuracy, either the rising or the setting of any celestial body,

whether it were sun or star, and especially the possibilit}^ of

observing a cosmical rising, as the eye was shielded from

the sun-rise light, and the place of rising was completely

indicated.
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In these, as at Karnak, we have a collimatiiig' axis. We
have the other end of the temple blocked ; we have these

various diaphragms or pylons, so that, practically, there is

absolutely no question of principle of construction involved

in this temple that was not involved in the gTeat solar temple

of Amen-Ra itself.

We made out that in the case of the temples devoted to

sun-worship and to the determination of the length of the

year, there was very good reason why all these attempts

should be made to cut off the light, by diaphragms and stone

ceilings, because, among other things, one wanted to find the

precise point occupied by the sunbeam on the two or three

days near the winter or summer solstice in order to deter-

mine the exact moment of the solstice.

But if a temple is not intended to observe the sun, why
these diaphragms ? Why keep the astronomer, or the priest,

so much in the dark ? There is a very good reason indeed.

From the account given by Herodotus of the ceremonials and

mysteries connected with the temple of Tyre, it is suggested

that the priests used starlight at night for some of their opera-

tions, very much in \\\q same way as they might have used

sunlight during the day. According to Herodotus, in the

temple ni question there were two pillars—the one of pure gold,

and the other of an emerald stone of such size as to shine by

night. Now, there can be little doubt that in the darkened

sanctuary of an Egyptian temple the light of a Lyr^Te, one of

the brightest stars in the northern heavens, rising in the clear

air of Egypt, would be quite strong enough to throw into an

apparent glow such highly-reflecting surfaces as tliose to which

Herodotus refers.

^ Herodotus II., 44. (I ;im indebted to my friend Prof. Robertson Smitli for this

reference.)
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Supposing siicli a ceremonial as this, the less the worshippers

—who, reasoning from the analogy of the ceremonial termed

the manifestation of I\a,^ would stand facing the sanctuaiy,

with their backs to the chief door of the temple—knew about

the question of a bright star which might })robably produce

the mystery, the better.

Again, the truer the orientation of the temple to the star,

and the greater the darkness the priest was ke^^t in, the sooner

would he catch the star quivering in the light of either early

or late dawn.

In tlie tirst place, the diaphragms would indicate the true

line that he had to watch ;
he would not have to search for

the star which he expected ; and obviously the more he was

kept in the dark the sooner could he see the star.

Is there any additional line of evidence beyond the struc-

tural conditions of the temples that the Egyptians used these

temples to observe the stars? Here a very interesting question

comes in : a temple built at one period to observe a star

could not go on for ever serving its purpose, for the reason

that the declination of the star must change, as we have seen,

by precession. Therefore a temple built with a particular

amplitude to observe a particular star at one period would

be useless later on.

AYe have here possibly a means of testing whether or not

any of these temples were used to observe the stars. In those

very early days, 3000 or -1000 years B.C., we must assume that

the people who observed the stars had not the slightest idea

of these possible precessional changes ; they imagined that

they were just as safe in directing a temple to a star as they

were in directing a temple to the sun. But with a star

changing its declination in an average way, the same temple

^ See ante, p. 111.
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could not be used to observe the same star for more tliaii-^

200 or 300 years ; so that at the end of that time, if they

still wished to observe that particular star, they must either

change the axis of the old temple, or build a new one. I

have mentioned an average time as the change of the star's

declination is involved.

Now this change of direction is one of the most striking

thino's wdiicli hav^e been observed for years past in Egyptian

temBJ^
As a matter of fact, we find that the axes of the temples

haveHbeen changed, and have been freely changed; that y^

there has been a great deal of work done on many of the

1 temples which are not oriented to the sun, in order to give

Vjthem a twist._

Once a solar temple, a solar temple for thousands of years
;

once a star temple, only that star temple for something like

300 years, so that the conditions were entirely changed.

We get cases in which the axis of a temple has had its

direction changed, and others in which, where it has been

difficult or impossible to make the change in a temple, the

change of amplitude has been met by putting up a new temple

altogether. We are justified in considering such temples as

a series in which, instead of changing the orientation of a

pre-existing temple, a new temple has been built to meet the

new condition of things. That, I think, is a suggestion

which we are justified in making to Egyptologists on astro-

nomical grounds.

For an instance, I may refer to the well-known temple at

Medinet-Habu. We have there two temples side by side

—

a large temple, which was built later, with its systems of

pylons and sanctuaries ; a smaller temple, w^itli outside courts,

and, again, a sanctuary built much earlier. The direction

L 2
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of these two temples is very different

;

there is a dilference of several degrees. ;ir

It is very difficult indeed to understand

why these two structures should have

been built in that way if there were

not some good reason for it. The

best hitherto found is the supposed

symmetrophobia of the Egyptians.

We find the same thing in Greece.

There is the old Parthenon, a build-

ing which may have been stancling

at the time of the Trojan

war, and the new Parthe-

non, with an outer court

very like the Egyptian

temples, but with its sanc-

tuary more nearly in the

centre of the building. It

Avas by the difference of

direction of these two

temples at Athens that my
attention was called to the

subject.

If we study the orient-

ation of these, we find "

that, like those at Medinet-

Habn, they are not jiarallel

;

there is a difference of

orientation. This method

of coping with the changes

of amplitude of the star

apparently represents that



THE BENT AXIS OF THE TEMPLE OF LUXOR, LOOKING TOWARD THE SANCTUARY.
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adopted where tliere has been ample space to build another

temple by the side of the old one when the star could no longer

be seen from end to end of the old one. But another way
was found where the space was more circumscribed, and that

is well represented by the temple at Luxor, in which the

addition is made end on. The suggestion is that, after the

temple at Luxor had been built a certain number of years,

the amplitude of the star had got a little out of the initial

line, and the direction was changed at the time Avhen it was

determined to make the temple more beautiful and to amplify

it by adding an outer court. There is another outer court and

another very considerable change. There are four well-marked '.K

deviations.



CHAPTER XVI.

FURTHER INQUIRIES WITH REGARD TO THE STELLAR TEMPLES.

In the preceding chapter I discussed tlie suggestion, quite

independently of any records the Egyptians may have left

on the subject, that certain of the temples were oriented to

stars ; and I applied one test, that, namely, of the change of

direction which was imperative if stars were observed for any

lengthened period. In such an inquiry we must j^roceed with

great caution.

We cannot make a statement regarding every particular

temple with absolute certainty, for the reason that in the case

of most of the temples the best Egyptologists cannot give us

the most precious piece of information which we require from

the astronomical point of view—that is, the date of the founda-

tion of the tempje. If in the case of these temples it were

absolutely certain that each temple was built at a certain time

with a certain orientation, we could tell at once whether or

not that temple was pointed to any particular star.

In the absence of this precise information a general attack

on the question has been necessary. The method adopted

in the search has been as follows:—
(1) To tobulate the orientations of some of the chief

temples described by the French Commission, by Lepsius

and others.

Several interesting facts were soon revealed by this

tabulation.

The first point that I have to note is that, in the case of

some of these temples, we get the same, <jr nearly the same,
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amplitudes in different localities. To show this clearly it will

be convenient to compare together the chief temples near Karnak

and those having the same amplitudes elsewhere. We can do

this by laying down along a circle the different amplitudes to

which these various temples point. To begin Avitli and to

make the story complete, I draw attention to the temples which

we have already discussed with an amplitude of 27°, or 26", at

Thebes, Karnak, and elsewhere. These, of course, are solar

temples. Next we have non-solar amplitudes at Karnak and

Thebes, associated with temples having the same amplitude at

Denderah, Annu, and other places.

Another point is that we have the majority of the non-solar

temples removed just as far as they can be in amplitude from

the solar ones, for the reason tliat they are as nearly as possible

at rkjlit angles to them, so that if the sun were observed in one

temple and a star in the other,, there would be a difference of

90° between tlie position of the sun and the position of the star

at that moment. This would, of course, apply also to two stars.

Sometimes this rectangular arrangement is in the same temjile,

as at Karnak, sometimes in an adjacent one, as at Denderah.

If we study Denderah we find that we liave there a large

temple enclosed in a square femenos wall, the sides of which are

parallel to the sides of the temple ; and also a little temple at

right angles to the principal one.

It is hardly fair to say that a rectangular arrangement,

repeated in different localities, is accidental ; it is one which is

used to some extent in our modern observatories.

The perpetual recurrence of these rectangular temples

shows, I think, that there was some definite view in the minds

of those who built all the pairs of temples which are thus

related to each other ; what that view was I shall endeavour to

discuss in the sequel.
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A third eircuinstance is that, when we get some temples

pointing a certain number of degrees south of east, we get

other temples pointing the same number of degrees south of

west, so that some temples may have been used to observe

risings and others settings of stars in the same declination. It

is then natural, of course, to suggest that these temples were

arranofed to observe the risino; and setting of the same stars

;

but further inquiry has shown that there are mythological

objections to this explanation.

Finally, we have temples with the same amplitudes high

north and high south, in different places—temples which could

not have been built with reference to the sun
;
just as we have

at different places temples with the same amj^litudes which

could have been used iov solar purposes.

(2) To extend and check some of these observations with

special reference to my new point of view in Egypt itself.

In connection with the possible astronomical uses of these

temples, I find that when one of the temples has been built,

the horizon has always been very carefully left open ; there has

always been a possibility of vision along the collimating axis

prolonged. Lines of sphinxes have been broken to ensure this ;

^

at Medinet-Habii, on the opposite side of the river to Karnak,

we h.ave outside this great temple a model of a Syrian fort. If

we prolong the line of the temple from the middle of the Naos

through the systems of pylons, we find that in the model of

the fort an opening was left, so that the vision from the

sanctuary of the temple was left absolutely free to command
the horizon.

It may be said that that cannot be true of Karnak, because

' For instance, in the line of sphinxes in front of temple X, shown in the foldiiisz; plate

inserted in Chap. XVIII., the line was left incomplete to preserve the fair-way of tlie mined
temple north of Y outside the temenos'wiil].
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wc see on the general plan tliat one of the temples, with an

azinuith of 72J,°N., had its collimating axis blocked by numerous

buildings. Tliat is true ; but when one comes to examine into

the date of these buildings, as I propose to do in a subsequent

chapter, it is found that tiiey are all very late ; whereas there

is evidence that the temple in question was one of the first, if

not the \'ery first, of the temples built at Thebes.

(3) To determine the declinations to which the various

amplitudes correspond. In this direction I have made use of

the German Catalogue of star places from 1800 a.d. to 2000 B.C.,

the places for dates beyond this, and for southern stars, having

been calculated chiefly by my son, Mr. W. J. 8. Lockyer, B.A.

Some places for Sirius and Canopus have been obligingly

placed at my disposal by Mr. Hind, and approximate values

obtained by the use of a precessibnal globe constructed for me by

Mr. Newton. This globe differs considerably from that previ-

ously contrived by M. Biot, about which T was ignorant Avlien

I began the work, and enables right ascensions and declinations,

but especially the latter, to be determined Avitli a fair amount

of accuracy for forty-eight equidistant points occupied by the

23ole of the equator round the pole of the ecliptic (assumed to

be fixed) in the precessional revolution.

Some simple astronomical considerations may here come to

our help. If tlie nortli polar distance of a star is increasing

—

that is, if a star is increasing its distance from the north pole

—its declination if north or south Avill be decreased or increased

respectively, and the orientation of the temple would be gradu-

ally becoming more and more parallel to an E. and W. line; if

the declination north or south of the star be increasing, then the

orientation of the temple would have to be likewise increased.

Tlie change in the orientation, therefore, gives us information
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towards determining in wliicli quarter of the heavens each

particular star might have been.

(4) In cases where the date of the foundation of a temple

dedicated to a particular divinity has been thoroughly known,

there was no difficulty in finding the star the declination of

which at the time would give the amplitude ; and, in the case

of series of temples dedicated to the same divinity, an

additional check was afforded if the changes of amplitude

from the latest to the newest temple agreed with the changes

of the declinations of the same star.

(5) Having the declinations of the stars thus determined

for certain epochs, I have next plotted them on curves, showing

the amplitude for any year up to 5000 B.C. at Thebes for a true

horizon and when the horizon is raised T' or 2" by hills or mist

;

and, finally, a table has been prepared showing the declination

proper to the amplitude of each of the chief temples when the

needful information was available.

Although, however, these matters can be discussed in a way

that will indicate that the inquiry is raised, I do not wish for

one moment to speak of it as being settled, because the obser-

vations which have been made already in Egypt with regard to

the orientation of these temples have not been made from such

a very special point of view ; and, further, considerable alteration

in the amplitude would be made by the presence of even a low

range of hills miles awa}- in the case of stars rising or setting

not manv deorees from the north or south. No one would

care to make the assertion with absolute definiteness until it

was known whether or not the horizon in each case was inter-

fered with by hills or any intervening objects—was or was not

one, in fact, which might be regarded as a sea horizon from the
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point of observation ; if there were impediments, tlie angular

height of them must, of course, be exactly known ; but this

information is almost entirely lacking.

Now, however, that the question has been raised b}^ obser-

vations of the temples themselves, it becomes interesting to ask

of the inscrij^tions if tliere are records that these temples were

directed to stars ?

It will be seen in the next chapter that the inscriptions give

out no uncertain sound on this point.
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CHAPTER XVII.

THE BUILDING INSCRIPTIONS.

Numerous references to the ceremonial of laying the founda-

tion-stones of temples exist, and we learn from the works of

Chabas, Brugsch, Diimichen,^ and others, that the foundation

of an Egyptian temple was associated with a series of

ceremonies which are repeatedly described with a minuteness

which, as Nissen has pointed out,- is painfully wanting in the

case of Greece and Rome. Amongst these ceremonies, one

especially refers to the fixing of the temple-axis • it is called,

technically, " the stretching of the cord," and is not only

illustrated by inscriptions on the walls of the temples of

Karnak, Denderah, and Edfu—to mention the best-known

cases—but is referred to elsewhere.

Another part of the ceremony consisted in the king pro-

ceeding to the site where the temple was to be built,

accompanied mythically by tlie goddess Sesheta, who is

styled '"'' the mistress of the Inyino: of the foundation-stone."

Each was armed with a stake. The two stakes were con-

nected by a cord. Next the cord was aligned towards the

sun or star, as the case might be ; when the alignment was

perfect the two stakes were driven into the ground by means

of a wooden mallet ; there was no difference of procedure in

the case of temples directed to the sun. One boundary wall

parallel to the main axis of the temple was built along the

line marked out by this stretched cord.

^ " Baugcschichte des Dcndoia-Tompels," 1877.

- " Rhcinisches Museum fiir Philologie," lS8o, p. 39.
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If the iiioment of sun- or star-rise or -set were chosen, as we

have every reason to beUeve was the case seemg that all the

early observations were made on the horizon, it is obvious

that the light from the body towards which the temple was

THE LAYING OF THE EOUNDATION-STONE CEEEMONIAL.

aligned would penetrate the axis of the temple thus built from

one end to the other in the orig-inal direction of the cord. ?f-

We learn from Chabas that the Egyptian word which

expresses the idea of founding or laying the foundation-stone

of a temple is fienti—a word which still exists in Coptic. But

in the old language another word, Piit-ser^ which no longer

remains in Coptic, has been traced. It has been established
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that put means " to stretch," and ser means " cord ;
" so that that

part of the ceremonial which consisted in stretching- a cord in

the direction of a star was considered of so great an import-

ance that it g'ave its name to tlie whole ceremonial.

I will next refer to some of the inscriptions; one, dating ^^-, ^
from the last half of the third thousand B.C., occm^s in the ^^^ ' '^y
document describing the building of the temple of Annu ^
(Heliopolis). We read:—"Arose the king-, attired in his

necklace and the feather crown ; all the world followed him,

and the majesty of Amenemhat [first king of the Twelfth —
dynasty]. The Kher-heb read the sacred text during the

stretching- of the measuring-cord and the laying of the founda-

tion-stone on the piece of ground selected for this temple^

Then withdrew His Majesty Amenemhat ; and King Usertsen

[son and co-regent] wrote it down before the people."

Nissen, from whom {loc. cit.) I cpiote the above, adds :

—

" On account of the stretching of the measuring-cord, the

Egyptian engineers were called by the Greeks apTreSovaTrrai^

whose art Democritus boasts of having acquired."

We next turn to Abydos, possibly one of the oldest temple-

fields in Egypt. There is an inscription relating to the J^><^
rebuilding of one of them in the time of Seti I. (about 1380 /
B.cj. In this the goddess Sesheta addresses the king as

follows:—"The hammer in my hand was of gold, as I struck

the peg with it, and thou wast with me in thy capacity of

Harpedonapt. Thy hand held the spade during the fixing

of its [the temple's] four corners with_ accuracy by the four

^ supports__of_Ji£a^^ On the pictures the king appears with

the Osiris crown, opposite the goddess. Both hold in their right

hand a club, and with it they each hammer a long peg into

the ground. Round the two pegs runs a rope, which is

stretched tight, the ends being tied together.
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Ill two cases tlie star used for the alignment is actually

named. Of these I will take, first, the record of the ceremony

used in the building- of the temple of Hathor at Denderah.

THE ALIGNMENT OF THE TEMPLE OF HATHOR AT DENDEKAH.

The inscriptions state that the king while stretching the

cord had his glance directed to the aJc of the constellation of r^^-

tlie Thigh—the old name of the constellation which we now
recognise as the Great Bear—and on this line was built the new
tem.ple, " as had been done there before." -^

The actual inscription has been translated as follows :

—

" The living God, the magnificent son of Asti [a name of

ThothJ, nourished by the sublime goddess in the temple, the

sovereign of the country, stretches the rope in joy. With his

glance towards the ak [the middle?] of the Bull's Thigh 4^

constellation, he establisliesjthe^ temple-house of the mistress '

of Denderah, as took place there before." At another place

the king says : " Looking to the sky at the course of the rising

stars [and] recognising the ak of the Bull's Thigh constellaii^oml-

I^establish the corners of the templ£^of_Her Majesty."

Here, then, Ave have more than evidence of the stretching

of a cord towards a star
;
an actual constellation is named,

and it may be easily imagined that in connection with this

many interesting questions arise of the utmost importance to

the subject we are considering.

Dlimichen, in his references to this passage, discusses the

meaning of tlie word ak in relation to some Theban grave-

inscriptions, in which it is suggested that ak is used to

represent the middle course of a star, or, astronomically

speaking, its culminating j^oint as it passes the meridian. But

such a meaning as this will never do in this connection
;
for if

a cord was stretched towards a star on the meridian it would
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lie north and soiitli, and therefore the temple would be built

north and soutli. But this is by no means the orientation of

the temple—a point to which I shall return presently.

But it may be suggested that the word aJc, used in relation

to the king's observation, more probably referred to the

brightest star, Dubhe (a Ursps Majoris) in the asterism, or the

yf "middle point" of the constellation, which would be about

represented by the star g, which lies nearly in the centre of

the modern constellation of the Great Bear, supposing, indeed,

that the same stars Avere included in the old constellation.

On this point we unfortunately have no definite knowledge,

as the Thigh is so variously represented ; sometimes there is

a hind-quarter, represented evidently by the well-known seven

stars ; at others the body of a cow (with horns and disk) is

attached.

However this may be, Avithout such a reference to some

particular part of the constellation it is obvious that the

stretched cord may have had a most indeterminate direction.

In order to leave no stone unturned in attem^^ting to

explain this description—supposing it to represent an un-

doubted fact of observation— Ave may consider another

possible interpretation of the Avord Tik. The amplitude of

the temple being 7H° N. of E., shoAvs conclusively that we
cannot be dealing Avith the meridian, but nia;^ Ave be dealing -

with the most eastern elongation of the star in its journey

round the Pole?

I have inquired into this matter for the time of the last

building of the tenqjle in the time of the Ptolenues, and find

that the anq^litude of the temple, instead of being 71 t% Avould

have been about 70°. It seems probable, then, that this

interpretation Avill not hold, and it may be further stated that,

in the case of a star at a considerable angle aboA^e the horizon,

M

^
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tlie stretching" of a cord in tlio l)iul(Uno- ceremonial—the

"Ausspannung- der 8trickes," as the \\in\\>> jnit-ser are translated

by Diimichen— would really have been no stretching of the

cord at all ; for the star being- manv deorees above the horizon,

another nietliod must have been em])loyed, and in all prob-

aljility would have been distinctly referred to in the careful

statements of the ceremonies which exist. I tliink, then, that

we are perhaps justified in dismissing this possible ex})lana-

tion, especially as rising stars are referred to.

We now come to considerations of a different order. The

inscrijotion which we have quoted is put into the mouth of the

Emperor Augustus, though he never Avas at Denderah.

This suggests that the temple built in the time of Augustus

carried forward the account of the old foundation. There

is evidence of this. The constellation of the Thigh neither

rose nor set in the time of Augustus—-it was circumpolar.

The same statement may be made regarding the restoration

in the time of Thothmes III. So we are driven to the con-

clusion that if we regard the inscription as true, it must refer

to a time preceding the reign of Tliotlnncs. I shall return to

this subject in a subsequent chapter.

THE ALIGNMENT OF THE TEMPLE OF EDF<J.

A reference to the same constellation (the Thigh) is also

made in the account of the ceremonial used at the laying of

the foundation-stone of the temple at Edfu. Tlie king's

glance was directed—in the case of the building of that temple

—to the Thigh
^ but no precise reference to anv star or to any

point ale is give;i.

As before, I give the full translation of the inscription,^

renuirking tliat the last restoration was made iic. 237—57.-^

- Quoted from Nissei?, op. ell.
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The king is represented as speaking thus:—" I have grasped

the wooden peg and the handle of the ehib ; I hold the rope

with Sesheta ; my glance follows the course of the stars ; my
^^jl^-eye is on Mes%et [that is, the ' l^ 'ull^^ Thigh constellation,' or

--Great Bear]
;
(mine is tlie_part^of time of the number of the

Jf hour-clock) ; I establish the^corners of thy house of God." And
' in another place:—"I have grasped the wooden peg; I hold

the handle of the club ; I grasp the cord Avith Sesheta ; I cast

my face towards the course of the rising constellations ; I let

^ my glance enter the constellation of the Great Bear (the j^art

'

(j^nry^tnne^ stands in the place of his hour- clock) ; I establish

the four corners of thy temple." The translation is Brugscli's.

The phrases in parentheses are interpreted differently by

Diimiclien, wlio translates them :
—" Standing as divider of

time by his measuring instrument," or '' representing the

divider of time [i.e. the god Thoth) at his_measuring^ in-

strument." The word merech or merdiet^ in which Brugsch

suspects hour- or water-clock, does not occur elsewhere.

In this case, seeing that the temple liesjvvith. its axis j-ery

nearlyjiorth and south, as I determined by my own (magnetic)

observations, the stretching of the cord was certainly in or

very near the meridian ; and it may be remarked that in tlie

Naos there is an opening in the roof, over the side of the

second or third door from the sanctuary, and inclined at an

angle of 40'' (unlike any other opening that I have seen in the

roof of any Egyj)tian temple), which may have been used to

observe the transit of some particular star. Tlie angle I was

not able to determine with absolute accuracy, as tlie vertical

circle of the theodolite I had with me was out of adjustments

Taking the latitude of Edfu as 25°, and assuming the

angle of 40° to be not far from the truth, the North Polar

distance of the star observed would be 15°.

M 2
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Within a degree or so—and this is as near as we can get

till more accurate obser^"ations have been made on the spot

—

this_satis|ies_I)ubhe, the chief star in tlie Great Bear in the

time of the Ptolemies. Supposing the tem|3le was originally

oriented to Dubhe, its amplitude, 8G^° S. of W., gives us the

date 3900 B.C. I shall show, however, that it is moi-e probable

that the temple was oriented on some southern star.

1 may here remark that, so far as I know, Edfu is the temple

in Egypt nearest the meridian. If, therefore, it were used

as, on my theory, all other temples were, it could only have

picked up the light from each of the soutlierly stars, as by

the processional movements they were brought into Adsibility

very near the southern horizon.

In this respect, then, it is truly a temple of Horus, in

relation to the southern stars—the southern eyes of Horus. '/tZ,

But it was not a sun-temple in the sense that Karnak was

one ; and if ceremonies were performed for which light was

required, perhaps the apparatus referred to by the writer

Du]3uis ^ was utilised. He mentions that in a temple at

Heliopolis—whether a solar temple or not is not stated—the

temple was flooded all day long with sunlight by means of

a mirror. I do not know the authorities on which Dupuis

founds his statement, but I have no doubt that it is amply

justified, for the reason that doubtless all the inscri23tions in

the deepest tombs wxre made by means of reflected sunlight,

for in all freshly-opened tombs there are no traces whatever of

any kind of combustion having taken place, even in the inner-

most recesses. So strikingly evident is this that my friend

M. Bouriant, while we were discussing this matter at Thebes,

laughingly suggested the possibility that the electric light was

known to the ancient Egyptians.

^ " Origine dcs Cnltey," vol. i., p. 450.
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With a systcin of fixed mirrors inside tlie galleries, what-

ever tlieir length, and a movable mirror outside to follow the

course of an Egyptian sun and reflect its beams inside, it would

be possible to keep up a constant illumination in any part of

the galleries, however remote.

Dupuis quotes another statement that the greatest pre-

cautions were taken that the first rays of sunlight should enter

a temple (of course, he means a solar temple).

But it is possible that there might have been another temple

at right angles, facing nearly due east. In this case, the larger

temple would have been named after the worship to which the

smaller one was dedicated. If so, uidike the solar temples at

Heliopolis, Abydos, and Thebes, the Edfu temple was sacred

to the Equinoctial Sun, or, at all events, to the Sun very near

an equinox.



CHAPTER XVIIL

THE STAR-TEMPLES AT KARNAK.

When I began my studies of the Egyptian temples the

building inscriptions referred to in the preceding chapter

lay forgotten in the Egyptologist's archives. I purpose now

to o-ive some account of mv work at Thebes, where I made

a special study of the temples, because there is a very great

number there, and many are in a fair state of preservation.

These investigations convinced me that temples were oriented

to stars before the inscriptions in question were known to

me, although the whole temple field is so crowded with

temples, each apparently blocking up the fair-way of the

other, that it seems well-nigh impossible that any such process

as that described in the last chapter could have been

applied.

This difficulty will be gathered from the accompanying-

folding plate giving a reproduction of Lepsius's general maps

of the temple region of Karnak, showing his reference letters

and also the fnti' north and the orientation of the chief temples.

We have already dealt with the solar temple of Amen-Ra.

We find, Ijeginning at the south, a large temple with

a long line of sphinxes, the temple of Mut (x) facing the

large temple of Amen-Ra (k). To the north of the latter

is another temjjle system (a and b and c), also with an

avenue of sphinxes. On the east side of k another temple

(o) is only slightly indicated.

To the south of the large temple k is another one— that

of Khons (t), also with its sphinxes. Connected with k are
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two other temples, i., nearly, and ^r, exactly, at right angles

to it. There is also such a rectangular temple (y) added

to the temple of Mut. I also call attention to the temples

Y and w, chiefly to point out that Avlien I went over the

ground with M. Bouriant it seemed to us as if the temple v

faced S.E. and not N.W. as indicated by Lepsius. Very few

traces of the temple arc left.

Since the laljours of the French and Prussian Govern-

ments gave full records of Karnak a memoir on the temples

has been published hj Mariette, which gives us not only

plans, but precious information relating to the periods at

which, and the kings by whom, the various parts of the

temples were constructed or modified. No doubt those which

are still traceable form only a very small portion of those

which once existed ; but however that may be, I have now
only to call attention to some among them.

I have previously shown that the magnificent work of

Mariette has supplied us with building dates for the solar

temple to which reference has been made ; so that we have,

with more or less accuracy, the sequence of the various parts

of the completed Ijuilding.

If we consider the plan without any reference to the build-

ing dates at all, the idea that the smaller temples were built

for observations of stars seems to be entirely discountenanced.

The temple l, for instance, instead of having a clear horizon,

is blocked by the xavy solid wall {'2) and its accompanying

columns ; the temple m, instead of having a clear horizon, is

absolutely blocked by two of the line of pillars (1) very care-

fully built in front of it. But if we consult Mariette, zve find in

both cases that tlie tvall iva^ built Ion;/ after one temple^ and the

pillars ivere built long after the other.

This result is satisfactory, inasmuch as it indicates that
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a natural objection to the orientation liy2:)otliesis is invalid.

But can we strengthen it by supporting Mariette's statement

as to the dates ?

j\Iariette states that the temple m was built by Ivameses

III., a kino; of the twentieth dvnastv. With this datum,

we consider the orientation of the temple. The problem is one

of this kind :—Taking the Egyptologist's date for Rameses

III. at 1200 B.C., and taking the amplitude of the temple

as 63^° N. of E., was there, Avhen that temple was built,

any star opposite to it, any star to which it accurately

pointed ? We can translate the amplitude of that temple

into the declination of a star, making a slight correction

for the stated conditions of observation in Egypt, which

would make the apparent amplitude less than tlie true one,

because the star would appear to rise more to the south.

In the absence of precise information, we are justified in

taking the mean of the values referred to by Biot—that is,

an apparent amplitude due to a stratum of haze H° high,

especially as the temple looked away from the Nile.

Searching the astronomical tables, we find that there was

a star visible along the temple axis. The star was y Draconis.

So much for the temple m. We now proceed to the cither

one lettered l, the temple of Seti IT.

The amplitude of temple l is 63° S. of AY., and the date,

according to Mariette, 1300 B.C. We find the declination, pro-

ceeding as before, and assuming hills 1^-° high, to be 53^° S.,

and al)out that date the bright star Canopus set on the align

ment of the temple.

It will hence be gathered that just as truly as the temple

M seems to have been pointed to the northern star y Draconis

rising, the tem2)le l was pointed to the southern star Canopus,

settino'.
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But this is not all. Tliere is another temple to which I

have already directed attention—the temple of Khons (t of

Lepsius), fomided by Rameses III., though as it comes to us

it is a Ptolemaic structure, it having been enlarged and re-

stored by the Ptolemies. It is very nearly, but not quite,

parallel to the temple of Seti II.

My measures and those of Lepsius give, approximately,

amplitudes as under

—

Temple of Seti (t) 63^ S. of W.

Temple ef Khons (l) 62° „

Continuing, therefore, the same line of inquiry, and assum-

ing that Mariette was right, and that the temple was really

finally completed (and no doubt its axis revised) by the^
Ptolemies, and that tliey flourished about 200 B.C., we have

the same problem. Was there a star towards which that

temple could have been directed, and which could have been

seen in that temple with its actual orientation ?

Calculation shows that the change of amplitude of Canopus

due to the precessional movement between 1300 B.C. and

200 B.C. is almost exactly 1°, the difference in the amplitude

of the temples. We seem, then, to have in the temples l and t

two temples directed to the same star at different times.

These statements must be taken as provisional only. To

render them absolute, careful measurements must be made, on

the spot, of the heights of the hills towards which the temples

point.

Leaving this for the moment on one side, we get in this

manner astronomical dates of the reigns of Seti II. and

Rameses III. witliin a very few years of those given by the

Egyptologists.

More than this, the application of this method entirely justifies
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Mariette's view \yitli regard to these more modern temples at

Thebes, and shows that when they were built the outlook was

clear, so that the building ceremonials referred to in the last

chapter might have been performed.

I am next anxious to point out that not only is this so, but,

accepting it, we can explain exactly why the walls and temples

and columns Avere erected in the sequence which Mariette

indicates. We not only know when they were built, 1)ut we
can presently understand iclif/ tliefi were built.

The first point to which I draw attention in this matter is

the following:—Referring to the plan, we find that before the

time of Rameses III. the temple of Seti II. was right out in the

open. It thus represented just one of those external rectangular

temples which have been found at Denderah and at very many
other places in Eg}'pt. It was one of the Egyptian ideas to

have two temples at right angles to each other. That temple,

then, stood alone. The next change seems to have been this :

The star Canopus, the setting of which it was built to watch,

was, through the precessional movement to which I have re-

ferred, no longer conveniently observed in that temple. To
obviate this the temple t w^as built by Rameses III. with a

change of amplitude equivalent to the actual precessional

change of the star's declination, to carry on the observations.

Further, at the same time another temple (m) was built

to observe 7 Draconis. It is now easy to understand what

the 21st—a Tlieban—dynasty did. Seti's temj^le (l) had been

superseded ; the temple :sr was a second rectangular temple

outside the great temple of Karnak (k). They said to them-

selves : "We will make Karnak more beautiful, and we Avill

extend it. We can now build walls in continuation of the

old walls, and we can build still another pylon, because

Seti's temple is no longer being used, the worship having
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been transferred to the temple of Ranieses III. (Klions).

By building the northern wall we prevent the use of temple

Mj^sacTfidJ^^ oui' enemy Sutech."

I should add that the opening in the wall, in prolongation

of the axis of temple ji, is not directl}' opposite the temple m,

but a little to the east ; it was probably made later, possibly by

the twenty-second dynasty, who were Set worshippers. Again,

coming to the time of Taliarcja, returning at the end ofthe exile

of the priests of Amen in Nubia, the temple >i was again thrown

out of use. Pillars were built in front of it, right in the fair-

way, affording an instanc^e that when a temple was thrown out

of use, not by the precessional movement of the star to which

it had been directed, but by the partisans of another creed, the

fact of its being no longer in operation was insured l)y some-

thing being built in front of it, to prevent observation of the

stellar divinity no longer in vogue.

It may be added that long after the temple of Seti II. fell

out of astronomical use, and was on that account blocl^E by

the walls of the twenty-first dynasty, the Ptolemies built

a new temple of Osiris, which, if built l^efore, would have

been in the fair-wav of the temple of Seti. Thus, there is

a reason for all the changes made at all the dates referred

to by Mariette.

I think we find in this result of the inquiry a valuable

corroboration of Mariette's conclusions, and another^Bason

why we should not cease to admire his magnificent work!^k

So far I have only referred to the relatively modem j^'ts

of Karnak. I now pass to the more ancient ones, in which

we ought to note the same laws holding good, if there be any

value in the view^ Ave are discussing.

We find that some of the most important temples given b}'

Lepsius and Mariette (b, x, and w) are just as effectively
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blocked by the mass of the temple of Amen-Ra as those

we have already considered were by the walls of the twenty-

first dynasty and Taharqa's cokimns ; and, looking at the

2)lan, it seems at first perfectly absurd to continue to hold

for one moment the idea that these temples were built for

observations of stars on the horizon.

The temple x (Mut) is blocked by the pylon marked

3, the temple b by the eastern end of the great temple, the

temple w by the temple o.

Mariette here again comes to our rescue to a certain extent.

He shows, as I have stated in Chapter XL, that in the beginning

of tilings, certainly in the twelfth dynasty, possibly in the

eleventh dynasty, and jDossibly even before that, only the

central part, marked 4, of the solar temple existed, less as

a temple than as a shrine, with nothing to the west of it and

nothing to the east of it.

That being so, the temple b gets its fair-way to the south,

and the temj^le of Mut (x) and tlie smaller temjjle (w) to the

north.

Mariette in his two plates shows the growth of the temj^le

of Amen-Ra in a most admirable way, from the central portion

of the temple to which I have referred— that is, the small

central court, which, he is careful to note, existed before

Thothmes I. ; how much before, he does not say. Afterwards,

the pylons are added ; then they are elaborated ;
then the

sanctuary is thrown l^ack to the eastward, and the temple o

built, and b thereby blocked, and then thrown forward to the

westward, thus blocking x and z.

If there is anything in these considerations at all, it is

suggested that all the temples to which I have referred

were founded before these easterly and westerly extensions, of

which Mariette gives us such ample evidence.
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In a subsequent chapter it is suggested that this great

leng'thenino: of the ori^'inal shrine of Amen-Ra was undertaken

for the 2^^11'pose of blocking temples x, z, and w, all dedicated

to Set. Thothmes III. and Taharqa had precisely the same

objects in view, apparently.

Here, however, we meet a real difficulty. Mariette states

that, so far as he has been able to find, the temple b, a temple

of which the worship is Amen, and the temple x, in which

the worship is Mut, were built by Amen-hetep III. If that

were so, they would have been built blocked ; none of the

usual ceremonials could have been employed at their founda-

tion. Tliev could not have been used at all for astronomical

purposes, because their horizons were blocked by these exten-

sions of the temple of Amen-Ra.

Here I must refer s^^ecially to temple b. Its amplitude is,

according to Lepsius, 63|^° S. of W. I have already shown

that the amplitudes of temples l (Khons) and t (8eti II.) are

62° and 63° S. of W., and that in the times of the Ptolemies

and Seti II., each faced the star Canopus in turn. Hence

the probability that we have three temples of nearly equal

orientation sacred to the same divinitv.

Temple. Orientation. Declination. Date.

Khons Q2 52r 300 B.C.

Seti II. 63 53r 13o0 B.C.

B 63i 54' 1800 B.C.

The statement is that the i)art of the temple of Amen-Ra, the

Ijuilding of which blocked b, was commenced by Thothmes

III., whose date, according to Brugsch, is I60O B.C., and con-

tinued by Amen-hetep III. (1500 B.C.). Unless, then, some

other provision was made, the observations of Canopus were

not continued until another shrine was built. We know that

another shrine was built, that of Seti II., and that its orientation
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gives ci date of l.'loO i5.('. It iiiiglit have been commenced by

Seti I. after the Khii-en-iVten troubles, and finished l)y Seti II.

One is therefore tempted to ask whether we have not here

one of those crucial cases which Mariette himself contemplated,

in which the true foundation is so far anterior to the last

restoration or the last decoration, from which, for the most

part, the archaeologist gets his information, that one is abso-

lutely misled by the restorations or decorations as to the true

date of the original foundation of the shrine.^

If the archaeologists are right in attributing the granite

temple of Osiris (?), near the sphinx, to a date anterior to, or even

contemporaneous with, the second pyramid, we have evidence

that in the early dynasties the temple building in stone, and

even in granite ])rought from iVswan, was as perfect in the

matter of workmanship as in the eighteenth dynasty ; and that

it was not then the fashion to inscribe walls, but only statues

and stelas. May it possibly be that the fashion in question

came in, or reached its greatest development, during the

eighteenth dynasty, and that on this account so many temples

are ascribed to that period, whereas they were actually in

existence before?

If the prior dynasties built no temples, why did they not

^ On this point I am permitted by Professor Maspero to print the following extract from

a letter I received from him :—" Tons les temj)les ptolemaiques et la plus grande partie

des temples pharaoniques sont de3 rceonstnicflons. Ce que vous avez observe de Denderah,

est vrai d'Esnch, d'Oinbos, d'Assouan, do Phihe, etc. Or, si les premiers coustructeurs

d'un temple—on chez nous d'une eglise—^peuvent choisir presque a leur grc I'emplacement,

et par suite I'orientation, Li plus convenable, il en est bien rarement de meme des recon-

stritcteurs. Les maisons acmunulees autour du temple les genaient, d'ailleurs les habitudes

du culte et de la population ctaient prises ; on rebatissait le temple—comme d'ordinaire

chez nous on rebatit I'eglise—sur la meme orientation et sur les memcs fondations. J'ai

constate le fait a Kom-Ombo, ou les debris du temple decore par Amenhotpou I. et

Thoutmosis III. sont oi'icntes exactement comme ceux du temple ptolemaique actuel, bati

sur les ruines du precedent. Vous avez done le droit de dire, non seulement pour Den-

derah, mais pour beaucoup d'autres temples, qu'ils ont ete reconstruits sur I'orientation

du temple qu'ils remplacaiont, ipiand meme cette orientiition ne repondait plus a la

realite des choses."
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do SO V and if they did, where are they, if some of those

inscribed by tlie eighteenth dynasty be not they?

In the absence of final archaeological evidence—that is,

admitting Mariette's own doubt as to the mere existence of

inscriptions—are there any astronomical considerations which

may possibly help us ? Assuming that the temples were

astronomically oriented, we have one registering for us the

time elapsed since the original direction of the axis was laid

down, in terms of the change in the obliquity of the ecliptic.

We have others registering time in like manner in terms

of the change due to precession, if we can get any light as

to the stars towards which the temples were oriented.

I have already dealt with the temple of Amen-Ra in

Chapter XI., and we found a foundation date of 3700 B.C. for

the original shrine, so far as the rough observations already

available can be trusted. Assuming the accuracy of this deter-

mination, it is clear that we must look for stars with a])propriate

amplitudes between that date and say 2500 B.C.

Let us take the temple of Mut (x of Lepsius)
; its amplitude

is 72^ N. of E. This was the amplitude of 7 Draconis about

3500 B.C. Tliis temple, then, bore the same relation to :\i as

T did to L ! We have two cases of two temples erected at

different dates to the same star.

Although it has been convenient to begin witli Thebes

for the reasons given, the records concerning any one temple

tliere are far more restricted than those which relate to some

temples elsewhere ; while the cult can only be determined in

few instances. I propose, thci'efore, for the present to content

myself with the above general considerations showing the first

application of the method of investigation adopted, and to pass

on to Dendcrah, where we are sure of the cult and where many
particulars are given.



CHAPTER XIX.

THE PERSOXIFICATIOX OF STARS—THE TEMPLE OF ISIS

AT DENDERAH.

We have now to pass from the building' ceremonials and

a general consideration of the temples at Karnak, to the

^ j^^^^

ilieroglyphic '"»-!?^^^^ \,^„

PLAN OF DEXDERAH. {.Vfl riiftt'.')

worships to which the various temples were dedicated. And to

do this we must face the problems of Egyptian mythology, so

far as the names and origins of the various gods and goddesses

are concerned.

There is ample evidence that each temple was sacred to
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some god or goddess, although in many cases the name of the

patron divinity has been lost.

Fortunately, at Denderah the patron divinities are well

known, so it will be well to begin with the temples there. We
find a general plan of Denderah among the magnificent

drawings which we owe to the French expedition of 1798.

This shows the wall round the temple-space containing the

temple of Hathor, the great temple ; and the smaller temple of

Isis at right angles to it. We find, roughly, that the great

temple points to the north-east ; the smaller temple of Isis

points to the south-east. A later plan has been published by

Mariette in his work on Denderah.

These, then, are the main conditions of the temples at

Denderah. But we can go a little more closely into them by

referring to the map which accompanies Biot's memoir, to

which I have previously referred. He gives the axis of the

Hathor temple pointing, not merely to the north-east, but to

18° E. of N. Since the other temple lies at right angles to the

great one, its direction, according to Biot, is 18° S. of E.

To show the uncertainty in these inquiries brought about

by the absence of a proper surve}', I may give the following

later values :

—

1.. Lepsius, 1844

—

Magnetic azimuth of the axis ... ... N. 25° E.

,, amplitade ,, ,, ... ... 65" N. of E.

Correction 8|°

,
.•.Astronomical amplitude ... ... ... 73}r' N. oli E.

2. Mariette, 1870—
Astronomical azimuth ... ... ... ... IST. 15^ E.

„ amplitude ... ... ... 75° N. of E.

3. LOCKYER, 1891

Magnetic azimuth of axis ... ... ... N. 23° E.

,, amplitude ,, ... ... ... 67 N. of E.

Assumed correction 4^°

Astronomical amplitude ... ... ... 71^°

N
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As my value agrees closely with that of Biot, I adhere

to it ; and it gives, for the amplitude of the temple of Isis

at right angles to the Hathor temple, 18^° S. of E.

Now, it is stated distinctly in the inscriptions that " the

place of the birth of Isis is to the north-west of the temple of

Hathor, its portal is turned to the east, and the sun shines on

its portal when it rises to illuminate the world." ^ We learn

from this that the small temple was locally celebrated as the

birthplace of Isis.

It is, then, a tem^jle of Isis. Who was Isis ?

Let us begin by considering the temple, remarking that

the inscriptions, apparently relating to l)oth temples, are found

in one only. On this point, I, for the present, content myself

with quoting Plutarch's statement- tliat Isis and Hathor were

the same divinities—at all events, in later Egyptian times.

If we study the inscriptions—and this, thanks chiefly to

Mariette's magniiicent book on Denderah, we can do—we find

that they give out a very certain sound. Here is one of

them :

—

" She \i.e. her Majesty Isis] shines into her temple on 'New Year's Day, and

she mingles her ligiit with that of her father Ra on the horizon.''

Here we have nothing more nor less than a distinct and

perfectly accurate statement relating to the cosmical rising of

a star, i.e., as I have before explained, of the sun and the star

both rising at the same instant of time.

Further, in the inscriptions the '''rising of Hathor'''' is

mentioned distinctly. "La grande dtiesse Sefekli [SeshctaJ

apporte les ecrits qui se rapportent a ton lever, o Hathor, et au

lever de Ra." ^ Everybody knows that " Ra " means the sun, and

1 Mariette, " Denderah," vol. i., p. 2G3.

- Mariette, o//. cit., p. 142. Plutarch wrote in the first century a.u.

3 Mariette, op. cit., p. 206.
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therefore the rising- of Iva is at once accepted by everybody as

obviously meaning sunrise. But if we find "Hathor" treated

in the same way as the sun, then Hathor must be a celestial

body rising- like the sun. I consider this a very important

conclusion to arrive at, for many reasons.

But, further, Hathor was also worshipped, according- to the

inscriptions,^ under the name of Sothis.

Now we know, quite independently of all mythology, that

Sothis is simply the Greek form of the Egyptian name (Sept)

of the star Sirius.

Taking, then, all these inscriptions together, we have

an absolute astronomical demonstration of the fact tliat the

" rising- of Hathor," which is referred to mythologically in

the inscriptions given by Mariette, was the rising of Sirius

;

that the star which '^ shone into the temple, and which mingled

her light with the light of her father Ra," was really the

star Sirius. We get the demonstration of the fact that mytho-

logically the star Sirius was Hathor, or otherwise Isis.

In otlier words, we find a star personified ; Sirius being

personified as Hathor or Isis.

But we can go much further than this. It is 2:)ossible, as

I have shown, to determine the position of Sirius in past times,

and therefore to determine whether the light of that star

ever did fall along the axis of the temple. We know its

orientation approximately— 18|° S. of E.—so that any celestial

body which rose at that amplitude would shine ujjon any ob-

ject enshrined in the sanctuary. In the case of Sirius, the

conditions are such that, owing to the precessional movement,

the distance of the star from the equator has been gradually

lessening from the earliest times. Its declination in 8000 B.C.

was 50° S. ; it became something more than 17° S. in a.d. 1000.

1 Mariette, oj). cit., p. 142.
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Knowing the declination, it is easy to determine the

amplitude—and given the conditions at the temple of Isis at

Denderah, viz., that we are practically dealing with a sea

horizon, we iind that the temple really pointed to Sirius

about 700 B.C., which is the date Biot found for the con-

struction of the zodiac in the temple of Osiris, referred to in

Chaj^ter XIII.

Further, it is easy to show that Sirius at that date rose

with the sun on the Egyptian New Year's Day ;
^ in mytho-

logical language, she mingled her light with that of her

father Ra on the great day of the year.

As this is the first instance of such personification that

we have come across, it behoves us to study it very carefully.

Why was Sirius personified and worshipped ?

The summer solstice—that is, the 20th of June, the longest

day—was the most important time of the Egyptian year, as it

marked the rise of the all-fertilising Nile. It was really New
Year's Day. It has been pointed out, times without number,

tKaf~tlie" inscriptions indicate that by far the most important

astronomical event in Egyptian history was the rising of the

star STrius at this precise time.

Now it seems as if among all ancient peoples each sunrise,

each return of the sun—or of the sun-god—was hailed, and

most naturally, as a resurrection from the sleep^the death—of

night: with the returning sun, man found himself again in full

possession of his powers of living, of doing, of enjoying. The

sun-god had conquered death ; man was again alive. Light and

w^armtli returned with the dawn in those favoured Elastern

climes where man then was, and the dawn itself was a sight, a

sensation, in which everything consj^ired to suggest awe and

gratitude, and to thrill the emotions of even uncivilised man.

^ Hatlior is termed " Li inidtre.ssc du commencement dc Tan." Mariette, loc. cit., p. 207.
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What wonder, then, that sunrise was the chief time of

prayer and thankfuhiess ? But prayer to the sun-god meant,

then, sacrifice ; and here a practical detail comes in, apparently

a note of discord, but really the true germ of our present

knowledge of the starry heavens which surround us.

To make the sacrifice at the instant of sunrise, preparations

had to be made, beasts had to be slaughtered, and a ritual had

to be followed ; this required time, and a certain definite

quantity of it. To measure this, the only means available then

was to watch the rising of a star, the first glimmer of which

l^ast experience had shown to precede sunrise by just that

amount of time which the ritual demanded for the various

functions connected Avith the sunrise sacrifice.

This, perhaps, went on every morning, but beyond all

question the most solemn ceremonial of this nature in the whole

year was that which took place on New Year's morning, or the

great festival of the Nile-rising and summer solstice, the 1st of

Thoth. Besides the morning ceremonial there were processions

of the gods during the day.

How long these morning and special yearly ceremonials

went on before the dawn of history we, of course, have no

knowledge. Nor are the stars thus used certainly known to us.

Of course any star would do wliich rose at the appropriate time

before the sun itself, whether the star Avas located in the north-

ern or in the southern heavens. But in historic times there is

no doubt whatoA^er about the star so used. The Avarning-star

Avatched by the Egyptians at Thebes, certainly 3000 B.C., Avas

Sirius, the brightest of them all, and there is complete evidence

that Sirius was not the star first so used.^

1 " Besides the solstice and the beginning of the Nile flood, there was an event in the sky

which was too striking not to excite the genei'al attention of the Egy2)tian priesthood. We
also know from the newly-discovered inscriptions from the ancient empire that the risings of

Orion and Sirius were already attentively followed and mythologically utilised at the time of

the huilding of the pyramids."

—

Kuall.
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The astronomical conditions of the rising of this star have,

fortunately for us, been most minutely studied both by Biot

and, in more recent times, by Oppolzer, and from their

labours it seems to be abundantly clear that tlie rising* of Sirius

at the solstice was carefully watched certainly as early as

8285 B.C., according to Biot's calculations; and, further, that

tlie rising of the same star was still studied in a relatively

modern time. At the earlier date its heliacal risino- was

observed, but in later times means had been secured of noticing

its cosmical rising, because althougli it rose long before the sun

on the longest day 3000 B.C., it rose tvith the sun on the same

day in the later times referred to. This ''cosmical rising"

observation was doubtless secured by the construction of their

temples, as I have shown.

We are, then, astronomically on very firm ground indeed.

We have got one step into the domain • of mythology. I

assume it is agreed that we have arrived at the certain

conclusion that the goddess Hathor or Isis personified a star,

Sirius, rising at the dawn ; and that the temple of Isis at

Denderah was built to watch it.



CHAPTER XX.

THE PERSONIFICATION OF STARS (CONTINUED i-THE TEMPLE OF
HATHOR AT DENDERAH.

In Chapter XVII. I quoted from the inscriptions relating

to the alignment of the axis of the temple of Hathor at

Denderah. It will be remembered that the king, while

stretching the cord, had his glance directed to the dk of

the constellation of the Thigh. Further, Ave saw in the last

chapter that the amplitude of the temple axis is 71^° N. of E.

A copy of Biot's plan giving his value of the orientation

is given on the next page.

I have shown how truly the temple of Isis was pointed

to Sirius. We have now to try to find a star towards which

the temple of Hathor may have been pointed in like manner.

It Avill be generally, understood that in an inquiry of this

kind there are very many difficulties, chiefly depending upon

the uncertainty of the building-date of the original foundation,

and upon the indeterminate nature of the information aA^ail-

able. But although we meet with these difficulties in the case

of the temple of Hathor, there are many from which we are

free. In the case of many of the temples in Egypt we have

no knowledge of the tutelary divinity. For a great many
temples no observational data exist ; they have not been

pr(>perly measured—that is, we do not know exactly in what

direction they point or what their amplitudes are ; and, further

we do not know anything of the horizon at the temple building,

so as to be able to make the necessary corrections due to

heights of hills.
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This premised, I will now return to the statement

regarding the temple of Hathor, to see what can be made

of it on the view that either the middle or the chief point,

OPaKXTATION OF THE TEMPLE OF HATHOR AT DENDEEAH (BIOT). (THE TEMPLE

or OSIRIS ON THE ROOF IS ALSO SHOWN OX A LARGER SCALE.)

that is, the brightest star, of the constellation of the Great Bear

as we now know it, was the one referred to, and that the cord

was stretched to the star on the horizon.

The first question which arises is. Was there any reason

why S Ursa3 Majoris at the centre, or a the brightest, should
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have been used as the orientation point at any time ? Was
there any reason why any special sanctity should have been

associated with either? Certainly not, in the case of S, on

account of its mag-nitude, because Dubhe, not far from it, is

much brighter; and possibly not, in the case both of S and

a, on account of the time of their heliacal rising. We seem

therefore in an impasse along this line of inquiry ; but a further

consideration of the question brings out the remarkable fact

that at three widely-sundered points of time the stars a Lyr^^,^^

a Ursse Majoris, and 7 Draconis have been the brightest stars

nearest the North Pole, and with such declinations that a Lyr^e

would be visible at one of the dates, a Ursse Majoris at another,

anxl y Draconis at another still—all rising in nearly the same

amplitude far to the north.

In Chapter XVIII. I have shown that one of the temples, and

possibly a series of them, at Thebes were directed to 7 Draconis.

It is interesting, then, to carry the inquiry further. It may
possibly explain how it is that we get a definite statement

about the ak of the Great Bear in one case and a certain sure

orientation to y Draconis in the other.

Intlie^first place, it has to be borne in mind that when a

star is circumpolar—that is, never sets—no temple can be

directed to its rising. Now, accepting the ak as the brightest

star (and as I stated in Chapter XVII. , it might, indeed, have been

the central one as well in the old constellation, for we do not

knoAV its limits), we have to deal with the facts concerning

a UrsJB Majoris, called by the Arabians Dubhe.

The latitude of Denderah is a little over 26° N., therefore

all stars with a less polar distance than that—or, to put it

another way, all stars with a declination greater than (90°—26°=)

64°, N.—will be circumpolar. Now, the declination of Dubhe

was greater than 64° between 4000 B.C. and 1500 a. d. (I neglect

/

J -
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refractions and hills)
; hence, if there is any truth in the

statements made in the building- ceremonials, the temple could

not have been founded between those dates.

But what are the records concerning this temple ? We
know that the structure as we see it was built in the time

of the last Ptolemies and the first Roman emperors, and I have

already shown that at those dates the Great Bear (the old

Thigh) did not rise at all, as it was circumpolar.

It is also known that there was a temple here in

the time of Thothmes III., and even earlier, going back to

the earliest times of Egyptian history. King Pepi, of the

Sixth Dynasty {circ. 3233 B.C.), is portrayed over and over

again in the crypts.

Even this is not all the evidence in favour of a high

antiquity. In one of the crypts (No. 9), according to Ebers

and Diimichen, there are two references to the earliest

plans of the temple. One inscription states that the great

ground-plan {Senti) of Ant (Denderah) was found in old

writing on parchments of the time of the followers of Horus

(sun-worshippers) preserved in the walls of the temple during

the reign of King Pepi. Another inscription goes further,

referring to the restoration by Thothmes III. {circ. 1600 B.C.) of

the temple to the state in which it was found described in old

writings of the time of the King Chufu (Cheops) of the Fourth

Dynasty {circ. 3733 B.C.). If any faith is to be placed in this

inscription, it seems to me to suggest a still higher antiquity.

There would have been more reason for describing an antique

shrine than a brand new one.

8till another inscription runs :

—

" King Teliuti-nies III. has caused this building to be erected in memoiy of

his motlier, the goddess Hathor, the Lady of An (Denderah), the eye of the

feun, the iieavenly queen of the gods. The ground plan was found in the city of

An, in archaic drawing on a leather roll of the time of the Hor-Shesu : it was
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found in the interior of a brick \v;ill in the south side of tlie temple in the reign

of King Pepi." ^

But let us see what tlie facts are regarding the date

supplied by the temple itself, accepting the statement made

regarding the actual operations at the laying of the foundation

stone originally.

To determine the dates approximately, we find that an

amplitude of 71^° N. of E. in the latitude of Denderah gives a

declination of 57f°N., with a sea horizon (correcting for refrac-

tion) 58f° N. with hills 1° high, and 59f° N. with hills* 2° high,

which is not far from the exact conditions.

The star Dubhc had the declination of 6"0° N. hi 5000' B.C.

If, then, I am right in my suggestion as to the word ak

referring to a Urs?e Majoris, we find the closest agreement

between the astronomical orientation ; the definite statement

as to a certain star being used in the building ceremonies
;

the inscriptions in the crypts referring to Cheops as the earliest

historical ' personage who describes the Imilding, and to the - Jy

Shesu-Hor as the original designers of the building. Accord- ^ ^

ing to most authorities, 5000 B.C. lands us in the times of the

Shesu-Hor before Mena.

I must confess that this justification of the double record

strikes me as very remarkable, and I think it will be

generally conceded that further local observations should be

made in order to attempt to carry the matter a stage beyond

a first approximation.

We have got so far, then. If we take the history as we find

it, and further take the trouble to work out the very definite

statements made, we find that the temple was founded pointing

to the rising of Dubhe before it became circumpolar, and that in

those times this star was symbolised by the name of Hatlior.

1 Brugsch, "Egypt," Edition 1891, p. 189.
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We may accej^t, then, the possibility that as tlie temple of

Isis was oriented to Sirius, that dedicated to Hatlior was directed

to Dubhe.

It will have been obvious from what has preceded, that if

the worship of Hathor was to go on at all, and if it were in any

way connected with the observations of a star rising near the

north point of the horizon, a new star must be chosen when

a Ursre Majoris became circumpolar. That is the first point.

I have already stated that a Ursae Majoris began to be

circumpolar at Denderah J:000^ B.C. I may now add that

7 Draconis ceased to be circumpolar about 500 B.C. They had

the same declination (62° N.) and the same amplitude (78° N.)

4400 B.C.

Mariette's plan shows a second temple oriented to N. 6° E.,

which we may perhaps be justified in taking as N. 9" E., since

his azimuth of the great temple differs from Biot's and my
own by 3°.

The corresponding declination would be 63° N. of E.,

the declination of Dubhe in 4200 B.C. and of 7 Draconis in

4300 B.C. The temple may well, therefore, have been erected

when both stars had the same amplitude, the apparent

difference of 100 years being due to the uncertainty of

the measures available.

The second point, then, is that when Dubhe, which, while

it rose and set, was the brightest star near the pole which did

so, became circumpolar ; 7 Draconis, when it ceased to be

circumpolar^ fulfilled these conditions ; astronomically, tlien, it

became the natural successor of a Urs?e Majoris.

I have before j)ointed out that it is not impossible that a

temple once oriented to a certain star, and long out of use on

account of the precessional movement, may be utilised for

another, and be rehabilitated in consequence, when that same
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movement brings another conspicuous star into the proper

rising' amplitude.

This consideration at once leads to my third point, which

is, that after Dubhe became circumpolar the temple of Hathor

at Denderah would become useless—there would be no star

to watch—unless a new star was chosen.

Now, let us suppose this to have been so, and that the

natural successor of the star in question were chosen. Studying

the facts as before approximately, as final data are not yet

available, we have the declination 59|° N. This was the

declination of 7 Draconis about 3500 b.c, assuming hills 2°

high, which I think is too much ; 3300 B.C., with hills 1^" high.

In the present case the orientation fits 7 Draconis in the

historic j^eriod, but it also fits Dubhe in the times of the Hor-

shesu, the dimly-seen followers of Horus, or sun-worshipj^ers,

before the dawn of the historic period.

Next let us go back to the inscriptions. We found that

King Pepi is portrayed over and over again in the crypts,

and, which is more important, that the plan of the temple on

parchment, dating from the times of the Shesu-Hor, had

actually been walled up in the temple during the reign of the

same king, no doubt at the ceremony of restoration or laying

a new foundation stone, as is sometimes done to this day.

Now, Pej^i's date, according to the chronologists, is 3200

B.C., a difference of 100 years only from the rough orientation

date.

We see, therefore, the full importance of the work done in

Pepi's reign. The ak of the Thigh was no longer of use

;

but a new star was now available. Hathor was rehabilitated.

Perhaps even the priests alone knew that the star had been

changed.

By the temple of Hatlior, then, if we assume that the
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record is absolutely true (and I, for one, believe in these old

records more and more), and that Cheo23S only described a

shrine founded bv the Hor-shesu, we are carried back to

circ. 5000 B.C. I am indebted to my friend Dr. Wallis Budge

for the suggestion that the position of Denderah as the

terminus of the highway from the Red Sea—which may soon

again be reached by a railway from Keneh to Kosseir !

—

would have made it one of the most important places in

ancient Egypt.

It is important to note that at a very early date the traffic

between the Nile Valley and the Red Sea, and thence probably

^\dth Arabia and South Africa, flourished, and grew to be a

by no means insignificant conniierce.

According to Ebers,^ " the oldest and most famous of all

these highways is that which led from Koptos (Keneh, Den-

derah) to the Red Sea, through the valley now known as the

Wady Hammamat, and called by the ancient Egyptians

Rohanu. It was a busy high-road, not alone for trading

caravans, but from time to time for stonemasons and soldiers,

whose task it was to hew the costly building materials from

the hard rocks, which here abound, and to prepare the vast

monoliths which were finished in situ, and then to convey

them all to the residence of the Pharaohs. A remarkably

beautiful kind of alabaster, of a fine honey yellow or white as

snow, is found in these mountains.'' Another road led from

Esneh or Edfu to the ancient port of Berenice. We shall

see in the sequel that the temple of Redisieh on this route was

dedicated to the same cult as that at Denderah.

If the above results be confirmed, we have a most definite

indication of the fact that in the rebuilding in the times of

Pepi, Thothmes III., and the Ptolemies, the original orientation

1 Ebors, " Eg>-pt," p. 33.J.
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of tlie building was not disturbed; and that in the account

of the building ceremonies we are dealing as surely with the

laying of the first foundation-stone as with the original plan.

In any case the consideration has to be borne in mind that

the series of temples with high northern (and southern) ampli-

tudes at Denderah, Thebes, and possibly other places, were

nearly certainly founded before the time at which the heliacal

rising of Sirius, near the time of the summer solstice, was the

chief event of the year, watched by priests, astronomers—if the

astronomers were not the only priests—and agriculturists

alike. Now we know, from Biot's calculations, that this be-

came possible circ. 3285 B.C., and that Sirius—though, as

I am informed by Prof. Maspcro, not its heliacal rising—is re-

ferred to in inscriptions in pyramid times.

Subsequent research may possibly show that these temples

had to do with the heralding of sunrise throughout the year,

the Sirian temples being limited to New Year's Day.



CHAPTER XXL

STAR-CULTS.

The last t\yo chapters, then, haA'e broiig'ht us so far. There are

two principal temples at Denclerah. The smaller is called the

temple of Isis. It is oriented 18^° S. of E. The inscrip-

tions tell us that the light of Sirius shone into it, and that

Sirius was j^ersoniiied as Isis. We can determine astronomically

that the statement is true for the time about 700 B.C., which

was the date determined indej^endently by Biot for the circular

zodiac referred to on page 18.

The larger temj^le is called the temple of Hathor. It is

oriented 71^° N. of E. The inscriptions very definitely

tell us what star cast its light along its axis, and give also

definite statements about the date of its foundation, wliich

enable us to determine astronomically that in all probability

the temple was oriented to Dubhe somewhat later than 5000 B.C.

Now we are certain that Isis personified Sirius. That 'Tier

Majesty of Denderah " was Sirius, at all events in the later

times referred to in the inscriptions, is not only to be gathered

from the inscriptions, but has been determined astronomically.

It is also probable that Hathor j)ersonified Dubhe. Now
this looks very satisfactory, and it seems only necessary to test

the theory by finding temples of Isis and Hathor in otlier

places, and seeing whether or not they were oriented to Sirius

and Dubhe respectively.

But, unfortunately for us, we have alread}' learned from

Plutarch that Isis and Hathor are the same goddesses, although

they certainly personify different stars, if they personify stars

at all.
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We seem, then, in a difficulty, and at first sight matters do

not appear to be made any clearer by the fact that Ilathor

(and, therefore, Isis) Avas worshipped mider different names in

every nome.

Lanzoni, in his admirable volumes on Egvptian mythology,

gives us, not dealing with the matter from this point of view at

all, 110 less than twenty-four variants for Hatlior !

In the temple at Edfu no less than 300 names are given

with the various local relations and forms used in the most

celebrated shrines.^

In the inscriptions at Denderah itself a great number of

variants is given.^ It is important to give some of them in

this place ; the full value of the information thus afforded will

be seen afterwards.

Hathor of Denderah ^ Sekhet of Memphis.

,, ,,
Neith ,, Sais.

„ ,,
Saosis

,,
Heliopolis.

,, ,,
Nehem-an ,, Hermopolis.

^^"^
\ ., Bubastis.

Bes-t j

,, ,,
Aiiub-et ., Lycopolis.

,, ,,
Amen-t ,, Thebes.

,, ,,
Bouto ,, Unas.

„ „ Sothis „ Elephantine.

Apet

„ ,,
Mena-t

„ ,,
Horus ,, Edfu.

(female)

One variant is of especial importance in the present connec-

tion, and is emphasised in a sjjecial inscription in one of the

chambers of the temple of Hathor

—

not, be it remarked, in the

temple of Isis.

" EUe est la Sothis de Denderah, qui remplit le ciel et la terre de ses l)ien-

faits. Elle est la regente et la reine des villes. . . . Au 8ud elle est la reine du

1 Muriette, pp. 168 and 178.

- Diimichen, " Bauurkunde der Toinpelanlagcn von Dondera," p. 20.

o 2
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maitre divin ; au nord elle est la reiue des divins ancetre.s. Rien n'est etabli

sans elle. . . . Elle est la grande dans le ciel, la reine parmi les etoiles." ^

Well may Mariette remark on this

:

" Cette iuvocation a Sotliis, dans une cliambre consacree a la consecration de

certains produits de la terre, n'a rien qui doit surprendre. Sothis est le symbole

du renouvellement de I'annee et de la resurrection de la nature. Au lever

h^liaque de Sothis, le Nil sort de son lit. Jnsqu'a ce moment la tei-re de

I'Egypte est steiile et nue. Fecondee par la flenve, elle va se couvrir d'une verdure

nouvelle."

But tlie Sotliis here in question is Hirius^ the star to the

rising of which the temple of Isis, and not the temple of Hathor,

was directed !

We have, then, at Denderah a temple not pointed to Sirius,

the worship in which is that of Hathor, and there can be little

doubt that we have astronomically determined the fact that

" Her Majesty of Denderah '' w^as really the star Sirius^

We can j^ass from Denderah to the temple of Hathor at

Thebes. The general plan of Thebes prepared by Lepsius

indicates the orientation of the temple of Der el-Bahari, to

which I refer, the temple in the western liills of Thebes,

embellished by Queen Hatshepset {circ. 1600 B.C.). This

temple, instead of being oriented 71^" N. of E., lies 24^° S. of

E.; it can never, therefore, have faced the star observed in

the temple of Hathor at Denderah. There is also another

temple annexed to the temple of Amen-Ra, which received

the light of Sirius in former years. These temples were, in

all probability, intended to observe the same star which was

subsequently observed in the temple of Isis at Denderah.

That is one point ; here is another. We have it from

Plutarch- that Isis=Mut= Hathor=Methuer.

Tlie amplitude of the temple at Denderah dedicated to

1 Mariette, p. 156.

- " Isis and Osiris," Parthey, cap. 56.
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Hafhor is 71^° N. of E. (59° N. declination}. That of the

temple dedicated to Mut at Karnak is 72^° X. of E. (58|° N.

declination), which, assuming for a moment the same star to

have been used, corresponds to a date (according to the

height of the horizon) of circ. 3000 to 3500 B.C. This is

thereifore later than the original foundation of the Hathor

temple of Denderah, but not far from the date of its restora-

tion by Pepi.

It is fundamental to the orientation theory that the cult

shall follow the star. But we have here the same cult,

according to Plutarch ; we are hence permitted to suggest

that in dealing with the temples of Hathor at Denderah and

Mut at Tliebes we are dealins;' with local names of the same

goddess personifying the same star.

Two lines of argument may be followed to strengthen

this conclusion.

The first has to do with the orientation of the temple

of Mut at Thebes. There is no statement of its o-reat

antiquity, as in the case of the temple of Hathor at Denderah.

Here we find again one of the great difficulties in our way,

the impossibility of running back to the original foundation

among the many restorations effected of the most important

among the Egyptian temples. Tlie temple of Mut is ascribed

to Amen-hetep IH., Ijut I cannot hold this to be the original

foundation, for the followinof reasons :

—

1. With its orientation in the time of Amen-hetep III. it

pointed to no star in particular.

2. There is a series of four temples at Thebes turned to

the same part of the horizon nearly, their amplitudes ranging

from 62'' to 72^° N. of E. Of these temples that of Mut

has the highest amplitude ; the one with tlic lowest but one

is the temple lettered ^1 bv Lepsius. There is no question
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about the real founder of this temple, and there is not much

question as to the date of the founder, Rameses III.

Now in the time of this king a temple erected witli the

orientation given pointed precisely to 7 Draconis. [See

Chapter XVIII.) The amplitude was 62° N. of E. ; the time,

1200 B.C. If we take the simplest case in the orientation

theory—that the amplitudes

62° N. of E.

681° .,

721° „

were given to the various temples to enable observations

to be made of the same star, which was being carried nearer

the equator by the processional movement, we can not only

date the temple of Mut, but find an explanation of Plutarch's

equation Hathor = Mut.

In other words, we watch the Mut-Hathor worship

provided for from 3000 B.C. to the times of the Ptolemies.

So that here we have a very concrete case of the cult

following tlie star, not only in the same place, but at different

places, and we are driven to the conclusion that Hathor at

Denderah and Mut at Thebes, exoterically different goddesses,

were esoterically the same star, 7 Draconis.

We are not, liowever, limited to a comparison between

Denderah and Thebes. We have Annu and Abydos, and other

places, to appeal to, since there are temples remaining there

also facing N.E. Those at Abydos, however, we must leave

out of consideration here, as their exact orientation is not

determined. With regard to Pleliopolis, and dealing Avitli the

obelisk which tradition tells us was erected l^y Usertsen I.,

the orientation of its X.E. face, according to my own obser-

vations, taking the present variation at 4:\° W., is 77° N. of E.
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This corresponds aj^proximately to a declination of 57|^° N.,

whicli was the declination of 7 Draconis in 3500 B.C. The

date o-iven to Usertsen I. by Brugsch is 2^33 B.C.

This is very satisfactory so far, but we can go further.

Here we are landed evidently in the worship of one of the local

divine dynasties, that of Set ; and we may justly, therefore,

ask if Usertsen did not do at Heliopolis what it is very

probable Pepi did at Denderah—namely, eml:)ellish an old

temple which had in the first instance been used for observa-

tions of Dubhe and appropriate it to the use of the new

Hatlior 7 Draconis. If this were so, then the original ,^
foundation stone was laid about 5100 B.C.

The next line of argument is furnished by the emblems

which are associated with the various goddesses. These obviously

indicate that they arose in a time of totemism, when eacli tribe

or nome had its special totem, which would be certain to be

associated with the local goddesses or the stars which they

personified.

The local totem of the special warning-star in use at any

time or place may be anything : liippopotamus, crocodile, hawk,

vulture, lion,- or even some other common living thing into whicli

the totem degraded when the suj^ply of the original fell short.

^

Hence, as the number of warning-stars was certainly

very restricted, they—or, rather, the goddesses which typified

them—had different names in almost every nome. Hence

Egyptian mythology should be, as it is in fact, full of

synonyms ; each local name being liable to be brought into

prominence at some time or another, owing to adventitious

circumstances relating either to d^masties or the popularity of

some particular shrine.

1 Have we such instances of degradation in the cat replacing the lion and the hlack pig '-' ^

the hippopotamus, to give two instances?
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Applying this test of symbolism, ^ye find in tlie case of

Hathor that the s}-mbolism was double.

The Denderah Hathor Avas connected Avitli_the hippopota-

mus, while at Thebes Mut was represented l3y; a hippopotamus.

Now this symbol of the hippo-

potamus helps us greatly, because it

allows evidence to be gathered from

a consideration of the old constella-

tions. I do not think it is saying too

much to remark that among these

the attention of the Xorth Egyptians

was almost exclusiveh' confined to

the circumpolar ones. Further, the

mean latitude being, say, 25°, the

circumpolar region was a restricted

one ;
50° in diameter, instead of over

100", as with us. But not quite

exclusivelv, for to them in later

times, as to us now, the Great Bear

and Orion were the two miost pro-

minent constellations inthe heavens;

for them, as for us, they typified the

northern and southern regions of

the sky.

There can be no question that the chief ancient constella-

tion in the north was the Great Bear, or, as it was then pic-

tured, the Thigh (Mesxet). After this came the Hij^popotamus.

I had come to the conclusion that this had been replaced on

our maps by part of Draco before I found that Brugsch and

Parthey had expressed the same opinion.

The female hippopotamus typified Taurt, the wife of Set

(represented by a jackal with erected tail, or liippopotamus),

CAPITAL, WITH MASKS OF HATHOR
"WITH cows' EAES.
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and one of the most ordinary forms of Hatlior is a hippopotamus. -^
There is evidence that the star we are considering, 7 Draconis,

occupied the place of the head or the mythical headgear.

Here, then, in the actual symbolism of Hathor we find

7 Draconis as distinctly pointed to as by the orientation of

the temples.

THE COW OF ISIS

The other symbolism is quite different ; instead of a hippo-

potamus we deal with a cow.

In the inscriptions at Denderah we find the star Sirius re-

presented by a cow in a boat. In the circular zodiac we have

the cow in the boat, the point of the beginning of the year, and

the constellation Orion, so located as to indicate clearly that, at

that time, the beginning of the year fell between the heliacal

rising of Sirius and of the stars in Orion. 8iriiis was Isis-

Sotliis.

If we go to Thebes, aa'C pass there from the cow Isis-Sothis

to Isis-Hathor, and there we find the mythology retains the
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idea of the cow, the cow gradually appearing" from behind the

western hills. There is not a doubt, I think, that the basis of

this mythological representation was, that tlie temple which

was built to observe the rising of the star at a time perhaps

HATHOR AS A COW.

somewliat later than that given by Biot (3285 B.C.) was situ.ated

in the western hills of Thebes, so that Hathor, the goddess on

which the light was to fall in the sanctuary, was imaged as

dwelling- in the western hills. At Phila3 we get no longer

cither Isis-Sothis or Isis-Hathor, but Isis-Sati.^

1 It has been assumed by several authorities iu Egyptology that Sati is a variant for

Sirius. It is quite certain that in late times there was a temple at Phiku oriented to Sirius
;

but there are many grounds for supposing that both Sati and Anuqa referred to special

southern stars. There were several points of dissimilarity between Philte (and Elephantine)

and Thcl es.
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Now just as certainly as the liippopotamus had to do witli ^..>(;-^

the constellation Draco, the cow had to do with Siriiis, for

Sirius was represented as a cow in a boat.

HATHOE, "THE COW Or THE WESTERN HILLS.

It may be gathered from this how truly astronomical in

basis was the mythologic symbolism to which we have been

driven in the cifort to obtain more light ; and, indeed, it is

necessary for us to consider it still more closely.
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STAR-CULTS (CONTINUED)—AMEN-T AND KHONS.

When I liad the privilege of discussing at Thebes the orienta-

tion hypothesis with M. Bouriant, the distinguished head of

the French School of Archaeology in Egypt, he suggested that

I should accompany him one day to Medhiet-Habu, at which

place he was then superintending excavations, and where there

are three temples dedicated to Amen.

M. Bouriant, from the first, saw that if there were anything

in the new views, the cult must follow the star ; and it was

natural, therefore, that the three temples dedicated to the

same divinity at the same place should be directed to the same

star. The three temples to which I refer are the two well-

known temples the lack of parallelism of which has been so

often remarked, and a third much smaller one, built more

recently, lying to the south-west. The amplitudes I found to

be as follows :

—

Amplitude S. of E.

Ethiopian or Ptolemaic Temple ... ... ... 45°

Great Temple ... ... ... ... ... ... 46|°

Ancient Temple ... ... • ... ... ... 51|^°

On the orientation hypothesis we were dealing with a star

the S.E. amplitude of which was decreasing like that of Sirius

;

it was therefore in the same quarter of the heavens.

But which star ? To investigate this it was best to deal

in the first instance with the orientation of the great temple,

since its building date was su^Dposed to be that most accurately

known ; and there is not mucli dano-er in doing this in the
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present case, because the king- obviously had not expanded

an old temple, for there it still is alongside.

The king was Rameses III., the date, according to Brugsch,

1200 B.C., and the hills to which the temjjles are directed may

be taken as 1° high. With these data we get the declination

appropriate to the amplitude of the temple ^(f S. Xow, this

was nearly the declination of the star Phact or a Colunibse in

the time of Rameses III. ; the orientation date is r2.30 B.C.

Taking this star, then, and correcting for heights of hills

and refraction, we get approximately the following dates :

—

B.C.

Modern Temple 900

Great Temple ... 1250

Ancient Temple ... ... ... ... ... 252-5

If the hills are taken as 1^° high, these dates will stand

750, 1150, and 2400.

The date 700 B.C. we have already found as the probable

date of tlie undertaking of the restoration at Denderah. It is

the time of the victorious march of the Theban priests north-

wards from their exile at Gebel Barkal.

Tlie date 2400 B.C. lands us in the times of the great

solstitial king, Usertsen L, about whom more in a subsequent

chapter. Although the more ancient temple is generally

ascribed to Thothmes III., traces of the work of Amen-hetep I.

have been discovered. I think Ave have a case here where the

eighteenth dynasty enlarged and embellished a shrine erected

by the twelfth dynasty, precisely as the tem^^le of x\men-Ra

at Karnak has been traced back to the twelfth dynasty.

If I am right, then, it follows that temples erected to stars

associnted in any way Avith the chief cult, such as that of

Amen-Ra, ma}- either Ije dedicated to the god or goddess

personified In' the star or to tlie associated solar deit\'. Thus at
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Thebes we liavc the tem})le of ^Mut, so-called, though Miit was

the wife of Amen-Ra ; and the temples now under consideration,

called temples of Amen, though they are dedicated to the goddess

Amen-t, the wife of Amen. This may or may not be connected

with the fact that the first of them was dedicated possibly

before the cult of Amen alone had l^een intensified and

expanded by the Theban priests—probably in the eighteenth

dynasty—into the cult of the solstitial sun-god Amen-Ra.

Tliere is evidence, indeed, that Amen-t replaced Mut in

the Theban triad. With regard to these triads, a few words

may be said here from the astronomical point of view, though

the subject, I am told, is one on which a great diversity of

opinion exists on the part of Egyptologists.

I have collected all the most definite statements I can find

on this head, and it is certainly interesting to see that in many

cases, though not in all, the triad seems to consist of a form of

the sun-god, together with two stellar divinities, one of them

certainly associated with the heliacal rising of the sun at some

time of the year, and therefore a recognised form of Isis or

Hatlior. Thus we have :

—

Place. Triad.

Thebes Amen-Ra
(Greater Triad) Mut

^onsu

(Lesser Triad) )^em-Ila

Tamen (? Amen-t)

Harka

Denderah ... Atmu
Isis

Hathor

Memphis ... Atmu
Sekhet

Ptali

Hermonthis . . . MenOu-Ra
Ra-Ta (= Hathor)

Hor-Para
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Not only may this table enable us to see how Amen-t was

sunk at Medinet-Habil in the term Amen, l)ut it enables us to

consider a similar case presented by those temples at Thebes,

some of them associated with Khons and another with Amen,

referred to in Chapter XVII.

The temple of Khons is among- the best known at Karnak

;

the visitor passes it before the great temj^le of Amen-Ra is

reached. M. Bouriant was able to prove, while we were

together at Karnak, that the temple of Seti II., nearly parallel

to it, was also dedicated to Khons ; but the temple b of Lepsius,

nearly parallel to both, is sacred to Amen. It is seen at once

tliat the main cult is the same, although the amount of detail

shown in the reference is different—we have the generic name

of the triad in one case, the S2:)ecific name of the member of the

triad in the other.

As this is the first time a setting star has been in question,

it is well to point out that in this case the ancient Egyptians

no longer typified the star as a goddess but as a god—and, more

7/^ than this, as a dying god ; for Khons is always represented as ^:

a munimtj—the Osiris form. Egyptologists state that Ijotli

Tlioth and Khons were moon-gods. Perhaps the lunar attri-

butes were assigned prior to the estaljlishment of sun-worship.

I shall show, subsequently, that the temples now being

considered find their place in continuous series stretching back

in the case of Amen-t to 3750 u.c, and in the case of Khons to

possibly a long anterior date.

In the case of Amen-t and Khons, therefore, where we are

free from the difficulties connected with the interchange of the

titles of Isis and Hathor at Denderah, the star-cults stand

out much more clearly, and we get a step further into the

domain of mythology.

But what did the cults mean ? What was the utility of
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them ? What their prohable origin ? The cult oi Siriiis we
ah-eady understand.

I will deal with Amen-t first. No doubt it will have been

already asked how it came that such an unfamiliar star as

Phaet had been selected.

Here the answer is overwhelming. This star, although so

little familiar to us northerners, is one of the most conspicuous

of the stars in the southern portion of the heavens, and its

heliacal rising lieralded tJie solstice and the rise of tJie Nile before tlie

heliacal rising of Sirius luas useful for that purpose !

In Phact we have the star symbolised by the ancient

Egyptians under the name of the goddess Amen-t or Te;)^i,

whose figure in the month table at the Ramesseum leads the

procession of the months.

Amen-t, the wife of the solstitial sun-god Ra, symbolised

the star the rising of which heralded, the solstice ; and the

complex title Amen-Ra signified in ancient times, to tJtose ivho

knew, that the solstitial sun-god Ra, so heralded, was meant.

The answer is clear, though not so simple in the case of

Klions. The setting of Canopus marked the autunnial equinox

v>- about 5000 B.C. We have found that the first Khons temple at

Karnak was possibly built as late as 2000 B.C., when the utility

of the observations of Canopus from this point of view had

therefore ceased ; but it is also known that Khons was a late

addition to the Theban triad, and I shall subsequently give

evidence that the worship was introduced from the south,

where it had been conducted when the condition of utility held.

The time of introduction to Thebes was the beginning of the

eighteenth dynasty, when the priests wished to increase their

power by conciliating all worships ; and we now see that with

their local sun-god Amen-Ra and the goddess Amen-t, with the

Northern Mut (Isis) and the Southern Khons, the Theban
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triad represented tlie worniiip of Central, Northern and

Southern Elgypt.

It is an important fact to bear in mind that in the North of

Egypt in early times the stellar temples were more particularly,

directed to the north, while soutli of Thebes, so far as I know,

there is only one temple so directed. It is suggested, there-

fore, that the Theban priests amalgamated the northern and

southern cults, probably for political purposes. There is evi-

dence that the priests were at heart more sympathetic with the

southern cults, and a further investigation of this matter may
eventually help us in several points of Egyptian history.

It will have been noticed also that so far as we have gone,

whether discussing solar or stellar temples, we have had to

associate the cults carried on in most of them with some

particular season of the year. If I am right, in the worships at

Denderah, Medinet-Habu, and Karnak, Ave have a strict refer-

ence to the year, and in Egypt the year was always, as it is

now, associated with the rise of the river. .:^

The sacred river must now occupy our attention for

awhile ; we must l^ecome familiar with its phenomena, and

the divisions of time and the calendar systems which were

associated with tliem.



CHAPTER XXIII.

THE EGYPTIAN YEAR AND THE NILE.

Our researches so far leave no doubt upon tlie question that a

large j^art of the astronomical activity of the earliest Egyptians

had reference to observations connected especially with New
Year's Day. It has been made abundantly clear, too, that in

very early times the Egyptians had a solar year commencing

at the Summer Solstice, and that this solstice was then, and

is now, coincident with the arrival of the Nile flood at

Heliopolis and Mem^jhis, the most important centres of

northern Egyptian life during the early dynasties.

In the dawn of civilisation it was not at all a matter of

course that the sun should be taken as the measurer of time,

as it is now with us ; and in this connection it is worth while

to note how very diverse the treatment of this sul)ject was

among the early peojiles. Thus, for instance, it was diJfferent

in Egypt from what it was in Clialda?a and Babylonia, and

later among the Jews. In the Egyptian inscriptions we And

references to the moon, Ijut they prove that she occupied quite

a subordinate position to the sun, at least in the later times.

The week of seven days was utterly unknown amongst the

Egyptians. Everything that can be brought forward in its

favour belongs to the latest periods. The passage quoted

by Lepsius from the Book of the Dead proves nothing, since,

according to Krall, an error has crept into his translation. In

Babylonia it would seem that the moon was worshipped as well

as the sun ; and it was thus naturally used for measuring time

;

and, so far as months were concerned, this, of course, was
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quite right. In Babylonia, too, where much desert travel had

to be undertaken at night, the movements of the moon would

be naturally watched with great care.

An interesting point connected with this is that, among

these ancient peo2)les, the celestial bodies which gave them

the unit period of time by which they reckoned were prac-

tically looked upon in the same category. Thus, for instance,

in Egypt the sun being used, the unit of time was a year

;

but in Babylonia the unit of time was a month, for the reason

that the standard of time was the moon. Hence, when periods

of time were in question, it w^as quite easy for one nation to

conceive that the period of time used in another was a year

when really it was a month, and vice versa. It has been sug-

gested that the years of Methuselah and other persons who
are stated to have lived a consideral )le number of years were

not solar years but lunar years—that is, properly, lunar

months This is reasonable, since, if we divide the numbers

by twelve, we find that they come out very much the same

length as lives are in the present day, and there is no reason

why this should not be so.

There seems little doubt that the country in which the

sun was definitely accepted as the most accurate measurer of

time was Egypt. ""^

Ra, the sun, was the chief god of ancient Egypt. He was

worshipped throughout the various nomes. Even the oldest

texts {cf. that of Menkaurii in the British j\Iuseum) tell of

the brilliant course of Ra across tlie celestial vault and liis

dailv struo-o-le with darkness.

" The Egyi^tians," says Ranke in the iirst chapter of his

"Universal History," which is devoted to Egypt, "have

determined the motion of the sun as seen on earth, and

according to this the year was divided, in comparison with

1' 2
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I^abylon, in a scientific and practically useful way, so that

Julius CcTsar adopted the calendar from the Egyptians and

introduced it into the Eoman Empire. The other nations

followed suit, and since then it has been in g-eneral use

for seventeen centuries. The calendar may be considered as

the noblest relic of the most ancient times which has influ-

enced the world."

Curve of the Surface of the Nile

in 1846.

IS 31 ii i'j IS ol IS oV /.; Jl IS SU IS 31 IS 31 IS aw is 3I IS 30 IS 31

/:;/-}'
I

Fcl>y \I\Iarch\ April i J/c7_r i June i July i Augf , Sept!' i Oct!' , Av7'/' , Dec'!

THE ANNUAL RISE AND FALL OF THE NILE. {From Homer.')

Wherever the ancient Egyptians came from—whether from

a region where the moon was the time-measurer or not—so

soon as they settled in the valley where the Nile then, as

now, like a pendulum slowly Ijeat the years b}' its annual

inundation at the Summer Solstice, the solar basis of their

calendar was settled. Hence it was Nature, the Nile—on

the regulation of which depended the welfare of the country—

which facilitated the establishment of the Egvptian rear.

Solstice and Nile-flood are the turning-points of the old

Egyptian year.

That Egyjit is the gift of the Nile is a remark we OAve

to the Father of History, who referred not only to the fer-

tilisnig influence of the stream, but to the fact that the

presence of the Nile, and its phenomena, are the conditions
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upon which the liabitability of Egypt altogether depends.

That the Egyptian year and that part of Egyptian archaeology

and myth which chiefly interests astronomers are also the gift

of the Nile, is equally true.

The heliacal rising of Sirius and other stars at the time

of the commencement of the inundation each year ; all the

myths which grew out of the various symbols of the stars

so used ; are so many evidences of the large share the river,

with its various water-levels at different times, had in the

national life. It was, in fact, the true and unique l^asis of

the national life.

In this the Nile had a compeer or even compeers. What
the Nile was to Egypt the Euphrates and Tigris were to a

large region of Western Asia, where also we find the annual

Hood a source of fertility, a spectacle which inspired poets,

and an event with which astronomers largely occupied

themselves.

What more natural than that Euphra-

tes, Tigris, and Nile were looked upon as

deities ; that the gods of the Nile valley

on the one hand, and of the legion

watered by the Euphrates and Tigris,

on the other, were gods to swear by

;

that they were Avorshipped in order that

their benign influences might be secured,

and that they had their local shrines and

special cults V

The god sacred to the Euphrates and

Tigris was called Ea.

The god sacred to the Nile was called

Hapi. The name is the same as that of

the bull Apis, the worship of which was
HAPI. THE GOD OF THF

NILE.
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attributed to Mena.^ Certainly Meiia, Mini, or Menes, as lie

is variously called, was fully justified in founding the cult of

the river-god, for he first among men appears to have had just

ideas of irrigation, and I have heard the distinguished officers

who have lately been responsible for the irrigation system of

to-day speaking with admiration of the ideas and works of

Mena. Whether tlie Tigris had a Mena in an equally early

time is a j)oint on which history is silent ; but, according

to the accounts of travellers, the Tigris in flood is even more

majestic than the Nile, and yet the latter river in flood is

a sight to see—a whole fertile plain turned, as it were, into

an arm of the sea, with here and there an island, which, on

inspection, turns out to be a village, the mud houses of

which too often are undermined by the lapping of the waves

in the strong north wind.

There is no doubt that the dates of the rise of these

rivers not only influenced the national life, but even the

religions of the dwellers on their banks. The Euphrates

and Tigris rise at the Spring Equinox—the religion was

equinoxial, the temples were directed to the east. The Nile

rises at a solstice—the religion was solstitial and the solar

temples were directed no longer to the east. To the Egyptians

the coming of the river to the parched land was as the sunrise

chasing the darkness of the night ; the sun-god of day con-

quering the star-gods of night ; or again the victorious king

of the land slaughtering his enemies.

Egypt, in the words of Amru, first appears like a dusty

plain, then as a fresh sea, and finally as a bed of flowers.

It might be imagined at first sight that as the year was

thus determined, so to speak, by natural local causes, the

divisions or seasons would be the same as those which Nature

' Maspero, " Hist. Anc." xi. 10.
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has ffiven us. This is not so. The river and land conditions

are so widely different.

By no one, perhaps, have the actual facts been so truly and

poetically described as by Osborn, who thus pictures the low

Nile ' :—

" Tlie Xile has slinink within its banks until its sti'eani is contracted to halt"

its ordinary dimensions, and its turbid, slimy, stagnant waters scarcely seem to

flow in any direction. Broad flats or steep banks of black, sun-baked Nile mud,

form both the shores of the river. All beyond them is sand and sterility ; for

/i the hamseen, or sand-wind of fifty days' duration, has scarcely yet ceased to i

(// blow. The trunks and branches of trees may be seen here and there through the

dusty, hazy, burning atmosphere, but so entirely ai'e their leaves coated with

dust that at a distance they are not distinguishable from the desert sand that

surrounds them. It is only by the most painful and laborious operation of

watering that any tint approximating to greenness can be preserved at this

season even in the ])leasure-gardens of the Pacha. The first symptom of the

termination of this most terrible season is the rising of the north wind (the

>(^^ Etesian wind of the Greeks), blowing ])riskly, often fiercely, during the whole of

the day. The foliage of the groves that cover Lower Egypt is soon disencum-

bered by it of the dust, and resumes its verdure. The fierce fervoui's of the sun,

then at its highest ascension, are also most seasonably mitigated by the same

powerful agency, which prevails for this and the three following months

throughout the entire land of Egypt."

Then comes the inundation :

—

" Perhaps there is not in Nature a more exhilarating siglit, or one more

strongly exciting to confidence in God, than the rise of the Nile. Day by day

and night by night, its turbid tide sweeps onward majestically over the parched

sands of the waste, howling wilderness. Almost hourly, as we slowly ascended

it befoi'e the Etesian wind, we heai-d the^ thundering fall of some mud-bank, and

saw, by the rush of all animateil Nature to the spot, that the Nile had overleapt

another obstruction, and that its bounding waters were diff"using life and joy

through another desert. There are few impressions I ever received upon the

remembrance of which I dwell with more pleasure than that of seeing the first

burst of the Nile into one of the great channels of its annual overflow. A^ll

Nature shouts for joy. The men, the children, the buffaloes, gambol in its

refreshing waters, the broad waves sparkle Avith shoals of fish, and fowl of every

wing flutter over tliem in clouds. Nor is this jubilee of Nature confined to the

higher orders of creation. The moment the sand becomes moistened by the

' "Monumental Egypt,"' chaptor i.
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approach of the fertilising waters, it is literally alive with insects innumerable.

It is impossible to stand by the side of one of these noble streams, to see it

every moment sweeping away some obstruction to its majestic course, and

widening as it flows, without feeling the heart to expand with love and joy and

confidence in the great Author of this annual miracle of mercy."'

DIFFEIiENT FORMS OP THOTH.

After the flood comes the sowing time. The effects

of the iiuindation, as Osl^orn shows in anotlier place,

"exhibit themselves in a scene of fertility and beauty such as will scarcely be

found in another country at any season of the year. The vivid green of the

springing corn, the groves of pomegranate-trees ablaze with the rich scarlet of

their blossoms, the fresh breeze laden with the })erfumes of gardens of roses and

orange thickets, every tree and every shrub covered with sweet-scented flowers.

These are a few of the natural beauties that welcome the stranger to the land of

Ham. There is considerable sameness in them, it is true, for he would observe

little variety in the trees and plants, whether he first entered Egypt by the

gardens of Alexandria or the plain of Assouan. Yet is it the same every-

where, only because it would be impossible to make any addition to the sweetness
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of the odours, the l)rilliancy of the colours, or the exquisite beauty of the many
forms of vegetable life, in the midst of which he wanders. It is monotonous,

but it is the monotony of Paradise."'

The flood voaclios (^liro on a day closely approxiiiuiting
) 'T^

to that of the Sininner Solstice. It attains its ^Teatest lieight,

and begins to decline near the Aiituinnal Equinox. By the

Winter Solstice tlie Nile has again subsided withinJltA-haiiksu,

I

and resumed its blue colour. Seed-time has occurred in this /

interval.

Beginning ^yith the iinindation (Summer Solstice) we have—

(1) The season or tetramene of the inundation, July—OctoV)er.

(2) ,, ,, ,, sowing, November—February. )

(3) ,, ,, ,, liarvest, March— June.

From the earliest times the year was divided into twelve

months, as follows, the leading month being dedicated to the

God of Wisdom, Thoth (Tehuti) :—

Inundation

Seed-time

Harvest

, Thoth . .

.

I
Phaophi

I

Athyi- ...

^ Choiak . .

.

Tybi ...

Menchir

\ Phamenoth
^ Pharmoutlii

/ Pachons

] Payni . .

.

I Epiphi . .

.

End of June (Gregorian).

„ July.

,, August.

,, September.

,, October.

,, November.

,, December.

,, January.

,, February.

,, March.

„ April.

Mav.^ Mesori . .

.

The terms for the seasons and months are found even on

the building material of the largest jwramid of Dashfir, and

in the oldest records we already find calendar indications. On
the steles of the Mastabas, in which the deceased prays Anubis

for a good sepulture, we find a list of the festal days on which

sacrifices are to be offered for the dead.



11 Pavm ...

15 ,;
Summer solstice.

18 „ 3 days after.V
25 „ 10 „ '

26 „ 11

18 Mesovi ... 63

16Thoth ... 96

17 „ 97

7 Phaophi... 117
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A modern calendar (given both by Brugsch and De Rouge)

is, doubtless, a survival from old Egyptian times. It is good

for the neighbourhood of C^airo, and the relation of the im- |^

portant days of the inundation to the solstice, in that part of

the river, is as follows :

—

Nio'lit of the drou . .

Beginning of the inundation

Assembly at the nilometer

Proclamation of the inundation

TJv Marriage of the Nile

The Nile ceases to rise

Opening of the dams

End of the greater inundation

In order to show how the astronomy of the ancient

Egyptians—to deal specially with them—was to a large extent

concerned with the annual flood and all that depended upon

that flood ; and how the first tropical year used on this planet, so

far as we know, was established, it is important to study the

actual facts of the rise somewhat closely, not only for Egypt

generally, but for several points in the line, some thousand

miles in extent, along which in the earliest times cities and

shrines were dotted here and there.

Time out of mind the fluctuations in the height of the river

have been carefully recorded at different points along the

river. In the "Description de I'JSgypte" we find a full

descrij^tion of the so-called nilometer at Aswan (First Cataract),

which dates from a remote j^eriod, perlm|)s as early as the fifth

dynasty.

In Ebers' delightful book on Egypt space is given to

the description of the much more modern one located at

Roda.

The nilometer, or " mikyas," on the island of Roda, now
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c:

W^ fcMij

visible, is .stated to liave replaced one which was brought thither

from Memphis at some mirecorded date. Makrizi in 1417,

according to Ebers, saw the remains of

the older nilometer.

Tiie present mikyils is within a covered

vault or chamber, the roof being supported

on simple wooden pillars. In a quad-

rangular tank in comnnuiication with the

river by a canal is an octagon pillar on

which the Arabic measurements are in-

scribed. These consist of the pic (vari-

ously called ell or cubit) = 0*54 metre,

which is divided into twentv-four kirats.

In consequence of the rise of the river

bed in relativeh' recent times, the nilo-

meter is submer<»-ed at hio-li Nile to a

depth of two cubits.

The rise of the Nile can now be care-

fully studied, as gauges are distributed

along the river. We have the Aswan

gauge from 1869, the Armant gauge from

1887, the Suliag gauge from 1889, and

the Asviit G-auae from 1893. The dis-

tances of these gauges from Aswan are as

follows :—

•

Aswan
Armant
Suhag

Asyut

Roda

P^l

teki>i;j

iJlWIJl

SCALE OF THK
KILOMETER AT RODA.

Kilometres.

(I

•200

447

r)50

941

The Roda gauge is not to be depended on, as the move-

ments of the Ijarra^e regulation destrov its value as a record.
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Tlie heights of these gauges above mean sea-level are as

follows :

—

Aswan
Aniiant

Suliag

Asyut

Roda

Metres,

... 84-158

... 69-535

... 56-00

... 53-10

... 13-U

THE ISLAND OP KODA.

Great vagueness arises in there being no very obvious dis-

tinction between the gauge readings reached in summer and

that from which the rise is continuous. There are apparently

rainfalls in the end of spring of sufficient power to raise the

Nile visibly in summer, just as mudd\' rises have been seen in

winter to pass down the vallev, leaving a muddv mark on the
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rocks at Aswrui and ^lanfalut. Indepeiidentlv of tlie actual

"•aim-e-readino" of the rise, there are facts about it Avliich strike

every behokler. At tlie commencement of the rise we have the

green ivater. Tins occurs in June, hut varies in date as much as

the top of the Hood varies.

From the fact that modern observations show that the very

beginning of the rise, and the first flush, second flush and final

retirement vary, it seems evident that the ancient Egyptians

could not have had any fixed zero-gauge or time for the real

physical fact of the rise, but must have deduced from a series

of observations either a mean period of commencement, or a

mean arrival of the red water, or a mean rising up to a certain

gauge.

First, to deal Avith the green water. Generally when the

rise of an inch or two is reported from the nilometer at Roda,

the waters lose the little of clearness and freshness they still

possessed. The green colour is
_
the slimy, lustreless hue of

brackish water within the tropics, and no filter that has yet

been discovered can render such water clear. The colour is

really due to alga?.

Happily, the continuance of this state of the water seldom

exceeds three or four days. The sufferings of those who are

compelled to drink it in this state, from vesical disease, even

in this short interval, are very severe. The inhabitants of the

cities generally provide against it l3y Nile water stored in

reservoirs and tanks.

Colonel Ross, R.E., noticed in LSST and in 1890, when, owing

to the slow retreat of the Nile, the irrigation officers had to hold

back many basins in the Gizeh province, and also in 1888

when the water remained long stagnant, that the basin water

got green—showed the alg?e and smelt marshy—just as the

June jrreen water does.
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Hence it has been argued that, as the Nile water in the bed

of the stream—even in very sh)\v-flov7ing back-Avaters—does

not become green, the greenness must be produced by an ahnost

absolute stagnation of the water. We know of great marshes up

above Gondokoro, and hence it is thought that the green water

of summer, which comes on suddenly, is this marsh-water being

pushed out by the new water from behind, and that is why it

heralds the rise. No one has so far minutely observed the

gradual intrusion of the green water.

The rise of the river proceeds rapidly, and the water

graduallv becomes more turbid. Ten or twelve days, how-

ever, elapse before the development of the last and most

exti^aordinary of all the appearances of the Nile, thus described

by Mr. (Jsborn^ :

—

" It was at the end of—to my own sensations—a long and very siutry night,

that I raised myself from the sofa u}>on wliich I had in vain been endeavouring

to sleep, on the deck of a Nile boat that lay becalmed off BenisouefF, a town of

Middle Egypt. The sun was just showing the upper limb of his disc over the

eastern mountains. I was surprised to see that when his rays fell upon the

water a deep ruddy reflection was given back. The depth of the tint increased

continually as a larger portion of his light fell upon the water, and before he

liad entirely cleared the top of the hill it presented the perfect appearance of a

Jij^ river of blood. Suspecting some delusion, I rose up hastily, and, looking over

the side of the boat, saw there the contirmation of my first impression. The

entire body of the water was opaque and of a deep red colour, bearing a closer

resemblance to blood than to any other natural production to which it could be

compared. 1 now perceived that during the night the river had visibly risen

- several inches. While I was gazing at this great sight the Arabs came round

pk. me to explain that it was the Red Nile. The redness and opacity of the water,

in this extraordinary condition of the river, are subject to constant variations.

( )n some days, when the rise of the river has not exceeded an inch or two, its

waters return to a state of semi-transparency, though during the entire period

of the high Nile they never lose the deep red tinge which cannot be separated

from them. It is not, however, like the green admixture, at all deleterious; the

Nile water is never nmre wholesome or more deliciously refreshing than during

the overflow. There are other days when the rise of the river is much more

rapid, and then the quantity of mud that is suspended in the water exceeds, in

1 '' ^loiiumental Egypt," chapter i.
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Upper Egypt, that which I have seen in any other river. On more than one

occasion I coiihl perceive tliat it visibly interfered with tlie fiow of the stream.

A glassful of it in this state was allowed to remain still for a sh(n't time. The

upper portion of it was perfectly opaque and the colour of blood. A sediment

of black mud occupied about one-quarter of the glass. A considerable portion of

this is deposited before the river i-eaches Middle and Lower Egypt. I never

observed the Nile Avater in this condition there, and indeed no consecutive obser-

vations exist of the reddening of the water. It is quite clear that the reddening

cannot come from the White Nile, but must be the tirst floods of the Blue Nile

and Bahi'al Azral coming down."

One of the most important matters for the purposes of

our present inquiry is connected with the influence upon

local calendars, in different parts of the Nile valley, of the

variations of the phenomena upon which the Egyptians

depended for the marking of New Year's Day.

If the solstice had been taken alone, the date of it would

have been the same for all parts of the valley ; but certainly

the solstice was not taken alone, and for the obvious reason,

that they wanted something to warn them of the Nile rise,

and in the lower reaches of the river the rise precedes the

solstice. Nor was the heliacal rising of Sirius, of which more

presently, taken alone.

But it was chiefly a cpiestion of the arrival of the Nile flood,

and the date of the commencement of the Nile flood was by

no means common to all parts of Egypt.

Now it is to be gathered from the modern gauges that it

takes the flood some time, as we can easily imagine, to pass

down the 600 miles between Elephantine and Cairo.

In the early flood, rising from, say, one cubit Aswan to six

cubits, where there are many dry sandbanks, and the spreading

out of the river is considerable, and there is an absence of

overlapping flushes from behind, the rate goes up to fifteen

days, and the earliest indication of the rise may take longer

still, but tliis is very difficult to observe.
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Tlie rate in flood is If days from Wnd}^ Haifa to Aswan,

and six days from Aswan to Roda (941 kilometres). In

very higli Niles this is perhaps accelerated to fiv^e days.

There is, therefore, a very great difference in time and

rate between Green and Red Nile.

The rise is 45ft. at Aswan, 38 at Thebes, and 25 at Cairo.

From the data obtained at the gauges named, which have

been kindly forwarded to me by Mr. Garstin, the Under

Secretary of State of the Public Works Department of Egypt,

I have ascertained that the average time taken by the first

indication of the flood to travel between Thebes and Memphis

is now about nine days.

It must be remembered, however, that the river-bed is now

higher than formerly ; the land around Thebes, according to

Budge, has been raised about nine feet in the last 1,700 years.

If, therefore, at each great city, such as Thebes and Helio-

palis. New Year's Day depended absolutely on the arrival of

the inundation, not only would the day have been uncertain,

but the difference of time in the arrival of the flood at various

places along the river Avould represent a difference in the New
Year's Days of those places, compared to which our modern

differences of local time sink into insignificance, for they only

touch hours of the day.

The great difiiculty experienced in understanding the

statements generally made concerning the Nile-rise is due

to the fact that the maximum flood is, as a rule, registered

in Cairo upwards of forty days after the maximum at Aswan.

For the following account of how this is brought about

I am indebted to the kindness of Colonel Ross, R.E. :

—

" The behaviour of the Hood at the Aswan gauge is as follows : Between

August 20 and 30 a good average gauge of 16 cubits is often reached,

and between August 27 and September 3 there is often a drop of about
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30 centimetres. The August rise is supposed to be mostly due to tlie Blue

Nile and Atbara River. Between September 1 and 8 the irrigation officers

generally look for a maximum flood-gauge of the year at Aswan. This is

supposed to be the first flush of the White Nile. In the middle of Sep-

tember there are gexierally two small flushes, but the last twenty days of

September are generally distinctly lower than that of the first week. The

final flush of the Nile is seldom later than the 21st to 25th September.

" All this water does not merely go down the Nile ; it floods tlie

different basins. Tlie opening of these basins begins from the south to

the north. This operation is generally performed between the 29th September

and the 22nd October. The great Central Egypt basins are not connected

with the Nile for purposes of discharge into the river between Asyfit and

near Wasta, or a distance of 395 — 90 kilometres = 305 kil.

" The country in the middle or Centi'al Egypt is broad, and thus there

is an enormous quantity of water poiired out of these basins into the

lower reaches of the river about the 20th Octobei', which seriously raises

the Nile at Cairo, and in a good average year will bring the Cairo gauge

(at Roda) up to the maximum of the year on or about October 22,

and hence it is that the guide-books say the Nile is at its highest in the

end of October.

"A gauge of 16^ cubits at Aswan while the basins are being filled

does not give more than 21 cubits at Roda (Cairo), but, as the basins

witli a 16^ gauge will fill by the 10th September, it follows that a 16^

to IG cubit gauge at Aswan will not give a constant Cairo gauge, as

the great mass of water passes by the basins and reaches Cairo. Hence

we have frequently the j^aradox of a steady or falling gauge at Aswan
showing a steady rise at Cairo.

"If the gauge at Aswan keeps above 16 cubits to near the end of

September, the basin-emptying is much retarded, as the emptying at each

successive basin fills the Nile above the 16 cubit level ; hence the lower

halves of the basins do not flow off, and thus, when the great Middle

Egypt basins are discharged, they do not raise the Nile so much as they

do when tlie last half of September Nile is below 16 at Aswan.

"In years like 1887 and 1892, which differ from each other only in

date of maximum gauge at Aswan, the river, having filled the basins in

fifteen to twenty days instead of in twenty-five to thirty days, comes down
to Cairo in so largely increased a volume that a really dangerous gauge

of 25 cubits at Cairo is maintained for over a fortnight (the average

October gauge in Cairo is about 23 cubits), and from September 10 to

October 25 the I'iver remains from 24 cubits to 2b^ cubits, and the Middle

Egypt basins discharge so slowly that the opening day is hardly traceable

on the Cairo gauge.

Q
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"In the 1878 flood, which was the most disastrous flood possible, the

river rose, in tlie most abnormal fashion, and on October 3 attained

18 cuViits at Aswan. This breached the Delta, and in addition so delayed

the Upper Egypt basins emptying, from the reason before given, that the

wheat was sown too late, and got badly scorched by the hot winds of

March and Ai)ril." i

1 The modern Egyptians still hold to the old months for irrigation. 7 Taba = January

15, is commencement of wheat irrigation; 30 Misra is the last safe date for sowing maizi-

in the Delta; 1st Tut is the date of regulating the bridges = September 8 in Ui^per Egypt.



CHAPTER XXIV.

THE YEARS OF 360 AND 365 DAYS.

Whether the Egyptians brought their year with them or

iiiveutecl it in the Nile valley, there is a belief that it at

first consisted of 360 days only, that is, 5| days too little.

It is more likely that they brought the lunar month with them,

taking it roughly as 30 days (30 x 12 = 360), than that they

began with such an erroneous notion of the true length of the

solar year, seeing that in Egypt, above all countries in the

world, owing to the regularity of the inundation, the true )(-'

length could liave been so easily determined, so soon as that

regularity was recognised. We must not in these questions

forget to put ourselves in the place of these pioneers of

astronomy and civilisation ; if we do this, we shall soon see

how many difficulties were involved in determining the true

length of such a cycle as a year, when not only modern

appliances, but all just ideas too, were of necessity lacking.

Since 360 days do not represent the true length of the year,

it is clear that any nation which uses such a year as that will

find the seasons and festivals sweeping through the year.

Further, such a year is absolutely useless for the agriculturist

or the gardener, because after a time the same month, to

say nothing of the same day of the month, will not mean

reaping-time, will not mean sowing-time, or anything else.

Still, it is right that I should state that all authorities are not

agreed as to the use of this year of 360 days ; at all events, ^

during the times within our ken. iVIaspero ^ states :

—

' " Histoirc ancieane des Pcuples da TOrient," p. 7'2.

Q 2
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" Des oTjsei'vations noiivelles, faites sur le eours du soleil, d6ciilerent les

astronomes a intercaler cliaque annee, apres le douzieme mois, et a\ant le

premier jour de I'aunee suivante, cinq jours complementaires, (juon noimua

les cinq jours en sus de Vannee ou jours epagomenes {epncts). L'epoque de

ce changement etait si ancienne que nous ne saurions lui assigner aucune date,

et que les Egyi)tiens eux-memes I'avaient reportee j usque dans les tenqis

niythiques anterieurs a I'avenement de Mini."'

Ideler^ is of the same oi^inion as Maspero :

—

" I do not hesitate to declai'e that the existence of such a time cycle

—used without reference to the course of the sun or moon sinqDly for the sake

of simple figures—is exti-emely doubtful to me."'

Krall remarks (p. 17) :

—

" It is probable that the year of 360 days dates from the time before the;^

immigration into the Nile valley, when tlie Egyptians were unguided by the

regular recui'rence of the Nile fiood. In any case, this must soon have con-

vinced the priests that the 360-days year did not agree with the facts. But it is

well known to everybody familiar with these things how long a period may be

required before such determinations are practically realised, especially with a

people so conservative of ancient usages as the Egyptians."

And on this ground, apparently, he joins issue with the

authorities ah'eady quoted :

—

" The Egyptian monuments have contradicted Ideler in this respect. The

trilingual inscription of Tanis testifies expressly that it has only ' later become

usual to add the five epagomenes ;
' that, therefore, the year originally had 360

days, which were divided into tw^elve months of thirty days each."

Krall also argues that the expressions great and little year

and their hieroglyphics referred to the years of 36-3 and 36()

days respectively, and adds :

—

" If we inquire into the time at which the ei^agomenes were introduced, we
can only fix approximate dates. If the calendars of the Mastabas, complete as

they are, do not mention the epagomenes, whereas inscrijstions of the period of

the Amenamhats refer to them, this can only be due to the circumstance that the

(ipagomenes Avere only introduced in the meantime, but probably nearer the

u])per than the lower limit. . . . For the sake of completeness, we may mention

that, according to Censoi'inus, the five epagomenes were introduced by the King

Arminon Louth conjectures that Arminon is identical with Amenamhat I.,

'
•• Chronologir." i., ji. 70.
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under whom the epagomenes are first met with. But since, between Nitokris

and Amenaniliat I., there is a period of 500 years void of records, and the name

Arminon lias nothing to do with Anienamhat, we can hardly share this view."

However tlii.s knotty })()int may subsequently be settled by

Egyptologists, from the astronomer's })oint of view the words

of Ideler^—"Had ignorance lead to the establishment of a

year of 360 days, yet experience would have led to its rejection

in a few years "—will carry conviction with them. Indeed, one

may ask whether it is not ^^ossible that the use of the 360-day

}'ear, and the complications which it involved, may have had

something to do with the foundation of the solar temples.

Let us attempt to put ourselves, in imagination, in the place

of the ancient Egyptians after the use of this 360-day year had

been continued for any length of time. It is perfectly certain

that now in this part of the Nile valley, now in that, everybody,

from Pharaoh to fellah, must have got his calendar into the

most hopeless confusion, comjofired with which "the year of

confusion" was mere child' s-pla}^, and that the exact deter-

mination of the times, either of state functions or sowing,

reaping, or the like, b}' means of such a calendar would

have been next to impossible.

As each year dropped 5| days, it is evident that in about

seventy years (^^) a cycle was accomplished, in which New
Year's Day swept through all the months. The same month
(so far as its name was concerned) was now in the inundation

time, now in the sowino" time, and so on. Of fixed agricultural

work for such months as these there could be none.

It must have been, then, that there were local attempts to

retain the coincidences between the true and the calendar year

—intercalation of days or even of months being introduced, now
in one place, now in anotlier; and these attempts, of course,

' Op. rif., p. 187.
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would make confusion worse confounded, as the montlis might

vary with tlie district, and not witli the time of year.

That this is what really happened is, no doubt, the origin of

the stringent oath required of the Pharaohs in after times, to

which I shall subsequently refer.

To acknowledge that the calendar year was wrong im-

plied that they knew the length of the true one. How had

they found it out ? I think there can be no question that

this knowledge had come to them by observations either of

the solstices or the equinoxes. It is true they had the in-

undation ; but, as we have seen, the rise is not absolutely

regular, and the inundation takes many days to travel from

Phil?e to Cairo (Memphis). If, then, the inundation had

iixed the beginning of the year, each nome would have its

special New Year's Day, and this would never have been

tolerated by a settled government embracing the whole

Nile valley, especially as each king's reign was supposed to

commence on New Year's Day.

It seems, then, that the solstitial temples and the pyramids

were, if not actually requisite for settling the matter, at all

events all that was necessary, if they existed.

But now comes in a most interesting and important point.

If observations of the sun at solstice or equinox had been alone

made use of, the true length of the year would have been

determined in a few years. But the next scene in Egyptian

history shows us that the true length of the year was not

determined, but onl}^ an approximation to it.

How was this ? The astronomical answer is very simple.

1 have already referred to the common practice of all

ancient peoples that we know of to nud^e sacrifices at dawn,

and have shown how, in order to do this, they took their time

from a star rising before the sun. An observation of the
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so-called " heliacal rising " of a star—if the star were properly

chosen—would give them the interval necessary for their pre-

parations before the sun itself appeared ; and, as the highest

festival of all was that of New Year's Day, it was especially

important that the work should be well done then.

Now, if the stars had no precessional movement, tlie sun

and stars, after each interval of a true year, would be in exactly

the same position ; but in consequence of the stars having the

precessional movement to which I have before referred, the

star so observed and the sun will not be in exactly the same

position after the interval of a true year. On this account,

then, the difference of time between the heliacal risings will

not represent the length of a true year. But, further, the

heliacal rising of the star will not take place on the same day

for the whole of Egypt, the difference between Thebes and

Memphis, depending upon their latitudes, amounting to about

four days ; and, further still, the almost constant mists in the ->k^

mornings in the Nile valley prevent accurate observations of

the moment of rising.

Still, as a matter of fact, the Egyptians defined their new

year by the rising of a star, and the length of it by the interval

separating two heliacal risings. Such a year could not be

accurate ; and again, as a matter of fact, their correction was

not accurate, for the year was defined now as consisting of 365

days. It seems clear from this that the correction Avas made

before the solar temples were in use.

In any case the year of 360 days had naturally to give

way, and it ultimately did so, in favour of one of 365. The

precise date of the change is, as we have seen, not known.

^

The five days were added as epacts or epagomena; the

original months were not altered, but a "little montli " of five

' Krall, lor. ci/., p. 20.
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days was interpolated at the end of the year between Mesori of

one year and Thoth of the next, as already stated.

When the year of 805 days was established, it was evidently

imagined that finality had been reached ; and, mindful of the

confusion which, as we have shown, must have resulted from

the attempt to keep up a year of 360 days l^y intercalations,

each Egyptian king, on his accession to the throne, bound

himself by oath before the priest of Isis, in the temple of

Ptah at jMemphis, not to intercalate either days or months,

but to retain the year of 365 days as established by the

Antiqui.^ The text of the Latin translation preserved by

Nigidius Figulus cannot be accurately restored; only thus

much can be seen with certainty.

To retain this year of 865 days, then, became the first law

for the king, and, indeed, the Pharaohs thenceforth throughout

the whole course of Egyptian history adhered to it, in spite

of their being subsequently convinced, as we shall see, of its

inadequacy. It was a Macedonian king who later made an

attempt to replace it by a better one.

We may reckon upon the conservatism of the priests of the

temj^les retaining the tradition of the old rejected year in every

case. Thus even at PhihTe in late times, in the temple of Osiris,

there were 300 bowls for sacrifice, which were filled daily with ^^
milk by a specified rotation of priests. At Acanthus there was

a perforated cask into which one of the 360 priests poured water ^^

from the Nile daily.

Indeed, these temple ceremonials are an evidence of their

antiquity, and the further we put back the change from the 860

to 365 days, the greater the antiquity we must assign to them,

and therefore to the temples themselves.

1 Mommsen, " Chronologie," p. 258.
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THE VAGUE AND THE SIRIAN YEAES.

During three tliousand years of Egyptian history the beginning

of the year was marked b}' the rising of Sirius, which rising

took place nearly coincidentlv with the rise of the Nile and the

Summer Solstice.

I have insisted u^Don the regularity of the rise of the Nile

affording the ancient Egyptians, so soon as this regularity

had been established, a moderately good way of determining

the length of the year, but we liave seen they did not so

employ it.

It is also clear that so soon as the greatest northing and

southing of the sun rising or setting at the solstices had been

recognised, and the intervals between them in days had been

counted, a still more accurate way would be open to them.

The solstice must have occurred with greater regularity than tlrc

rise of the river, so that as accuracy of definition became

more necessary the solstice would be preferred. The solstice

was common to all Egypt ; the commencement of the inunda-

tion was later as the j^lace of observation was nearer tl.e mouth

of the river. This means they also did not employ, at all

events in tlie first instance. (Jf the three coincident, or nearly

coincident, phenomena, tlie rise of the Nile, the Summer

Solstice, and the rising of Sirius, they at first chose the last.

According to Biot the heliacal rising of Sirius at the solstice

took place on July 20 (Julian), in the j'car 3285 u.c. ; and

according to Oppolzer it took place on July 18 (Julian), in tlie

year 3000 v>.v.
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But this is too general a statement, and it must be modified

here. Tlierc was a difference of seven days in the date of

the heliaeal rising, according to the latitude, from southern

Elephantine and Phila^, where the heliacal rising at the solstice

Avas noted first, to northern Bubastis. There was a difference

of four clays between Memphis and Thebes, so that the con-

nection between the heliacal rising and the solstice depended

simply upon the latitude of the place. The further south, the

earlier the coincidence occurred.

Here we have an astronomical reason for the variation in the

date of New Year's Day.

There no doubt was a time when the Egyptian astronomer-

priests imagined that, by the introduction of the 36o-days year,

marking its commencement, as I have said, by the rising of

one of the host of heaven, they had achieved finality. But,

alas, the dream must soon have vanished.

Even with this period of 365 days, the true length of the

year had not been reached ; and soon, whether by observations

of the beginning of the inundation, or by observations of the

solstice in some of the solar temples when these had been

built, it was found that there was a difference of a day every

four years between the beginning of the natural and of the

newly-established year, arising, of course, from the fact that

the true year is 365 days and a quarter of a day (roughly) in

length.

With perfectly orientated temples they must have soon

found that their festival at the Summer Solstice—which festival

is known all over the world to-day—did not fall precisely on

the day of the New Year, because, if 365 days had exactly

measured the year, that flash of bright sunlight would have

fallen into the sanctuary just as it did 365 days before.

But what they must have found was that, after an interval of
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four years, it did not fall on the first day of the month, V)ut

on the day following it.

The true year and the newly-established year of oG5 days,

then, beliaved to each other as shown in the following diagram,

when the solstice, representing the begivming of tlie calendar

year, occurred on the 1st Thoth of the newly- established

calendar year. We should have, in the subsequent years, the

state of thino-s shown in the diaci-ram. The solstice would year

Recurreut solstices

Recurreut 1st of Tlu.tb
I

by year occur later in relation to the 1st of l^hoth. The 1st

of Thoth would occur earlier, in relation to the solstice ; so that

in relation to the established year the solstice would sweep

forwards among the days : in relation to the true year the 1st

of Thoth would sweep backwards.

Let us call the true natural year a Ji.red year : it is obvious

that the months of the 365-day year would be perpetually

varying their place in relation to those of the fixed year. Let

us, tlierefore, call the 865-day year a vague year.

Now if the fixed year were exactly 365^ days long, it is

quite clear that, still to consider the above diagram, the 1st of

Thoth in the vague year would again coincide with the solstice

in 1,460 years, since in four years the solstice would fall on

the 2nd of Thoth, in eight years on the 3rd of Thoth, and so

on (365 X 4 = 1460).

But the fixed year is not oiJ^)j days long (wactlij. In the

time of Hipparchus 365*25 did not leally represent the true

length of the solar year; instead of 3()5-25 w^e must write

365-242392—that is to say, the real lengtli of the year is a

little less than 365j days.
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Now the length of the year being a little less, of course

we should only get a second coincidence of the 1st of Tliotli

vague with the solstice in a longer period than the 1460-years

cycle ; and, as a matter of fact, 1506 years are required to tit

the months into the years with this slightly shortened length

of tlie year. In the case of the solstice and the vague year,

then, we have a cycle of 1,506 years.

^ The variations between the fixed and the vague years were

known perhaps for many centuries to the priests alone. They

would not allow the established year of 365 days, since called

the vague year, to be altered, and so strongly did they feel on

this point that, as already stated, every king had to swear when

he was crowned that he w^ould not alter the year. We can

surmise why this was. It gave great power to the priests ; they

alone could tell on what particular day of what particular month

the Nile would rise in each year, because they alone knew in what

part of the cycle they were; and, in order to get that knowledge,

they had simply to continue going every year into their Holy

of Holies one day in the year, as the priests did afterwards in

Jerusalem, and watch the little patch of bright sunlight coming

into the sanctuary. That would tell them exactly the relation

of the true solar solstice to their year ; and the exact date of

the inundation of the Nile could be predicted by those who

could determine observationally the solstice, but by no others.

But now suppose that, instead of the solstice, we take the

heliacal rising of Sirius, and compare the successive risings at

the solstice with the 1st of Thoth.

But why, it will be asked, should there be any difference in

the length of the cycles depending upon successive coincidences

of the 1st of Thoth with the solstice and the heliacal rising

of Sirius ? The reason is that stars change their places, and

the star to which they trusted to warn them of the beginning
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of a new year was, like all stars, subject to the eifects brought

about by the precession of the equinoxes. Not for long could

it continue to rise, heliacally either at a solstice or a Nile

flootl.

Among the most important c(jntributors to the astronomical

side of this subject are M. Biot and Professor Oppolzer. It

is of the highest importance to bring together the fundamental

points which have been made out by their calculations. We
have determinate references to the heliacal rising of Sirius.,

to the 1st of Thoth, to the solstice, and to the rising of the

Nile in connection with the Egyptian year ; but, so far as I

have been able to make out, we find nowhere at present any

sharp reference to the importance of their correlation with the

times of the tropical year at which these various phenomena

took place. The question has been complicated by the use by

chronologists of the Julian year in such calculations
; so the

Julian year and the use made of it by chronologists have to

be borne in mind. Unfortunately, many side-issues have in

this way been raised.

The heliacal rising of Sirius, of course—if in those days a

true tropical year was being dealt with—would have given us a

more or less constant variation in the time of the rising over

a long period, on account of its precessional movement; and M.

Biot and others before him have pointed out that the variation,

produced by that movement, in the time of the year at which

the heliacal rising took place was almost exactly equal to the

error of the Julian year as compared with the true tropical or

Gregorian one. The Si)'ius year, like the Julian, was about

eleven minutes longer than the true year, so that in 3,000 years

we should have a difference of al)out 23 days. Biot showed by

his calculations, using the solar tables extant before those of

Leverrier, that from 3200 i!.('. to "idO \\.v. in tln^ Julian year of
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the chronologists, Siriiis had constantly, in each year, risen

heliacally on July 20 Julian = June 20 Gregorian. Oppolzer,

more recently, using Leverriers tables, has made a very slight

correction to this, Avhich, however, is practically immaterial for

the purposes of a general statement. He shows that in the

latitude of Memphis, in 1600 B.C., the heliacal rising took place

on July 18'6, while in the year it took place on July 19*7,

both Julian dates.

The variation from the true tropical year brought about by

the precessional movement of Sirius or any other star, however,

can be watched by noting its heliacal rising in relation to any

physical phenomenon which marks the true length of the

tropical year. Such a phenomenon we have in the solstice and

in the rising of the Nile, which, during the whole course of

historical time, has been found to rise and fall with constancy
in each year, the initial rise of the waters, some little way
above Memphis, taking place very nearly at the Summer
Solstice.

Again, M. Biot has made a series of calculations from

which we learn that the heliacal rising of Sirius at the

SOLSTICE occurred on Jul)" 20 (Julian) in the year 3285 B.C.,

and that in the year 275 B.C., the solstice occurred on June

27 (Julian), Avhile the heliacal rising of Sirius took place, as

before, on July 20 (Julian), so that in Ptolemaic times, at

Memphis, there was a difference of time of about 24 days

between the heliacal rising of Sirius and the solstice, and

therefore the beginning of the Nile flood in that part of the

river. This, among other things, is shown on the next page.

We learn from the work of Biot and Oppolzer, then, that the

})recessional movement of the star caused successive heliacal

risings of Sirius at the solstice to be separated by almost exactly

.3 65J days—that is, by a greater period than the length of the
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true year. So that, in relation to this star, two successive

heliacal rising-s at the 1st of Thoth vague are represented by,

a

period of (365| x 4^) 1461 years, while in the case of the

solstices we want 1506.

Now in books on Egyptology the period of 1461 years is

termed the Sothic period, and truly so, as it very nearly

correctly measures the period elapsing between two heliacal

risings at the solstice (or the beginning of the Nile flood) on the

1st of Thoth in the vague year.

But it is merely the result of chance that 365J x 4 represents

it. It was not then known that the precessional movement of

8irius almost exactly made up the difference between the

true length of the year and the assumed length of 365^

days. It has been stated that this period had not any ancient

existence, but was calculated back in later times. This seems

to me very improbable. I look upon it rather as a true result

of observation, the more so as the period tvas shortened in later

times, as Oppolzer has shown.

It will be seen that our investigations land us in several

astronomical questions of the greatest interest, and that the

study is one in which modern computations, with the great

accuracy which the work of Leverrier and others gives to them,

can come to the rescue, and eke out the scantiness of the

ancient records.

To consider the subject further, we must pass from the mere

question of the year to that of chronology generally.



CHAPTER XXVI.

THE SOTHIC CYCLE AND THE USE MADE OF IT.

Although it is necessary to enter somewhat into the domain of

chronology to really understand the astronomical observations

on which the Egyptian year depended and the uses made of the

}'ear, I shall limit myself to the more purely astronomical part.

To go over the already vast literature is far from my intention,

nor is it necessary to attempt to settle all the differences of

opinion which exist, and which are so ably referred to by Krall

in his masterly analysis,^ to which I own myself deeply in-

debted. The tremendously involved state of the problem may
be gathered from the fact that the authorities are not yet

decided whether many of the dates met with in the inscriptions

really belong to a fixed or a vague year

!

Let us, rather, put ourselves in the place of the old

Egyptians, and inquire how, out of the materials they had

at hand, a calendar could be constructed in the simplest way.

They had the vague year and the Sirius year, so related, as

we have seen, that the successive coincidences of the 1st Thoth

in both years took place after an interval of 1460 years. Now,

for calendar purposes, they w^anted not only to know the days

of the years, but the years of the cycle. This latter is tlie only

point ^ve need consider here. How were they to do this ? Tlie

easiest way would be to conceive a great year or aimtis magnus,

consisting of 1460 years, each day of which would represent

four years in actual time ; and further, to consider everything

that happened, which had to be thus chronicled, to take place

1 ''Studiuii zur Ucscliichte der Altuii Aegyptuii." I. Wicn, ISSl.
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on the 1st of Tliotli in each year. How wouhl this system

work ? During the first four ^^ears, at the beginning of a

cycle, the 1st Thoth vague would happen on the 1st Thoth

of the cycle. During the next four years the 1st Thoth of

the vague year would fall on the fifth epact, and so on ; so,

as the cycle swept onward, each group of four years would be

marked by a date in the cycle, which would allow the place

of the group of years in the cycle to be exactly defined. But

as the cycle swept onward, the date would sweep backward

among the months of the great sacred year until its end.

To make this clear, it will be well to construct another

diagram somewhat like the former one.

Let us map out the 1460 years which elapsed between two

successive coincidences between the 1st of Thoth in the vague

year and the heliacal rising of Sirius at the solstice, so that we
can see at a glance the actual number of years from any start-

point (=0) at which the 1st of Thoth in the vague year

occurred successively further and further from the heliacal

rising, until at length, after a period of 1460 years, it coincided

again. As the Sirius-year is longer than the vague one, the

first vague year will be completed before the first Sirius-year,

hence the second vague year will commence just before the

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE 1ST OF THOTH (KEPRESEXTIXG THE RISE OF SIRIUS)

AMONG THE EGYPTIAN MONTHS IN THE 1460-YEAR SOTHIC CYCLE.
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end of the fixed year, and that is the reason I have reversed

the order of months in the diagram.

Now it is clear that, if the p]gyptians really worked in this

fasliion, the date of the heliacal rising of Sirius, given in this

way, would enable us to determine the number of years which

liad elapsed from the beginning of the cycle.

This calendar system, it will be seen, is good only for

groups of four years. Now, a system which went no further

than this would be a very coarse one. We find, however, that

special precautions were taken to define which year of the four

was in question, and the fact that this was done goes some

way to support the suggestion I have made. Brugsch,^ indeed,

shows that a special sign was employed to mark the first year

of each series of four.

Next, as a matter of fact it is known (I have the high

authority of Dr. Krall for the statement) that each king was

supposed to begin his reign on the 1st Thotli (or 1st Pachons)- ^
of the particular year in whicli that event took })lace, and the

fact that this was so further supports the suggestion we are

considering. During the reign its length and the smaller events

might be recorded in A^ague years and days so long as the date

of its commencement had been referred to a cycle.

The diagram will show how readily the cycle year can he

determined for an}^ vague year. If, for instance, the 1st Thoth

in the vague year falls on 1 Tybi of the cycle, we see that 98.0 i^"^

years must have clajosed since the beginning of the cycle, and

so on.

Here, then, we have a true calendar s}'stem. If the

Egyptians had not this, what had they ?

Dealing, then, with the matter so far as we liave gone,

we find that the system suggested enabled the place of tlie

^ •• Materiaux pourscrvir a la Recoiistruction ilu Calendrier," p. 29.

R 2
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beginning of each vague year and of each king's reign to be

dated in terms of the cycle of 1460 years ; and further that,

if they had not such a system as this, they had no means of

recording any lapse of time which exceeded a year. It is not

likely that any nation would put itself in such a position, least

of all the ancient Egyptians.

The existence of periods of 365 years and of 120 j^ears

among the Egyptians is easily explained when the existence of

this great year is recognised ; the 86-3 years' period, mark-

ing approximately the intervals from solstice to equinox and

equinox to solstice, in the natural year.

Let us next \y\ to get a little further by assuming the

suj^posed method of dating to have been actually employed,

and finding the year of the beginning of one or more of these

cycles thus obtained. This should eventually help us to deter-

mine whether or not the Egyptians acted on this principle, or

used one widely different. In such an investigation as this,

however, we are terribly hampered by the uncertainty of

Egyptian dates
;
while, as I have said before, there is great

divergence of opinion among Egyptologists as to whether,

from very early times, there was not a true fixed year.

But let us suppose that the vague year was in common

use as a civil year, and that the rising of Sirius started the

year ; then, if we can get any accepted date to work with, and

use the diagram to see hoAV many years had elapsed between

that date and the start-point of the cycle, we shall see if there

be any cyclical relation ; and if we find it, it will be evidence,

so far as it goes, of the existence not only of a vague year, but

of the mode of reckoning we are discussing.

Now it so happens that there are three references, with

dates given, to the rising of Sirius in widely different times

;

and, curiously enough, the month references are nearly the
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same. I begin witli tlic most recent, as in this case the date

can be fixed with the greater certainty. It is an inscription

at PhiL^, described by Brugsch (p. 87), who states that, when

it was written, the 1st of Thoth = 28th of Epiphi. That is,

according to the view we are considering, tlie heliacal rising of

Siriiis—that is, the 1st Thoth of the vague year fell on the

28th Epiphi of om^ cycle. He fixes the date of the inscription

between 127 and 117 B.C. Let us take it as 122. Next, re-

ferring to our diagram to find how many years had elapsed

since the beginning of the cycle, we have

—

Days.

5 Epacts.

30 Mesori.

2 Epiphi.

37 X 4 ^ 148 years elapsed.

The cycle, tlien, began in (U8 + 122 =) 270 B.C.

We next find a much more ancient inscription recording the

rising of Sirius on the 28th of Epiphi. Obviously, if the Sothic

cycle had anj^thing to do with the matter, this must have

happened 1458 years earlier, i.e., about (1458 + 122 =-
) 1580

B.C. Under which king? Thothmes III., wdio reigned, accord-

ing to Lepsius, 1603-1565 B.C.; according to Brugsch, 1625-

1577. Now, the inscription in question is stated to have been

inscribed by Thothmes III., and, it may be added, on the temple

(now destroyed) at Elephantine.

There is yet another inscription, also known to be of a still

earlier period, referring to the rising of Sirius on the 27th of

Epiphi. We may neglect the difference of one day in the cycle

(representing four years) ; and again, if the use of the Sothic

cycle were the origin of the identity of dates, we have this

time, according to Oppolzer, a period of 1460 years to add :

this gives us (1580 + 1460 =) 3040 b.c. Again under which
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king ? Here we are face to face with one of the difficulties of

these inquiries, to which reference has ah'eady been made. It

may be stated, however, that the inscription is ascribed to Pepi,

and that, according to various authorities, that king reigned

some time between 3000 and 3700 b.c.

We come, then, to this : that one of the oldest dated in-

scriptions known seems to belong to a system which continued

in use at Philse up to about 100 B.C., and it was essentially a

system of a vague year, the 1st Thoths of which were repre-

sented as days on a l-t60-years' cycle.

Now, assuming that the approximate date of the earliest

inscription is 3044 B.C., and that it represented the heliacal

rising of Sirius on the 27th of Epiphi, the year 3044 must have

been the [(5 + 30 + 3) x 4 =] 152nd after the beginning of the

cycle. The cycle, then, must have commenced (3044 + 152=)
3196 B.C.

If we assume that the real date of Pepi, wlio, it is stated,

reigned 100 years, included the year 3044 b.c, it maybe, then,

that the inscriptions to which I have directed attention give us

three Sothic cycles beginning

—

122 + 148 = 270 B.C.

1580 + 148 = 1728 b.c.

3044 + 148 = 3192 b.c.

According to Biot's calculation, the first heliacal rising

of Sirius at the solstice took place in the year 3285 B.C.

;

it is possible, then, that the Egyptians utilised this heliacal

rising within a hundred years of the date on which it would

have been first possible for them to do so. This shows how
keenly alive they were in these matters, and also, I think,

that they had been trained by watching some other star

previously.

It would also follow that the vao-ue vear was in common
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use. There is ample evidence to show, liowever, that by

this time the priests were fully acquainted with the true

year, which was called the sacred year, and that every four

years an additional epact was interpolated. Their solar temples,

then, at last had been utilised.

One arofument which has l^een used to show that a vag-ue

year was not in use during the time of the Ramessids has

been derived from some inscriptions at Silsilis which refer

to the dates on which sacred offerings were presented there

to the Nile-god. As the dates 15th of Thotli and loth of

Epiphi are the same in all three inscriptions, although they

cover the period from Rameses II. to Rameses III.—120 years

—it has been argued b}' Brugsch that a fixed year is in

question.

Brugsch points out that the two dates are separated by (S6-^

days ; that this is the exact interval between the Coptic

festivals of the commencement of the flow and the marriage

of the Nile—the time of highest water; and that, therefore,

in all probability these are the two natural phenomena to

commemorate which the offerings on tlie dates in question

were made.

But Brugsch does not give the whole of the inscription.

A part of it, translated by De Rouge, ^ runs thus :

—

"I (tlie king) know what is said in the depot of the writings which --
V"^

are in the House of the Books. The Nile emerges from its fountains to

yive the fuhiess of life-necessaries to tlie gods," etc.

De Roug(3 justly remarks

:

" Le langage singulier que tient le Pharaon dedicateur pourrait meme
faire soup(^onner qu'il ne s'agit pas de la venue effective de I'eau sainte dit

Xil a Vune dei^ deux dates jyre'citees."

Krall {loc. c/'i., p. 51) adds the following interesting

remarks :

—

1 "Aog-. Zcit.," 188G, p. .), quuteil by Krall.
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" Consider, now, what these ' .Scriptures of the House of Life ' were

like. In a catalogue of books from the temple of Edfii we find, besides

a series of purely religious writings, •' The knowledge of the periodical re-

currence of the double stars (sun and moon),' and the ' Law of the periodical

recurrence of the stars."

"... The knowledge embodied in these writings dated from the

oldest times of the Egyptian empire, in which the priests placed, rightly

or wrongly, the origin of all their sacred rolls"" (ef. Manetho"s "History."

p. 130).

Now, to investigate this question we have to approach

some considerations which at first sight may seem to be

foreign to our subject. I shall be able to show, however,

that this is not so. -

Imprimis we must remember that it is a question of

Silsilis, where we know, both from tradition and geological

evidence, in ancient times the first cataract was encountered.

The phrase " the Nile emerges from its fountains " would

be much more a^^plicable to Silsilis, the seat of a cataract,

than as it is at j^resent. We do not know when the river made
its way through this impediment, but we do know that after

it took place and the Nile stream was cleared as far as the

cataract that still remains at Elephantine, a nilometer was

erected there, and that during the whole of later Egyptian

histor}", at all events, the time of the rise of the river has

been carefully recorded both there and at Roda.

From this it is fair to infer that in those more ancient

times the same thing took place at Silsilis; if this were so, the

reason of the record of the coming of the inundation at Silsilis

is not far to seek, and lience the suggestion lies on the surface

that the records in question may state the date of the arrival

in relation to Memphis time.

It has been rendered, I liope, quite clear in Chapter XXIII.

that there is a difference of fifteen or sixteen days between

tlie arrival of the inundation at Elephantine and at Memphis.
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Hence, if in Pepi's time a Nile rise were observed at Silsilis,

there might easily be a difference of fifteen days between the

rise of the Nile at Silsilis and the Memphic 1st of Thoth. If

both at Silsilis and Memj^his the Nile rise marked 1st Thoth,

the day of the rise at Memphis would correspond to l-jtli Thoth

at Silsilis, so that a king reaching Silsilis with Memphis local

time would be struck with this difference, and anxious to record

it. May not this, then, have been the important datum re-

corded in the sacred books ? If so, it would not touch the'

question of the fixed ov vague year at all.

Let it, then, be for the present conceded that there was a

vague year, and that at least some of the inscriptions which

suggest the use of only a fixed )'car in these early times may
be explained in anotlier way.



CHAPTER XXVII.

THE CALENDAR AND ITS REVISION.

In the last chapter the so-called Sothic cycle was discussed, and

dates of the commencement of the successive cycles were

suggested.

These dates were arrived at by taking the very simplest

way of writing a calendar in pre-temple times, and using the

calendar inscriptions in the most natural way.

The dates for the coincidence of the heliacal rising of

Sirius and the 1st Thoth of the vague year at, or near, the

solstice, were

—

270 B.C.

1728 B.C.

319'2 B.C.

Here, in limine, we meet with a difficulty which, if it can-

not be explained, evidently proves that the Egyptians did

not construct and use their calendar in the way we have

supposed.

We have it on the authority of Censorinus that a Sothic

period was completed in 139 a.d., and that there was then a

vague year in partial use. It is here that the work of Oppolzer

is of such high value to us ; he discussed all the statements

made by Censorinus, and comes to the conclusion that his

account is to be depended upon. It has followed from the

inquiries of chronologists that in this year the 1st of Thoth

took place on July 20 (Julian), the date originally of the

heliacal rising of Sirius, the beginning of the year.

This being so, then, in the vear 2o a.d.—in which the
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Alexandrine reform of the calendar, of Avliich more presently,

was introduced—the 1st of Thotli would take j^lace on August

29, a very important date. Censorinus also said that in his

own time (a.d. 238) the 1st of Thoth of the vague year fell on

1
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June 25. The diagram will show the connection of these

three dates in reference to the vague year. The relations of

the statements made as to the years 139 and 238 are very

clearly discussed by Prof. Oppolzer.

Oppolzer, then, being satisiied as to the justice of taking

the year 139 a.d. as a time of coincidence of the fixed and

vaffue years—the latter being determined alone by the heliacal

rising of Sirius, and, be it remembered, not by the solstices

—

calculated with great fulness, using Leverrier's modern values,
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the years in which, in the various Egyptian kititiides, chiefl}'

taking Memphis (lat. 30°) and Thebes (lat. 25°), the coincidence

between the two Thoths occurred in the previous periods

of Egyptian history. He finds these dates for latitude 30°

as follow :
—

Julian year.

-4235
-2774
-1316

+ 139 .

+ 1591

+ 3039

Historical year.^

-4236
-2775
-1317

+ 139

+ 1591

+ 3039

Now, the date wliicli Oppolzer gives for the coincidence

which is nearest the date we had j^i'eviously determined at

270 B.C. is 139 A.D. There is a difference of 409 years.

The question is, Can this fundamental difference be ex-

plained? I think it can.

^ It should be observed that a distinction is made between the Julian and the historical

year. This comes from the fact that when astronomical phenomena are calculated for dates

B.C., it must be remembered that chronologists are in the habit of designating by 1, or rather

by — 1, the first j'^ear which precedes the instant of time at which the chronological year

commenced, while astronomers mark this year in their tables by 0. It follows, thei-eforc,

that the rank of any year b.c. is always marked bj^ an additional unit in the chronological

dates. For the Christian era, of course, chronologists and astronomers work in the same way.

The following table, given by Biot, exhibits the connection between these two methods. In

the latter Biot shows the leap-years marked B, and the corresjionding years in the iScaligerian

chronological period are also given.

Dates of Julian Years commencing on January 1.

According to
Chronologists.

According to
Astronomers.

Corresponding
years of the period

of Scaliger.

—6 —5 4708

—5B —4B 4709

—4 -3 4710

—3 —2 4711

—2 —1 4712

—IB —OB 4713B

I hysical instant when the era commenced.

+ 1 + 1 4714

+ 2 + 2 4715

+ 3 + 3 4716

+ -1B + 4B 4717B

+ 5 + 5 471b
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In the first place, it is beyond doubt that, in the interval

between the Ramessids and the Ptolemies, the calendar, even

supposing the vague year to have been used and to have been

retained, had been fundamentally altered, and the meanings

of the hieroglyphics of the tetramenes had been changed—in

other words, the designations of the three seasons had been

changed.

On this point I quote Krall :—

" It is well known that the interpretation of the seasons and the montlis

given by Champollion was opposed by Brugsch, who propounded another,

which is now universally adopted by experts. Something has happened here

which is often repeated in the course of Egyptian history—the signs have ^
changed tlieir meaning. Under the circumstance that the vague year dui-ing

1461 years wanders through the seasons in a great cycle, it is natural that

the signs for the tetramenes should have changed their significations in the

course of millenniuujs.

" While JThoth was the first month of the inundation in the documents of

the Thutmosids and Ramessids, we have in the time of the Ptolemies the

month Pachons as the fir.st montli of the flood season. Whilst Brugsch's

explanation is valid for the time of the Eamessids, it is not so for that of

the Ptolemies, to which ChampoUion's view is applicable."

>^

The signs used for the tetramenes are supposed to represent /^^
tei", a field Avith growing plants, and a barn; the natural 0>.watei".

order would be that the first should represent the inundation,

the second the sowing which succeeds it, and the last

harvest-time. If this be conceded, the initial system would

liave had the month Thotli connected with the water sign, as

Thotli in early Egyptian times was the first inundation month.

But in tlie times of the Ramessids even this is not so.

.Thotli has the sowino- sign assi":ned to it. In tlie time of the

Ptolemies the flood is no longer in Thoth^ but in Paclions,

and Pachons has the barn sign attaclied to it, while the montlu

1 hoc. cit., ].. 20.
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Tliotli is marked by the water .sign, thereby bringing back the

hypothetical relation hctiuccn the name of the month and the sign,

although, as we have seen, Thotli is no longer the flood month.

Egyptologists declare that all, or at least part, of this change

took place between the periods named ; they are midoubtedly

justified as regards a part.

At one point in this inter\ al we are fortunately supplied

with some precise information. In the year 238 b.c. a famous

decree was published, variously called the decree ofjCanopus

and the decree of Tanis, since it was inscribed on a stone

found there. It is perfectly clear that one of the functions

of this decree was to change, or to approve an already made

change in, the designation of the season or tetramene in which

the inundation commenced, from Tlioth to Pachons.

Another function was to establisli a fixed year, as we shall

see presently. We must assume, then, that a vague year was in

vogue prior to the decree. Now the decree tells us that at its

date the lieliacal rising of Sirius took place on 1 Payni. Assum-

ing that this date had an}' relation to the system we have been

considering, the cycle to which it belonged must have begun

Days.

5 Epacts

30 Mesori

30 Epiplii

30 Payni

95 X -i = 380 years previously—that is, in the year 618 B.C.

Here at first sight it would seem that the Sotliic cycles

we have been considering have no relation to the one now in

question ; for, according to my view, the last Sothic cycle

began in 1728 B.C. A little consideration, however, will lead

to the contrary view, and show that the time about 600 B.C.

was very convenient for a revision of the calendar.
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In the first jjlace, nearly a montli now elapsed between the

coming of the flood and the heliacal rising
; and in the second,

by making the 3^ear for the future to begin with the flood, a change

might be made involving tetramenes onh'.

Thiis, commencement of c\'ele ... 1728 B.C.

Epacts ... ... 5

Two tetramenes ... 240

Month between flood and

rising of Sivius ... 30 i

275 X 4 = 1100

628 B.C.

Nor is this all. A very simple diagrammatic statement will

1' 2b -5 'S :s s 2 s —..-H

show what might also have happened about 618 i3.c. if a

reformer of the calendar (and one especiall}' of conservative

tendencies) appeared upon the scene, who believed that the

ancient sign for the inundation-tetramene was the water sign,

and that the ancient name was Thoth. Finding the c^'cle

beginning in 172S B.C. with the signs as shown a'oove

—

~ '" 2 g S 3 - '^ -C
B.C.

- . - r, S . ^ -^ _

618

^ Probably too gi'eat a value by two or throe days.
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when starting fresh, he would seize the opportunity of effecting

a change, not only by dealing with a tetraniene, but he would

change the names of the tetramenes allo(uited to the signs ; as

Krall remarks, it was almost merely a question of a change

of the sign ! It really was more, because tlie new tetramene

bei):an with the flood.

Assuming this, we can see exactly what was done in 288

B.C., i.e., about 380 years later. We have seen that the

380 years is made up of

5 Epacts

30 Mesori

30 Epiphi

30 Payni

95 X i = 380

—the heliacal rising of Sirius occurring on 1 Payni, having

swept backwards along the months in the manner already ex-

plained. We had, to continue the diagrammatic treatment

—

B.C. ,j:5 a%o'Z O ;^.5

To sum up, SO far as we have gone, we have the three in-

scriptions at Philfie, Elephantine and the still more ancient one

of Pepi (r), indicating on the simple system we have suggested

beginnings of Sothic cj^cles on the 1st Thotli about the years

270
I

1728 > B.C.

3192 )

On the otTier hand, we have the decree of Canopus, giving

us b}'' exactly the same system a local revision of the calendar
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about 600 B.C. I say about 600 B.C. because it must be remem-

bered that a difference of 2^ days in the phenomena observed

will make a difference of 10 years in the date, and we do not

know in what part of the valley the revision took place, and

therefore at what precise time in relation to the heliacal rising

the Nile-rise was observed.

Whenever presumably it took place, New Year's Day was .^
V reckoned by the Flood, and the rising of Sirius followed nearly,

if not quite, a month afterwards. The equivalent of the okL

1st Thoth was therefore 1 Payni. In months, then, the old 1st

Thoth was separated from the new one (=1 Payni) by three

months (Payni, Mesori, Epiphi) and the Epacts.

In this way, we can exactly account for the difference of

409 years referred to above as the dates assigned by Oensor-

inus and myself for the beginning of the Sirius cycle.

Difference between 270 and 239 = 31 years.

3 months = 90 days x 4 =360 „

5 epacts x 4 ^ 20 ,,

411 „

The difference of two years is equal only to half a day

!

It seems, then, pretty clear from this that the suggestion I

have ventured to make on astronomical grounds may be worth

consideration on the part of Egyptologists. If our inquiries

have really led us to the true beginnings of the Sothic periods,

it is obvious that those who informed Censorinus that the year

1139 A.D. was the end of a cycle omitted to tett him v:liat we now

ean team from the decree of Tanis.



CHAPTER XXVIII.

THE FIXED YEAR AND FESTIVAL CALENDARS.

The reformation of the Egyptian calendar, to be gathered, as I

suggested in the last chapter, from the decree of Tanis, is not^

however, the point to which reference is generally made in con-

nection with the decree. The attempt recorded by it to get rid

of the vague year is generally dwelt on.

Although the system of reckoning which Avas based on

the vague year had advantages with which it has not been

sufficiently credited, undoubtedly it had its drawbacks.

The tetramenes, with their special symbolism offload-, seed-,

and harvest-time, had apparently all meant each in turn ; how-

ever the meanings of the signs were changed, the ^'winter

season " occurred in this way in the height of summer, the

'' sowing-time " when the whole land was inundated and there

was no land to plant, and so on. Each festival, too, swept

through tlie year. Still, it is quite certain that information was

given by the priests each year in advance, so that agriculture

did not suffer ; for if this had not been done, the system,

instead of dying hard, as it did, would have been abolished

thousands of years before.

Before I proceed to state shortly what happened with regard

to the fixing of the year, it will be convenient here to state a

suggestion that has occurred to me, on astronomical grounds,

with regard to the initial change of sign.

It is to be noted that in the old tables of the months, instead

of Sirius leading the year, we have Texi with the two feathers,

of Amen. In later times tliis is changed to Sirius. ><'
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I believe it is generally acknowledged that the month-table

at the Ramesseum is the oldest one we have ; there is a variant

at Edfil. They both run as follows, and no doubt they had

their origin when a 1st Thoth coincided Avith an heliacal rising

and Nile flood.

Egyptimi montli. Tropic:il mouth.

—July

-Aug.
—Sep.

l{ime=seuni.

Texi * ''

Ptah (Ptah-res-aneb-f)

Hatlior --

Eli.'i.

/ 1. Th..th

2. Plaaophi

^^ . 3. Atliyr

^yU 4. Choiach
.-). Tybi

Jvme

July

Aug.-

Tex
Ptah Menx

Sep.-

Oct.-

-Oct.

-Nov.

Paxt .-

Min
Kehek
S^et^Hut '^^^u-'.:^^.

/ /V "^ 6. Menclur
^ J ^ 1. Phamenoth

La 8. Pharmuthi

Nov.-

Dec-

Jan.-

-Dec.

—Jan.

-Feb.

Jackal (rekli-ur) #
""

„ (rekli-netches)

Rennuti -\f J^

Hippopotamus (rekh-ur)

Hippopotamus (rekh-

netches)

Renen jj^
xensu

Horus (Hor-xent-xati)

Horus'(Hor-ra-m-xut) -^

!). Pachons

10. Payni

/ 11. Ej2i4)hi

^ 12. Mesori

Feb.-

Mar.-

Ap.-
May~

-Mar.

-Ap.
-May
—June

Xensu

Horus (xonti) /

Apet^^ £J-
Horus (Hor m-xut)

I am informed that Texi, in the above month-list, has some

relation to Thoth. In the early month-list the goddess is repre-

sented with the two feathers of Amen, and in this early stage I

fancy we can recognise her as Amen-t ; but in later copies of

the table the ^yipbol is changed to that of Sirms. This, then,

looks like a change of cult depending upon the introduction of

a new star—that is, a star indicating by its heliacal rising the

Nile-rise after the one first used had become useless for such a \

purpose.

I have said that the Ramesseum month-list is probably the

oldest one we have. It is considered by some to date only from

Rameses II., and to indicate a fixed year; such, however, is not

Krall's opinion.^ He writes :

—

/

/..-

1 OjK rit., p. 4'^.

S 2
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oi«

Ei^

^-1

" The latest investigations of Diiiniclien show

that the calendar of Medinet-Habu is only a copy of

the original composed under Ramses II. about 120

years before

" But the true original of the calendar of Medinet-

Habu does not even date from the time of Ramses II.

It is known to every Egyptologist how little the

time of the Ramessids produced what was truly

original, how much just this time restricted itself to

a reproduction of the traditions of previous genera-

tions. In the" calendar of Medinet-Habu we have

(p. 48) not a fixed year instituted under Ramses II.,

but the normal year of the old time, the vague year,

a^_it was, to use Dschewhari's words quoted above

(p. 852") in the first year of its institution, the year

as it was before the Egyptians had made two un-

welcome observations : First, that the year of 365

days did not correspond to the reality, but shifted by

one day in four years with regard to the seasons
;

secondly—which, of course, took a much longer time

—that the rising of Sirius ceased to coincide with

the beginning of the Nile Hood.

" We are led to the same conclusion by a con-

sidei'ation of the festivals given in the calendar of

Medinet-Habu. They are almost without exception

the festivals which we have found in our previous

investigation of the calendai's of Esne and Edfu

to be attached to the same days. We know
already the Uaya festival of the 17th and 18th

Thoth, the festival of Hermes of the 19th Thoth,

the great feast of Amen beginning on the 19th

Paophi, the Osiris festivals of the last decade of vj^

Choiak, and that of the coronation of Horuz on the

1st Tybi.

" Festivals somehow^ diflering from the ancient

traditions and general usage are unknown in the

calendar of Medinet-Habu, and it is just such festivals

which have enabled us to trace fixed years in the

calendars of Edfu and Esne.

" W"e are as little justitied in considering the

mythologico-astronomical representations and inscrip-

tions on the oraves of the time of the Ramessids as

11 ^
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founded on a fixed year, as we can do tins in tlie case of tlie Medinet-HaLu

calendar. In this the astronomical element of the calendar is qtiite overgrown

by the mythological. Not only was the daily and yearly course of the sun a most

important event for the Egyptian astronomer, but the priest also had in his

sacred books many mythological records concerning the god Ra, which had to be

taken into account in these representations. The mythological ideas dated from

the oldest periods of Egyptian history ; we shall therefore be obliged, for their

explanation, not to remain in the thirteentli or fourteenth century before Christ,

but to ascend into previous centuries. / should think about tlie middle of the

fourth millennium before Christ, that is the time at wliicli tlie true original of the

Medinet-IIahu calendar ivasframed. Further, we must in these mythological and

astronomical representations not overlook the fact that we cannot expect them

to show mathematical accuracy—that, on the contrary, if that is a consideration,

we must proceed with the greatest caution. We know now how inexact were the

representations and texts of tombs, especially where the Egyptian artist could

suppose that no human eye would inspect his work ; we also know how often

representations stop short for want of room, and how much the contents were

mutilated for the sake of symmetry."

There is also, as I have indicated, temple evidence that

Sirius ^^as not the first star utilised as a herald of sunrise. We
have, then, this possibility to explain the variation from the

r^re-Sman ^ ^ _ -^ 3 S 5 ^ — •-

Tevi '^ c't^.5— 2 5 S -^ S ;^ o

Sirian,

3192 B.C.

^ '^ ^ 1 ^ S ?= S .- "S -r

STKIAX AND PRE-Sl'RIAX TETRAIIEXE-SIGXS

true meaning of the signs in Eamessid times. And it may be

gathered from this that the calendar Avas reorganised^ when

1 Goodwin bus already asked, "Does the Smith Papyrus refer to some rectification

of the calendar made in the fourth dynasty, similar to that made in Europe from the old

to the new style?" Quoted by Rid, " Sonnen- und Sirius-.Tahr," p. 361.
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the Sirius worship came in, and that the change effected in

619 B.C. brought the hieroglyphic signs back to their natural

meaning and first use.

The whole story of calendar revision may, therefore, possibly

have been as follows :

—

2iid Cycle.

B.C.

2.38

Pre-Sirian '^ fj -'3 S S S^ - •— -^ =

H ^ <; o H'S Ph d. Ph Ph H S

8iriaii,

.3192 B.C.

1st Cycle

1728 B.C. |o'^..2._5o|£2-5'ao

RC -^.H^SpiS^
618 -t; g b-s-S S S *3r^ 5 ^9

H Oh -5j 3 H'S P-i pL| pi; P^ S S

^3 c ^ o -w o ^..S

PhPi^wShP-(<^0
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The revision of 618 u.c. was not universally accepted, so

from that time onward there was an old and a new style in

force.

Before I pass on, it may be convenient, in connection

with the above month-tables, to refer in the briefest way to

the mythology relating to the yearly movement of the sun,

in order to show that when this question is considered at

all, if it helps us with regard to the mythology connected

with the rising and setting of stars, it will as assuredly help

us with regard to the mythology of the various changes

which occur throughout the year.

We have, as we have seen, in the Egyptian year really

the prototype of our own. The Egyptians, thousands of

years ago, had an almost perfect year containing twelve

months ; but, instead of four seasons, they had three—the

time of the sowing, the time of the harvest, and the time of

the inundation. Unfortunately, at various times in Egyptian

history, the symbols for the tetramenes seem to have got

changed. ft/'^k/^
^

The above-given' inscriptions show that they had a dis-

tinct symbolism for each of the months. Gods or goddesses

are given for ten months out of the twelve, and where we
have not these we have the hippopotamus (or the pig) and J>A/
the jackal, two circumpolar constellations. I think there is

no question that we are dealing here with these constellations,

though the figures have been supposed to represent something

quite different.

There are also m)'tlis and symbols of the twelve changes

during the twelve hours of the day ; the sun being figured as

a child at rising, as an old man when setting in the evening.

These ideas were also transferred to the annual motion of the

sun. In Macrobius, as quoted by Krall, we find the statement
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that the Egyptians compared the yearly course of the sun

also with the phases of human life.

Little child = Winter Solstice.

Young man ^ Spring Equinox.

Bearded man = Summer Solstice.

Old man = Autumnal Equinox.

With the day of the Summer Solstice the sun reaches

the greatest northern rising amjDlitude, and at the Winter

Solstice its greatest southern amplitude. By the solstices the

year is divided into two approximately equal parts ; during

one the points of rising move southwards, during the other

northwards.

This phenomenon, it is stated, was symbolised by the two -^^

eyes of Ra, the so-called Utchats, which look in different

directions. They appear as representing the sun in the two

halves of the year.

AYe have next to discuss the fixed year, to which the

Egyptian clironologists were finally driven in later Egyptian

times. The decree of Tanis was the true precursor of the Julian

correction of the calendar. In consequence of this correction

tve now add a day every four years to the end of February.

The decree regulated the addition, by the Egyptians, of a day

every four years by adding a day to the epacts, which were

thus six every four years instead of being always five, as they

had been before.

In fact, it replaced the vague year by the sacred year long

known to the priests.

But if CA^erything had gone on tlien as the priests of Tanis

imagined, the Egyptian New Year's Day, if determined by the

heliacal rising of Sirius, would not always afterwards have been

the 1st of Payni, although the solstice and Nile flood would
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]iave been due at Memphis about the 1st of Pachons ; and this

is, perha^is, one among the reasons why the decree was to a

large extent ignored.

Hence, for some years after the date of the decree of Tanis,

there were at least three years in force—the new fixed year,

the new vague year, reckoning from Pachons, and the old

vague year, reckoning from Thoth.

But after some years another attempt was made to get rid

of all this confusion. The time was 23 B.C., 216 years after

the decree of Tanis, and the place was Alexandria. Hence

the new fixed year introduced is termed the Alexandrine „^
year.

This new attempt obviously implied that the first one had

failed ; and the fact that the vague year was continued in

the interval is sufiiciently demonstrated by the fact that the

new year was ^|° = 54 days en retard. In the year of Tanis it
,

is stated that the 1st Pachons, the new Xew Year's Day, the

real beginning of the fiood, fell on the 19th of June (Gregorian),

the Summer Solstice, and hence the 1st of Thoth fell on the

22nd of October (Gregorian). In the Alexandrine year the

22nd of October is rej^resented by the 29tli of August, and the

19th of June by the 20th of April.

It is noteworthy that in the Alexandrine year the heliacal

rising of Sirius on the 23rd of July (Julian) falls on the 29th^
of Ej^iphi, nearly the same date as that to which I first drew'

attention in the inscriptions of the date of Thothmes and Pepi.

This, however, it is now clearly seen, is a pure accident, due

to the break of continuity before the Tanis year, and the slip

between that and the Alexandrine one. It is important to

mention this, because it has been thought that somehow the

"Alexandrine year" was in use in Pejii's tiiiie. ..^

It would seem that the Alexandrine revision was final.
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and that the year was truly fixed, and from that time to

this it has remained so, and must in the future for ever

remain so. It must never be forgotten that we owe this per-

fection to the Egyptian Festival Calendars.

One of the chief uses of the Egyptian calendar that has

come down to us was the arrangement and dating of the

chief feasts tliroughout the year in the different temples.

The fact that the two great comj^lete feast-calendars of

Edfu and Esne refer to the only fixed years evidenced by

records—those of Tanis and Alexandria—one of which was

established over 200 years after the other, is of inestimable

value for the investigation of tlie calendar and chronoloo;y of

ancient Egypt.

In an excellent work of Brugsch, ''Three Festival Calendars

from the Temple of ApoUinopolis Magna (Edfu) in Upper

Egypt," we have two calendars which we can refer to fixed

yearSj and can date with the greatest accuracy. In the case

of one of these, tliat of Esne, this is universally recognised

;

as to the other, that of ApoUinopolis Magna, we are indebted

to the researches of Krall, who points out, however, that "itTl

is only when the province of Egyptian mythology has been

dealt with in all directions that we can undertake a successful (i

explanation of the festival catalogues. Even externally they

show the greatest eccentricities, which are not diminished,

but increased, on a closer investigation."

About some jDoints, however, there is no question. The

Summer Solstice is attached in the Edfu calendar to the 6ih\^^
Pachons, according to Krall, while the beginning of the flood/

is noted on the 1st of that month. In the Esne calendar the

26th Payni is New Year's Day. We read :
—" 26th Payni, New \i(^^

Year's Day, Feast of the Revelation of Kahi in the Temple. '

To dress the crocodiles, as in the month of Mencliir, day 8."
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Peculiar to the Iilsne calendar, according to Krall, is the

mentioning- of the " Xew Year's Festival of the Ancestors " on -'

-^ the 9th of Tlioth ; to the Edfu calendar, publication Xo. 1 of
'

Brugsch, the festival "of the offering of the first of the^(

harvested fruits, after the precept of King Amenemha I.," on q
the 1st Epiphi, and '' the celebration of the feast of the Great ,;j^

Conflagration " on the 9th of Menchir. In feast-calendar Xo. 1,

the reference to tlie_peculiar Feast of Set is also remarkable
; , ^i</C

this was celebrated twice, first in the first days of ThotlOTT

(?^ 9th), tlienj_asjt appears, in Pachons (10th). This feast is

well known to have been lirst mentioned under the old Pharaoh

Pepi Merrnra.

It is a question whether in the new year of the ancestors -j^r'

and the feasts of Set^ all occurring about the 9th Thoth and

Pachons^ we hayjB not Mem^^his festivals which gave way to

Tlieban ones

;

for, so far as I can make out, the flood takes

about nine days to pass from Thebes to Memphis, so that in

Theban time the arrival of the flood at Memphis would occur

on 9th or 10th Thoth. There is no difliculty about the second

dating in Pachons, for, as we have seen, this followed on tlie.^-)<^

reconstruction of the calendar. -^^^

It is also worthy of note that the feast of the " Great ''^^^;

Conflagration " took place very near the Spring Equinox. J^ *

Let us dwell for a moment on the Edfu inscriptions to

see if we can learn from them whether or not they bear out the

views brought forward with regard to this reconstruction.

As we have seen, it is now acknowledged that the temple

inscriptions at Edfii (which are stated to have been cut between

117 and 81 v,x}) are based upon the fixed year of Tanis : hence

we should expect that the rising of Sirius would be referred to

^ On the 7th Epiphi of the tenth year of Ptolemy III. the ccrcninny of the stretching ofl:

the cord took place. 'Diimichen, Ac(i. Zvif., 2, 1872, p. 11.
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on 1 Payni, and this is so. But here, as in the other temples,

we get double dates referring to the old calendars, and we find

the "wounding of Set" referred to on the 1st Ejjiphi and

the rising of 8irius referred to under 1 Mesori. Now this

means, if the old vague year is referred to, as it most probably

is, that
5 Epacts

30 Mesori

35 X 4 = 140 years

had elapsed since the beginning of a Sothic cycle, when the

calendar coincidences were determined, which were afterwards

inscribed on the temple walls. We have, then, 140 years to

subtract from the beginning of the cycle in 270 B.C. This

gives us 130 b.c, and it will be seen that this agrees as closely

as can be expected Avith my view, whereas the inscription has

no meaning at all if we take the date given by Censorinus.

I quote from Krall ^ another inscription common to Edfu

and Esne, which seems to have astronomical significance.

' 1. Phamenoth. Festival of the suspension of the sky by Ptah, by the side

of the god Harschaf, the master of Heracleopolis Magna (Al). Festival of Ptah.

\L' Feast of the suspension of the sky (Es).

"Under the 1st Phamenoth, Plutarch, cle Iside et Osiricle, c. 43, b, notices the

tf.ij'jaGic 'Ocripidog e'tg -i)r (n\))fi]i\ These are festivals connected with the cele- ,.--'

bration of the^Winter Solsticer aind the tilling of the Uza-eye on the 30th !Menchir. ^^^

Perhaps the old year, which the Egyptians introduced into the Nile valley at the

time of their immigration, and which had only 360 days, commenced with the

Winter Solstice. Thus we should have in the ' festival of the suspension of the

sky,' by the ancient god Ptah—venerated as creator of the world—a remnant of

the time when the Winter Solstice marked the beginning of the year,

and also the creation."

The reconstruction of the calendar naturallv enhanced the

importance of the month Pachons ; this comes out very clearly

from the inscriptions translated by Brugsch, On this point

Krall remarks :

—

1 Oj>. fit., i>. 37.
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"It is, therefore, quite right that tlie month Pachoiis, ivhich tooh the yK
place of the old Thoth by the decree o£JTanis, &h.on\di play a prominent part in ~

the feast-calendars of the days of the Ptolemies, and the first period of

the Empii-e in general, but especially in the EdfA calendar, which refers

to the Tanitic year. The first five days of Pachons are dedicated in our

calendar to the celebration of the subjection of the enemies by Horns
;

we at once remember the above-mentioned (p. 7) record of Edfii of the

nature of a mythological calendar, describing the advent of the Nile

flood. On the 6th of Pachons—-i-emember the great importance of the

sixes in the Ptolema?an records—tlie ^olstice is then celebrated. The Uza- .

eye is then filled, a mythical act which we have in another place re-

ferred to the celebi-ation of the solstice, and ' everything is performecLJc"^

whlch~is^ ordained ' in the book ' on the Divine Birth.' " v^

Next let us turn to Esne. The inscriptions here are stated

to be based on the Alexandrine year, but we not only find

1st Thoth given as New Year's Day, but 26 Payni given as

the beginnino- of the Nile flood.

Now I have. already stated that the ^Alexandrine year was

practically a fixing of the vague Tanis^^ear—that is, a year >c^

beginning on 1st Pachons in 239 B.C. ^/y:^_ /'f'' f"r

If we ^assume the date of the calendar coincidences re- _
corded at P^sne to have been 15 B.C. (we know it was after -^ ^

23 B.C. and at the end of the Roman dominion), we have as

before, seeing that, if the vague Tanis year had reall}^

continued, it would have swept forward with regard to the

Nile Hood,

Pachons 30

Payni 26

56 X 4 = 224 years after 239 B.C.

This double dating, then, proves the continuation of the vague

year of Tanis if the date 15 B.C. of the inscription is about

right.

Can we go further and find a trace of the old cycle

7 -y
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beo'innino; 270 r..c. ? In this case we should have the risino^

of Sirius

270

- 15

4)255 years

64 ^ say, live Epacts and t\s'o months.

This would give us 1 Epiphi. Is this mentioned in the

Esne calendar ? Yes, it is, ''1 Epiphi. To perform the

• precepts of . the book on the second divine birth of the child jif

Kalii%:
^''~~' ^'

Now the 26th Payni, the new New Year's Day, is asso-

ciated with the "revelation of Kahi," so it is not impossible

that ''the second divine birth" may have some dim reference

to the feast.

It is not necessary to j^ursue this intricate subject further

in this place ; so intricate is it that, although the sug-

gestions I have ventured to make on astronomical grounds

seem consistent with the available facts, they are suggestions

only, and a long labour on the part of Egyptologists will

be needed before we can be said to h% on firm ground.



CHAPTER XXIX.

THE MYTHOLOGY OF ISIS AND OSIRIS.

A LONG parenthesis has been neeessary in order to inquire

fully into the yearly festivals of the Egyptian priests, the

relation of the feasts to the rising of stars, and the difficulties

which arose from the fact that a true year was not in use till

quite late.

It is now time to return to the subject-matter of Chapters

XIX. — XXII. in order to show that since the goddesses

chiefly worshipped at Denderah and Thebes were goddesses

whose cult was associated with the year, it is open to us to

inquire whether we may not use the facts with which we are

now familiar to obtain a general idea of that part of mythology

which refers to them.

I will begin by taking a certain group of goddesses.

1. There is evidence that many of the goddesses under discussion

personified stars in exactly tlie same ivay that Isis personified Sirius

and Mut 7 Draconis.—If we leave Denderah and Thebes

for the moment, and consider the pyramid region of Gizeli,

we find that the temples there, which are associated with

each of the pyramids, are not oriented to Sirius ; but yet they

are temples of Isis, pointing due east ; therefore they could

not have pointed to the same Isis worshipped at Denderah,

or the same Elathor w^orshipped at Thebes.

Thus, in the case of the temple of ^lut at Thebes, of Isis

at Denderah, and the temples of Isis at the pyramids, and in

many towns facing East, obviously different stars were in

question, whatever the mythology might have been.
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Further, it seems quite certain that the star symbolised as

Isis in the pyramid worship was the star Antares (^Serk-t) lierahl-

ing the autumnal equinox, and it is probable that the Pleiades

(Nit) were so use^ at the^vernal equinox.

2. There is evidence thai ///an// of the names of these goddesses are

pure s//non///ns.—That is to say, we have the same goddess (or

the same star) called different names in different

places, and associated Avitli different animal

emblems, in consequence of the existence of

THE GODDESS TAUET. THE GODDESS SERK-T OR SELK-T.

(^Bofh with horns and dish.')

different totems in different nomes. I have already referred

to the symbolism of the goddess Mut. In one form she

is a hippopotamus ; in another she has a cow's horns and

disk. The temple of Hatlior at Denderah was probably asso-

ciated with the crocodile or the hippopotamus ; so that from

the symbolism referred to we get the suggestion that the

goddess Mut was really the Theban form of the goddess

Hathor at Denderah. There is another delineation which

shows that even more clearly : it is a drawing of the goddess

with both the lion's and crocodile's head. One of the most
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wonderful tilings to be seen at Thebes is that marvellous

collection of the statues of Secliet in the temple of Mut, all of

yp them lion-headed. From evidence of this kind in addition to

the temple inscriptions already referred to, we get a clear

indication of the fact that Apet, Mut, Taurt, Sechet, Bast,

were the same goddess under different names, and I may add

that they, in all probability, symbolised the star 7 Draconis. / /A/i

NIT (ANOTHER FORM). BAST.

3. All these goddesses have a special symbol.—Hathor wears

the cow's head and the horns with the disk. Taurt, the

hipjiopotamus-goddess, is also represented with horns and

disk. The horns and disk are also worn by Serk-t, Sati and

Ha-t, the wife of the sun-god Ra ; many other goddesses might

be added to this list. Indeed, it looks as if all the goddesses

who are stated to be variants either of Isis or Hathor have this

same symbol.
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This generic symbolism suggests that the names Isis and

Hathor are themselv^es generalisations, meaning an accom-

paniment of sinirise, whether that light be the dawn, or an

heliacally-rising star, or even the moon. The generic symbol

is the smi's disk and horns, which, I think, may not impossibly

be a poetic development of the sign for sunrise. Isis and

Hathor are two different ways of defining or thinking about

ANUQA.

a rising star—that is, a star heralding the sunrise, for such /1^ ^n

were the rising stars far excellence. .

All the goddesses so symbolised are either different forms

of Isis or Hathor, or represent goddesses who personify or

bring before us mythologically stars the rising of which was

observed at the dawn at some time of the year or another.

But it must l)e added that these goddesses are not always

T 2
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represented with this head-gear, possibly because they had

other functions besides their astronomical one.

The extent of this variation may be gathered from the two

forms of Neith or Nit given on page 290.

4. Many of the goddesses are represented as Isis nursing Horus.

—It is very important not to forget that stars were chiefly

observed rising in the dawn, and that mythologically such an

event was represented by the Egyptians as Isis (the rising

star-goddess) nursing Horus (the rising sun-god). The sun

ISIS NURSING HOEUS. (The last form is Serk-t-Isis, the scorpion goddess.)

was supposed to be a youth in the morning, to be very youno-

therefore at the moment of rising, and tlie goddess Isis was
supposed to be then nursing him. Many of the goddesses are

thus portrayed. I may mention Renen-t, Serk-t, Ra-t, Amen-t,
as instances. Thus I hold that we get in this series of

goddesses the statement, put mythologically, that certain stars
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to which the gocldes.ses were sacred rose heliacally at some

time of the year or another. Of course the record is far from

complete, and probably it will become more complete when

inquiries are made from this point of view. The original

symbolism is that Isis or Hathor is a star rising- in the dawn,

watching over the sun or taking him from his cradle ; and the

young Horus, the rising sun, is, of course, the son of Isis. The

emblem of the mother and child is thus shown to have l3een in

established use for the expression of high religious thought at

least 5000 years ago.

These and other facts may be brought together in a

tabular form, to show what apparentl}^ the complete mythology

of Isis meant.

ISIS = Anything Luminous to the Eastward heralding Sunrise.

Uawx. Moox. 7 Draconis. Antares. a Columb.e. Sirius. Doubtful.

(3000 B.C.) (:i700 B.C.) (Before 3000 b.c.) (After 3000 b.c.) (Probably late.)

Isis Isis Isis Serk-t Texi Isis Anuqa
Hathor (hawk and (N. Eoypt) Amen-t Hathor (cow) Hak -i

hippopotamus) Ra-t Haka I

Mut (vulture) Hak-t j

Sechet
|
Lion or o Centauri Hequet J

Bast ) cat 3700 B.C. Maloul

Menkh (S. Eg-ypt)

Tafnet

Apet

Xebun

It will be seen that in the case of Isis we are not dealing

merely with a rising star, while, so far as I know, Hathor is

limited to stars.

If we accept the general statement regarding Isis, namely, a
^J^'

that it was a term applied to anything appearing to the eastward

and heralding sunrise, many of our difficulties at once dis-

appear. The Isis of the pyramid-temples and of the smaller

temple of Denderah symbolised different celestial bodies, though

they served the same purpose. The Hathor of the greater

temple of Denderah, and the Hathor of Dcr el-Bahari,
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symbolised different celestial bodies, but their function was

the same. On i\\Q other hand, the Hathor of Denderah and

the Mut of Thebes were neither different divinities, nor did

they personify different stars ; they were simply local names

of 7 Draconis.

We are thus enabled to understand the doubling of the

symbolism in the case of Hathor. The hij^popotamus and

the cow generically are dealt with as rising stars ; sj^ecifically

we deal with 7lDraconis in one case, and Sirius in the other.

The evidence goes to show that these two stars were those

to the risings of which very great importance was attached,

but they did not stand alone. We get another form of

Isis (referring, it is possible, to the star a Columb?e, before

even Sirius was used), so that we have a northern star and a

southern star observed at the same time—the two eyes of Ra.

The other goddesses which have not yet been worked out

])robably refer to one or other of these stars, or to others which

lie more to the south. These are represented rather in the

temj^les above the first cataract than in those below. This fact

will be enlarged upon in the sequel.

The study of orientation, then, combined with mythology,

supplies us Avith other rising stars besides Sirius, and, indeed,

although the date given by Biot for the first heliacal rising

of Sirius at the solstice—3285 B.C.—seems a very remote one,

it is practically certain that a Columbse was previously used,

because before that time it was conveniently situated to

give warning of the sunrise at the Summer solstice, as Sirius

was subsequently. The worship would be kept up after the

utility had gone.

Diimichen's view with regard to the local cult of Hathor

and its astronomical origin is not very different from mine.

He writes :

—
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" Der Cult der Gottin Hatlior geht in die altesten Zeiteu der agyptischeii

Geschiclite zuriick. Schon die Pyramideninschriften erwalmen eine Helio-

politische Hathor und Priester und Priesterinnen dieser Gottin werden in

denselben Grabkapellen niclit selten genannt. Die Hathor war keine speciell

lokalisirte Gottlieit, sondern eine allgemein in sammtlichen Tempeln Aegyptens

verehrte Form eines Cultes, des.sen Urgedanke, im weite.sten Sinne, die Auf-

fassung des weiblichen Principes gegenuber dem mannliclien Principe der.

Gottheit war. In dieser Autfassung erscheint sie geradezu identisch mit der

Isis, Weshalb audi beiden Gottinnen die Kuh das gelieiligte Thier war. Da in

jeder Stadt, vor alien aber in jeder Nomos-Hauptstadt eine Hatlior als Scliutz-

gottin des betreftenden Ortes aufgeflihrt wird, so ist es erklarlicb, dass die lokalen

Fornien dieser Gottin in den Inschriften der Tempel in grosster Anzahl auf-

gefiihrt werden. Tm Tempel von Edfu werden Beispiels lialber an der Decke des

Pronaos liber 300 Namen der Gottin mit iliren lokalen Beziehungen liergezahlt

mit besonderer Bevorzugung derjenigen lokalen Forinen, welche in den einzelnen

Nomos-Haiiptstadten sich eines liervorragenden Cultes erfreuten. Die letzteren

beriihren vorziiglich eine Sieben-Zalil von Hathoren, welche als die grossen

bezeichnet werden und von denen fast in alien grosseren Tempeln Listen an den

Wiinden zu lesen sind.

" In der alteren Zeit bezeichnet Hathor einen kosmischen Urbegriff. Schon

ihr Name verriith aufs Deutlichste die kosmogonische VVurzel. Ha. t. bor

wortlich iibersetzt " Wohnung des Horus—Behausung Gottes " d. i. die Welt, die

Darstellung Gottes in der sichtbaren Welt, die Natur, in welcher die Gottheit

wirk.sani ist." i

Before I pass on, it will, I think, be well to point out that

the argument I have used to show that Isis was really a generic

name is enforced when we consider the allied points relating to

Osiris.

It is quite clear that some of the gods symbolised setting

stars. We already know that the setting sun became Osiris,

Atmu, or Tmu, and, whatever the names, they were all

represented as mummies. But the sun was not the only

body that was symbolised as Osiris ; the moon and stars were

at times symbolised in the same way. We may, indeed,

venture to make the following generalised statement :

—

1 Diimichcn, " BamirkunJo der TempoLmlagen von Dendera," ji. 20.
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OSIRIS = Any Celestial Body becoming Invisible.

Sun Setting. Moon Wanino. Planet Setting. Stars Settino. Bodies Paling at Dawn.

Stars. Planets.

Osiris Osiris Venus as Osiris Khons-Osiris Sah-Osiris Venus
Ptah-Osiris Star of Osiris

Min-Osiris

It will be observed with what fulness the antithesis of Isis

is indicated.

I have already pointed out that the possible temple of

Osiris at the pyramids points to the westward, but our

sj^ecial reference now is to stars. When we come to look for

this mummy-symbolism among- the gods other than sun-gods (it

is entirely and remarkably absent among the goddesses), we
find Khons, Ptah, and Khem pictured as mummies ; that is,

they become a sort of Osiris. Supposing that these gods were

worshipped, there would ^^robably be temples dedicated to

them ; still, the absence of such temples would not be decisive,

since they might have been destroyed. However, very for-

tunately for this inquiry, there are two temples still extant at

Thebes, known as the temples of Khons and Ptah. If there is

anything, then, in the idea that there must be some relation

with the western horizon in the case of these gods rejDresented

as mummies, these temples should point to the west. T/iei/ do

point to the icest.

Very fortunately, also, these temples have a pretty good

history : that is, one knows, within some hundreds of years at

all events, Avhen they were founded. Therefore, by help of

those astronomical methods to which I have i3reviously referred,

it is not difficult to get at the stars. They turn out to be a

southern star—Canopus—in the case of the temple of Khons,

and Capella in the case of the temple of Ptah. Now, there

is another ver}' important temple at Thebes, it is a temple

without a name, at right angles to the temple of Mut. This

also points to the west. Although the evidence is not complete,
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it clearly suggests that this temple was dedicated to the god

Mill or Khem, and was oriented to the star Spica ; so that

at Thebes alone it looks as if the three gods represented by
mummies—different stellar forms of Osiris—Klions, Ptah and

Min, have all been run to earth in the three stars Canopus,

Caj^ella, and Spica.

FroL'i^ionaUij, we waj/ hazard the assertion that the mummij

form marks a setting star, as the horns and disk mark a rising one.

We get the antithesis between Osiris and Isis.

ISIS. OSIRIS AND HuKL.^.

We gather, then, that the wonderful old-world myth of Isis

and Osiris is astronomical from beginning to end, although

Osiris in this case is not the sun, but the moon. But I have not

yet finished with the mummy form ; the waning moon is also

Osiris. It is supposed to be dying from the time of full moon

to new moon. The Egyptians in their mythology were nothing

if not consistent ; the moon was called Osiris from the moment

it began t(3 wane, as the sun was Osiris so soon as it began to

set. A constellation j)aling at sunrise was also Osiris.
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I have previously noted the symbolism of Siriiis-Hathor as

a cow in a boat associated with the constellation of Orion, j^^f^

There is a point connected with this which I did not then refer

to, but which is of extreme importance for a complete discussion

of the question now occupying us. We get associated with the

cow in the boat, Orion (8ah) as Horus, but in otlier inscriptions

we get Orion as a mummy—that is to say, in the course of

Egyptian history the same constellation is symbolised as a rising

sun at one time and a setting sun at another. Now, that must

have been so if the Egyptian mythology were consistent and

rested on an astronomical basis, because Sah rose in the dawn in

one case and faded at dawn in the other. From the taljle giving

a generalised statement with regard to Osiris, similar to that we
have already considered for Isis, it looks as if tlie mythology

connected with Osiris is simply the mythology connected with

any celestial body becoming invisible. We have the sun setting,

the moon waning, a planet setting, stars setting, constellations

fading at dawn. We see, therefore, that the Egyptian mythology

was absolutely and completely consistent Avith the astronomical

conditions by which they were surrounded ; that, although it is

wonderfully poetical, in no case is the j^oetry allowed to inter-

fere with the strictest and most accurate reference to the

astronomical phenomena which had to be dealt with.

The argument, then, for the use of Isis as a generic name
is greatly strengthened by the similar way in which the term

Osiris, which is acknowledged to be a generic name, is

employed.

Now to return to Denderah in the light of the preceding

discussion. A curious and interesting thing is that we find that

the temj^le of Isis, which is very much ruined, does not contain

emblems of the Sirius worship ; but that all these appear in the

temple of Ilatlior, which, of course, pointing as it does to the
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north-cast, could never hare received any light from a star

south of the equator. There has been a change of cult.

On the other hand, the temple of Isis presents so many
emblems thought to relate to the worship connected with

y Draconis, to which the temple of Hathor was in all

probability directed, that it was named the Typhoneum by

the French Commission.

There lias been an apparent change of role and cult, due

either to the fact that in time the observation of the rising-

of Sirius superseded that of the rising of 7 Draconis, or that

the worship of Set was replaced.

With regard to this change of cult, we moderns should have

no difficulty. We go to Constantinople and see Mahommedans
worshij^ping in St. Sophia ; we go to Greece or Sicily and find

Christian worship in many of the old temples. Thus the

change of cult in Egypt, which I claim to have demonstrated

on astronomical grounds at Denderah, is a thing with which we

are perfectly familiar nowadays. The great point, however, is

that in Egypt the change of cult might depend upon astro-

nomical change—upon the precession of the equinoxes, as well

as u]3on different schools of religious or astronomical thought.

We gathei" from this an idea of the wonderfully continuous

observations which were made by the Egyptians of the

risings and settings of stars, because, if the work had not

been absolute!}^ continuous, they would certainly never have

got the very sluirp idea of the facts of precession which they

undoubtedh' possessed ; and it is also, I think, pretty clear

that future astronomical study will enable us to write the

history of those changes which are now hidden by that tre-

mendous mythological ditficulty, which has not yet been faced.

That, of course, is not the only ditficulty, because the question

is clouded Ijy the absence of authentic dates and the perpetual
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reference to the past which is mot with in all the monuments.

The Egyptians were much more anxious to Ijring back to

knowledge what happened 1000 years before than to give an

idea of the current history of the country.

We have, then, at length arrived at a possiljle explanation

of the difficulties acknowledged in regard to the temples of

Denderah in Chapters XIX. and XX.
It is, briefly, that at some epoch observations of the star

Sirius replaced, or were added to, those made of 7 Draconis.

Mythologically, a new Isis would be born.

This point will be referred to later ; owq of the longest-

lasting astro-theological strifes in Egypt was the flglit for

supremacy ])etween the priests of Amen and the priests of Set.

At Denderah the former were ultinuitelv victorious, and hence

the change of cult.

This suggestion is based on the following considera-

tions :
—

(1) While the Denderah Hathor was represented by the

disk and horns on a hippopotamus, at Thebes (the city of the

"Bull" Amen) Hathor is represented by a cow with a like

head-dress.

(2) Isis, represented originally as a goddess with the two

feathers of Amen, standing in a boat, is now changed to a cow

with the disk and horns.

(3) Hathor was the "cow of the western hills''' of Thebes.

It is in these hills that the temple Der el-Bahari lies ; and this

temple, if oriented originally to Sirius, would have been founded

about 8000 B.C., when Sirius at rising would have an amplitude

of 26" S. of E.

(4) A temple was built or restored later at Denderah,

and Sirius with the cow's horns and disk became the g-reat

goddess there ; and when her supremacy all over Egypt became
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undoubted, her birthplace was declared—at Denderah—to have

been Denderah.^

(5) In the month- list at the Ramesseum the first month

is dedicated to Sirius, the third to Hathor. This is not, how-

ever, a final argument, because local cults may have been in

question.

- (G) " Set " seems to have been a generic name applied to the

northern (? circumpolar) constellations, perhaps because Set =
darkness, and these stars, being always visible in the night, may
have in time typified it. l^aurt, the hippopotamus, was the

wife of Set. The Thigh was the thigh of Set, etc. 7 Draconis

was associated therefore with Set, and the symbolism for Set-

Hathor was the hippopotamus with horns and disk. Now
if, as is suggested, Sirius replaced 7 Draconis, and the cow

replaced the hippopotamus, the cult of Set might be expected

to have declined ; and as a matter of fact the decline of the

worship of Set, which was generally paramount under the

earlier dynasties, and even the obliteration of the emblems on

the monuments, are among the best-marked cases of the kind

found in the inscriptions.

(7) The Isis temple of Denderah was certainly oriented to

Sirius; the Hathor temple was as certainly not so oriented.

And yet, in the restorations in later times (say, Thothmes III.

—

Ptolemies), the cult has been made Sirian, and the references

are to the star which rises at the rising of the Nile.

So far, then, mythology is with me ; but there is a

difficulty. According to the orientation theory, the cult must

follow the star ; this must be. held to as far as joossible. But

1 Brugsch thus translates one of the inscriptions :
—" Horus in weiblicher Gestalt ist die

Fiirstin, die Machtige, die Thronfolgerin und Tochter eines Tlironfolger. Ein fiiegender

Kafer wird (sie?) geboren am Himmel in der uranfiingliehen Stadt (Denderah) zur Zeit der

Nacht des Kindes in seiner Wiege. Es strahlt die Sonne am Himmel in der Dammerung,
wann ihrc Geburt vollbracht wird." Brugsch, " Astron. Inscript.," p. 97.
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suppose tlio precessional nio\x'iiient causes the initial function

of a star to become inoperative, must not the cult—which, as

we assume, had chiefly to do with the heralding of sunrise

at one time of the year or other—change ? And if the same

cult is conducted in connection with another star, will not

the old name probably be retained ?

I do not see why the Egyptians should have hesitated to

continue the same cult under a different star when they

apparently quite naturally changed Orion from a form of

Osiris (Sail- Osiris) and a mummy (as he was represented when

the light of his stars was quenched at dawn at the rising

of Sirius) to that of Sah-Horus (when in later times the

constellation itself rose lieliacally).

And, moreover, the antagonism of rival priesthoods has to

be considered. It is extremely probable that the change

of a Set temple at Denderah into a Theban Hathor-temple was

only one example of a system generally adopted, at least in

later times.



CHAPTER XXX.
THE TEMPLE-STARS.

The two preceding chapters should have suggested that if there

be any truth in the astronomical and mythological views therein

put forth, there should be other stars to deal with Ijesides Sirius

and 7 Draconis, and other temples besides those at Amiu, Den-

derali and Thebes which have to be studied.

This is so, and I now propose to give a general account of

the conclusions so far arrived at, but I must in limine state that

the account must be a brief one and more suggestive than

tinal, for the reason that the lack of accurate local data stops

the way.

In an inquiry of this kind it is well to work slowly out

from the known. The facts which liaye been given will, I

think, cause it to be generally agreed that in the temple of

Isis at Denderah we have a structure wdiich tlie inscriptions,

as well as astronomical inquiry, show was certainly a temple

oriented to Sirius. The other fact that New Year's Day in

the Nile valley Avas determined for thousands of years by

tlie heliacal rising of tliat star, is among the most familiar

iiirthe domain of Egyptology.

Obviously, tlien, the tirst inquiry must refer to the possible

existence of other Sirian temples.

From 3285 r..c., when Sirius rose heliacally at the solstice,

its declination has varied from 24" S. to 16^° S. in 500 B.C.

The corresponding amplitudes for Thebes being 26^° and

18° S. of E.

Between these amplitudes we iind the following temples :

—
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Place and Temple.

Amp. Sea Horizon. Hills r High. Hills L» High.

S.of E. Dec. S. Years. Dec. S. Year.?. Uec. S. Years.

Karnak This may have been a solar

(Temple 0) temple, as its amplit^^de

(Gr.) 2(!°i 24° 3300 23|° 3150 23° 3050 is nearly equal to that of

the sun at the winter
solstice.

Der el-Bahari
(Gr.) 24r 22r 28.50 21|° 2700 21i° 2575

Dosche 2U° 20r 222.-5 191° 2050 191° 2000

Karnak
(Temple D)

(Gr.) 211° i9r 2000 19° 1800 181° 1600

Naga
(Temple G)

(Gr.) 19° isr 1500 18° 1400 17|° 1250

Philae

(Ethiopian Temple) l!)i° 18° UOO 17i° UOO 17° 800 Hills at least 2° hijrh.

Denderah
(X.W. Temple) 18i° ifir 700 Hills very low.

w

It is quite clear that we must not look for Sirian temples

before 8200 bc, because the heliacal rising of Sirius at

Thebes before that time did not take place near the solstice. J)(--^

The above table shows that the earliest Sirian temple really

dates from about 3000 b.c.^

M But what star did Sirius replace? An inspection of a pre-

/cessional globe shows at once that the star which rose heliacally

at the solstice before Sirius was a Columbse (Pliact). Its

declination has varied from 57° S. at 5000 B.C. to 37° 87 at 0.

We have the folloAving temples which might have been

oriented to this star ; and here I must repeat that once a star

has l)een symbolised as a god or a goddess on account of its

astronomical utility, the cult would be continued after the

utility had ceased—that is, in this case, after Sirius had

replaced Phact astronomically.

1 In this and the following tables the; dates connected with the heights of hills where

they arc known are given in heavy type. Where the local conditions are unknown, hills

1* high have been assumed.
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Place aud Tuiuple.

Amp. Sea Horizon. Hills r High. Hills :!=Higb.

S. of E. Dec. S. Years. Dec. S Years. Dec. S. Years.

Memnonia
(Western Temple) 58-r

50i° 3750 49r 3700 49° 3550 Hills low.

Barkal
(Temple B) 53r 50° 3250 49r 3600 48r 3500

Karnak V 561° 49° 3550 48r 3400 471° 3250

Abu Simbel
(Hathor Temple) 5i° 48r 3500 48° 3350 471° 3250 Hills nearly 2' high.

Der el-Medinet
(Gr.) 5i-r m° 3250 46r 3050 46° 2900

Saboa -oW 46° 2900 isr 2750 45° 2650

Karnak
(Temple J)

(Gr.) 5ir 45r 2700 44 i° 2525 43
1° 2300

Medinet Habtl
(Small J J)

(Gr.) 5ir 45r 2700 441° 2525 43r 2300

Barkal
(Temples J and H) -t7i° 44i° 2525 44° 2400 431° 2250

Surarieh 51° 43^ 2250 421° 2050 42° 1850

Medinet Haba
(Palace K K)

(Gr.) ter 40r 1500 40° 1250 391° 1050

Medinet Habtl
(Ethiopian Temple) 45*^ 40° 1250 39° 900 3Sr 500 The hills may be taken

little over 1' high.
as a

The temple of Hatlior at Abu Simbel, embellished by

Rameses II., was in all probability a shrine dedicated to Ameii-t-

Hatlior about 3200 B.C. Amen-t seems to have been an

P]thiopian goddess, for we hear nothing of her at Heliopolis or

Memphis,

It follows that if this be so, Sirius succeeded to a Columbse

precisely as 7 Draconis succeeded to Diiblie
; l)ut temples could

still be dedicated to the old Hathor a Columbse, while this was

not possible for Dubhe, because it became circumpolar and

never rose.

It may also be pointed out that the temple V of Lepsius at

Karnak finds its place in a series by supposing it to have been
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oriented to the S.E. instead of the N.AV. as shown in Lepsius'

maj^s. Such a mistake might easily have arisen in consequence

of its ruined condition. It may bo stated in favour of my view

that I am acquainted with no temple in Egypt directed

between the amplitudes 35° and 90° N. of W.
But so far Ave have dealt only with the summer solstice,

and yet in Egypt there were people who lived in towns with

E. and W. walls who, I take it, must have had a worship

depending upon the equinoxes.

About 3500 B.C., Antares (a Scorpii) rose heliacally at the

autumnal equinox as a Columbse did, as we have seen, at the

summer solstice. There is not much doubt, from the symbol of

Serk-t that this goddess represented a star in the Scorpion.

Further, at that date its rising took place due east, so any E.

and W. temple—and many existed in Lovjer Egypt—might

have been then used for observations of this star.

But about the same time the southern star, a Centauri, could

have been used to herald the sunrise at the autumnal equinox.

a Centauki.

Place and Teiiuile.

Amp. Sea Horizon. Hills 1' High. HiUsL"Higb.

S. of E. Dec. S. Tears. Dec. 8. Years. Dec. 8. Years.

Barkal E 33r 31r 3625 3ir 3700 30f 3800

Kamah
(Seti I.) 35r 3ir 3625 3ir 3700 301° 3800 Hills low.

Ktlrnali

(Palace) 36° 32i° 3500 31|° 3625 31° 3750 Hills low.

Wady Haifa
(Thothmes II.) 88r 35r 2900 35^ 3000 341° 3075

Barkal L 38° 36° 2850 35*° 2950 35° 3030
Wady Haifa

(Thothmes III.) iO" 36|° 2725 36f 2800 351° 2900

Wady E. Sofra 38^° 37° 2675 36f 2700 36i° 2800

Memnonia
Eameses II.

(Mean of Fr. & Gr.) •13° 381° 2475 371° 2600 37° 2700 Hills low.

Kom Ombo
(Little Temple) 431° 39° 2375 38|° 2450 371° 2575
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It would a|)])car that several temples were directed to tliis

star in Upj^er Egypt from -JTOO B.C. onward. The series of

them is shown in the preceding table.

For the vernal equinox, so far, I have found no temples

besides those directed due E. in which the rising of the Pleiades

may have been watched. It is more than probable that the

worship of the sacred bull by the Memphitic inhabitants of

Egypt may have been connected with this constellation.

Certainly in pyramid times Neith and Serk-t were both wor-

shipped, and the goddesses under whose protection the Canopic

vases were supposed to be—Isis, Nephthys, Neith, and Serk-t

—may have symbolised the two solstices and the two equi-

noxes.

We may next consider the complete series of N.E. temples

represented at Heliopolis, Denderali and Thebes. These we
must, as I have shown in Chapter XX., divide into two

series, dealing with a Ursa3 Majoris before it became cir-

cumj^olar, and 7 Draconis afterwards.

I have alread}^ (p. 203) stated that a LyrDe may possibly

have preceded both a Ursse Majoris and y Draconis as a

representative of Set, but no table is necessary.

The first series, dealing with a Ursa3 Majoris, is as follows :

—

a Urs^ Majoris.

Place luul Teiiilile.

Amp. Sea Horizon. Hills r Hif,'U. Hills rHit'li.

1 Ucmaiks.

N.OfE. Dec. N. rears. Dec. N. Years. Dec. N. Years.

Annu 77° o7° 5200 58° 5050 59° 4900 Hills low.

Denderah 7ir 571° 5100 58|° 4950 593° 4800 Hills 2° high.

Denderah 78° 601° 4600 02° 4400 63° J4200

The second series, dealing Avitli 7 Draconis, is naturally

much fuller.
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Place and Temple.

Amp. Sea Horizon. Hills rlligli. Hills L' High.

Kcmarlcs.

N.ofK Dec. N. Years. Dec. N. Vpar.s.

4600

Dec. N.

63|°

Tears.

Redesieh 77r 6ir •I2.0O 62f 4850
Karnak

(Z and X) 72r 58f 3100 59r 3500 60a° 3900
Dakkeh 69i°

58f° 3100 593° 3500 i;o^° 3800
Denderah 7ir o7r 26.50 58r 3100 59f° 3500 Hills 2° high.

Annu
(Restoration) 77° 57'' 2300 58° 2800 59° 3200

Karnak
W (!Si' m" 2100 57r 2550 581° 2900

Karnak Hills 1^
° hig:h.

1 A M C n.^r 53r 300 54F 1000 55° 1400 51^°. 1200.

The table brings before us the remarkable fact that at

Redesieh and Denderah^ which both lie on the two old roads

from the Red Sea into Upper Egypt, we have the first traces

of the v/orship of Set : in other words, of observations during

the night in that region, as we found it a.t Annu.

As a Urs?e Maj oris and 7 Draconis were observed in the ex-

treme north, so several stars apjiear to have been observed near

the south point, among them Canopus [o. Argus), towards which

star the temples shown in the following table seem to have

l^een directed, among them the well-known temple of Klions at

Karnak, so that provisionally we may take that divinity as a

personification of the star. Granting this, it Avill be noted

that the introduction of this cult into Thebes was late ; this is

quite in harmony with the statements of Egyptologists, who
point out that this god has the side-lock, indicating youth, and

that he was the latest addition to the Theban Triad.

In later times the curve of declination of this star is so flat

that most accurate measures are recpiired.

^ With regard to the temple A of Lepsiiis, it may be stated that in the time of the

Ptolemies it received considerable and curious enlargements and eniljellishments which make
it unique among Egyptian temples.
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Anil). 1
Sea Hiirizon. HilL-l IliL'li. Hill si'High.

Place and Tcmi'lo.

S.of W. Dec. S. Years. Dec. S. Years. Dee. S. Years.

Karnak B 631° ~A\° 2150 53^° 1300 Hills H° liiirli give us
1800 B.C.

Naga (./•) 57°
! 53f 1700 531° 1300 521° 300 Hills \\° high give us

1400 B.C.

Karnak (Seti II.)

Karnak
(Khons)

63° o3|°

62° 53°

1700

1000

o3° 1000

52i° 300 A.D. Hills \\° high give us

300 B.C.

When we attempt to trace the most southerly stars to which

temples were erected in Upper Egypt, we find a series of

temples which are very remarkable in several resj^ects from the

orientation point of view. Tlicir amplitudes are all above 74°,

one being as high as 86^.° They all face South of West, and

when their latitudes are taken into account, the very striking

thing comes out that the declination of the star observed was

very nearly the same—that is, that probably all the tem])les tvere

founded at about the same time to observe the same star.

The facts are as follows :

—

Edm
Philse Y
Semneh
Amada

Amplitude .S. of W.

86i°

76i°

7ir

Dcclinatiiin S.

6ir
Cl°

61f
61-!-°

Hills r high.

Hills 2^ high.

Local conditions not known.

With regard to the Phil?e temple, the amplitude is uncertain,

as the measures do not agree ; but if we reject Phil?e the other

coincidences are too remarkable to be neglected.

It is to be hoped that a complete survey of the island will

soon be undertaken.

Now, I cannot find any important stars to fit this declination

since 7000 B.C. except Canopus and Pliact, and the latter is

barred because it was used as a rising star, and indeed was the

first solstitial Isis.
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If we iiiquiro into the conditions relative to C.^anopus, we

find that star had the declination of 64° about 6400 B.C., and

that, as determined by the precessional globe, it then set

heliacally at the autumnal equinox.

If we assume that Canopus is in question, the break between

the dates 6400 b.c. and 2150 b.c. has to be explained. There

may have been temples at Thebes now destroyed, There

seems no doubt that the temple at Philse, lettered Y by the

French and L in Baedeker's Handbook, was the most ancient

one on the island, and that the cult was similar to that at

Edfu.^

It will be most interesthig to see whether the suggestion

that Canopus was observed in early times at Philse and Edfii

especially, be confirmed.

It is clear that for these and other southern tenqoles an

examination of the local conditions and a determination

of the places of the southern stars are necessary before the

other southern gods and goddesses can be worked out.

We next come to the N.W. quadrant. Here, apparently,

we liave only to deal with Capella and Spica. Summarising

the information detailed in a previous chapter, we find the

following temples probably erected to these stars :

—

(^APELLA.

Place and Temple.

Aiup. Sea Horizon. Hills l" High. Hills :i° Higb.

'

N.of W. Dec. N. Yours. Dec. N. Years. Dec. N.

lir

Years. ~

Memphis 12° 10° .5503 lOf 5350 5300

Annu 13° 11° 5325 1U° 52,-)0 12° 5200

Karnak U 271° 24r 3250 24|° 3150 25r 3050

Thebes
(Petit Temple du

Slid) 3U° 2730 2«00 28i° 2500 29° 2400

Karnak G 3,->° 3Of 20,-)0 3U° 1925 32° 1850 32i°. 1750. Hills 3° high

1 Baedeker, " Ober-Aegypten," p. 320.
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Place aud Temiilr.

Amp. Sea Horizon. Hills r High. Hills 2» High.

Remarks.

N.ofW. Dec. N. Years. Dec. N. Years. Dec. N. Years.

Kamak Y
Tell el-Amama 13° lOf

2850

1900

16° 2950 16i° 3050 17°. 3200. Hills 3°.

The temples oriented to Capella and Spica are discussed

in the next chapter.

The information given in the present chapter' may be

completed by a table showing the warning stars available

for heralding sunrise about the times when the orientations

suggest that the various temples were originally founded.

To prepare this table I have used the precessional globe

previously referred to. The results are therefore rough, as

the ecliptic has been taken as fixed ; but they are useful for

the purpose of a reconnaissance. The table shows the stars

on the horizon, or near it, at the equinoxes and solstices when

the sun was 10° below the horizon. When the star Avas not

exactly on the horizon when the sun was 10° below, its position

above or below at that moment is indicated in the table by

giving the number of degrees the star Avas above ( + ) the

horizon or below it ( — ) at the time.

The dates taken are those most conveniently given by

the globe, being those in fact occupied by the pole of the

equator at some one or other of twenty-four equidistant

points on a circle round the ]:)ole of the ecliptic starting

from 1880 a.d. as zero.

It will be seen that all the stars referred to in the pre-

ceding tables occupied positions of great importance between

6000 B.C. and 2500 B.C., and that there are several southern

stars indicated which eventually may be useful in the

discussion of the southern temples.
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Table of Heliacal Risings and Settings.

Date
Spring Equinox. Sinnnier SoKstii-i'. Autumnal Equinox. Wiiitpr Solstice.

B.C.
Rising. Setting. Rising. Setting. Rising. Setting. Rising.

j
Setting.

5675 Phact Vega.

-1
7Draconis

aTrianguli

Antares

Canopus a Phenicis /3 Muscle

4600

3525

Aldebaran

aPhenicis Antares

Phact

Phact

Capella

Canopus

+ 3

Aldebaran

[3200]

2450

Pleiades

+ 3

+ 2

a Pavonis

Sirins

Sirius

+ 3

Altair

-1
a Centauri

+ 3i

& Argus

+ 3

+ 2

Tlie real precedence of Capella and Spica in temple-

building is not shown in the above table, because these stars

were not used either at the solstices or the equinoxes.



CHAPTER XXXI.

THE HISTORY OF SUN-WORSHIP AT ANNU AND THEBES.

Now that we liave been able to discuss with more or less

fulness the stars—very few in number—to which the temples

in both Upper and Lower Egypt were pr()bal)ly oriented, and

further, the astronomical requirements which they were in-

tended to fulfil, we are in a position to consider several ques-

tions of great interest in relation to the earliest observations

of the sun and stars.

One of the first among these questions is whether the

complete inquiry throws any light uj^on the suggestion made

on page 85, that in different temples we seem to be dealing

with at least two different kinds of astronomical thouo-]it and

methods ; as if, indeed, we were in presence of ideas so

differently based that the assumption of different races of men,

rather than different astronomical and religious ideas, is almost

necessary to account for them.

Let us begin with the apparent result of the inquiry into

sun-worship as practised at Annu and Tliebes.

It was suggested that, although in the matter of simple

worship the sun would come before the stars, in temple-worshiYf

the conditions would be reversed in consequence of the stable

rising- and setting-places of the latter as compared with those

of the sun at different times of the year.

Another suggestion was hazarded tliat sun temple-worship

raig-ht have been an accidental result of the sunlio-ht enterino- a

temple which had really been built to observe a star ; and that

such temple sun-worship might possibly have preceded the time
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at which the solstices and equinoxes, and their importance, had

been made out. I think it is possible to show that this really

hap^^ened, and we owe the demonstration of this important fact

to the Egyptian habit of having two associated temples at right

angles to each other, because this habit justifies the assumption

that at Annu the mounds and single obelisk which now remain

not only indicate the certain existence in former times of one

temple, but, in all probability, of two at right angles to each

other.

The next question we have to consider is whether the

researches at Annu bear this surmise out. Let me refer to

what has already been stated. As I have sho^vm in Chapter

VIII. (p. 77), the nortli and south faces bear 13° north of west

—13° south of east. I have elsewhere shown (Chap. XXI.,

p. 215) that there is good reason for believing that the original

foundation of the temple at Annu dates from the time when

the north-pointing member of such a double system was

directed to o Ursse Majoris. This was somewhat earlier than

5000 B.C.

Bearing- in mind the facts obtained with reo-arcl to other

similar rectangular systems, we are led to inquire whether at

that date a temple oriented to declination 11° north, that is the

declination proper to the amplitude of the member looking

west, was directed to any star.

AVe find that the important star Capella was in question.

Now, so far in my references to stars, little mention has been

made of Capella. It is obvious that the first thing to be done

on the orientation hypothesis is to see whether any other

temple—and if of known cult, so much the better—is found

oriented to Capella. There is one such temple ; it was erected

by Thothmes III. (Time of Thothmes, 1000 B.C. Amplitude

of temple, 35° west of north = with hills 3° high, 32^°
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north declination
;

Capella 33° north declination about

1700 B.C.) It is the temple of Ptah at Karnak.

And now it appears there is another. During- the year 1892

the ofKcers of the ^luseum of Gizeh, under the direction of

M. de Morgan, excavated a temple at Memphis to the north of

the hut containing- the recumbent statue of Rameses, and during

their work they found two magnificent statues of Ptah, " les

plus remarquables statues divines qu'on ait encore trouvees en

Egypte," ^ and a colossal model in rose granite of the sacred

boat of Ptah.

These discoveries have led the ofHcers in question to the

conclusion that the building among the ruins of which these

priceless treasures have been found is veritably the world-

renowned temple of Ptah of Memphis. It may, therefore, be

accepted as such for the purpose of the present inquiry,

although it is difficult to reconcile its emplacement in relation to

the statues with the accounts given by the Arab historians.

In January, 1893, Captain Lyons, R.E., was good enough

to accompany me to determine the orientation of the newl}'

uncovered temple walls. We had already, two years previously,

carefully measured the bearings of the statues of Rameses.

AVe found the temple in all probability facing westwards, and

not eastwards ; this we determined by a seated statue facing-

westwards ; and we concluded its orientation, assuming a

magnetic variation of 4^° west, to be 12|^° north of west, and

the hills in front of it, assuming the village of Mit-Rahineh

non-existent, to be 50' high.

Here, then, we get reproduced almost absolutely the con-

ditions of the obelisk at Heliopolis in a Ptah temple oriented

to Capella 5200 B.C.

We are driven, then, to the conclusion that the star Capella

1 New Gizt'li Catalogue, p. 61.
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is personified hj Ptah, and that as Capella was worshipped

setting, Ptah is represented as a mummy. If this be so, we

must also accept another conchision : the temples both at

Annu and Memphis were dedicated to Ptah.

About 5300 B.C. we seem almost in the time of the divine

dynasties, and begin to understand how it is that in the old

traditions Ptah precedes Ra and is called "the father of the

beginnings, and the creator of the Qg^ of the Sun and Moon." ^

We are driven to the conclusion that this worship at Annu

and Memphis was the worship of the sun's disc when setting,

at the time of the year heralded by Capella, when it had the

declination of 10° north. The dates on which the sun had

this declination were, as already stated, about April 18 and

August 24 of our Gregorian year. The former, in Egypt,

dominated by the Nile, was about the time of the associated

spring and harvest festivals.

So much for the Ptah nuimmy form of the Sun-God, to

which the Theban priests erected no important temples.

There was still another mummy form of the Sun-God, the

worship of which existed at Thebes, but which they did

their best to abolish by the intensification of the worship of

Amen-Ra.

At Thebes, as we have seen, the temple of Mut is associated

with one at right angles to it, facing north-west. The

amplitudes are 72\° north of east and 17^° north of west.

I have shown that the temple of Mut would allow 7 Draconis

to be seen along its axis about 3200 B.C. 1 now state that

Sj^ica ivoiild he seen along the axis of the rectangular temple at

the same time.

The cult in this temple-system there can be no doubt, I

^ Brugsc'h, " Religion iiud Mythologio," p. 111. Pierret, " Salle Historique de la Galeiie

figyptienne" (du Louvre), p. 199.
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think, was the woi'ship of Miii, otherwise read Amsu, or Khem
in ithyphallic mummy form. This was associated possibly with

a harvest-home festival on May 1. (Amplitude of temjjle, 17^°

north of west = declination 15° = sun's N. declination on

May 1.)

Both at Annu and Thebes, therefore, before the temple of

Amen-Eii at the latter place became of importance, the sun

was worshipped in a temple pointed neither to a solstice nor

to an equinox.

It seems, then, that the suggestion that jjossibly sun-Avorship

existed before any great development of the solstitial solar

worship is amply justified.

We have next to consider what had taken place at Thebes,

so far as we can trace it on the orientation hypothesis after

3200 B.C., when apparently the Spica temple and the associated

Mut temple were founded.

To do this it is important to study the masterly essay by

M. Virey, entitled "Notices G(^ndrales," on the discoveries

made at Der el-Bahari by MM. Maspero and Grtibaut, which

is to be found in the new edition of the Gizeh Catalogue.^

M. Virey makes us acquainted w^ith the politics of the Tlieban

priests, or rather of the confraternity of Amen which they

had founded.

From his account of the confraternity and of the various

attempts made by it to acquire political power, however,

we gather that it was not only intended to intensify the

cult of Amen-Ra at the ex^^ense of the sun-worship previously

existing at Tliel3es (in the Spica temple), but that one of the

chief aims of the confraternit}' of Amen was to abolish the

worship of Set, Sit, Sut, or Sutech ; that is, as I think I have

^ " Nutices des Piincipaux INIouuments Exposes au Musce dc Gizeh," p. 260. (1893.)
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proved, generically, the stars near tlie North Pole, and, as it

can be shown, in favour of tlie southern ones.

The temple of Mut was the chief temple at Karnak in

which the cult of the northei-n stars was carried on, and this

was associated with the Spica temple
; so both these temples

had to go.

We can now realise what the Theban priests got Thothmes

to do. They were strong measures, since in his day the cult

of Spica (the solar disc, Aten, Min, Khem), and y Draconis

(the Hippopotamus-and-Lion Isis) was supreme.

The little shrine of the Theban Amen was enlarged and

built right across the fair-way of the temple of Mut, so that

the worship was as effectively stopped as the worship of Isis

(when it was prohibited by law) was stopped at Pompeii by

the town authorities bricking up the window hj which the star

was observed.^

Further, the shrine so restored was to he of such magni-

ficence that the Spica temple, which had hitherto held first

rank, became an insignificant chapel in comparison. Noi-

was this all : in order still to emphasise the supremac}^ of

Amen-Ufi, a third-rate temple was erected to Ptah.

It is clear from this that we must date the great supremacy

of the cult of Amen-Ra in and after the time of Thothmes III.,

and that the cult sujDcrseded at Thebes was largely based upon

the old worship at Aniui.

Now, one of the most remarkable events in Egyptian

history was the so-called apostasy of Amen-hetep lY., some

hundred and fifty years after Thothmes III.

1 The little temple of Isis at Pompeii and the associated frescoes in the Xaples Museum
are well worth careful study, especially with regfard to the arrangements made for the

stellar observations (and their final stoppage by the drastic proceeding referred to in the

text), and the evolution of Horus in Greek times. The Hippopotami are most carefully

drawn.
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111 the time of Tliotlimes III. the alliance between the royal

and the sacerdotal power was of the closest, and in no time

of the world's history have priests been more richly endowed

than were then the priests of Amen. Not content, however,

with their sacred functions, they aimed at political power so

obviously that Thothmes IV. and Amcn-hetep III., to check

their intentions, favoured the cults and priesthoods of Annu and

other cities of the north. Amen-hetep III. and his son, Amen-

hetep IV., also looked for alliances out of Egypt altogether, and

entered into diplomatic relations with the princes of Asia,

including even the king of Babylon. This brought him and

the priests to open warfare. He replied to their anger by

proscribing the cult of Amen, and the name of Amen was effaced

from the monuments; still the priestly party was strong enough

to make it unpleasant for the king in Thebes ; and, to deal them

yet another blow, he quitted that city and settled at Tell

el-Amarna, at the same time, according to the statement of

M. Virey, reviving an old Heliopolitan cult. He took for

divine protection the solar disk Aten, " which was one of the

most ancient forms of one of the most ancient gods of Egypt,

Ra of Heliopolis."^ Now let us say that the time of Amen-

hetep IV., according to the received authorities, was about

1450 B.C. The lines of the "Temple of the Sun" at Tell

el-Amarna are to be gathered from Lepsius' map, rej^roduced

in the illustration on the next page. The orientation is 13° north

of west.^ This gives us a declination of 11° north, and the star

Spica at its setting would be visible in the temple.

Still the light would not enter it axiaWj if the orientation

is correct. This would have happened in 2000 B.C., that is,

1 Gizeh Catalogue, 1893, p. 63.

- Professor Flinders Petrie has been good enough to send nre his recent measiirLiaonts.

They justify those ohtained from Lopsius' plan.

V
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600 years before the time of Amen-hetep IV. This is a point

which Egyptologists must discuss ; it is quite certain that

such a pair of temples as those of which Lepsias gives us the

THE TEMPLES AT TELL EL-AMARNA. A, The Aten (Spica) Temple ; B. the Set Temple.

plans could not have been completely built in his short reign,

and they would not perhaps have been commenced on heretical

lines in any previous reign during the Eighteenth dynasty.

They must therefore have been commenced before 1700 B.C.,
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perhaps in the Seventeenth dynasty. In any case they were

certainly finisliecl by Khu-en-Aten.

Professor Flinders Petrie lias been good enough, in reply

to an inquiry, to state his opinion that the temple was entirely

built by Khu-en-Aten. Should this be confirmed, it may have

been oriented directly to the sun, on the day named, or was

probably built parallel to some former temple, for traces of

•other temples are shown on Lepsius' plan, and I presume

Khu-en-Aten is not supposed to have built all of them.

What, then, was this worship which had been absent from

Thebes, but which had held its own to the north to such an

extent that Amen-hetep IV. went back to it so eagerly ? It

could not have been the worship of CVipella as a star alone,

for such worship had been provided for by Thothmes III. by

building temple Gr. Nor could it have been the worship of

Spica as a star alone, for in that case the precedent of Annu
would not have been appealed to.

The worship he emphasised there exactly resembled that

which had in early times been paramount at Heliopolis. One

based on it, but not identical with it, had been in vogue at

Thebes from 3200 B.C. to the time of Thothmes III., who, as

the tool of the confraternity of Amen, intensified the solstitial

worship, and did his best to kill that which had been based

upon the Heliopolis cult.

I say exactljj resembled^ because Amen-hetep IV., or some

one of the preceding kings of Egypt, when reintroducing the

old worship at Tell el-iVmarna, orients the solar temple lf3°

north of west according to the data available. Now when

vre take the difference of latitude between Heliopolis and

Tell el-Amarna into account, we find that the same declina-

tion (within half a degree) is obtained from both.

Hence, at Annu in the old days, and at Tell el-Amarna

V 2
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afterwards, the sun was worshipped on the same day of the

year. At both places the sunHght at sunset would enter the

temple on April IS and August 24 of the Gregorian year; hence

botii temples were probably built really to observe the sunset

on a special day. In this view how appropriate was the

praver of Aahmes, Khu-en-x4ten's chief official

—

" Beautiful is tliy setting, thou sun's disk of life, thou Lord of Lords and

King of the worlds. When thou unitest thyself with the heaven at thy settings

mortals rejoice before thy countenance and give honour to him who has created

them, and pray before him who has formed them, before the glance of thy son

who loves thee the King Khu-en-aten. The whole land of Egypt and all peoples

repeat all thy names at thy rising, to magnify thy rising in like manner as

th\" setting." 1

As may be gathered from Lepsius' maps and plans, this

"temple of the Sun" Avas not built alone. Set was again

brought to the front. There was another at right angles to

it, and while Spica was seen setting in one, a star near

y Draconis was rising in the other.

It may be added that it Avas not apparently till Eameses II.

built his temple M that Set again had an available temple

at Karnak : one, however, again to be blocked Avhen the

victorious Tirhaqa and the Theban priests returned after

their exile. (See page 186.)

We see, then, that in a detailed study of the sun-worship

at Thebes alone, Ave distinctly trace tAvo schools of astronomical

thought associated Avith different religious tendencies. As a

protest against the Southern worship of the Theban priests,

Khu~en-Aten goes back to a Northern cult. This point is

evidently AA'orth further inquiry.

1 Briigsch, '-Egypt," 1891, p. 220.



CHAPTER XXXII.

THE EARLY TEMPLE AND GREAT PYRAMID BUILDERS.

In i^revious chapters I have referred to the difference in

astronomical thought evidenced bv the solstitial solar worship

at Thebes as opposed to the non- solstitial solar worship

at Annii, and again bv the observations of southern stars

al)ove Thebes as opposed to observations of high northern

stars below.

'^riiere is still another fundamental difference to be

signalised, and that is the building in some cases of

pyramids, with or without associated temples, east and

west true.

It will perhaps be generally conceded that the differences

in tli(night indicated by the building or non-building of

colossal pyramids are greater than those indicated by the

two other differentia to which 1 have referred, and on this

ground I propose to enter upon this point at some length.

We may first inquire if there be any other class of con-

siderations which can be utilised to continue the discussion

of the question thus raised on astronomical grounds. It is

obvious that if sufhcient tradition exists to permit us to

associate the different classes of structures which have been

studied astronomically with definite periods of Egyptian

history, a studv of the larger outlines of that historv Avill

enable us to determine whether or not the critical changes in

dynasties and rulers were or were not associated with critical

changes in astronomical ideas as revealed by changes in

temple-worship and pyramid building. If there be no

connection the changes may have been due to a change of
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idea only—a variation in aslrononiical thouglit—and the

suggestion of a distinction of race falls to the ground.

In a region of inquiry where the facts are so few and

difficult to recognise among a mass of myths and traditions^

to say nothing of contradictory assertions by different

authors in their exposition of the inscriptions, the more

closely we adhere to a rigidly scientific method of inquiry

the better. I propose to show, therefore, that there is one

working hypothesis which seems to include a great many
of the facts, and I hope to give the hypothesis and the

facts in such a way that if there be anything inaccurately

or incompletely stated it will be easy at once to change

the front of the inquiry and j)roceed along the new line

indicated.

I may begin by remarking that it is fundamental for

the hypothesis, that the temple of Annu or Heliopolis existed^

as stated by Maspero and other high authorities, before the

times of Mini (Mena) and the pyramid builders.

Before Mini, according to Maspero, " On et les villes du

Nord avaient eu la part jjrincipale dans le developpement

de la civilisation Egyptienne. Les prieres et les hymnes,

qui formerent plus tard le noyau des livres sacres, avaient

et^ rddigds a An."

My observations of the orientation of the obelisk at

Annu show that the temple of which it formed part may
have possibly been an early member of the series which

includes the temple of Mut at Thebes, and of Hatlior at

Denderah ; that is, the worship of Set was in question, to

speak generically. Now, according to Maspero, Sit or Set

formed one of the divine dynasties, being associated with

the sun and air gods at Annu, i.e. with Ea, Atmu, (jsiris,

Horus, and Shou.
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It is also certain that the solar temple at Aiinii at right-

angles to the Sit temple, Avas pointed north-west, and

probably to Capella setting, about 5000 B.C.

So nuieh for the astronomical antiquity of Aniui. But

there are other northern towns besides Annu for which a

very high antiquity is claimed.

On this point here is the opinion of Ebers and Diimichen,

two of our highest authorities: "Dies ist die alteste Stadt in

Aegyj3ten, und das mit ihm verbundene Abydos kann nicht

viel junger gewesen sein, denn schon im alten Reiche wird es

vielfach als heilige Stadt erwahnt." ^

The sacred character of iVbydos is also pointed out by

Maspero.^

" C'est comme ville sainte qu'elle ^tait miiversellement

connue. vSes sanctuaires etaient c^lebres, son dieu Osiris

v^ndre, ses fetes suivies par toute I'Egypte ; les gens riches

des autres nomes tenaient a honneur de se faire dresser nne

stele dans son temple."

If it be found that the references to " ancestors," and

" ^iv^6 ancestors," occur after the eleventh dynasty, the race

represented by Annu, or the one which immediately followed

it (? the Hor-Shesu) mav be referred to {see the chapters on

the Egyptian year).

Of Abydos astronomically I can only say very little, as

the vaiious statements as to the orientation of the north-

east temples there by various authors are so conHicting

that nothing certain can be made out. As they stand they

are suggestive that these temples may possibly be associated

Avith that at Lnxor, and it may be gathered from the

description of them bv libers and Diuuichen in Baedeker

1 Ebers and Diimichen, in Baedeker's " Obcr-Aegypten," p. 59.

2 Op. cH., p. 21.
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that many references to Set (Aniil)is) occur in the inscriptions.

If subsequent measurements indicate that Abydos and Luxor

are to be treated together, then astronomically both these

•jjlaces may represent a cult more ancient than that at Annu/
since it would appear that in these cases a Lyrse was the

star personitied by Anubis, as a Ursae Majoris and 7 Draconis

were subsequently. But if the cult were more ancient the

temple foundations were not, the first "length" of Luxor

having been built, on this supposition, about 4900 B.C. The

last length Iniilt l)y Rameses 11. was certainly oriented to

a Lyrw, by which I mean that if the building date given by

Egyptologists is correct, a Lyr?e rose in the axis prolonged

—

another instance of the long persistence of a cult, and of the

fact that the temples that we see are but shrines restored.

On the assumption that the above view is true for Luxor

and that Abydos followed suit, as is suggested bv the imperfect

orientations, we are led to the conclusion that, taking existing

temple foundations, Annu preceded Abydos.

-

The astronomical results, then, are certainl}' in harmony

with the historical statement, which I take as fundamental,

that Annu preceded Memphis and pyramid times.

These times were not oidy remarkable on account of the

building of the great pyramids ; there was a vast change in

the cult.

I have already pointed out that at Annu we seemed limited

to Set as a stellar divinity ; so soon as pyramid times are

reached, however, this is changed The number of gods is

increased, and there is apparently a mixture, as if some

>i ^ That is, if we take the temple as oriented originally to o Ursie Majoris.

- No sun teinple is closely associated with the Set temples either at Luxor or Abydos,

and one on the Annu model would not he so associated, for a right angle would cany its

axis outside the ecliptic limits.
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influence had been at work besides that represented by Annii

and the pyramid builders.

I have given before the list of the gods of Heliopolis,

and have shown that with the exception of Sit none are

stellar. But we find in pyramid times the list is increased

;

only the sun gods Rii, Horus, Osiris, are common to the two.

As new divinities we have^

—

Isis.

Hathor.

Nephthys.

Ptah.

8erk-t.

Sokhit.

Of these the first two and the last two undoubtedly

symbolised stars, and there can be no question that the

temples of Isis Iniilt at the pyramids, Bubastis, Tanis and

elsewhere, were built to watch the rising of some of them.

The temple of Sais, as I have said, had east and west

walls, and so had Memphis, according to Lepsius. The form

of Isis at Sais was the goddess Nit, which, according to

some authorities, was the jDrecursor of Athene. The temple

of_ Athene at Athens was oriented to the Pleiades.

There is also no question that the goddess Serk-t sym-

l)olised Antares.

We find ourselves, then, in the presence of the worship of

the sun and stars in the ecliptic constellations in Egypt
^

during pyramid times, and in constellations connected with
\

the Equinox ; for if we are riglit about the Pleiades and

Antares, these are the stars which heralded the sunrise at
i

the Vernal and Autunnial Equinox resjicctively, when the I

sun was in Taurus and Scorpio. ^

1 Maspeio. ap. cil.. p. G4.
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Now, associated with the introduction ^of these new

worships in pyramid times was the worship of the l)ull

Apis, this .worship preceding the building of j^yramids.

Mena is credited by some authors with its introduction,^ but

at any rate Kakau of the second dynasty issued proclama-

tions regarding it," and a statue of Hapi was in the temple

of Cheops.''

The ground being thus cleared, I now state the working

hypothesis to which 1 have referred above.

1. The first civilisation as yet glimpsed, so far as

temple building goes, in Northern Egypt, represented by

that at Annu or Heliopolis, Avas a civilisation with a

Maspero, 07;. cit., p. 44, note. - Maspero, op. cit., p. 64. •' Maspero, ap. cit., p. 46.
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non-equinoctial solar worship, combined with the cult of

a northern star.

2. Memphis (possibly also Sa'is, Bubastis, Tanis and

other cities with east and west walls) and the great

pyramids were built by a new invad-

ing race, representing an advance in

astronomical thought. The northern

stars were worshipped possibly on the

meridian, and a star rising in the east

was worshipped at each equinox.

3. The subsequent blank in Egyp-

tian history was associated with con-

flicts between these and other races,

which were ended by the victory of

the representatives of the old worship

of Annu, reinforced from the south,

as if north-star and south-star cults

had combined against the equinoctial

cult.

After these conflicts, east and west

pyramid building practically ceased, mnevis.

Mem2:>his takes second place, and

Thebes, a southern Annu, so far as the form of solar worship

and the cult of Sit are concerned, comes upon the scene as

the seat of the twelfth dynasty.^

4. The subsequent historical events Avere largelv due

to conflicts with intruding races from the north-east. The

intruders established themselves in cities with east and

west walls, and were on each occasion driven out by

solstitial solar worship])ers avIio founded dynasties (eighteenth

and twenty-fifth) at Thebes.

' Maspcro, op. eif., p. 41.
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Some detailed I'eniarks are necessary on several points

connected with the al)ove generalisation. I will take them

seriatfm.

We hnd at Memphis, 8ais, Bubastis, and Tanis, east and

west walls which at once stamp those cities as differing in

origin from Annu, Abydos and Thebes, where, as I have

shown, the walls trend either north-west—south-east or north-

east—south-west.

For Memphis, Sa'is and Tanis the evidence is afforded

by the maps of Lepsius. For Bubastis it depends upon the

statement of Naville, that the walls run ''nearly from east

to west," and with the looseness too often associated with

such statements, it is not said whether this bearing is true

or magnetic.

Associated with these east and west walls there is, moreover,

evidence of great antiquity. Bubastis, according to Xaville,^

has afforded traces of the date of Cheops and Chephren,

and it is stated by Manetho to have existed as early as the

second dynasty.

It is a matter of common knowledge that the pyramids

in P]gypt are generally oriented east and west.- Nor is thii^X'

all ; there has been a distinct evolution in their method of

structure.

One of the oldest, if not the oldest pyramid known is the

so-called " step-pyramid of Sakkarah." The steps are six in

number,, and vary in height from thirty-eight to twenty-nine

feet, their width being about six feet. The dimensions are

(352 north and south) x (390 east and west) x 197 feet. Some

authorities think this pyramid was erected in the first dynasty

by the fourth king (Nenephes of Manetho, Ata of the tablet

1 " Bubastis," pref;icc, p. iv.

- There are, however, notable exceptions to this rule, whieh will be discussel further on.
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of Abydos). The aiTangement of cliaiuber.s in this pyramid

is quite special.

The claim to the highest antiquity of the step-pyramid

is disputed by some in favour of the ''false pyramid" of

Medum. It also is a genuine step-pyramid, 115 feet high;

its outline, which conceals some of the steps, shows three

stages, seventy, twenty, and twenty-five feet high ; but

in its internal structure it is really a step-pyramid of six

stages.

THE PYRAMID OF MEDUM.

This j^yramid nuist, according to the important and

conclusive researches of Professor Flinders Petrie,^ be

attributed to Seneferu, although De Rouge had furnished

^ " Medum," chap. i.
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eyidence to the contrary.^ Seiieferu was a king of the

fourth dynasty.

We have at Dashur the only remaining abnormal pyramid,

called the blmited pyramid, for the reason that the inclination

changes at about one-third of the height. This pyramid

forms one of a group of four, two of stone, and, l3e it carefully

borne in mind, two of brick ; their dimensions are 700 x 700

X 326 feet; 620 x 620 x 321 feet; 350 x 350 x 90 feet
;

and 343 x 343 x 156 feet.

THE "BLUXTEB PYRAMID ' OF DASHUR.

One of these pyramids was formerly supposed to have

been built by Seneferu; if any of them had been erected by

King Usertsen III. of the twelfth dynasty, as was formerly

thought, the hypothesis we are considering would have been

invalid.

Only after Seneferu, then, do we come to the normal

Egyptian pyramid, the two largest at Grizeh built by Cheops

1 IMasiJero, op. cit., p. 59.
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(Chufu) and Clicpliren (fourth dynasty) being, so far as is

accurately known, the oldest of the series. (According to

Marietta the date of Mena is .)()04 b.c, and the f<jurth dynasty

commenced in 4235.)

Associated with the cities with east and west walls and

these pyramids are temples facing due east, fit, therefore, to

receive the rays from a star on the equator or of the morning

sun rising at an equinox.

According to Professor Flinders Petrie, at the pyramid of

Medum there is a small temple open to the west on the east

side of the pyramid. At sunset at the equinox the sejjulchral

chamber and the sun were in line from the adytum. The

j)riest faced a douljlo Osiris.

Other pyramids were built at Sakkarah during the sixth

dynasty, but it is remarkable that such a king as Pepi-Meri-Ra

should not have imitated the majestic structures of the fourth

dynasty. He is said to have built a pyramid at Sakkarah,

but its obscurity is evidence that the pyramid idea was

giving way, and it looks as if this dynasty were really on

the side of the southern cult, for the authority of Memphis

declined, and Abydos was preferred, while abroad Sinai was

reconquered, and Ethiopia was kept in order.

^

The sphinx (oriented true east) niay possibly be ascribed to

the earliest pyramid builders ; it could only have been sculptured

by a race witlr an equinoctial cult. .;
"~-'

The Buildings of the Eleventh and Twelfth D/jnasties.

We have next to considei- what happened after the great

gap in Egyptian history between the six^h and twelfth

dynasties, 3500 B.C.—2851 b.c. (Mariette) ; from Xitocris to

1 Fui'ther, it is known that there was some connection between Pcpi-Meri-Kfi and the

eleventh d3-nasty of Thebes. Maspero, op. cit., p. 91. And it must also be mentioned that in

the later pyramids "texts" are introduced.

W
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Anienemliat I. We pass to the Middle Empire, and here we

have merely to deal with the worships previously referred to in

Northern Egypt.

Amencmhat I. l)uilt no pyramids, he added no embellish-

ments to Memphis ; hut he took Annu under his care, and

now we first hear of Thebes.^

Usertsen I. built no pyramids, he added no embellish-

ments to Memphis, but he also took Annu under his care,

and added ol^elisks to the temples, one of which remains to

this day. Further, he restored the temple of Osiris at Abydos,

and added to the temple of Amen-Ra at Thebes.^

Surely it is very noteworthy that the first thing the

kings of the twelfth dynasty did was to look after the

only three temples in Egypt of which traces exist, which

I have shown to have been oriented to the Sun not at an

equinox. It is right, however, to remark that there seems to

have been a mild recrudescence of pyramid building towards

the end of the twelfth dynasty, and immediately preceding

the Hyksos period, whether as a precursor of that period

or not.

Usertsen's views about his last home have come doAvn to

us in a writing by his scribe Mirri :
—

^

" Mon maiti'e m'envoya en mission pour lui pi-eparer une gi'ande demein*e

eternelle. Les couloirs et la cliambre interieure etaient en maconnerie, et

renouvelaient les merveilles de construction des dieux. II y eut en elle des

colonnes sculptees, belles comme le ciel, un bassin creuse qui coniniuniquait

avec le Nil, des portes, des obelisqiies, une facade en pierre de Eouou."

There was nothing pyramidal about this idea, but one

hundred and fifty years later we find Amenemhat III. return-

ing both to the gigantic irrigation works and the pyramid

building of the earlier dynasties.

1 Mcaspero, op. ctt., p. 112. - Maspero, oj). cit., p. 112. ^ Maspero, op. cit., p. 113.
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Tlie .scene of these labours was the Fayyum, where, to

erowii the new work, two ornamental pyramids were built,

.surmounted by statues, and finally the king himself was buried

in a pyrandd near the Labyrinth.

The Buildings of the Eighteenth Dgnastg.

The blank in Egyptian history between the twelfth and

eighteenth dynasties is known to have been associated with

the intrusion of the so-called Hyksos. It is supposed these

made their way into Egypt from the countries in and to the

west of Mesopotamia ; it is known that they settled in the

cities with east and west walls. They were finally driven

out by Aahmes, the king of solstitial-solar Thebes, who began

the eighteenth dynasty.

On page 338 I have shown what happened after the first

great break in Egyptian history—a resuscitation of the solar

worship at Annu, Abydos and Thebes.

I have next to show that precisely the same thing happened

after the Hyksos period (Dyn. 13 (?) Mariette, 2233 Brugsch
;

Dyn. 18, 1703 B.C., Mariette, 1700 b.c. Brugsch) had disturbed

history for some five hundred years.

It is known from the papyrus Sellier (Gr.C. 257) that

Aahmes, the first king- of the eighteenth dA^nastv, who

re-established the independence of Egypt, was in reality

fighting the priests of Sutech in favour of the priests of

Amen-Ra, the solstitial-solar god, a modern representative

of Atmu of Annu.

Amen-Rii was the successor of Menthu. So close was

the new worship to the oldest at Annu, that at the highest

23oint of Theban power the third priest of Amen took the

same titles as the Grand Priest of Annu, " who was the head

of the first priesthood in Egypt." The " Grrand Priest of

w 2
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Annu," Avlio was also called the " Great Observer of Ra and

Atmu," had the privilege of entering' at all times into the

Hahenhen or Naos. Hie priest Padouanien, Avhose mummy
was fomid in 1891, bore these among his other titles.

The assumption of the title was not only to associate the

Theban priesthood with their northern confreres, but surely to

proclaim that the old Annu worship was completely restored.

The Buildings of the Ttventi/-fifth Dynasty.

There was another invasion from Syria, which founded

the twenty-second dynasty, and again the government is

carried on in cities mth east and west walls (Sa'is, Tanis

and Bubastis). The solstitial-solar priests of Thebes with-

draw to Ethiopia. They return, however, in TOO b.c, drive

out the Syrian invaders, and, under Shabaka and Taharqa,

found a dynasty (the twenty-fifth) at Thebes, embellish the

temples there, and at Philpe, Medinet-Habii, and Denderah.

Conclusion.

We see, then, that every important change of cult was

associated either with invasions from without or with some

disturbance in Egyj^t itself, for in no other way can the gaps

in Egyptian history be explained.

So far we have considered the equinoctial temples as

opposed to the non-equinoctial ones in Northern Egypt. We
have next to go farther afield, and include the southern temple

worship and the possible influence of southern races even in

the very earliest times.
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THE CULT OF NORTHERN AS OPPOSED TO SOUTHERN STARS.

80 far as my inquiries have yet g'one, there is not above

Thebes, with the exceptions of Redesieh and Dakkeh, any

temple resemljling- those at Annu, Thebes, Denderah and

iVbydos, to whicli I have directed attention as having- a high

north-east ampHtude.

Similarly, with one or two exceptions which are probabl}'

late, there are no temples facing the south-east Ijelow Thebes.

In short, in Lower Egypt the temples are pointed to

rising stars near the north point of the horizon or setting

north of west. In Upper Egypt we deal chiefly with temples

directed to stars rising in the south-east or setting low in

the south-west.

Here again we are in presence of as distinct differences

in astronomical thought and purpose of observation as we
found among those who directed temples to the sun at the

equinox, as opposed to those who worshipped that luminary

at some other time of the year.

Now with regard to the northern stai's observed rising

in high amplitudes, we have found traces of their worship

in times so remote that in all probability at Aniiu and Den-

derah a Ursae Maj oris was used before it became circum-

polar. We deal almost certainly with 5000 B.C.

Since undouljtedly ne/u temples with nearly similar

amplitudes (such as that denoted by M at Karnak) were

l)uilt in late times, we find so long a range of time indi-

cated that the utiHty of the stellar observations from the

yearhj jmiit of clew could scarcely have; been in question,
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for the I'eason that the same star could not herald an

equinox or a solstice for four thousand years.

It may be suggested, therefore, that the observations

made in them had ultimately to do with the determination

of the hours of the night ; tins seems probable, for in Nubia

at present, time at night is thus told.

It may be that such stars as Canopus were used hy the

southern peoples for the same purpose as a Ursffi Majoris

first and then 7 Draconis were used by the northerners. In

other words, the question arises Avhether the extreme north

and south stars were not both used as warners of the

dawn all the year round, after the cult had been established

for use at some S2:>ecial time. Canopus, for instance, was of

use to herald the autumnal equinox, 6—5000 B.C. ; l)ut it is

quite natural to suppose that its utility for night work at

all times of the year during which it Avas visible would

soon suggest itself, and the same remarks apply to the

Northern star 7 Draconis.

It is well known that in quite early times means had

been found of dividing the day and night into twelve hours.

In the day shadows cast by the sun, or sundials, might have

been used, but how about the night ?

We have seen that the Egyptians chiefly, if not ex-

clusively, observed a heavenly l^ody and the position of

other bodies in relation to it, when it was rising or setting,,

so that it was absolutely essential that the body which they

were to observe should rise and set. Everybody knows

that as seen in England there are many stars Avliich neither

rise nor set. The latitude of London being 51°, the

elevation of the pole is 51°.

Hence, any star which lies within that distance from

the pole camiot set, but sweeps round without touching the
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horizon at all. The latitude of Thebes being 25°, the

distance from the })ole to the horizon is iniich smaller, and

so the nmnbei" of stars which do not rise and set is mucli'^"

smaller. The stars which do \u)t rise or set are stars near

the poloj and therefore stars ^^'hich move very slowly, and

the stars which rise most to the north and most to the

south are those bodies which are moving- most slowly while

they yet rise oi- set. Q'<n\ this slow rate of motion have had

anything to do with such stars being selected for observa-

tion, the l^rightest star to the north most slowly moving,

the brightest star to the south most slowly moving ? It is

possible that observations of these stars might have been

made in such a way that at the beginning of the evening

the particular j^osition of 7 Draconis, for instance, might

have been noted with regard to the pole-star ; and seeing

that the Egyptians thoroughly knew the length of the night

and of the day in the different portions of the year, they

could at once—the moment they had the starting-point

afforded by the position of this star—practically use the circle .^j(;^

of the stars round the north pole as the dial of a sort of

celestial clock. May not this really have been the clock

mtli which they have been credited ? However long or

short the night, the star which was at tirst above the pole-

star,^ after it had got round so that it was on a level vnth.

it, Avould have gone through a quarter of its revolution.

In low northern latitudes, however, the southern stars

would serve better for this purpose, since the circle of

northern circumpolar stars would be much restricted. Hence

there was a reason in such latitudes for preferring southern

^ It is worthy of inquiry whether the northern star so ohserved is not the true Ncph-

thys (Neht-het). If so, the triad Xephthys, Isis and Horus represents daily astronomical

observations.
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stars. With regard both to high nortli and south stars, then,

we may in both cases be in presence of observations made

to determine the time at night. So that the worship of

Set, the determination of the time at night by means of

northern stars, might have Ijeen little popular with those

who at Grebel Barkal and elsewhere in the south had used

the southern ones for the same purpose, and this may be

one reason whv the Theban priests, representing Nubian

astronomical culture and methods, were pledged to drive

the cult of Sutech out of the land.

Since, then, the observations of 7 Draconis might be used

to herald the sunrise almost all the year round ; and since

the modern constellation Draco is the old Hippopotamus,

we can readily understand Plutarch's statement that " Taurt

presides over the birth of the sun," and why Taurt or Mut

should be called the Mistress of Darkness.^

ir does not seem too much to hope that the continuation

of such inquiries may ultimately enable us to solve several

points connected Avith early Egyptian history. We read in

Brugsch :—-"

"According to Greek tradition, the primitive abode of^,^>C*^

the Egyptian people is to be sought in Ethiopia, and the

honour of founding their civilisation should be giveri to a

band of priests from Meroe. Descending the Nile, they are

supposed to have settled near the later city of Thebes, and

to have established the first state with a theocratic form of

government.

" But it is not to Ethiopian priests that the Egyptian Em-
pire owes its origin, its form of government, and its high

civilisation ; much rather was it the Egyptians theuiselves

' Kawlinson, i. 337.

- "Egypt imdei- the Pharaohs," ed. 1891, p. 3.
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that first ascended the river to found in Ethiopia temples,

cities, and fortified places, and to diffuse the blessings of a

civiHsed state among' the rude dark- coloured population.

..." Strange to say, the whole number of the buildings

in stone, as yot known and examined, which were erected

on both sides of tlie river by Egyptian and Ethiopian kings,

furnish incontrovertible })roof that the long series of temples,

cities, sepulchres, and monuments in general, exhibit a distinct

chronological order, of which the starting-point is found in

the pyramids, at the apex of the Delta."

It must be emphatically stated that the results obtained

from these monuments, studying them from the astronomical

point of view, lead to a A'ery different conclusion. Instead

of one series, there are distinctly two (leaving out of con-

sideration the great pyramid builders at Gizeh) absolutely

dissimilar astronomically ; and instead of one set of temple-

builders going up the river, there were at least two sets, one

going up the river building temples to noitli stars, the other

going dotvn building temples to south stars ; and the two

streams practically met at Thebes, or at all events they

were both very fully represented there, either together or

successively.

The double origin of the people thus suggested on astro-

nomical grounds niay be the reason of the name of "double

country," used especially in the titles of kings, of the

employment of two crowns, and finally of the supposed

sovereignty of Set over the north, and of Horus over the

south divisions of the kingdom.^

Only by the time of Seneferu was there anything like an

amalgamation of the peoples. He first was " King of the two

yjC Egypts," - while later Chephren called himself " Horus and Sit " ^^
^ Brugsch, " Ilistoiy," p. 6. - Miispcro, ''Histoire ancienne," p. 59. •* Idem, p. 63.
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—a distinct indi-

cation, I take it,

that the influence

of Upper Egypt

Avas ah'eady felt

as early as Sene-

feru, and, I think,

much earlier, al-

thougli all temple

trace of it is lost.

With regard to

the start-j)oint of

the temple-builders

who came down

the river, there is

no orientation evi-

dence, for the

reason that there

is little or no

information from

the regions south

of Naga. At

Naga (lat. 16° 18'

N.), Meroe (lat.

16^ bry X.), Gebel

Barkal and Nuri

(both in lat. 18°

.30' N.), there is

information of the

most important

khid, but beyond

Xaga there is a
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gap ; l:)ut since im^jortant stractures were erected at tlie places

named in early times (my inquiries suggest 3000-4000 B.C.),

it is probable that the peoples who built _tliem_ stretched

further towards the equator.

But although the orientation evidence is lacking for

the lower latitudes, the inscriptions are by no means silent,

and over and over again it is stated that those particular

HUTS BUILT OX PILES IX PUX-T. {I)n' cl-Biihiiri Inscriptions.^

gods whom I have found to be associated with southern stars

came from a locality called the land of Pun-t.

Pun-t was always considered a "Holy Land.-' Hathor

was "Queen of the Holy Land," "Mistress and Ruler of

Pun-t." Amen-Ra was " Hak " or "King" of Pun-t, and

Horus was the Holy Morning Star which rose to the

west (?) of the land of Pun-t.

^

Maspero refers to an ancient tradition that the land

of Pun-t could be reached by going up the Nile, where

eventually one came to an unknown sea_which bathed the

land of Pun-t. Was this one of the great lakes?-

^

^ liawlinson, ii., \). 134.

- Maspero, " Histoire ancicnne," p. b.
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Briig.seli^ is of opinion that Pun-t occu2:>ied the south and

west coasts of Arabia Felix, hut ]\raspero and Mariette do

not agree with him. The two hitter authorities identify it

Avith that jjart oi the Somah-hind which Ijorders on the

Gulf of Aden. It is the Cinnamonifera regie or Aromati-

fera regio of the ancients.^

The inscriptions at Der el-Bahari make it quite certain

that Pun-t is in Africa. Hottentot Venuses, pile dwellings,^

elephants, to say nothing of the products of the country

referred to as among the freight of the ships on their home-

ward voyage, distinctly point to Africa, and I think a

southern part of it. Tlie Cynocephalus ape, perhaps, is ^
more doubtful.

The first organised expedition to Pun-t of which we hear

anything is that organised by Se-an;^-ka-.Ra, the last king

of the 11th Tliehan dynasty. This was a new traffic by

way of the Red Sea. There was then no canal in existence

1 Brugsch, "Hi&tory of Egypt," 1891, p. r)4.

- Mariette, "Der el-Bahari," p. 31. Mr. W. T. Thistleton-Dyer, the director of the

Royal Gardens, Kew, agrees in this view. He permits me to print the following extract

from a letter written to me :
—" The only positive fact that I can deal with is the

representation in the pictures of a small scrubby tree, which seems to have been about

four feet high. It appears to have yielded a gummy or resinous exudation from its

trunk. Mariette supposes this to be myrrh. Fount to be Somali-land, and To Nuter

the Socotran Archipelago. All this fits in very well with botanical facts. Myrrh-
producing plants exist both in Somali-land and Arabia, and also in Socotra, as

ascertained by Bayley Balfour. The two former places still are, as they always have

been, the place of origin of myrrh, and we know that it was largely used by the

Egyptians in embalming. There is no evidence that myrrh, or anything in any way
resembling it, was ever found south of the Equator. I cannot carry j'ou further soiith

than Berbera."

^ On this point I am permitted to print the following extract fi-om a letter received

from my friend Sir John Kirk, K.C.B. :
—"I send you a photo, taken in 1858, in the delta

of the Zambezi, of a house built on high poles. The people there live in such houses.

There is a ladder by which they mount, and all their belongings are kept above. Such
houses I have since seen at the mouth of the River Rufiji, opposite the island of Monfia, to

the south of Zanzibar. The reason in both cases for such a type of house is that the

country at one time is flooded, and also to avoid mosquitoes. Similar structures are

used, I am told, in Madagascar. At Lake Nyassa I believe there are village com-^J/^
~^L^ munities living in the lake, on artificial islands of piles." ^^
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joining- the sea with the Xile ; the expedition went l)y hind

1() Coptos/

They further indicate, as Maspero suggests, that tlie ex-

pedition of Hatshepset anchored u^^ a river, and

not on the sea-shore. This, again, makes Africa

much more })robable than Aral^ia.

If we agree that Pun-t is really in Africa,

south of Somali-land, there is a great probability

that the tradition referred to by Ma.s^x3ro is a

true one.
^

It is also to be pointed out that there is no

trace of the southern star temples along the

various roads to the Red Sea, while, on the other

hand, the earliest traces of northern star worship,

with the exception of Annu or On, occur along-

one or other of them, lliere is distinct evidence

that Osiris, Horus, Hathor, Chnemu, Amen-Ra, ape with moox

and Klions, are worships coming from the south. "

-

With regard to Horus, it is necessary to discriminate, since

there were two distinct gods—Horus in Northern and Horus

in Southern Egypt, and Jlonis of tlie south was ilic elder of

the two.

The Hawk-god of Edfu, Harhouditi, the southern Horus,

had for servants a number of individuals called Masniu or

Masnitiu=blacksmiths. The Hawk-god of the Delta, the

northern Horus, Harsiisit, had for his entourage the Shesu

Horn.

Now Maspero has recently pointed out - that the southern

Horus may have been imported, not from Arabia Felix or

Somali-land, but from Central Africa ! and in a most interesting-

paper has called attention to some customs still extant among
1 Eawliiitron. ii., p. 131. - " L'Anthropologie," 1891, Xo. 4.

CYNOCEPHALUS
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the castes of Ijlacksniitlis in Ccnitral Africa, Avhicli have

suggested to him that the foHowers of the Eclfu Horns may
have come from that province.

He writes :

—

" C'est du sud de I'Egypte que les forgerons sont remontes vers le nord ; leur

siege primitif etait le sud de I'Egypte, la partie du pays qui a le plus des rapports

avec les regions centrales de I'Afrique et leurs habitants."

Then, after stating the present conditions of these v^'orkers

in Equatorial Africa, where they enjoy a high distinction, he

conchides :

—

" Je pense qu'on peut se I'epresenter THorus d'Edfou comme etant au debut,

dans I'une de ses formes, le chef et le dieu d'une tribu d'ouvriers travaillant le

metal, ou plutofc travaillant le fer. On ne saurait en efFet se dissimuler qu'il y
a une affinite reelle entre le fer et la personne d'Horus en certains mythes.

Horus est la face celeste (horou), le ciel, le firmament, et ce firmament est de

toute antiquite, un toit de fer, si bien que le fer en prit le nom de ba-ni-pit,

metal du ciel, metal dont est forme le ciel : Horus I'aine, Horus d'Edfou, est

done en realite un dieu defer. II est, de plus, muni de la pique ou de la javeline

a point de fer, et les dieux qui lui sont apparentes, Anhouri, Sliou, sont de

piquiers comme lui, au contraire des dieux du noi'd de I'Egypte^ Ea, Phtah, etc.,

qui n'ont })as d'armes a 1 'ordinaire. La legende d'Harhouditi conquerant

I'Egypte avec les masniou serait-elle done I'echo lointain d'un fait qui se serait

passe au temps anterieurs a I'histoire % Quelque chose comme I'arrivee des

Espagnols au milieu des populations du Nouveau Monde, I'irruption en Egypte

de tribus connaissant etemployant le fer, ayant parmi elles une caste de forgerons

et apportant le culte d'un dieu belliqueux qui aurait ete un Horus ou se serait

confondu avec I'Horus des premiers Egyptiens pour former Harhouditi. Ces

tribus auraient ete necessairement d'origine Africaine, et auraient apporte de

nouveaux elements Africains a ceux que renfermait deja la civilisation du bas

Nil. Les forgerons auraient perdu peu a peu leurs privileges pour se fondre au

reste de la population : a Edfou seulement et dans les villes ou Ton pratiquait le

culte de I'Horus d'Edfou, ils auraient conserve un caractere sacre et se seraient

transformes en un sorte de domesticite religieuse, les masniou du mythe d'Horus^

compagnons et serviteurs du dieu guerrier."

If we are to accept Maspero's suggestion that the elder

Horus really came from Central Africa, traces of the cult of

liis followers should be found high up the river.
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]3ut sucli a .search is no^Y denied us, while in tlie time of

Thothmes III. it is supposed that the south frontier Kali of the

inscriptions is probably connected with Koloe in 4° 15' N. lat. >^
according to Ptolemy.^

As a matter of fact, there is distinct evidence of the cult

of the southern stars coming down the river in the region

we can get at ; a Centauri, e.g.., seems to have been observed

at Gebel Barkal before Thebes—Sirius is too modern to be ?.
Qonsidered—and above all there is the remarkable series of ^^..^

xf temples, a})parcntly oriented to Canopus before (?000 B.C., jA-^
'^

^

'^ which come down no lower than Edfii. '

''
"

The general statement is, then, that there were two distinct

groups of stellar temples, probably built by different races, or at

all events by peoples having verj^ different astronomical methods.

It is well to inquire here whether the dates of the various

temj^les as determined by the methods dwelt on in previous

chapters can throw any light upon the inquiry. Here I must

re-state that in almost every case the date of foundation so

determined precedes the generally-received date, Avliich in-

variably has reference to a stone building, while in all

probability the first structure was a brick shrine merely. In -^

support of this view I may state that the looking after ruined

shrines was recognised as one of the duties of kingship.

"I have caused monuments to be raised to the gods; I have embellished

their sanctuaries that they may last to posterity; I have kept up their temples;

1 have restored again what was fallen down, and have taken care of that which

was erected in former times." -

Not only did Thothmes III. find the original temple of

Amen-Ra Ijuilt in brick, but he found the temple at Semneh

in brick also, and he rebuilt it in memory of Usertsen III.^

1 Brugscli, "Egypt," p. 184.

- Inscription of Thothmes III., translated by Brugsch, '• Egypt," p. 188.

3 Brugscli, " Egypt," p. 184.
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In tlie following table I bring together the foundation dates

I have found most probable, bearing the above and many other

considerations in mind. The dates are, of course, only pro-

visional, since local data are in many cases Avanting. Where

no information is forthcoming as to the heiglit of the horizon

visible along the temple axis, I have assumed liills 1° high,

and used the dates printed in heavy type in Chapter XXX.

Table of Temples Built to N. and 8. Stars.

Xortb [^rn Stais. s luthei n stai s.

Years B.C.

^

c

1
1 '06

Remarks.

[6400]

5400
5300

5200
5100
5000
4900
4800 -

4700
4600
4500
4400
4300
4200

4100
4000
3900
3800
3700

3600

3500

3400
3300

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

3

1

2

3

2

1

1

9

I

1,2.

3,4;

12 3 4

'I Edfu, Phikt', Amada, Semueh.

1. Memphis.
2. Annu.
1. Auuu.

1. Deiiderah.

1. Redesieh.

1, 2. Denderah (temple built when
both stars had an equal ampli-
tude).

1. Barkal (E).

2. Kurnah (Seti I.).

3. Memnonia (Western Temple).
1. Kurnah (Palace).

2. Barkal (B).

1. Karnak (Z and X)
2. Dakkeh.
3. Denderah.
1. Karnak (V).
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Table of Temples Built to N. and S. Staes

(^continued)

.

353

XuitlHTii .'^rai's. Soi tlicni .Stars.

/ 1

Years B.C.
o
"S

s 3

Remarks.

i
o i

i
^ if

a5

3
O a

P Q p .a " s
« ?- d 7^ e- « o S

3200

2

1 1. Abu Simbel (Hathor Temple).

2. Karnak (Y).

3100
2

1 1. Karnak (Temple 0) Gr.

2. Der el-Mediuet (Gr.).

3000 1

2

1. Karnak (U).

2. AVady Haifa (Thothmes II.).

2900 1 1. Barkal (L).

2800

2
1 1. Wady Haifa (Thothmes III.).

2. Sabooa.

2700
2

I 1. Der el-Bahari.

2. Wady E. Sofra.

2600 1 1. Memnonia (Rameses II.)

(Mean of Fr. and Gr.).

2500 1

2

8

1. Karnak (W).

2. Karnak (J).

3. Medinet Habvi (JJ).

2i00

2

1 1. Kom Ombo (Little Temple).

2. Petit Templedu8ud (Memnonia).

3 3. Barkal (J and H).

2300 1 1. Annu (Restoration).

2200
2100 1 1. Karnak (B).

1 ^ 2. Semneh.
2000 1 1. Dosche.
litoo ! 1 1. Tell el-Amarna.
1800 : 1 1. Karnak (D) Gr.

1 700 1 1. Karnak (G).

2 2. Karnak (Seti II.).

1.G00

1500 1

1400 1 1. Naga (Temple g), Gr.

1300 1 1. Napra (Temple f).

1200 1

2

1. Karnak, (A.M.C).

2. Medinet Habu (Palace K K).

1100
i

1000 : 1 1. Karnak (Khous).
900
800

2

1 1. Phila3 (Ethiopian Temple).
2. Medinet Habu (Ethiopian

Temple).
700 1 1 1. Denderah (Isis Temple).

Gr. = German values of Orienlaiion.

Fr. = French
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The following general conclusions may be drawn from

the table :

—

I. At the earlier periods there are well-marked epochs of

temple-building revealed bv the table.

II. If w^e can accept the possible Canopus temples referred

to in Chapter XXX., the oldest foundations in Egypt yet

traced are to southern stars. They are limited to Upper

Eg\^t, and date from before 6000 B.C.

III. The temples to the north stars, a Ursae Majoris,

7 Draconis, and Capella (Set and Ptah), begin in the Delta

and about 1000 years later. The series is then broken till

about 3500 b.c.

IV. The south star temples to Phact at the summer sol-

stice, and a Centauri at the autumnal equinox, begin about

3700 B.C.

V. 7 Draconis replaces a Ursse Majoris at Denderah

;

north-star temples are for the first time erected in the south

at Karnak and Dakkeli in 3500 b.c.

VI. For the first time about 3200 B.C., north- and south-

star temples are built simultaneously.

VII. After this the building activity is chiefly limited to

temples to southern stars.

If we take Brugsch's dates, w^e find that the foundations of

the greatest number of temples were laid about the time of

SenefeiTi, Pepi, and the twelfth dynasty. The more modern

kings founded few temples—their functions were those of

exj)anding, restoring, and annexing. Even Thothmes III.

seems to have laid no new foundations except perhaps that

of the Ptah temple at Karnak, and that is doubtful.

The wonderful Hall of Columns called Khu-mennu (Splendid

Memorial), in the temple of Amen-Ra, was dedicated by

Thothmes III. not onh^ to Amen-Ra, but to his ancestors. It
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is important to see who these were in the present connection.

I give them with approximate dates/
Brugsch. Mariette.

B.C. B.C.

Senefei-u, fourth dynasty ... ... 3766 ... 4235

Assa, fifth dynasty 3366 ... 3951

Pepi, sixth dynasty 3233 ... 3703

The Aiitefs, eleventh dynasty 2500 ... 3064

The most famous sovereigns of the

twelfth dynasty 2433—2300 ... 2851

Thirty princes of the thirteenth dynasty 2233 (?)

ty>^V^

''^

m-^''''i-, v^
^ ^11 >

" * # "^ ^

wl

> ^'
^ ^,

\,
s<h

o\s

^>

PLAX OF THE PYRAMIDS AT XURI.

It is interesting to note that in this list the builders of

the great pyramids at Gizeh, and all tlie kings who in the

last chapter were suggested as being given to equinoctial

worship, are passed over without notice. It would appear,

1 Brugsch, "Egypt," p. 180.

X 2
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then, that the ancestors named were of southern origin,

precursors of Thothmes in cult as well as in time.

Of these ancestors, the first—if Brugsch's dates can be

taken, which, I think, is douljtful—limited himself to southern

temples; the majority of temples built near Pepi's time were

oriented to the south. The twelfth dynasty was more catholic.

The more we inquire, the more interesting does this

inquiry into the north-star temples as opposed to the south-

star temples become. These considerations are not limited

to the temj^les—they apply also to pyramids. At Gizeli we

find both temples and pyramids oriented east and west.

At Gebel Barkal, Nuri, and Meroe, in Upper Egyj^t, we

find l3oth temples and jjyramids facing south-east, and at the

first of these places, where both exist together, we find well-

marked groups of pyramids connected by their orientations

with each temple. I can, however, find no information as to

the probable dates of these pyramids ; in the absence of

facts, it seems fair to assume that they follow the dates of

the temples which agree in orientation.

In the following tables I give the values for Nuri, Meroe,

and Gebel Barkal ; a west variation of 8J° has been assumed.

Cult.

Pyramids 10, 11, 12

Pyramids 1, i

Pyi^amids 13, 14, 15

Nuri.

Jlaguetic

Azimuth.

Astronomical

Amplitude.
Decl.

N. 136 E. 37^ S. of E. S. 351

N. 1371 E,
j 38f S. of E. s. 361

N. 139 E. 401 s. of E. s. 38

Pyramids 2, 3, 16, 17

Pyramids 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

N. 1451 E.

N. 1461 E.

47 S. of E.

48 S.ofE.

S. 43f
S. 44f

For plans, see Lepsius, vol. ii., p. 130.
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Mekoe.^

357

Pyramid 16 ...

Pyramid 20 ...

Temple near Watercourse

Pyramid 15 ...

Pyramids 14, 37

Pyramid 10 ...

Pyramid 39 ...

Pyramid 19...

Jla.u'iietii'

Aziiiiutli.

Asti-oniiiiiical

Aiiii)litude.

N. 102 E.

N. 103 E.

^ S. of E.

d S. of E.

S.

s.

N. 112 E. 13.L S. of E. S. 12f
N. 112 E. 13.^ S. of E. S. 12f
N. 113 E. Ui S. of E. s. 13f

N. 116 E. 171 S. of E. 8. 16f
N. 118 E. 19i- S. of E. S. 18f

N. 83 E. 151, jq-. of E. N. Uf

Ctebel Barkal."-

Temple E
Pyramid 18 ...

Temple L
Pyramids 9, 13

Pyramid 11 ...

Pyramids 1, 2

Temples J and H
Pyramid 20 ...

Pyramids 2, 15, 16, 17

Temple B
Pyramids 5, G, 7, 8, 10

Pyramid 19 ...

Magnetic

Azimutli.

N. 132 E.

K 1321 E.

N. 136| E.

N. 136"e.

K UO E.

N. Ul E.

K 1-16 E.

N. 146 E.

N. 147 E.

N. 152 E.

N. 153 E.

N. 156 E.

Astronomical

Aniiilitude.
Decl.

1
331 s. of E. S. 311

34 S. of E. S. 32

38 S. of E. S. 351

371 S. of E.

411S. of E.

s.

s.

351

39

40| S. of E. s. 39f

1
471 S. of E. s. 441

471 S. of E. s. 441

48^ S. of E. s. 45i

531 S. of E. s. 49f
541 s. of E. s. 501

57i S. of E. s. 53

' For plans, see Lcp.siiis, vol. ii., pp. 133 and 134.

- For plans, see Lepsius, vol. ii., pp. 12.) and 127.
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It seems quite justifiable from the above facts to conclude

that the pyramids and temples oriented S.E. and, as I hold,

to a Centauri when it heralded the autumnal equinox, were

not built by people having the same astronomical ideas,

worships, and mythology as those who built at Gizeh due E.

and W., and marked the autumnal equinox by the heliacal

rising of Antares/ The only thing in common was noting
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an equinox, and so far as this goes we may infer that neither

people dwelt originally in the Nile Valley, but came by

devious ways from a country or countries where the equinoxes

had been made out.

^ There is a point of great interest here. It would seem from Captain Lyons' examination

of the temples at Wady Haifa, which I make out to have been oriented to a Centauri, that

when the two races were amalgamated in later times, both the stars to which I have referred

as heralding the equinox were personified by the same goddess, Serk-t.



CHAPTER XXXIV.

THE ORIGIN" OF EGYPTIAN ASTRONOMY—THE NORTHERN
SCHOOLS.

So far we have dealt with the dawn of astronomy in Egypt.

We have found that from the earKest times there were astro-

nomical observations carried on, and that practically there were

three schools of thoug"lit. To all three schools smi-worship was

common, but we may clearly separate them by the associated

star-worship. We have found worshippers of northern stars,

east and west stars, and southern stars.

The northern star-worshippers wo may associate with

Annu, the east and west star cult with tlie j^yramid fields at

Grizeli, and the southern star-worshippers with Upper Egy^^t.

What we have to do in the present chapter is to see whether

the orientation of the structures helps us with any suggestions

touching the question whether we have to stop at the places

named and acknowledge Egypt to be the true cradle of astro-

nomical science ; or whether the facts we have considered compel

us to o;o a stao'C further back, and to recognise that the true

origin was elsewhere ; that, in short, astronomy, instead of

taking its rise in Egypt, was simply imported thither.

It would appear from the recent work of the students of the

languages of Babylonia and Assyria that in these countries,

if anywhere, there might have been civilisations more ancient

than the Egyptian, which have already been glimpsed.

But before I go further something must l^e said about

Baljylonia itself, for the reason that it also was the meeting-

ground of at least two different schools of astronomical thought.
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The facts connected with this subject are still to a certain

extent involved in obscurity, which is little to be wondered at

when we think how recently any knowledge has been available

to throAv light u^^on the past of these regions. I need, how-

ever, only briefly refer to them, and for this purpose shall use

the two most recently published books dealing with the ques-

tion which at present concerns iis. I refer to Prof. Sayce's

" Hibbert Lectures" and Prof. Jensen's " Kosmologie der

Babylonier."

But what period are we to take?

It follows from the investigation into the orientation of

Egyptian temples that the stars a Ursse Majoris, Capella,

Antares, Phact, and a Centauri were carefully observed, some

of them as early as 5000 B.C., the others between 4000 and

3000 B.C. I have also shown that it is possible that at Edfu

and Philre the star Canopus may have been observed as early as

6400 B.C. Further, that the constellations of the Thigh (Ursa

Major), the Hippopotamus (Draco), the Bull, and the Scorpion

had been established in pyramid times.

It becomes important, therefore, if we recognise this as the

dawn of astronomy in Egypt, to see if any information is

extant giving us information concerning Babylonia, so that"we
may be able to compare the observations made in the two

regions, not only with a view of tracing the relative times at

which they were made, but to gather from these any conclusions

that may be suggested in the course of the inquiry.

The inquiry must be limited to certain detailed points

;

we know quite well already, as I have stated before, that

the omen tablets, which mention a king called Sargon

(probably Sargon I. of Agade), who reigned in Babylon

about 3700 b.c, prove unquestionably that astronomy had

been cultivated for thousands of years before the Christian
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Era.^ But to institute a comparison we must leave the

general and come to the particular. I will begin with

the northern constellations, as it follows from my researches

that very early at Annu and Denderah temples were erected

for their worship—the worship of Anubis or Set, as I have

sliown before ; that is, of a Urste Maj oris and 7 Draconis.

The Annu School. The Worship of Set.

According- to Maspero, Set formed one of the divine

dynasties at Annu, and the northern stars seem to have been

worshipped there. I supj^ose there is now no question among

Egyptologists that the gods Set, Sit, Typhon, Bes, Sutekli, are

identical. To this list possibly Ombo and Nubi should be

added.'- It is also equally well known that Sutekh was a

god of the Canaanites,'^ and Bes is identified with Set in the

Book of the Dead.^

It is also stated by Masj^ero that at Memphis '' (time not

given) there were temples dedicated to " Sutekh" and " Baal."

In the chaj3ter on tlie circumpolar stars I have suggested that

they were taken as t}'pifying the powers of darkness and of the

lower world, and I believe it is conceded bv Egyptologists that

Anubis in jackal form was either contemporaneous with or pre-

ceded Osiris in this capacity.

In the exact centre of the circular zodiac of Denderah we
find the jackal located at the pole of tlie equator ; it obviously

rej^resents the i)resent Little Bear.

1 Besides the book on omens we have " The observations of Bel," or ' Hlumination of Bel"

(Mul-lil), seventy-two books dealing with conjunctions of Sun and Moon, phases (r) of Venus,

and appearance of comets. (Sayce, " Hibbert Lectures," p. 29.) The complete materials for

the study of Babylonian and Assyrian astronomy cannot be available until the catalogue of

the Kouyunjik Collection, now in course of publication by the British Museum, is finished.

- I\;iwlinson, vol. i., p. 316.

^ jNIaspero, " Histoire Ancienne," p. 165.

* rierret, " Le Pantheon Egyptien," p. 48. I have before referred to a doubt on this

point.

^ Maspero, op. cit., p. 357.

-^^^
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Now, do we get any Babylonian eoiniection so far as we

have gone ?

We learn, to begin with, from I^ierret ^ that the hippo-

potamus, the emblem of Set and Typhon, was the hieroglyph

of the Babylonian god '' Baal." -^
Do we get the jackal constellation in Bal)yIonian astro-

nomy? Of this there is no question, and in early times.

Jensen refers" to the various readings "jackal" and

"leopard," and states that it is only doubtful whether by

this figure the ^od Anu or the pole of the ecliptic Anu is^K

• v^ meant. Either will certainly serve our present purpose,' and

a leopard in Babylonia might as easily symbolise the night

as a jackal in Northern Egypt.

There seems little doubt that the jackal, leopard, hyaena,

black pig (wild boar), and hippopotamus were chosen as the

representatives of the god of evil and darkness (associated

with the circumpolar constellations), on account of their

i-avages on flocks and herds and crops. If this be agreed,

nothing is more proper than that the jackal should be associated

with North Egypt, the hippopotamus with 8outli Egypt, and

the wild boar ^^-ith a latitude to the north of Egypt (and

perhaps of Nineveh) altogether. The representative of the

god of darkness, then, depended up(m the latitude. In this

connection I may state that Drs. Sclater and Salvin have

quite recently referred me to an interesting pa^^er by the

late Mr. Tomes'^ on the habit of the hippopotamus when

it comes out of the Avater to exude a blood-coloured fluid

from special pores in its skin. This explains at once why
Typhon took the form of a red hippopotamus, and why

^ " Le Pantheon Egyi)ticn," p. 4.

" " Kosmologie der B;ibylonicr,"' p. 147.

3 '.pi-oc. Zool. Soc," 18.50, p. 160.
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Mr. Irving, on the modern stage, couples Mepliistoplieles, the

modern devil, with red fire.

I know not Avhetlier the similarity in the words Anu, Annu

and An results merely from a coincidence, but it is certainly

singular that the most ancient temples in Lower Egypt

(Heliopolis and Denderah) should be called Annu or An^ if

there be no connection with the Bal)ylonian god Anu, "-^^

With regard to Anubis, it is quite certain that the seven

stars in Ursa Minor make a very good jackal with pendent tail, 'A;'"

as generally represented by the Egyptians [see page 276), and

that they form the nearest compact constellation to the pole \~

of^tlie ecliptic.

The worship of Anubis as god of the dead, or the night

god, whether associated with the Babylonian Anu or not, Avas

supreme till the time of Men-Kau-Rji, the builder of the third

pyramid of Gizeh' (3633 B.C., Brugsch
;
^100 B.C., Mariette).

Osiris is not mentioned. The coffin-lid of this king with the

prayer to Osiris ''marks a new religious development in the

annals of EgA'pt. The absorption of the justified soul in

Osiris, the cardinal doctrine of the Ritual of tlie Dead, makes

its appearance here for the first time."

It seems extremely probal)le, therefore, that the worship of

the circumpolar stars went on in Babylonia as well as in Egypt

in the earliest times Ave can get at.

A A^ery wonderful thing it is that, apparently in A'ery early

times, the Babylonians had made out the pole of the equator "^

as contradistinguished from the j)ole of the ecliptic. This they

called Bil. AVitli this Jensen finds no star associated,"' Tmt

6000 B.C. this pole Avould be not far remoA^ed from those

1 Dr. Wallis Budge informs me tliat An was an old name of tlie sun-god.

- Eawlinson, vol. ii., ji. 64.

•' " Kosmologie der Babylonier," p. 14 7.
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stars in the present constellation Draco, out of which I have

suggested that the old Egyptian asterism of the hippopotamus

was formed.

Nor was this all ; movements in relation to the ecliptic had

been differentiated from movements in relation to the equator.

We have inscriptions running:—
" IVie toay in reference to Ann," that is tlie ecliptic with its pole at Ann.
" Tlie way in reference to BV,'^ the equator with its pole at Bll.

In other words, the daily and yearly apparent movements

of the heavenly bodies were clearly distinguished, while we

note also

Kabal mini, " the middle of the heavens," defining the meridian.

So far as I can make out, when Anubis was supreme in

Egypt, the only stm-gods at Memphis and Annu were Ra
and Atmu. Ptali appears to have been a mixed sun-star god,

i.e., Capella heralding the sun-rise in the Harvest Time.

Now I learn from Prof. Sayce ^ that in Babylonia Anu and

Bil ranked as two members of a triad from the commencement

of the Semitic period, the third member being probably a

southern star symbolised as we shall see in the sequel ; it is

only in later times in Babylonia apparently that we get a triad

consisting of sun, moon, and Venus," Venus being replaced at

Babylon by Sirius."

To the two northern divinities temples were built ; both

Avere worshi23j)ed in one tenqile at Babylon,^ which must there-

fore have been oriented due north ; and the pole of the equator

(the altitude of which is equal to the latitude of the place) was

probably in some way indicated. Here there was no rising

or setting observation, for Eridu, the most southern of the

old Babylonian cities, had about the same latitude as Bubastis,

1 Sayce, " Hibbert Lectures," 1887, p. 193. ^ Jeasen, p. 149.

2 Sayce, p. 193. * Sayce, p. 439.
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in I\uypt. The pole of the ecli})tic (Ann) would revolve round

the pole of the equator (Bil) always above the horizon.

So that since Sutekli = Anu
and Baal = Bil,

the temple at Memphis to those divinities reported by
Masj^ero (see ante) must have l)een oriented in the same way
as the one at Babylon, that is to the north

; and if the above

evidence be considered strong enough to enable us to associate /^^

the Babylonian Bll with the Egyptian Taurt, Ave have not

only Ursa Minor but Draco represented in the early worship

and mythology both of Egypt and of Babylonia.

According to Prof. Sayce^ there is distinct evidence of

a change of thought with regard to Anu in Babylonia—there

certainly were great changes of thought in Egypt with reoard

to Anubis. Observations of stars near the pole of the eclii3tic

appear to have been utilised before they were taken as rej^re-

senting either the superior or inferior powers—before, in fact,

the Anubis or Set stage qua Egypt was reached. After this 77// /

had been accomplished there was still another advance, in

which Anu assigns places to sun, moon, and evening star, and

symbolises the forces of nature.

There is evidence, though unfortunately it is very mea^Te

that tlie temple w^orship was very similar in the two countries.

In the ceremonials in the temples the statues of the gods in

boats or arks were always carried in procession.'- The same
rectangular arrangement of temples which held in Egyjjt, Iield

also in Babylonia, and this perhaps may be the reason why Bd
seems so often to refer to the sun, whereas it was the name
given to the combined v/orship. Sometimes, on the other

hand, the worship of the stars is distinctly referred to as takino-

1 Saycc, " Hibbert Lectures," p. 190. \
- Sayce, p. 280. There is a bas-relief in the I'.ritish Museum sliowing this ceremonial.
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place in a solar temple. Thus at Mardiik's temple, E-Sagili,

we are told that "two hom\s after nightfall the jniest must

come and take of the waters of the river ; must enter into

the presence of Bil, and putting on a stole in the presence

of Bil must say this jjrayer," etc/ The temple, then, will

probably have been oriented t(j the north. Night prayers in

a sun-temple afford pretty good indications of a mixed cult.

The e^^.dence, then, seems conclusive that by the time of

the founding of the temple at Annu a knowledge of the stars

near the pole of the equator, and of the imj)ortance of observ-

ing them, was common to X. Egypt and to the region N.E.

of it. Whether the worship of Set was introduced into Egypt

from this region, or whether there was a common origin, must

for the present, then, remain undetermined.

The Equinoctial School—The AVoeship of the Spring-Sun.

The East and AVest orientation, as we have seen, is chiefly

remarkal^le at the pyramids of Gizeh and the associated temples,

but it is not confined to them.

The argument in favour of these structures being the work

of intruders is that a perfectly new astronomical idea conies in,

one not represented at Annu and quite out of place in Egypt,

with the solstitial rising river, as the autumnal equinox was at

Eridu, Avith the river rising at the spring equinox.

We are justified from what is known regarding the rise of

the Nile as dominating and defining the connnencement of the

Egyptian year at the solstice, in concluding that other ancient

peoTDles placed under like conditions would act in the same

way ;
and if these conditions were such that spring would

mean sowing-time and autumn harvest-time, their year would

begin at an equinox.

1 Sayce, p. 101.
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Now what the valley of the Nile was to Egypt those of the

Tigris and the Euphrates were to the Babylonian empire. Like

the Nile, these valleys were subject to annual inundations, and

their fertility depended, as in P]gypt, upon the manner in which

the irrigation was looked after.

But unlike the Nile, the commencement of the inundation of

these rivers took place near the vernal equinox ; hence the year,

we may assume, began then, and, reasoning by analogy, the

worship in all probability was equinoctial.

A people entering Egypt from this region, then, would

satisfy one condition of the problem. But is there any evidence

that this people built their solar temples and temple walls east

and west, and that they also built pyramids ?

There is ample evidence (referred to in Chapter IX.)

—

although, alas ! the structures in Babylonia, being generally built

in brick and not in stone, no longer remain, as do those erected

in Egypt. Still, in spite of the absence of the possibility of a

comparative study, research has shown that in the whole region

to the north-east of P^gypt the temenos walls of temples and the

walls of towns run east and west ; and though at present actual

dates cannot be given, a high antiquity is suggested in the

case of some of them. Further, as has been already pointed

out, the temples which remain in that region where stone

was procurable, as at Palmyra, Baall^ek, Jerusalem, all lie east

and west.

But more than this, it is well known that from the very

earliest times pyramidal structures, called ziggurats, some 150

feet high, were erected in each important city. These were

really observatories ; they were p^'ramids built in steps, as is

clearly shown from pictures found on contemporary tablets

;

and one with seven steps and of great antiquity, it is known,

was restored by Nebuchadnezzar IT. about GOO I5.c. at Babylon.
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A careful stud}' of the liistoiieal references to the various

pyramids built in Egypt leaves it beyond doubt that the

step pyramids are the oldest. They could, then, most easily

have been constructed on the Babylonian model, and in this

fact we have an additional argument for the intrusion of the

pyramid builders into Kgypt from Babylonia.

But did this equinox-worshipping, pyramid-building race

live at anything like the time required ?

There is no ch^ubt now in the minds of scholars that the

evidence is conclusive that among the kings of Babylonia were

the following :

—

^

I?, c.

Entenna 4200

Naram-8in ... ... ... ... ... ."3800

* Sargon I, ... ... ... ... ... 3750

The date of the earliest knoA\ni 2>yi"iiiiid in Egvpt may
perhaps be put down as about 3700 B.C. (Brugsch), or 4200

B.C. (Mariette).

Hence it seems that a third line of evidence is in favour

of the Babylonian intrusion. There was undoubtedly an

equinox-worshipping, pyramid-building race existing in Baby-

lonia at the time the Egyptian pyramids are supposed to have

been built.

Another connecting link is found in the statues of

Chephren discovered in the temple at the pyramids, and

at Tel-loh (ancient Lagash) by M. de Sarzec in 1881. This

last find consisted of some large statues of diorite, and the

attitude is nearly identical with that of Chephren himself as

represented in the statues in the museum of Gizeli.

This indicates equality in the arts, and the })ossession of

similar tools, in Chaldsea and Egypt about the time in question.

Further it is supposed that the diorite out of which both

' Sec "Guide to the British Museum," p. 71.

Y
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series of statues were fashioned came out of the same quarry

in Sinai. The characters in whicli tlie inscriptions are wiitten

are in what is termed "line" Babylonian

—

i.e., they resemble

pictures more than cuneiform characters ; and the standard of

measurement marked upon the plan of the city, which one

of the figures of Tel-loh holds upon his knees, is the same as

the standard of measurement of the Egyptian pyramid builders

—the eul)it of '20 "68, not the Assyro-Babylonian cubit of 21 •6/

Now, although Avith regard to the cult of the northern stars

it was impossible to decide whether the Egyptian school of

astronomers came from Babylonia or from a source common to

both countries, it is clear that with regard to the equinoctial

cult we are limited absolutely to Babylonia as the sj^ecial

source. The coincidence in time of the same kind of buildings

and the same art in the two countries puts a common origin

out of the question.

To sum up, then, so far as we have gone, both the north-star

worship and the equinoctial worship were imported into Egypt.

1 Sayce, Hibbert Lertures, p. 33. Flinders Petrie, Nature, Aug. 9, 1883, p. 341.



CHAPTER XXXV.

THE ORIGIN OF EGYPTIAX ASTRONOMY (CONTINUED)—THE
THEBES SCHOOL.

The next question Avliich arises now that we hare considered

the facts relating to the astronomy of Northern Egypt is one

connected with the cults which we have proved to come do^ai

the Nile. Were they indigenous or imported ?

Although I have ^^ut it forward with all reserve, there is

evidence which suggests that the temj^les so far traced sacred

to the southern cult are, of earlier foundation than those to the.:5*^

north ; and thev are associated with Edfu and Pliilse, which are

known to be of high antiquity. This is one point of difference.

Another is that the almost entire absence of Set temples and

east and west pyramids up the river indicates that, so far

as these structures go, we lack the links which astronomically

and mythologically connect the Delta with Babylonia either

directlv or bv common orio-in.

From Prof. Sayce it is to be gathered that the most ancient

people yet glimpsed there inhabited the region at the head

of the Persian Gulf, one of the chief cities being Eridu, now
represented l^y the mounds of Abu Shahren on the eastern

bank of the Euphrates. It was founded as a maritime city,

l)ut is now far inland, owino- to the formation of the delta, the

alluvium of wliich at the present time advances about sixty-

six feet a year.^ This alone is an argument in favour of

its high antiquity.

Along with the culture of Eridu went the worship of the

^ Sayce, op. cit., p. 135.

Y 2
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god of Eridu, the primal god of Babylonia, Ea, la, or Oannes,

symbolised as a goat-fish, and connected in some way Avitli the

sun when in Capricornus.

This, Jensen, by his wonderful analysis (would that I could

completely follow it in its marvellous philological twistings,

pages 73-81) puts beyond question; and he clinches the argu-

ment by showing that our "tropic of Capricorn" of to-day

—

the goat still represented on our globes of to-day with a iish's

tail!—was called by the Babylonians "the path followed by

la " or in relation to la.

This la was such a great god that to him was assigned

>^ the functions of Maker of Men ; he was also a great potter

and art workman (p. 293), a point I shall return to presently.

He eventually formed a triad with Anu and Bll, that is, the

|5oles of the heavens and the equator.^

J^^ Tlie God of Eridu.

Let us assume that the earliest sun-god traced at Eridu was

the sun-god of those early argonauts who founded the colony.

We are told that this god was the son of la, and that

his name was Tammuz ; he was in some way associated with

Asari (? Osiris) (Sayce, p. l-t-l), who, according to Jensen,

represented the Earth (p. 195) ; of the Moon we apparently

hear nothing.

This Tammuz (Duniuzi), we find, ultimately became "the

Nergal of Southern Chaldfea, the sun-god of winter and

night, who rules, like lihadamanthos, in the lower Avorld"

(Sayce, p. 2-15), and as lord of Hades he was made son of Mul-

lil (Sayce, p. 197).

1 One gets the idea, from reading Professor Sayce's work, that there might have

been in the earliest times a north-star-worshipping race up the valley before la and

Sun and Moon worship were established at Eridu ; and that the addition of la to the

Bll-Anu-worship to make one triad, and the addition of Bll to the la-Asari-worship

to make another, were both compromises. See Sayce, pp. .826, 347, 400.
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This was at first. But what do we find afterwards ?

Nergal is changed into the Midsummer Sun ! (Jensen, p.

484). And finally he is changed into the Spring Sun Marduk

at Babylon (Sayce, p. 144)^ where he is recognised as the son

of la and Duazag, that is tlie Eastern Mountain (Jensen, p. 237).

Now, however difficuTrTT may be to follow these changes

from the religious \)omi of view, from the astronomical side

they are not only easily explained, but might have been pre-

dicted, provided one hypothesis be permitted, namely, that

the colony^ who founded Eridu w^ere originally inhabitants qf^

some country where the chief agricultural operations were

carried on about the time of the Autumnal Equinox in the

northei'ii hemispliere
.
"^

^ Prof. Sayce has been good enough to inform me that he is of opinion that Marduk or

Merodach was originallj' a local god of BabA'lon, and that he was identified with the son of Ea
when a colonj^ came to Babylon or founded that city, bringing with it the culture and theology

of the south. In this way the sun-god of Babylon became confounded with the sun-god of

Eridu. I should add that Assyriologists are not all agreed about the transitions to which I

have referred.

- I owe to the kindness of Sir Arnold Komball, K.C.B., the perusal of a valuable report

on the agriculture of British East Africa, prepared for him by Mr. W. W. A. Fitz-Gerald.

He has permitted me to print the following abstract :—" The whole of the eastern coast is

affected in a greater or lesser degree by the S.W. and N.E. monsoons. The following notes

deal only with the extent of coast-land lying opposite and to the north of Zanzibar and Pemba
islands. The agricultural seasons on the coast-lands are two in number, and correspond with

the advent of the N.E. and S.W. monsoons respectively. They are distinguished locally

as the ' greater rains,' or ' IMasika M'Ku ;

' the ' lesser rains,' or ' IMasika M'dogo.' The
greater rains inaugurate the most important cultivating season, commencing in March with

the S.W. monsoon. Some years the sowing commences as early as the 7th, but generally

speaking the average period may be given as beginning fi-om the middle of the month, and by

the first week in April all sowings of Indian corn, rice and ' mfmah ' (^fillet or Sorghum

vulgare), the chief and staple food-stuffs of the people, are generally finished, though .sowings

may continue till the end of April. The heaviest fall of rain occurs in April and May, and

the rain continues with gradually diminishing force to September. Harvest takes place in

July and August, and once the grain is off the field the land is immediately cleared and

prepared for sowing, in anticipation of the coming of the ' lesser rains ' in Octoher. The
season of the lesser rains is chiefly the time for the cultivation of Gingelly oil seed, beans,

and such other lesser food-stuifs. The season of the ' lesser rains ' is deemed more uncertain

and less to be depended upon, and the rainfall is decidedly very nmch smaller in comparisi:)ii.

The ' lesser rains ' practicallj' end in November, for though the wind continues steadilj- from

the N.N.E., the rainfall in December, Januarj-, and February is slight and uncertain, and it is

during these three months, especially the two last, that the greatest heat prevails. The
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This country might lie south of the equator, and indeed

we find one which answers the requirements in tlie region of

N<^the great- lakes and on the coast opposite Zanzibar. ^3jC

' Such an hypothesis may at first sight appear strange, but

the view that Eridu was colonised from Cush has l)een sup-

ported by no less an authority than Lepsius.^ The l^oundaries

of Cush are not defined, but they may possibly include the

Land of Pun-t, from which certainly part of the Egyptian

culture was derived.

Among all early peoples the most important times of the

year must necessarily have been those connected ^\ii\\ seed-

time and harvest in each locality. Now the spring equinox

and summer solstice south of the equator are represented by

the autumnal equinox and the winter solstice to the north of

it. If the colonists who came to Eridu came from a region

south of the equator, they would naturally have brought not

only their southern stars, but their southern seasons with

them ; but their springtime was the northern autumn, their

summer solstice the northern winter. This could have gone

on for a time, and we see that their sun-god was the god

of the winter solstice, Tammuz=iS[ergal.

But it could only have gone on for a time ; the climatic

facts were against such an unnatural system,- and the old con-

dition could have been brought back by calling the new winter

summer, or in other words making the winter-god into the

summer sun-god—in short, changing Nergal into a midsummer

sun-god. This it seems they did.^

influence of the monsoons is considerably less than on Zanzibar Island, and the dift'erence of

rainfall may be put down as about 20 to 30 inches."

1 Introduction to " Nubische Grammatik," 1880.

- Just in the same waj' that the Equinoctial Pyramid cult gave way in Egypt, dominated

by the rise of the Nile at the solstice.

3 I shall show subsequently that a similar change seems also to have been made at Thebes.

Amen-Ea, the Summer Sun-god, was a late invention.
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But why the further change of Xergal to ]\Iarduk?

Because the northern races were always tending southwards,

being pushed from behind, while the supply of Eridu culture

Avas not being replenished. The religion and astronomy of the

north were continually being strengthened, and among this

astronomy was the cult of the sun at the vernal equinox, the

springtime of the northern hemisphere, sacred to Marduk.

Nergal, therefore, makes another stage onward, and is changed

into Marduk

!

It is also interesting to find that in Xinib, another sun-god,

we have almost the exact counterpart of the Egyptian Horus.

He is the eastern morning sun, the son of Asari (V Osiris), and

the god of agriculture.^

I append here the most recent translation of the hymn to

the sun-god, referred to in the Introduction :

—

" O Sun (god) ! on the horizon of heaven thou dawnest,

The bolt of the pure heaven thou openest,

The door of heaven thou openest.

Sun (god) ! thou liftest up thy head to the world
;

O Sun (god) ! thou coverest the earth with the niajestic brightness of heaven.''

Marduk, then, the son of Ea, or la, was finally as definite a

spring equinox sun-god as Amen-Ra in Egyptian mythology

was a summer solstice sun-god.

We have, then, the undoubted facts that in Southern

Babylonia, to start with, the sun-worship had to do vd\\\ the

winter half of the year. As the Babylonian culture advanced

northward from Eridu and met the Semitic culture, the winter

season was changed for the spring equinox—that is, a worship

identical with that of the pyramid builders who intruded into

Northern Egypt.

Ihe Myths of Horns and Marduk.

In my references to the myth of Horus in Chapter XIV.
^ Jensen, pp. 195—198.-
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I have shown that in all probability an astronomical mean-

ing is that the rising sun puts out the northern stars. It

was also indicated that the myth was one of great antiquity,

as it was formulated when Draco was circumpolar ; was not

simple in its nature, and probably had reference to a sun-

w^orshipping race abolishing the cidt of Set representing the

northern stars.

The facts brought together in subsequent chapters show

that if there were not such a myth, there should have been

;

for the temple evidence alone showing the antithesis between

Osiris-worship and the worship of Set is overwhelming.

I have also indicated that temples built to northern stars

are geographically separated from those built to southern

ones, and that the former have had their axes blocked to

preA^ent the worship.

The Horus of Edfii, who is represented as leading the

victorious hosts who revenge the killing of Osiris by Set, ^^fC

is the ally of the southern- star worshippers whom we have

traced from Thebes, possibly to Central Africa (see page 350);

and if we associate the myth with the records on the walls

of the temple of Edfu, and agree to the possibility of that

temple having been founded in 6-400 B.C. (see page 311), then

there must have l3een an invasion of the southern peoples

about that date—an invasion which reached Northern Egypt,

where eventually they were conquered by the Set-worship-

ping race, who came, as I think I have proved, from a

country to the N.E. of the Delta. The question is : Did

this first colony represent the original Hor-Shesu, so-called

specially because perhaps as a novelty they had added the

worshij:) of the sun to the worship of the moon ? and was

the moon the first Osiris brought in l^y moon-worshippers

with a year of 360 days?
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In Acead and Sinner, where also, according to Hommel
and otliers, the word Osiris (A.sari) has been traced, the

sun-god was tlie daughter of the moon-god. An eye forms

]x\rt Ijotli of tlie hieroglyphic and of tlie cuneiform name, and

the eye was one of tlie svmhols in tlie name of Osiris in

Egypt. Be this as it may, we have temple evidence to

show that in Eg}'pt the worship of Set was the worship

of a northern race, and that it was finally abolished Ijy

a southern one.

Now in Babylonia exactly the opposite happened. The

proto-Chaldrean south-star and ^^dnter-sun cult of Eridu

was ultimately changed, absorbed, and buried in the Semitic

cult of the northern stars Anu and Bil and the spring sun,

first Marduk and afterwards Sainat?.

Had there lieen then mvth-makers in Babylonia, the mvth

would have been the converse of the Egyptian one. There

were myth makers, and precisely such a myth ! It is called

the ]\Iyth of Marduk and Tiainat.

The chief change had been in the sun-god. When the

northern cult conquered, the exotic worship of the autumn

and winter constellations was abolished, and they were pic-

tured as destroyed under the form of TiJimat, although the

worship was once as prominent as that of Set in Egypt.

We have the later developed northern spring-sun Marduk

destroying the evil gods or spirits of winter ; and chief

among them, of course, the Goat-fish, which, from its central

position, Avould represent the winter solstice.

The myth, then, has to do with the fact that the autumn-

and winter-sun-worship of Eridu was coiKpiered l)y the

Sjjring-sun-worship of the north.

If we accept this, we can compare the Egyptian and

Babylonian myths from the astronomical j^oint of view in
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the following iiianner ; and a wonderful difference in the

astronomical observations made, as well as in the form,

thoug'h not in the basis, of astronomical m}-thology in Egypt

and in Babylonia is before our eyes. Astronomically in Ijoth

comitries we are dealing with the dawn preceding sunrise

on New Year's Day, and the accompanying extinction of

the stars.

But Avhicli stars ? In Egypt there is no question that

the stars thus fading were thought of as l3eing chiefly repre-

sented by the stars which never set—that is, the circum-

polar ones, and among them the Hippopotamus chiefly. In

Babylonia we have to do with the ecliptic constellations.

Now I believe that it is generallv recognised that Marduk

was relatively a late intruder into the Babylonian pantheon.

If he were a god l)rouglit from the north hj a conquering

race (whether conquering by craft or Jcraft does not matter),

and his worship replaced that of la, have we not, mutatis

mutandis, the exact counterpart of the Egyptian myth of

Horus ? In the one case we have a southern star-worshipping

race ousting north-star worshippers, in the other a northern

equinoctial sun-worshipping race ousting the cult of the

moon and solstitial sun. In the one case we have Horus, the

rising sun of every day, slaying the Hippopotamus (that is,

the modern Draco), the regent of night ; in the other,

Marduk, the spring-sun-god, slaying the animals of Tianiat

—

that is a23j)arently the origin of the Scorpion, Capricornus,

and Pisces, the constellations of the winter months, which

formed a belt across the sky from east to west at the vernal

equinox.

The above suggested basis of the Babylonian mythology

regarding the demons of Tiamat, estaljlished when the sun

was in Taurus at the spring equinox, enables us to understand
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clearly the inucli later (tliouoli similar) imagery employed

when the sun at the equinox had passed from Taurus

to Aries—when the Zend Avesta was written, and after the

twelve zodiacal constellations had been established. We find

them divided equally into the kingdoms of Ormazd and

Ahriman. Here I quote Dupuis :

—

" L'agneau est aux portes de I'empire du bien et de la lumiere, et la balance

;\ celles du mal efc des tenebres ; I'un est le premier des sigues superieurs, et

I'autre des signes inferieurs.

" ^es six signes superieurs comprennent les six mille de Dieu, et les six

signes inft'deurs les six mille du diable. Le bonheur de I'liomme dure sous les

premiers signes, et son malheur commence au septieme, et dure sous les six

signes aliectes a Ahriman, ou au chef des tenebres.

"Sous les six signes du regne du bien et la lumiere, qui sont agneau, taureau

gemeaux, cancer, lion et vierge ou epi, nous avons marque les etats varies de I'air

et de la terre, qui sont le resultat de Taction du bon principe. Ainsi on lit

sous l'agneau ou sous le premier inille ces mots, printemps, zephyr, verdure ; sous

le taureau, seve et fleur ; sous les gemeaux, chaleurs et longs jours ; sous le

cancer, ete, beaux temps ; sous le lion, epis et moissons ; et sous la vierge,

vendanges.

" En passant a la balance, on trouve les fruits ; la commence le regne du mal
aussitot que I'homme vient a cueillir les pommes. La nature quitte sa parure

;

aussi nous avons ecrit ces mots, depouillement de la nature ; sous le scorpion

on lit froid ; sous le sagittaire, neiges ; sous le capricorne, glace et brouillard,

siege des tenebres et de longs nuits ; sous le vei'seau, pluies et frimas ; sous les

poissons, vents impetueux."

Since the great pyramids were built in the time of the

fourth dpiasty, it is (piite clear that Eridu must have been

founded lono- before if the transitions were anything- like

those I have stated.

The Argument touching v Argii-s.

P)ut there is not only evidence that at Eridu the sun-worship

was at first connected Avith the winter solstice. It is knoAA^i

that there was star-worshi}) as well ; and there must have

been moon-worship too, judging by the moon-god of the

adjacent iovm of Ur.
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Associated with la was an la-star, wliicli Joiiseu con-

cludes may l;)e v Argus. This we must consider.

Jensen concludes that the la-star is •?; Argus on the

ground tliat many of the texts suggest a darkening of it

now and again ; he very properly points out that a vari-

ability in tlie star is the only point worth considering in

this connection, and Ijy this argument he is driven to rj,

which is one of the most strildng vaiiables in the heavens,

outshining Canoi^us at its maxinuun. Speaking generally,

everybodv would agree that obscuration by clouds,* etc.,

would not be recorded ; Ixit if the star were observed just

rising above the southern horizon only, then its absence,

due to such causes, would, I should fancy, be chronicled,

and it must not be forgotten that this is preciselv the

region where the la star would be observed, if all of

the inscriptions referred to l3y Jensen are to be satisfied;

its place was in '^ dussersten >SV/f/6'« " (page 153). It was "das

Pendant des ini Nordpol des Aequators sitzenden HimmeU-BH "

(page 148); "la's ' Ort"^ am Himmel liegt im S'dden^^ (p^g'e 26).

Tliere is another argument. Professor Sayce in his

lectures reproduces (page 437) Mr. George Smith's account

of the Temple of Bel derived from a Babylonian text.

The temple was oriented east and west. In a description

of one of the enclosures we read that on the northern side

was a temple of la, while on the southern side there was a

temple of Bil and Anu. This not only shows that la was

regarded as sacred to the true south, but that the temple

buildings were ^ planned like the Egyptian ones, tlie light

either from sun or star passing over the heads of the wor-

shippers in the courts into the temples. (Compare temple

M in the temple of Amen-Ra, page 118 ante.)

But V Argus never rose or set anywhere near the south.
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I have ascertained that its declination was approximately

32° S. in 5000 b.c, and increased to 42° S. by about 2000

B.C. Hence between these dates at Eridii its amplitude

varied between 88° and 51° S. of E. or \Y. Xow here we
are far away from the S. point, though very near the S.E.

or S.W. point, to which it is stated some of the Babylonian

structures had their sides oriented.

The cpiestion arises whether there Avas a star which

answers the other conditions. There was a series of such stars. _)^
It may be here mentioned generally that the precessional

movement must, after certain intervals, cause this pheno-

menon to be repeated constantly "wdth one star after another.

Beginning with perljaps a sufficiently remote period, we
have :

—

Acberiiar ... ... ... ... 8000 b.c. Y-
Phact 5400 B.C.

Canopus ... ... ... ... 4700 B.C. -'/^

These stars would appear very near the south point of the

horizon at lu'idu at the dates stated, and describe a very

small arc above it between rising and setting at certain

times of the year.

Xow to go a stage further in the study of the la—Ea
(jr Eridu—star, it is desirable to quote the legend concern-

ing la or Oannes derived fi'om Berossos through Alexander

Polyhistor.i

" In the tirst year there appeared iu that part of the Erythraean sea

which borders upon Babylonia a creature endowed with reason, by name
Oannes, wliose whole body (according to the account of Apollodoros) was

that of a tish ; under the fish's head he had another head, with feet also

below similar to those of a man subjoined to the lish's taih His voice, too,

and language wei'e articulate and human; and a representation of him is

preserved even to this day.

"This being was accustomed to pass the day among men.' but took no

^ Sayce, p. 131.
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food at that season ; and he gave them an insight into letters and sciences

and arts of every kind. He taught them to construct houses, to found
temples,^ to compile laws, and explained to them the principles of geometrical

knowledge. He made them distinguish the seeds of the earth, and showed
them how to collect the fruits ; in short, he instructed them in everything

which could tend to soften manners and humanise their lives. From that

time nothing material has been added by way of improvement to his

THE TEMPLES AT PHIL^.

instructions. Now, when the sun had set, this being Oannes used to retire

again into the sea, and pass the night in the deep, for he was amphibious.

After this there appeared other animals like Oannes."

It is not necessary to give the string of "other animals"

enumerated by Eusebius, but one of them is important. A
companion of xVnodaphas and Odakon shows the true reading

to have been Anadakon—that is, Anu and Dagon. This

othei" animal, then, clearly refers to the introduction of

the northern Semitic cult, and hence the suggestion is

1 The italics are mine.—J. N. L.
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strengthened that some of the earlier "• other annuals " wlio

subsequently appeared, like la (? Oannes), may really have

been new southern stars making their appearance in the

manner I have sli0"wii, and perhaps varying the cult.

The whole legend is, I think, clearly one i-elating to

men coming from the south (?) to Eridu in ships. The

THE TEMPLE AT AJIADA.

boat is turned into a "fish-man," and the star to whicli

they pointed to show whence they came is made a god.

It is evident the intrusion was from the south, Ijecause

otherwise extreme south stars would not have l^een in

question. We have, then, got so far. The worshippers of

the southern star and of the ™iter months, including the

solstice, were certainly not indigenous at Eridu. Tliev

were probably introduced from the soutli, and thev were

sea-borne.
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The next question which concerns ns is, was this worship in

any way connected with Egyjjt ?

One of the most definite and striking conclusions to which

the study of temples has led, is that in Southern Egypt the

temple Avorship was limited to southern stars, and, further, that

there is a chain of temples, possibly dating from 64:00 B.C., and

oriented to Canopus. This certainly is an argument in favour

of a worship similar to that traced at Eridu.

But is there any trace of la or of his son, the sun-god ?

This god was, as we have seen, associated in some way
with Asari. I am told that students will j^robably agree

that the connection between this word and the Egyptian

Osiris is absolute. Professor Sayce informs me that the

cuneiform ideograms and the hieroglyphs have the same

meaning, and indicate the same root-Avords.^

la Avas represented as a goat-fish, and Avas a potter and

"maker of men." This being so, I confess the facts relating

to the southern Egyptian god Chnemu strike me as very

suggestiA^e. He is re^^resented goat-headed, and not ram-

headed, as generally stated ; he is not only the creator of

mankind, but he is a potter, and he is actually rejDresented at

PhiloB as combining these attributes in making man out of clay

on a potter's Avheel. Nay, according to Bunsen, he is stated to

haA^e formed on his Avheel the divine limbs of Osiris, and is

styled the " sculptor of all men." -^

I giA^e the following extracts from Lanzoni (p. 956) :

—

" i^NUii.—;>^num [Cliuemu] significa ' fabbricatore, inodeliatore.' . . . Questo

derniurgo apparisce come una delle piu autiche divinita dell' Egitto, ed aveva

un culto speziale nello Nubia nell' isola di File di Beghe e di Elepbantina. . . .

Esso era il dio delle cataratte, identificato al dio Nun, il Padre degli dei,

il priiicipio Umido. II graiide testo geografico di Edfu parlando di Elepbantina,

1 Professor Sayce also tells me that Asari was subsequently identified by the Semitic

Babylonians with Merodach.
- "Egypt's Place," vol. i., p. 377.
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quale nietropoli del primo Nomo dell' Alto Egitto, ne ricorda la divinita,

eome una personificazioiie dell' Acqua dell' inondazione."

He is also Horiiia%u, the god of the universe : The father

of the fatlier of the gods : Creator of heaven, earth, water, and

mountains; a local form of Osiris. His wife was the frog-

goddess, Hekt (? Serk-t).

Further, he was also regarded as presiding

in some special way over water, ^ and, unlike

Amen-Ra, though like la, he has a position

among the gods of the lower world.

A sun-god, with ura3us and disk, he is

closely associated with Amen-Ra, and if he

were one of the earliest of the South Egyptian

gods this could only be by Amen-Ra being

an emanation from him ; the temples in any

case do not ajSord us traces of Amen-Ra Ijefore-

8700 B.C., and Chnemu is recognised as one of

the oldest gods in Egypt, on the same platform

as Ptah in the North. If we assume a con-

nection witli Eridu, then we are driven to the

conclusion that the Eridu culture came either

from Egypt or from a common source.

Here for the present the question must be left. I must be

content t(j remark that many of the facts point to a common

origin south of the equator. It is clear that if Chnemu were

a sun-god of the Winter, brouglit into Egypt from Avithout,

the change to Amen-Ra is precisely what would have been

certain to happen, for in Egypt the Summer Solstice, over

which Amen-Ra presided, Avas all-important.

A n thfopological Evidence.

It will be seen, then, that a general surve}' of Egyptian

' liuwlinson's "Ancient Egypt," vol. i., p. 328.

Z

CHNEMU.
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history does suggest conflicts between two races, and this of

course goes to strengthen the view that the temple-building

phenomena suggest two different worships, depending upon

race distinctions.

We have next to ask if there is any anthropological

evidence at our disjjosal. It so happens that Virchow has

directed his attention to this very point.

Premising that a strong race distinction is recognised

between peoples having brachycephalic or short, and dolicho-

cephalic or long, skulls, and that the African races belong to

the latter group, I may give the folloAving extract from his

paper :

—

" The craniological type in the Ancient Empire was

different from that in the middle and new. The skulls from

the Ancient Emjjire are brachycephalic, those from the new

and of the present day are either dolichocephalic or mesati-

cephalic ; the difference is therefore at least as great as that

between the dolichocephalic skulls of the Frankish graves and

the predominantly bi'achycephalic skulls of the present popula-

tion of South Germany. I do not deny that we have hitherto

had at our disjjosal only a very limited number of skulls from

the Ancient Empire which have been certainly determined

;

that therefore the question whether the brachycephalic skull-

type deduced from these was the general or a least the pre-

dominant one cannot yet be answered with certainty ; but I

may appeal to the fact that the sculptors of the Ancient

Empire made the brachycephalic type the basis of their works

of art too."

It will be seen, then, that the anthropological as well as

the historical evidence runs on all fours with the results to be

obtained from such a study of the old astronomy as the temples

afford us.



CHAPTER XXXVI.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE NORTH AND SOUTH
RACES.

It is now time to summarise the evidence concerning the

north and south temple builders, including those who built

pyramids as well.

To do this we must deal not only Avitli the buildings,

but witli tlie associated mythology, or, rather, with the

astronomical part of the mythology, for there seems to he

very little doubt that in the earliest times, before knowledge

replaced or controlled imagination, everything was mytho- /^y%.
logically everything else in turn. It is for this reason

that trusting to genealogies especially seems like l;)uilding

on sand. That Father-ship and Son-ship in the earliest ^

days were mythologically something quite different from

what the words in their strict sense imply to-day will be agreed

to by everybody ; and there is evidence that many of the

absolute contradictions met with, and statements which it is

impossible to reconcile, may all depend upon the point of

view from which the mythological statements were made.

But when astronomy helps us to tlic point of vieic, the

mythological statements, and even the genealogies, become

much clearer and unmistakable, and contradiction vanishes

to a great extent ; and it would seem as if genealogies

en hloc were never propounded, hence it was a common-

place either that a god should l)e the father of his mother,

or that he should have no father.

Thus, in one sense, Ra is father of all the gods ; but

z 2
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in another Ptali is the creator of tlie egg of the sun

because CapeHa setting herakled sunrise at a particular time

of the year ; and Isis is the mother of Horus because Phact =
a Cohmibffi, Serk-t = o Centauri, Mut = ry Draconis, and

other stars (Isis) did precisely the same ; while in another

connection Isis is the sister of Osiris, and therefore the

mother of Horus. But here the relationship depends upon

the association of the moon and warning star in the morning

sky. I only offer these as suggestions ; similar variations

might be nudtiplied ad nauseam.

But while all this proves that genealogies may be

manufactured without either end or utility, we gather that

the association of mythological i^ersonages Avith definite

astronomical bodies may in time be of great help in such

inquiries, and ultimately enable us to raise the veil of

mystery l)y which these old ideas have of set purpose, and

partly by these means, been hidden.

There seems no doubt that we have got definite evi-

dence that the A^ery oldest mythological personages were

closely connected either with the sun at some special time of

the year, with the moon, or with the rising and setting of

some star or another. Hence we ought to be able from

the temple evidence to classify the northern and southern

gods.

Kortliern Gods and Goddesses.

GOP. GODDESS.

Ptah = Capella, April sun (1) Bast-Isis =^ a Ursaj Majoris.

i 1 • -VT 1 Ti • rr. T • f " Ui'sa? Majoris.
Anil I lis = JNorthern con.stellations. laurt-isis = <,

( y Draconis.

/ Min.

\ Khem = May Sun (2).
Menat-Isis Spica.

Autumn 8un Serk-t-Isis Antares.

Spring Sun Nit-Isis Pleiades.
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SoiUliern Gods and Goddesses.

Osiris = Moon-god.

Chnemu = Sun-god, autumnal equinox.

Ivhonsu = Canopus, autumnal equinox, warner.

West horizon

followed by Serk-t = a C'entauri

east horizon.

Amen-Ra A combined north and Tevi-Isis 1 i-,, . ,-,x

, , . , ,

'^ ^ . Phact ( 1

)

soutli god, established Amen-t-isis r ^. . ,^.

about 3700 B.C. Hathor-Isis J
"^^^

^'^^

The establisliment of Amen-Ra gives us a fair indication

of the changes which must have taken j^lace among the early

civiHsations when the beginning of the year was aherecl.

There can be no doubt, I tliink, that Chnemu was the first

Sun-god of Southern Egypt ; the ciyosphinxes at Thel^es

are alone sufficient to prove it ;
^ and if so, then the

southern people must have come from a region where the

autumnal equinox marked the most important time of the

year for their agricultural operations. And this vear had

eventually to give way, as we know it did, about 8700 B.C.,

for one beo-innino' at the summer solstice.O o

In the above list I have indicated Osiris as a Moon-god.

Many inscriptions might be quoted similar to the follo^Wng

one :
—

" Salute a te, Hesiri, il signore dell' eternita. Quando tu sei in Cielo, tu

apparisci come sole, et tu rinnuovi la tua forma comme Luna."~

It has also to be borne in mind that the complicated head-

dress, including the goat's horns, is represented in connection

with Thoth Chnemu and Osiris."

Later he was unquestionably a sun-god, but this would be

^ Lanzoni also states that Amcn-Kil sometimes appears with the four heads of the goat,

once special to Chnemu, q.v.

- Lanzoni, p. 692.

^ Rawlinson. vol. i., p. 371.
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certain to happen if the southern intlude^^< worshipped the

moon in the first line.

Further, if in later times he represented both sun and

moon, as he certainlv did, it is not probable that he did

so from the beginning. All the special symbolism refers to

him as a Moon-god ; he is certainly a Moon-god in the

myth of Isis and Osiris, for he was cut into fourteen pieces,

the number of davs of the waning moon.

Now, we can easily understand an evolution beginning

with a Moon-god and ending with a Sun-god. But the con-

trary is almost unthinkable
;
besides, we know that in Egypt

it did not hapj^en ; the solar attributes got hardened as time

went on. The calendar evidence, as we have seen, in rela-

tion to the original year of 860 days is in favour of Moon-

worship, and therefore of a Moon- god in the earliest times.

Further, if we accept this, the myth of Horus becomes a

complete historical statement, of which parts have already

been shown to refer to astronomical facts past all dispute.

It is well here to give Naville's remarks upon it. It will

be seen that they strengthen my view.^

" La SBS'"*^ annee de son regne, le dieu part avec son fils pour I'Egypte.

Voila done une date precise de I'un de ces rois qui, selon les traditions

egyptiennes, avaient occupe' le trone de I'Egypte avant les souverains indi-

genes. Cette annee-la, Horliut cliasse Typlion de I'Egypte, et s'etablit en

roi sur tout le pays. Cela concorderait done avec ce que nous disent Mane-
thon et Eusebe, que, dans la premiere dynastie des dieux, Typhon preceda

immediatement Horus. La succession se serait faite par droit de conquete.

" Horus a avee lui des compagnons qui sont nommes partout ses suivants :

les Scbesou Hor. M. de Rouge a deja fait remarquer que, dans plusieurs

inscriptions, ces bommes sont consideres comrae les babitants primitifs de

I'Egypte, les contenq^orains des dynasties divines. Ce sont ces Mesennou
dont il a deja ^te question dans la serie prec^dente. Le role qu'ils jouent

dans ce recit montre, plus clairement encore, que I'epoqiie dont il s'agit est

la fin des temps mytbologiques auxquels Mena devait succeder. C'est une

1 Naville, "Mytlie d'Horus," p. 8.
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tradition relative aux evenenieut.s qui lie doivent avoir precede que de peu

les temps liistoriques.

" Horliut nioute dans la barque de son pere, qui le suit pendant toute

I'expedition, et lui donne son appui et ses conseiLs. Les dieux poursuivent

Typhon tout le long du fleuve ; Horliut livre plusieurs batailles dans des

lieux qui recevront des nonis propres a rappeler ses exploits, et qui sei'ont

plus particulierement voues a son culte. C'est a Edfou qu'ont lieu les premiers

combats, puis dans le 16'"^ noma de la Haute-Egypte. Le nome de Mert, celui

du Fayoum et du lac Moeris, est le theatre de plusieurs episodes de la lutte.

C'est dans la ville de Sutenclienen, appelee ici Nanrutef, un sanctuaire im-

portant d'Osiris, que s'etablissent les 8chesou Hor. Entin, lorsque Set a ete

chasse du nome de Client-ab, le 14'"« de la Basse-Egypte, le pays est delivre,

et la royaute est assuree a Hoi'hut. Son pere, qui, a cliaque nouvelle victoii'e,

lui a decerne quelque lionneur special, lui accorde d'etre represente sous la

THE WINGED SOLAR DISK.

forme du disque aile, ou du scarabee, sur tous les temples de la Haute et de

la Basse-Egypte. Horus devient le seigneur des deux regions, s'assied dans un

sanctuaire ou il est adore comme Horchuti, avec qui il finit par se confondre.

" Telle est cette seconde legende, bien mieux caracterisee que la pi-emiere,

car elle est I'attachee a des localites connues et a une epoque determinee.

Elle me semble meme assez claire pour qu'on puisse y voir une tradition,

qui aurait a sa base un fait historique. Set est un dieu bien connu dans

riiistoire d'Egypte ; c'est le dieu des ennemis, et particulierement des popula-

tions semitiques, qui conquirent une fois le pays et le mirent souvent en

danger. Si nous considerons qu'il est cliass^ par Horus, 'le dieu qui lui a

succede dans la royaute, et par les habitants primitifs du pays a un moment
donne des annales divines, n'est-il pas naturel d'expliquer ce mythe par une

guerre entre les Egyptiens venus de Nubie, et les Semites qui auraient ete

chasses du pays ; soit que cette guerre soit plus ancienne que les temps

histor-iques, soit que, venue plus tard, elle ait passe dans le domaine -de

I'histoire legendaire ? Les textes relatifs aux dynasties divines sont encore

trop rares pour que nous puissions pousser tres-loin ces rechei'ches. Le

temple d'Edfou nous fournira peut-etre un jour de nouvelles indications sur

ces epoques prehistoriques, et sur I'origine si mysterieuse de la civilisation de

I'Egypte."

In another passage Naville remarks

:
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" Typlion n'est pas siniplement le dieu da nial, I'adversaire personnel

d'Osiris, c'est un soiiverain qui occupe avec ses allies la plus grande partie de

I'Egypte depuis Edfou jusqu'a I'Oinent du Delta." ^

It wa8 suggested, (page 154) that Horus slaying Set repre-

sented by a hippopotamus was a reference to a time antecedent

to 5000 B.C., when the consteUation of Draco was circumpolar
;

and. we now learn from Chapter XXXII. that Set represented

the Northern-Star worship brought in from the N.E.

Horus, then, represented a conquering force coming from

the South.

He was recognised as a Southern god. Naville remarks

:

" Hoichuti est par excellence le dieu de la Nubie ; c'est a lui que sont

consacres jalusieurs des temples pharaoniques qui existent le long du Nil entre

Ouadi-Halfa et Phila;." 2

But this is not all. The sequence of the Divine Dynasties

is as follows, according to ]\Iaspero :
—

^

Atmu.

Ra
Shou

Sibou [Seb]

Osiris

Set

Horus

Neglecting the first four, we find Osiris preceding Set, and are

driven to the conclusion that in Osiris, in this connection, we
are dealing with the Moon, for the Sun-gods Atmu and Ra head

the list. Besides, the worship of Set did not kill the worship

of the Sun, for the power of Ra finally became paramount.

We must hold, then, that the Southern Sun-god Horus, the

son of Osiris, was the son of a Moon-god, and it becomes

necessary to inquire if such an idea occurred to other early

peoples. Professor Sayce^ tells us

—

1 "Mythe cl'Horus," p. 7. - " Mythe d'Horus," p. 7.

3 "Hist. Anc," p. 33. ^ " Hibbeit Lectures," p. 155.
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" According to the official religion of ChalcUva, the Sun-god was the offspring ^»c^

of the Moon -god," and he adds, " Sucli a belief could have arisen only where the

Moon-god was the su])reme object of worship To the Semite the Sun-

god was the lord and fatlier of the gods." ^

If Avo, then, witli this ])recedent, are prepared to take Osiris

as the Moon-god of the Southern race, there is jio doubt that

the first Sun-o-od was Chnemu, and the first Southern Star-god

—the star which herakled sunrise at the Autumnal P^quinox

—

Khonsu (Cano^^us). Thoth also must be named, for it is certain

that the Calendar which he leads was of Southern origin,

because New Year's Day at the Summer Solstice was heralded

first by Phact and afterwards by Sirius, both Southern stars.

There is likewise ample temple evidence to show that the

Autumnal Equinoctial Sun was also heralded, and in even

earlier times, first by Canopus and next by a Centauri, and it

becomes a question whether the original moon-calendar of

Thoth did not refer to a year beginning at the Autumnal

Equinox. This is a suggestion resulting from later inquiries,

and hence I have not referred to it in the chapters on the year.

And here, perhaps, in their dependence upon the Moon-

god Osiris, we find the real reason that Khonsu and Thoth

have lunar instead of solar emblems; Tliotli led the initial

lunar j^ear, Khonsu only heralded the advent of the son

of the Moon.

If this be so, before the fomidation of the temple of Annu

by " la grande tribu des Anou," -the Southern (originally Moon-

worship})ing) race had already made its appearance in force in

Northern Egypt, otherwise the divine dynasties would not have

included Osiris; we need not be astonislied that the temple

evidence has disappeared there. The most northern ancient

temple of Osiris was at Abydos ; that also has gone, while those

^ In modern Gcrra.in, even, the ]Moon is masculine and the Sun fiiuinine.

- Ma.spero, op. cit., p. 14.
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at Phil?e and Edfii remain, the latter, at some time subsequent

to its original foundation, dedicated to a female Horus.

These things being presumed, we can now bring together

in a working hypothesis the temple evidence so far as it bears

upon the mythology and inter-action of the North- and South

-

Star worshij^j^ers.

Date B.C.

Osiris
I

6400 A swarm from the south \\ith Thoth / Moon Gods.

Khonsu J

Chnemu (Suu God),

come down the River,

They find a population worshipping Ea and Atmu. Possibly they

were merely worshippers of the dawn and twilight.

The Moon worship is accepted as an addition, and the divine dynasiu

of Osiris begins.

The swarm brings a lunar year of 360 days with it, and the Egyptian

Calendar beginning I. Thoth commences.

They build temples at Amada, Semneh, Phila3, Edfu, and probably

Abydos. All these were probably Osiris temples, so called be-

cause Osiris, the Moon-god, was the chief deity, and they were

used for the determination of the Sun's place at the Autumnal

Equinox, at which time their lunar year probably began.

5400 A swarm, or swarms, from the N.E. One certainly comes by the Red
Sea, and founds temples at Redisieh and Denderah ; another may
have come over the isthmus and founded Aunu. They bring the

worship of Ami.^

The Divine dynasty of Set is founded, and we can imagine religious

strifes between the partisans of the new northern cult and the

southern moon-worshippers.

These people might have come either from North Babylonia, or other

swarms of the same race may have invaded North Babylonia at

the same time,

-f 5000 [This date is fixed by Hippopotamus not being circumpolar after it.

It might have been much earlier, but not much later.]

Horus with his " blacksmiths " comes down the river to revenge his

"father Osiris " by killing his murderer Set (the Hippopotamus).

The 6400 B.C. people, who came from the South, had been

worsted by the last (5400 B.C.) swarm from the N.E., and have

sent for southern assistance.

1 Annu and An (Denderah) : (? " la grande Tribii des Anou" of Maspero ?)
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The South people Ijv tliis time h;id become 8uii-wovshippers, and

"Osiris " now means Sun as well as Moon.

The N.E. people are beaten, and there is an amalgamation of the

Original and Southern cults. The N.E. people are reduced to

second place^ but Set is retained, and Anuhls looks after sepulchres,

soon to be replaced by Osiris as Southern priestcraft prevails.

The priestly headquarters now are at Annu and Abydos. At the

former place we have an amalgamated cult representing Sun and

N. Star gods. At Abydos Osii'is (changed into a Sun-God) is

su])reme.

TMariette'^i-ior
^"other swarm from N.E., certainly from Babylonia this time,

Brugsch 3700] and apparently by isthmus only, since no E.AV. temples are found

on Red Sea roads.

They no longer bring Ann alone. There is a Spring Equinox Sun-

God.

3700 Southern people at Barkal and Thebes in force ; temple-building on a

large scale. Chnemu begins to give place to Amen-Ra. Still

more blending between original and Southern peoples.

3500 Final blending of North and South cults at Thebes. Temples founded

there to Set and Min, on the lines of Annu and An.

3200 Establishment of worship of Amen-Ra at Thebes. Supremacy of

Theban priests.



CHAPTER XXXVII.

THE EGYPTIAN AND BABYLONIAN ECLIPTIC CONSTELLATIONS.

I HAVE already, in Chapter XXXII., pointed out that at Annu

we seemed limited to Set as a stellar divinity ; so soon as

pyramid times are reached, however, this was changed, and

we found the list of the gods increased, and the worship

of the sun and of stars in the constellations of the Bull

and Scorpion went on, if it was not begun, in Egypt, in

pyramid times. These constellations were connected with the

equinoxes
;
and associated with the introduction of these new

worships in pyramid times was the worship of the l)ull Apis.

The tirst question which now arises is, AVhen were any

ecliptic constellations established in Babylonia ? and next.

Which were they ?

Jensen, in his " Kosmologie der Babylon ier," tells us that

there is some very definite information relating not only to

Taurus and Scorpio, but to Capricornus and other winter con-

stellations ; and, as in Egypt so in Babylonia, for the iirst

references to the constellations we have to refer to the religion

and the mythology.

So far as I have been able to gather, any myth like the

Egyptian myth of Horus, involving combats between the sun

and circumpolar star gods, is entirely lacking in Babylonia,

but a similar myth in relation to some of the ecliptic con-

stellations is among the best known. Jensen shows that the

first notions of the Babylonian constellations are to be got

by studying the sun-gods, and especially the mythic war

between the later sun-o;od jMarduk and the monster Tiamat.

I have already referred to Marduk ; he is the Sj^ring
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Sun-God, and it has also l^een stated that the greatest god

of ancient Babylonia, la of Eridu, was connected with the

constellation of Capricornus.

Mai'duk represented the constellation of the Bull. Here

I (|uote Jensen :— ^

" It has already been suggested that the Bull is a syml)ol

of the Spring-Sun Mardiik ; that he was originally complete

;

that he at one time extended as far as the Fish of /«, i.e.

the western Fish ; that the Fish of la., out of which the sun

emerged at the end of the year in ancient times to enter

Taurus, is to represent /«, the God of the Ocean, out of

which his son Mardul^ the early sun, rises daily ; finally,

that a series of constellations west of the Fish(es) is intended

to rej^resent symbolically this same ocean. Mardult is on the

one hand, as early sun of the day (and the year), the son

of /«, the god of the world-water."

As to the sun-god Marduk, then, he represents the sun

at the vernal equinox, when the sunrise was heralded by

the stars in the Bull.

But what, then, are the fish of la and the other con-

stellations referred to? They are all revealed to us by the

myth. They are the Southern ecliptic constellations.

Tiamat.

Tiamat, according to Jensen, means initially the Eastern

Sea (p. 307). This was expanded to mean the "Weltwasser"

(p. '315), which may be taken to mean, I suppose, the origin

of the Greek co/ceai/o?, and possibly the overlying firmament

of waters. These firmamental waters contain the southerly

ecliptic constellations, the winter and l)ad-weather signs

—

the Scorpion, the Goat-fish, and the Fish among them.

1 Op. cit., p. 315.
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It must bo pointed out that these southerly constellations

were associated with the God of Eridu in his first stage.

The Constetlations referred to in the Myth of Marduk and

Tiamat.

We are indebted to the niyth, then, for the knowledge

that when it was invented, not only the constellations Bull

and Scorpion, but also the Goat and Fishes had been estab-

lished in Babylonia.

This argument is strengthened by the following con-

siderations suggested by Jensen :

—

"We look in vain among the retinue of Tiamat for an

animal corresponding to the constellations of the zodiac to

the east of the vernal equinox. This cannot be accidental.

If, therefore, we contended that the cosmogonic legends of

the Babylonians stood in close relationship to the phenomena

of sunrise on the one hand and the entrance of the sun

into the vernal equinox on the other—that, in fact, the

creation legends in general reflect these events—there could

not be a more convincing proof of our view than the fact

just mentioned. The three monsters of Tiamat, which

Mardiilt overcomes, are located in the ' water-region ' of the

heavens, which the Spring-Sun Marduk ' overcomes ' before

entering the (ancient) Bull. If, as cannot lie doubted, the

signs of the zodiac are to be regarded as symbols, and

especially if a monster like the goat-fish, whose form it

is difficult to recognise in the corresponding constellation,

can only be regarded as a symbol, then we may assume

without hesitation that at the time when the Scorj^ion,

the Goat-Fish, and the Fish Avere located as signs of

the zodiac in the water-region of the sky, they already

played tlieir parts as the animals of Tiamat in the creation
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leg-ends. Of course they were not taken out of a complete

story and placed in the sky, but conceptions of a more

general kind gave the first occasion. It does not follow

that all the ancient myths now known to us must have

been available, but certainly the root-stock of them, perhaps

in the form of uns}'stematic and uncoimected single stories

and conce^jts."

There is still further evidence for the constellation of the

Scor^jion.

" A Scorpion-Man plays also another part in the cosmology

of the Babylonians. The Scorpion-Man and his wife guard the

gate leading to the MaSu mountain(s), and watch the sun at

rising and setting. Their upper part reaches to the sky, and

their irtn (breast ?) to the lower regions (Epic of Gristubar 60,9).

After Gistubar has traversed the Ma.^u Mountain, he reaches

the sea. This sea lies to the east or south-east. However

obscure these conceptions may be, and however they may
render a general idea impossible, one thing is clear, that the

Scorpion-Men are to be imagined at the boundary between

land and sea, upper and lower Avorld, and in such a way that

the upper or human portion belongs to the uj^j^er region, and

the lower, the Scorpion body, to the lower. Hence the

Scorpion-Man represents the boundary between light and dark-

ness, between the firm land and the water region of the world.

Marduk^ the god of light, and vanquisher of Tiamat, i.e. the

ocean, has for a svmbol the Bull^Taurus, into which he

entered in spring. This leads almost necessarily to the suppo-

sition that both the Bull and the Scorpion were located in the

heavens at a time when the sun had its vernal equinox in

Taurus and its autumnal equinox in Scorpio, and that in their

principal parts or most conspicuous star groups ; hence probably

in the vicinity of Aldebaran and Antares, or at an epoch when
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the priucipal parts of Taurus and Scorpio appeared before the

sun at the equinoxes."

If my suggestion be admitted that the Babylonians dealt

not with the daily tight but with the yearly fight between light

and darkness—that is, the antithesis between day and night

was expanded into the antithesis between the summer and the

winter halves of the year—then it is clear that at the vernal

equinox Scorpio setting in the west would be watching the

sunrise ; at the autumnal equinox rising in the east, it would

be watching the sunset ; one part would be ^dsible in the sky,

the other would be below the horizon in the celestial waters.

If this be so, all obscurity disappears, and we have merely a

very beautiful statement of a fact, from which we learn that

the time to which the fact ap^^lied was about 3000 B.C., if

the sun were then near the Pleiades.

Jensen, in the above-quoted passage by implication, and

in a subsequent one directly, suggests that not all the zodiacal

constellations were established at the same time. The Baby-

lonians apparently began with the easier ^^roblem of ha^dng

six constellations instead of twelve. For instance, we have

already found that to complete the present number, between

Scorpio Capriconius Pisces

we must interpolate

Sagittarius Aquarius.

Aries and Libra seem also to be late additions according to

Jensen, who writes :

—

" We have already above (p. 90) attempted to exj^lain the

striking phenomenon that the Bull and Pegasus, both with half-

bodies only, i]ix'noixoi^ enclose the Ram between them, by the

assumption that the latter was interposed later, when the

sun at tlie time of the vernal equinox was in the hind parts
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of the Bull, so that this point was no longer sufficiently marked

in the sky. Another matter susceptible of a like explanation

may be noted in the region of the sky opposite to the Ram
and the l^ull. Although we cannot doubt the existence of an

eastern balance, still, as already remarked (p. Q^), the

Greeks have often called it %'»?Xat ' claws ' (of the Scorpion),

and according to what has been said aboye (j). -^12), the sign

for a constellation in the neighbourhood of our Lil)ra reads in

the Arsacid inscription ' claw(s) ' of the Scorpion. These facts

are yery simply explained on the supposition that the Scorpion

originally extended into the region of the Balance, and that

originally a, and /3 Lil^r^ represented the ' horns ' of the

Scorpion, but later on, when the autumnal equinox coincided

with them, the term Balance was applied to them. Although

this was used as an additional name, it was only natural that

the old term should still be used as an equiyalent. But it

also indicates the great age of a portion of the zodiac."

Let us suppose that what happened in the case of Aries and

Libra happened with six constellations out of the twelye : in

other words, that the orir/inal zodiac consisted only of six con-

stellations.

o
H

t/D o
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The upper list not only classifies in an unbroken manner

A A
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the Fish-Man, the Goat-Fish, the Scorpion-Man, and Marduk

of the Babylonians, Init we pick up all or nearly all of the

ecli})tic stars or constellations met Avith in earl}^ Egyptian

mythology, Apis, The Tortoise,^ Min, 8erk-t, Chnemu, as repre-

sented by appropriate symbols.

Further, the remarkable suppression or small representa-

tion of the Lion in l^oth the more ancient Babylonian and

Egyptian mythology is explained. I have shown before how

the Babylonians with an equinoctial year would take slight

account of the solstice, while it also follows that the Egyptians,

who were wise enough not to use zodiacal stars for their

warnings of sunrise, for the reason that stars in the brigliter

light of dawn near the sun are more difficult to see, might

easily neglect the constellation of the Lion, as iirst Phact and

then Sirius, both southern stars, marked for them the advent

of the summer solstice ; on different grounds," then, the Lion

might well have been at first omitted in both countries.

Since there is a doubt as to the existence of the Lion

among the first Babylonian constellations, the argument in

the following paragraph would appear to refer to observa-

tions made at a later time, when totemism was less preva-

lent :—
" The Lion in the heavens must rejoresent the heat of

the summer. He does this most effectually when the summer

solstice coincides with the constellation— that is, A\'hen its

principal stars appear before the sun at the summer solstice.

This happened at the time when the vernal equinox lay

in Taurus, and when the principal star-group of the Bull

^ I think I am right about the Tortoise, for I find the following passage in Jensen, p. 65,

where he notes the absence of the Crab :
—" Ganz absehend davon, ob dasselbe fiir unsere

Frage von Wichtigkeit werden wird oder nicht, muss ich daran erinnern, das unter den

Emblemen, welche die sogenannten 'Deeds of Sale' haufig begleiten, verschiedene Male wie

der Scorpion so die Sehildkrote abgebildet gefunden wird."
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appeared before the sun at the time of the vernal equinox.

The Water-jug (Amphora), Aquarius, must represent symbol-

ically the watery season of winter. It does this most ef-

fectually when the winter solstice coincides with it, or its

principal star-group appears before the sun at the winter

solstice. This happened about the time when the vernal

equinox lay in Taurus, and its principal star-group rose

before the sun at the time of the vernal equinox."

Thanks to Jensen's researches, then, we have the im-

portant conclusion before us that the Babylonians, as well

as the Egyptians, in early times symbolised the following-

constellations :

—

Taurus Bull.

Cancer Tortoise.

Virgo Ear of corn or other product representing

fertility.

Scorpio Scorpion.

Capricornus... Goat-man or goat-fisli.

Pisces Fish-man.

But ^\\\'<xi time was this ?

We have seen that in Egypt the Bull constellation had

been established possibly in the time of Mena, and that

certainly both the Bull and the Scorpion had been established

in pyramid times.

I have also given evidence to show that the E. and W.
pyramid worship) was l)rought from Babylonia. Now, about

this date we know that Sargon I. was king of that country,

and reigned at Accad or Agade, lat. 33° N., on the right

bank of the Euphrates, Sippara being across the river. Here

it may be mentioned that the latitudes of Eridu and Babylon

are 31° X. and 32i° X. respectively, so that Agade was to

the north of both.

Although the worship of Marduk—that is, the vernal

A A 2
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equinox Sun-god—in Bal)ylon was much intensified Avlien

Khammuralji reigned about 2200 B.C., it is known that it

existed long before ; how long I cannot find. It is also very

remarkable that the deities of Eridu, whenever that city was

pre-eminent, were guarded by sacred bulls. We must leave

it undetermined, therefore, at what date the Bull sun-god

was established ; but it seems certain, on the above grounds,

that it must have been before pyramid times.

But we are not limited to the above line of evidence.

There are astronomical considerations which will help us.

For the pur^^ose of noting the validity of the argument
,

based upon them, a slight reference is necessary to the

change of the equinoctial })oint along the eclij^tic.

By the jjrecessional movement, the position of the sun

in the ecliptic at an equinox or solstice sweeps round the

ecliptic in about 25,000 years. Now if we suppose twelve

ecliptic constellations of equal size—that is, 30° long (30° x

12 = 360°)—the time it would take the sun's place at the

A'ernal equinox to pass through one constellation would be

(^° =) 2083 years. If the constellation of the Bull were twice

as long formerly as it is now (when the constellations are

twice as numerous), of course this period would be doubled.

So that the statement that the sun at the equinox was

in the Bull does not help us very much to an actual date,

and the constellation of the Lion could have been established

2000 years after the Bull, and yet have marked the summer

solstice.

Further, if all the stars of the Bull (sj^eaking generally)

are seen at daTvai—that is, before the sun rises—the sun has

not yet reached the Bull. We can then, at all events, fix a

minimum of time. The sun's longitude at the vernal equinox

being always 0, the longitude of the most easterly part of
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the constellation, assuming this part n<jt to have been changed,

will give us the nmnher of years that have elapsed.

I noAA' go on to state Jensen's view as to the date of thc^

introduction of the god Marduk into Babylonian mythology,

or, in other words, of the worship of the spring-tide sun.

Jensen remarks :

—

'' It may safely be assumed that the constellations of the

Scorpion and the Bull actually originated at the latest at a

time when the autumnal and vernal equinoctial points re-

spectively coincided with their principal stars. But this was

the case more than 4900 years ago. But if we assume that

Taurus and Scorpio were given their names at a time when

their main stars rose before the sun at the time of the

vernal and autumnal equinoxes respectively, we should obtain

as the date of the establishment of the constellations of

Taurus and Scorpio in the skies about the year -5000.^

According to Dr. Tetens, the sun stood at the tips of the

horns of the Bull at the commencement of spring 6000 years

ago. At this time, therefore, Taurus had completely risen

above the eastern horizon at sunrise.

" Since it is not inconceivable that in the delineation of

the first signs of the zodiac a name was attached to a con-

stellation of the ecliptic emerging from behind the sun, and

a})parently more or less connected, the name being such as

to indicate symbolically the beginning of the spring then

occurring, the time, about 1400 B.C., might also be that of

the introduction of the Bull (and the Scorpion). But it is,

of courscj not necessary that this should have occurred at

one of the three epochs mentioned ; this is, indeed, highly

improbable, and the process must be regarded as follows

:

1 According to a comnuiDication of Dr. Tetens. Aldebaran rcse heliacally at the beginning

of spring for Babylon G900 years ago.
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When the idea was conceived of indicating ,synil)olically the

beginning of s])ring in the sky—whether the idea originated

in the brains of the masses or in that of a learned scholar,

whether it had a mythological or a more scientific basis

—

a name was given in the first instance to the region in

which the snn was at the beginning of spring, or to that

west of it, the name denoting symbolically the beginning of

spring. This, of course, does not exclude the possibility that

more eastward })ortions of the ecliptic, whose stars were less

prominent, were included in this name. From this we may
conclude that Taurus did not originate later than -3000, for

at that time Aldebaran, its principal star, stood east of the

sun at the beginning of spring. Hence it would follow

that our creation legends are, at least in part, just as old." ^

It may, then, be gathered from the above that the con-

stellations of the Bull and the Scorpion were recognised as

such at the same early date both in Babylonia and Egypt

;

and to these we may add the Tortoise (our present Cancer)

and some of the southern constellations. Further, that the

date of their establishment was certainly not later than, say,

iOOO B.C., and probal^ly much earlier.

With regard to the complete ecliptic, the information

seems meagre both from Bal^ylonia and from Egypt in early

times. I have already referred to the Egyptian decans, that

is, the lists of stars rising at intervals of ten days. The lists

will be found in Lepsius and in Brugsch's " Astronomische und

^ AVith regard to these legends Jensen writes: "Now it is remarkalde that the oldest

historical king about whom the Babylonians know anything-, Sargon of Agadi (') is said

to have lived about 3750 b.c— i.e., 5639 years ago—and that his son is called Narani-Sln=
' favourite of Sin,' the moon-god. And if we bear in mind that the zodiac with its

signs plays into the Babylonian legends of creation, and that the Hebrew cosmogonic

legends are derived from these, it is for us even more remarkable that the Jews place

the creation of the world 5649 years ago, however much the figures derived from the

Bible, according to other cominitations and traditions, may depart therefrom. Whether
this is accidental or not, I do not profess to judge."
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Astrologische Inschrifteu," but the 8tars have woi been made

out. In later times in Babylonia— say 1()00 b.c.—the follow-

ing list represents the results of Jensen's investigations :

—

(1) Pei'haps Aries (= "leading sheep ").

(2) A " Bull (of the Heavens) "= Alclebavan or (and) = our Taurus.

(3) Gemini.

(4) ?

(5) Perhaps Leo.

(6) The constellation of the " Corn in Ears "r=the Ear of Corn. [Spica.]

(7) Pi"obably Libra, whose stars ai'e, however, at least in general,

called " The Claw(s) " (i.e., of the Scorpion).

(8) The Scorpion.

(9) Perhaps Sagittarius.

(10) The "Goat-fish"= Caper.

(11) ?

(12) The " Fish " with the " Fish band."

A few hundred years later, we learn from the works of

Strassmeyer and Epping, a complete chain of twenty-eight

stai-s along the ecliptic had been established, and most careful

observations made of the paths of the moon and planets, and

of all attendant phenomena. The ecliptic stars then used in

Babylonia were as follows :
—

^

1. T] Piscium.

2 /3 Arietis.

3. a Arietis.

4. 7) Tauri.

.5. a Tauri.

6. /3 Tauri.

7. C Tauri.

8. T] Gerainoruiu.

9. ^ Geminorum.

10. y Geminorum.

11. a Geminorum.

12. j8 Geminorum.

13. Z Cancri.

14. £ Leonis.

1.5. a Leonis.

16. P Leonis.

17. /3 Leonis.

18. /3 Virginis.

19. 7 Virginis.

20. a Virginis.

21. a Librje.

22. /3 Librse

23. }) Scorpionis.

24. a Scorpionis.

25. h Ophiuchi.

26. a Capricorni.

27. y Capricorn!.

28. V Capricorni.

' " Astronomischcs aus Babylon,'' pp. 117-133.
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Ill Egypt, dating from the twentieth dynasty (1100 B.C.),

is a series of star tables which have puzzled Egyptologists

from Chami)olHon and Biot do^^aiwards. These observations

are recorded in several manuscripts found in tombs ; they

seem to liave been given as a sort of charm to the people

who were buried, in order to enable them to get through the

diflficulties of the way in the nether world.

The liieroglyphs state that a particular star of a particular

Egyptian constellation is seen at a particular hour of the night.

We have twelve lines representing the twelve hours of the

night, and it is stated that we have in these vertical lines the

equivalent of the lines in our transit instruments, and that

the reference "in the middle," "over the right eye," "over

the right shoulder," or " over the left ear," as the case may be,

is simply a reference to the position of the star.

Were this confirmed, one of the remarkable things about

the inquiry would be that the Egyptians did not hesitate in

those days to make a constellation cover very nearly 90"" of

right ascension, showing that they wished to have as few

.constellations, including as many stars, as possible. But the

l)est authorities all agree that these are tables of stars rising

at different hours of the night, and a small constellation near

the j^ole might have taken many hours to rise.

The observations were made on the 1st and ICtli of

every month. The chief stars seem to be twenty-four in

number, and it looked at first as if Ave had really here a list

of priceless value of twenty-four either ecliptic or equatorial

stars, similar to the decans to which reference has already

been made.

Unfortunately, however, tlie list has resisted all efforts to

completely understand it. Whether it is a list of risings or

meridian passages even is still in dispute. Quite recently,
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indeed, one of tlic investigators, Herr Giistav Bilfinger,^ has

not liesitated to consider it not a list of ol^servations at all,

l)nt a compilation for a special purpose.

'' Tlie star-table is intended to carry the principle of time

into the rigid world of the grave, and represents over the

sepulchral vault ' the eternal liorizon,' as the ancient Egyptians

so aptly styled the grave, an imitation of the sky, a compen-

sation for the sky of the upper Avorld with its time-measuring

motion
;

yet the idea here is bolder, the execution is more

artificial and complicated, since the sculptor endeavoured to

combine the daily and the annual motion of the celestial vault

in one picture ; wanted to. transfer into the grave the temporal

frames in which all human life is enacted. This endeavour to

represent by one configuration both motions and both chrono-

logical units explains all the peculiarities and imperfections

of our star-table.

" The simplest means of representing both motions was

found in the stars, which circle the earth in the course of a

day, and indicate the year by the successive appearance of

new stars in the mornino- twilio-ht. If the same stars were to

serve both purposes in one representation, it was necessary to

take twenty-four stars which rose at intervals of fifteen days,

since only such followed each other at an average distance of

15°, and were therefore useful for sho^^dng the hours.

" If the calendar-maker really possessed a list of tlie

twenty-four principal (zodiacal) stars, the course of the vear

was indicated tlierel)y
;

Ijut since he also wanted to represent

the daily motion, he might with some justice have composed

each night out of eleven of these stars, since the stars' risings

are only visible during the ten middle hours of the nig-lit.

1 "Die .Sternta fell! in den iigyptischen Konigsgrabern von BiMn cl-JIoluk," von Gustav
Bilfinger (p. G9).
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But ten hours would not liave adequately represented the

night, since this Avas thought of as a twelve hours' interval.

" There was a way out of it—viz., to call hora ' sunset,'

liora 12 'sunrise,' which would have been a simple and correct

solution if the diAision of the night into twelve parts for

practical purposes had been aimed at. But this expedient he

could not adopt, because he could or would only oj^erate with

stars, and the notions of sunrise and sunset found no place

in his tables. Thus he was forced to falsifij the customary

di\dsion of the hours, by squeezing the twelve hours of the

night into the time during which star risings are visible—viz.,

the dark night exclusive of twilight. On the other hand, he

could not, A\'ith his principal stars at intervals of 15°, divide

his night, shortened as it was by two hours, into twelve ])arts,

and thus he was obliged to make use of two or three auxiliary

stars, as we have proved in detail above, and thus yet more

to distigure the hour-division, since thereby the lengths of

the hours were made very variable. These are then two

things which we must not regard as peculiarities of ancient

Egyptian reckoning, but as a consequence of the leading idea

of our tal;)le, which did not intend to facilitate the division

of the night into twelve parts l^y star observations, but was

calculated, by the connection of thirteen stars with thirteen

successive moments, to create the idea of the circling host of

stars and thence the course of the night."

I give an abstract of the list of the twenty-four principal

stars and the Egyj^tian constellations in which they occur :

—

1. Sahu= Orion.

2. Sothis==Sirius.

3. The two stars.

4. Tlie stars of tlie water.

5. The lion.

6. The many stars.
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7. Mena's herald.

8. Mena.

9. Mena's followers.

10.^

11.

12. - Hippopotamus.

1.3.

u..

15.

16.

17.

18.
Keclit.

19.

20.,

21. Ari.

22.1

23.J

- Goose.

24. Sahu= Head of

It will be seen that even this Egyptian star-list is very

indeterminate. It is known that Sahii is the name for the

constellation of Ori(jn. The hipj^opotamus represents Draco,

and probably Neclit another northern constellation. There

are indications, too, that Mena may symbolise Spiea, with

which star we have seen Min-worship associated. Further

than this the authorities do not venture at present to go.



CHAPTER XXXVIir.

THE INFLUENCE OF EGYPT UPON TEMPLE-OEIENTATION IX GREECE.

In the final pages of this book I have to show that recent

investigations have put heyond all doubt the fact that the

astronomical observations and temple-worship of the Egyptians

formed the basis fii-st of Greek and later of Latin temple-

building.

I have indicated in a former chapter that in our own days,

and in our own land, the idea of orientation which I have

endeavoured to work out for Egypt still holds its own. It

was more than probable, therefore, that we should find the

intermediate stages in those countries whither by universal

consent Egyptian ideas percolated. Among these, Greece

holds the first place, as it was the nearest point of Europe

to the Nile Valley.

Before we study the orientation of the Greek temples,

let us endeavour to realise the conditions of those Greek

colonists who, filled with the Egyptian learning ; impressed

with the massive and glorious temples in which they had

worshipped ; favoured, perchance, moreover, with glimpses of

the esoteric ideas of the priesthood ; and finally, fired with

Greek ideals of the beautiful, determined that their new land

should not remain altarless.

What would they do ? They would naturally adapt the

Egyptian temple to the new surroundings, climatic among

others. The open courts and fiat roofs of Egyptian temples

would give way to covered courts and sloping roofs to deal

with a more copious rainfall ; and it is curious to note that

the chief architectural differences have this simple origin.
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The small linancial resources of a colony would Ije reason good

enough for a cella not far from the entrance, with courts

surrounding it nnder the now necessary roof. The instinctive

love of beauty would do the rest, and make it a sine qua non

A GREEK TEMPLE RESTORED—THE TEMPLE OF POSEIDON AT P.ESTUM.

that the rosy-fingered dawn should be observable, and that the

coloured lig-lit of the risino; sun in the more boreal clime should

render glorious a stately statue of the divinity.

It is well to take this oj^portunity of emphasising the

transition from the Egyptian form of temple to the Greek

one, in order to show how completely among many apparent

changfes the astronomical conditions were retained. The

entrance door and the cella are alwa^'s in the axis of the
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temple; the nuniLer of columns in the front is always even;

tlie iloor is never hloclced.

I liave already pointed out that in l^oth groups of Egyptian

THE TEMPLE OF THESEUS AT ATHENS : THE ACROPOLIS, WITH THE PARTHENON, IN

THE BACKGROUND.

temples, whether furnished with a pylon or not, one goes from

the entrance to the other end, which held the sanctuary,

through various halls of different styles of architecture and

different stages of magnificence. But in the Greek temple
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this is entirely chano-ecl ; the approach to the temple was

outside—witness the glorious propylseum of the Parthenon at

Athens—the temple representing, so to speak, only the core,

the Holy of Holies, of the Egyptian temple ; and any magni-

ficent approach to it which could be given was given from

the outside. Be it further remarked that the prop^d^eum

Avas never in the fair-way of the light entering the tem])le.

THE EAST FRONT OF THE PARTHENON, FACING THE RISING OF THE PLEIADES.

The massive pylons of some of the Egyptian temples were
useful for shading the roofless outer courts. In Greece these

were no longer useful.

The east front of the Parthenon very mucli more re-

sembles the temple of Denderah than it does the early Egyptian
temple—that is to say, the eastern front is open; it is not

closed by pylons.
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The view as to the possibility of teniplo-orientation being

dominated by astronomical ideas first struck me at Athens and

Kleusis, and when I found that the same idea had been lield

by Nissen, and that the validity of it seemed to be beyond

all question, I consulted my friend Mr. F. C. Penrose

specially with regard to Greece, as I knew he had made a

special study of some of the temples, and that, he being- an

astronomer as well as an arcliffiologist (for, alas ! they are

not, as I think they should be, convertible terms), it was

230ssible that his observations with regard to them included

the requisite data.

I was fortunate enough to find that he had already

determined the orientation of the Parthenon with sufficient

accuracy to enable him to agree in my conclusion that

that temple had been directed to the rising of the Pleiades.

He has subsequently taken up the whole subject with

regard to Greece in a most admirable and complete way,^

and has communicated papers to the Society of Antiquaries

(February IS, 1892), and more recently to the Royal Society

(April 27, 1893) on his resuhs.^

These results are so numerous and complete that it is

now quite possible to trace the transition from Egyptian

to Greek tem^^le-worship, and this, with Mr. Penrose's full

permission, I propose to do in this chapter.

But, in the first instance, I am anxious to state that

Mr, Penrose was soon convinced that in Greece, as in

P^gypt, the stars were used for heralding sunrise. He
writes :

—

1 In the lists of temiiles which follow, all the orientations were ohtained from azimuths

taken with a theodolite, either from the sun or from the planet Venus. In almost every case

two or more sights were observed, and occasionally also the performance of the instrument

was tested by stars at night. The heights subtended by the visible horizon opposite to the

axes of the temples were also observed.

2 See Nature, February 25, 1892, and May 11, 1893.
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" The object the ancients had in using the stars was to employ their

rising and setting as a clock to give warning of tlie sunrise, so that on the

special feast daj^s the priests should have timely notice for preparing the

sacrifiqe or ceremonial, whatever it may have been :

" ' Spectans orientia soils

Lumina rite cavis undam de flumine palmis

Sustulit,' etc."

I may further give an extract from a letter received

from him in which he deals with the demonstration of

the orientation hypothesis furnished by the Greek temples

alone.

" In my paper sent to the Royal Society there was a passage which

seems to make it practically certain, that heliacal stars were connected with

the intra-solstitial temples as derived from Greek sources alone, independent

of the powerful aid of the Egyptian cases.

"'That the first beam of sunrise should fall upon the statue centrally

placed in the adytum of a temple or on the incense altar in front of it on

a particular day, it would be requisite that the orientation of the temple should

coincide with the amplitude of the sun as it rose above the visible horizon,

be it mountain or plain.

"'That a star should act as time-warner it was necessary that it should

have so nearly the same amplitude as the sun that it could be seen from the

adytum through the eastern door, if it was to give warning at its rising, or

to have a similar but reversed amplitude towards the west, if its heliacal setting

was to be observed ; and it follows that in the choice of the festival day and

the corresponding orientation, on these principles, both the amplitude of the

sun at its rising and that of the star eastwards or westwards, as the case

might be, would have to be considered in connection with one another.

" ' From what has been said it is obvious that in the intra-solstitial temples

the list of available bright stars and constellations is in the first instance

limited to those which lie within a few degrees of the ecliptic, and it will

be found that in the list above given and those which follow, if we omit

Eleusis, where the conditions were exceptional, all but one of the stars are

found in the zodiacal constellations. A very great limit is imposed, in the

second place, by one of the conditions being the heliacal rising or setting

of those stars from which the selection has to be made. So that, when both

these combined limitations are taken into account, it becomes improbable

to the greatest degree that in every instance of intra-solstitial temples of early

foundation of which I have accurate particulars, being twenty -eight in number

B B
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and varying in their orientation from 21° N. to 18^ 25' S. of the true east,

there should be found a bright heliacal star or constellation in the right

position at dates not in themselves improbable unless the temples had been

so oriented as to secure this combination.'

" I have just been looking into the number of possible stars which coidd

have been used, i.e. within the limits of the greatest distance from the

ecli[)tic that could have been utilised.

" The stars which could have been utilised iu addition to the seven which

serve for nearly thirty temples are ten only, viz. :

—

Aldebaran.

Pollux.

/3 Arietis.

ft Tauri.

B Librse.

a Libra}.

o Leonis.

y Leonis.

a and /3 Capricorni as a group.
; /3 Leonis.

" If the orientations had been placed at random, would not our thirty

temples have made many misses in aiming at these seventeen stars, it being

necessary also to hit exactly the heliacal margin ? And A\ould they have

secured anything like a due archaeological sequence ?

" Another point is this :

—

"Whenever a star less than lirst magnitude is used (Pleiades only excepted)

it has been necessary, to secure coincidence, to give it several more degrees

of sun depression than in the cases of Spica and Antares."

' The problem in Greece was .slightly different from that in

Egypt. We had not such a great antiquity almost ^\ithout

records to deal with, and moreover the feast-calendars of the

various temples presented less difficulty. There was no vague

year to contend with, and in some cases the actual dates of

building were known Avithin a very few yeai's.

In Greece, not dominated by the rise of the Nile, we should

not expect the year to begin at a solstice, but rather at the

vernal equinox. I have shown that even in pyramid times

in Eg}'pt the risings of the Pleiades and Antares were watched

to herald the equinoctial sun ; it is not surprising, therefore,

to find the earliest temples in Greece to be so oriented. Mr.

Penrose has found tlie following :

—
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B.C.

>/ Taui'i Archaic temiile of 1 . ,

'
) Athen.s . Ri 1530

(The Pleiades) Minerva ... ... J

Asclepieioii ... ... Epidaurus .

.

R 1275

The Hecatompedon ) av-i R 1 1 50
(site of Parthenon) )

Temple of Bacchus... Athens R 1030

Temple of Minerva... Siinium . s 845

B.C.

Antares Heis^um ... ... Argos R 1760

Earlier Erechtheum Athens . S 1070

Temple at ... ... Corinth . S 770

Temple on the Moun- \

tain ... . . . ,. ^gina . s 630

Jupiter Panhellenins )

419

Here we find the oldest temple in a spot which hy common
consent is the very cradle of Greek civilisation.

It has also been shown that in Khu-en-Aten's time the

sun-temple at Tell el-Amarna was oriented to Spica. Spica,

too, we find so used in Greece in the following temples :

—

Spica

B.C.

The Hera?nm at Olympia ... R 1445

Nike Apteros Athens s 1130

Themis . .

.

Rhamnus... R 1092

Nemesis Rhamnus... R 747

Apollo ... Bassa' R 728 Eastern doorway

Diana . .

.

Ephesus ... R 715

When the sun at the S})nno' equinox had left Taurus and

entered Aries, owing to precession, in Egypt the equinoxes

were no longer in question, since the solstitial year was

thoroughly established, and consequently we find no temples

to the new warning star a Arietis.

In Greece, however, where the vernal equinox had now

been established as the beginning of the year, w(* find a

^ R indicates a ri.sing, and S a setting ol)si>rvati<)n.

B B 2
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THE TEMPLE OF JUPITER OLYMPIUS BELOW THE ACROPOLIS. AT ATHENS, ORIENTED
TO a ARIETIS.

different state of things. No less tlian seven temples oriented

to a Arietis are already known:—
a Arietis Minerva ... ... Tegea

Jupiter Olympius ... Athens

Jujjiter ... . . Olynipia .

Temple (perliap.s Juno) Platea

Jupiter ... ... IMegalopolis S

Temple at the Har- ) 7^1 • r,

B.C.

R 1580

R 1202

R 790

S 650

S 605

580
bour ... ... )

Temple on Acropolis of Mycena? ... R 540 Eastern doorway.

The Metroum ... Olympia ... S 360

The above are all intra-solstitial temples—that is, the
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simlig'lit as well as the light of the star can enter them—and

this enables us to note a certain change of thought brought

about in all })robability l)y the artistic spirit of the Greeks. The

Kgyptian temples were all dark, often with a statue of a god or

a reptile obscure in the naos, and many were oriented so that

sunlight never entered them. Mr. Penrose points out that

almost all the Greek temples are oriented so that sunlight can

enter them. Of such temples we have the following twenty-

nine :
—

7 examples from Athens. example fromI Sunium.

3 Olympia.
))

Corinth.

2 Epidaurus.
11 Bassa?.

2 Rhamnus.
11

Ephesus.

2 ^o-ina.
11

Platiea.

2 Tegea. 11
Lycosura.

1 Nemea.
11

Megalopolis.

1 Corey ra. 2 11
Argos.

Now in all these Greek temples, instead of the dark naos of

the Egyptian building, Ave find the cella fully illumined and

facing the entrance. Frequently, too, there was a chrys-

elephantine statue to be rendered glorious by the coloured

morning sunlight falling upon it, or, if any temple had the

westerly aspect, by the sunset glow.

It was perhaps this, combined eventually vd\\\ the much
later invention of water-clocks for telling the hours of the

night, which led to the non-building of temples resembling

those at Thebes and Denderah facing nearly north ; of these,

however, there are scattered examples; one of very remarkable

importance, as it is a temple oriented to 7 Draconis ll;]!) d.c,

built therefore not very long after the temple M at Karnak,

and this temple is at Boeotian Thebes ! X better proof of the

influence exerted by the Egyptians over the temple-building in

Greece could scarcely be imagined. As Mr. Penrose remarks:—
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" Thebes was called the City of the Dragon, and tradition records that

Cadmus introduced both Plitenician and Egyptian worslii})."

It would be very surprising, if we assume, as we are bound

to do, that these temples to stars were built under Egyptian

influence, that 8irius should not be represented among them,

that being the paramount star in Egypt at a time when we
should expect to tind her influence most important in Greece.

Still, I liave shown already that, as the Greek year ignored the

solstice, the use of Sirius as a warning star for all purposes

of utihty would not come in. Mr. Penrose finds, however,

that, in spite of this, Sirius was used for temple-worship.

" Leaving the solar temples, we find that the star which was observed at

the gi'eat temple of Ceres must have been Sirius, not used, however, heliacally

—although this temple is not extra-solstitial^—but for its own refulgence at

midnight. The date so determined is quite consistent with the probable time

of the foundation of the Eleusinian Mysteries, and the time of the year when
at its rising it would have crossed the axis at midnight agi'ees exactly with

that of the celebration of the Great Mysteries."

" It is reasonable to suppose tliat when, as in the case of Sirius at Eleusis,

brilliant stars wei-e observed at night, the effect was enhanced by the priests

by means of polished sui'faces."

Another question. Does the star follow the cult in Greece

as it does in Egypt ?

In Greece we find the following :

—

"The star a Arietis is the brightest star of t\\Q first sign of tlie Zodiac, and

would therefore be ])eculiarly appropriate to the temple of Jupiter. The

heliacal rising of this star agrees both with the Olympieium at Athens and

that at Olympia. There is a considerable difference in the deviation of the

axes of these two temples from the true east ; but this is exactly accounted for

by the greater apparent altitude of Hymettus over the more distant mountain

at Olympia.^

1 With regard to a temple of Minerva using a Arietis at Tegea, Mr. Penrose writes :

—

" Minerva is allowed by the poets to have been able to use Jupiter's thunder, so this is no
misappropriation of the star. Juno also seems to have claimed the use of o Arietis as at

Samos, and at Girgenti it suits the orientation of the temple of Juno better than iSpica. But
Spica seems to have been connected with the worship of Juno and Diana in their more strictly

female capacity."
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" The Pleiades are common to the following temples of Minerva—viz., the

Archaic temple on the Acropolis, the Hecatompedon, and Sunium. In the

two former it is the rising, the latter the setting star.

"There must have been something in common between the temples at

Corinth, ^gina, and Nemea. The two last, at any rate, are reputed temples

of Jupiter."

The Greek .side of the inquiry become.s more interesting

when the connection between the orientation of tlie intra-

solstitial temples and the local festivals is inquired into ; in

Egypt this is all but impossible at present.

A temple oriented to either solstice can only be associated

with the longest or with the shortest day ; if the temple points

to the sunrise or sunset at any other peiiod of the year, the

sunlight will enter the temple twice, whether it points to the

sunrise or sunset place.

Now Mr. Penrose finds that in Greece, as in Egypt, the

initial orientation of each intra-solstitial temple was to a star,

and this would, of course, secure ol^servations of the star and

the holding of an associated festival at the same time of the

year for a long period. But when the precessional movement

carried the star away, they would only have the sun to depend

on, and this they might use twice a year. It is possible, as

Mr. Penrose remarks, that

" there would have been no reason for prefei'ring one of these solar coincidences

to the other, and the feast could have been shifted to a difterent date if it

had been thought more convenient."

He goes on to add :
—

" It would appear tliat something of this sort may have taken place at

Athens, for we find on the Acropolis the archaic temple, which seems to have

been intended originally for a vernal festival, ofltering its axis to the autumnal

sunrise on the very day of the great Panathenaia in August.

" The chryselephantine statue of the Parthenon, which temple followed on

the same lines as the eai'lier Hecatompedon (originally founded to follow the

rising of the Pleiades after that constellation had deserted the archaic temple
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alongside), was lighted up by the sunrise on tlie feast to the same i^oddess in

August, the Synfecia, instead of some spring festival, for which both these

temples seem at first to have been founded.

"Tlie temple at Sunium, already quoted for its October star-heralded festival

to Minerva, was oriented also axially to the sun on February 21, the feast of

the Lesser Mysteries."

I have had to insist again and again that in the case of

the Egyptian temples the stated date of foundation of a temple

is almost always long after that in wldeh its lines were laid

down in accordance with the ritual. No wonder, then, that

the same thing is noticed in Greece.

" In about two-thirds of the cases which I have investigated the dates de-

duced from the orientations are clearly eai'lier than the architectural remains

now visible above the ground. This is explained by the temples having been

rebuilt upon old foundations, as may be seen in several cases which have been

excavated, of which the archaic temple of Minerva on the Acropolis of Athens

and the temple of Jupiter of Olympius on a lower site are instances. There

are temples also of the middle epoch, such as the examples at Corinth, ^gina,

and the later temples at Argos and at Olymi^ia (the Metroum at the last-

named), of which the orientation dates are not inconsistent with what may be

gathered from other sources."

The problem is, moreover, helped in Greece by arcliitec-

tural considerations, which are frequently lacking in Egypt

:

of two temples it can \)q shown, on this evidence alone, that

one is older than tlie other. Sucli an appeal strengthens my
suggestion that two of the temples of the Acropolis Hill were

oriented to the Pleiades, by showing the older temple to point

to an earlier position of the star group. To these Mr. Penrose

adds another pair at Rhamnus, where he has found that there

are two temples almost touching one another, Ijoth following

(and with accordant dates) the shifting places of Spica, and

still another pair at Tegea.
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Aahmes, King, 339

Abd el-Latif,l^

Abu Shahren, 371

Abu Simbel, 16, 306

Abydos, mounds and tem-
ples at, 74, 99, 175,

214, 338, 393
sanctity of, 327

Achemar, 381

Adytum. See Sanctuary
Africa E., 373

Agni, god of fire, 7

Ahura-Mazda or Ormuzd, 6

Air, god of, 33

Ak, 176, 205

Amada, 311

Amen, confraternity of, 319^

worship of, 189

temples dedicated to, 220,

222

Amen-t, Hathor Temple, 306
wife of Amen, 222
star symbol, 223

Ameu-Ra, Hak of Pun-t,

347
obelisks to, 106

Southern worshiji, 319
temples of, 25, 75, 78, 99,

223, 351, 354
date of, 119

direction of

axis of, 78
growth of, 188
restoration of,

108. *«also

Karnak
Amenemhat I., 77, 175, 338
Amen-hetep I., 221

Amen-hetep III., ^lut Tem-
ple, 213

Karnak Temple B,builder

of, 189

quarrel with Theban
priests, 321

Amen-hetep IV., date of,

321

conservatism of, 320
leaves Thebes, 321

builds Tell el-Amarna,
323

Amenti. 35

Amplitude, 46

Amplitudes, of temples, 59,

67, ) 70, 309
at Annu, 168
at Denderah,

168, 210
at Karnak, 47,

160, 168,

171, 189
tables of, 305, 306, 311,

312, 318

Amru, description of Egypt,
230

Amsu. See Min
An, ;!nd god Anu, 363
Anaximander, 8

Ancestors, divine, 327

Annu, 74

grand priest of (title of

Theban priest), 340
list of gods at, 329
Nile flood at, 226
obelisk and mounds at,

214, 316
temples at, 78, 94, 168,

175, 214, 309, 316,

326, 327
walls at, 76
worship at, 318, 319,326,

359

Antares, symbolised by
Serk-t, 329, 360

temples in Greece, 419
Anu, Bab3'lonian, astrono-

mical meaning for, 363,

365, 372, 377
Anubis. See Set

Ap, god of the waters, 7

Apet, 290

Apis, bull, also Hapi, 229,

330, 396

Apollinopolis Magna. See

Edfii

Argils 7?, 374

Aries, first point of, 53
Arietis a, tcmiiles oriented

to, Grecian, 420
Armant, Nile gauge at,

235

Asari, 372, 384
Asti, name of Th' th, 176

Aswan, nilometer at, 234,235
distances of gauges from,

235
Nile Hood,maximum time

of, 240
to Roda, Nile flood, rate

of, between, 240
Aten. most ancient god, 321

Athene, temple of, 329

Athens, Parthenon at, pro-

pyla?um of, 415
Atmu, Tmu, or Osiris, 25,

26, 295
Axis of temples, 169, 173

changes in, 163

Azimuths, 46

Azimuth compass, 67

B

Baal, hieroglyph for, 361,

362

Baalbek, structural origin,

92, 94, 367

Babylonia, ancient cities in,

modern sites of, 86

Anu and Bll, 365

kings of, 369
state of astronomy 300

n.c, 3

temple structures in, 367

unit of time in, 227

ziggurats, 367

Bast, symbolised star y Dra-
conis, 290

Bear. Great, rein-esented by
Thigh, 137, 146, 216

Little, represented by
Jackal, 137, 146

Bel, temple of. 380

Berenice, road between Edfii

and, 208

Berossus, 381

Bes, 28, 368

Bil, 363, 372, 377
Bilfinger, star tables, 409

Biot, ancient star places,

calculation of, 129

Denderah, inscriptions,

139, 193
observing conditions in

Egypt, 122
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Biot, piecessional globe of,

170
Ramesseum inscriptions,

date of, 14 3

risings, heliacal, of Sirius,

200,210,249,253,254,
262

Boeckh, date of King Mena,

Botta, S7

Bouriant, 183, 220
Boussard, 111

Brugsch, Amen-Ra's ances-

tors, 355

book on calendars, 282
Denderah inscriptions,

141

date of Mena, 22

Rameses III., 221

Thotlimcs III

,

189, 261

Usertsen I., 215

Edfu, temple at, align-

ment of, 179
Egyptian history, 344
furniture of sanctuaries,

112
Gizeh-^jjuamius, 363
Hippopotamus, constella-

tion, 21

G

Hyksos period, 339

inscription at Phila3, 261

Silsilis, 263
Karnak temple, 116
location of Puu-t, 348
pyramid, oldest, date of,

369

Sothic Cycle, 259
trmple-foundations, 354

Bubastis, antiquity of, 82,

333
I sis temijle at, 329

Budge, Dr. Wallis, 85, 208,

240
Bull, constellation of, pyra-

mid period, 360, 403,

404
Bunsen, 22, 148, 384

Cairo, Nile flood, time of,

233, 240

Calah. ancient Nimriid, 86
Calendar, Alexandrine re-

form, date of, 281

Egyptian,cliief use of,282

Canopus, decree of, 270
Canopus (o Argus), 280, 281

early observations, 312
360

Canopus, heralded autumnal
equinox, 342

temples to, amplitudes
of, 311

Capella observed at Annu,
316, 360

personified by Ptah, 318
temples to, amplitudes

and dates, 312, 354

Capricornus, 372, 378

Censorinus, 267

Centaxiri a, temples to, 308,

351, 354, 360

Chabas, 173, 174

Champollion, 10, 11, 73

Cheops. <S'f(' Chufu
Chephren, 327, 346, 309

China, early astronomical

observations, 4

Chnemu, 35, 384

Ra, 25, 319, 385, 389

Chufu, 12, 204, 336

Churches, architecture, Scott

on, 96
orientation of, 96

Colossi at Thebes, 78

Columbse a. See Phact
Compass, Azimuth, 67

Constellations, early names
for, 42, 133,397,399,407

northern, called Set, 149

Country, double, meaning of,

345
Cow^Star Sirius, 218

Crocodile, variant of hippo-

potanms, 146

Crown, double, 345

Cubit, Babylonian, 370

Cults, change of, 300

origin of Egyptian, 371

northern and southern,

225

Cycle, Sothic, beginning of,

262

Cynocephalus ape from
Pun-t, 348

Dakkeh, temple at, 341, 354

Darkness, gods of, 27, 28

Dashilr, blunted pyramid at.

233, 336

Dawn, flames of, Tefnut, 36

goddess of, Sechet, 31

gods, hymn to, 7

Isis, 29"

names for, 7

representation of Keph-
thys, 31

risings at, 148

Declination, definition of, 45

Declinations, coiresponding

amplitudes, 170

Delta, llawk-god of, 349

Denderah, example of second
ti-roup of temples, 14

Hathor temple, 160, 193,

293, 319, 354
Isis temple, 193

date of, 197

oriented to

Sirius, o04
inscriptions at, 141

meaning, 138, 173

Set worship at, 310
temples at, amplitudes,

168, 176

variants of Hathor in,

211

zodiacs of, 19, 134, 146

Deodorus, 12

Der el-Bahari, temple of,

orientation of, 16, 212
cult of Hathor, 293
inscriptions at, 319, 348

De Rouge. See Rouge
Devas, 6

Djigan, moimds at, 86

Draco, constellation of, fonns
of, 137, 146

Draconis y, temples to, 310,

354

Dubhe, Ak refers to, 176,

_ 203
Ak, meaning of, 176

Diimichen, antiquity of This,

327
building inscriptions, 173

Denderah temple, 204
Edffi, temple at, alig-n-

ment of, 179

Hathor, cult of, 294
Put-Ser, meaning of, 1 78

Dumuzi. See Tammuz, 372
Dupuis, 138, 143, 180, 379

Dur Sarginu, 86

Dyaus, 7

Dynasties, divine, 326

Dyotana, 7

Ea. See la

Earth, axis of, 126

emblem of, 33

god of, 7

shape of, 8

Ebers, antiquity of This, 327

old roads to Red Sea, 208
Roda nilometer, 235

the Denderah crypts, 204
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Ecliptic, (il)li([uity uf, 53

pole of, Babylonian obser-

vations, 363
plane of, 52

Edfii, early temple at, 311,

360
festival calendar at, 282
Hawk-god of, 349
inscrijjtions at, temple

axis, 173, 179, 284

month-table at, 275
names for Hathor, 211
road between Berenice

and, 208
temple of, 14, 106, 181

date of, 363,

376
orientation of,

178, 179,

180

Edkins, iSiui-temple at Pekin,
88

El-Mamun, 12

Entenna, 369

Epacts (or Epagomena), 247
Epping, o, 407

Equator, pole of, Babylonian
name for, 365

Equinoxes, 54, 57, 62

established in p\Tamid
times, 329

Eridu, 371

colonisation of. 374, 385
god of, 372, 377

Esne, feast calendars of,

282
inscription at. 284

Ethiopia, e;irly history of,

345

exile of Theban priests

to, 340
I'eturn of Thelian priests

from, 340

Eudoxus, sphere of, 139

Euphrates, god sacred to,

229
rise of, 85, 230, 267

Fayyflm, pyramids, 339
Fire, gt)d of, 7

Fitz-Gerald, agriculture in

Africa, 273
Flandin, 2)lans of Khnr.sabad,

.S7

Foundation-stone, laving of,

I7;!, 175

Foundations of temides,
table of dates of, 352

oldest in Egypt, 354

G
Garstin, Nile rising, average

rate of, 240

Gauges, Nile, distances from
Aswan. 235

hciii'lits above sea-level

236

GebelBarkal, 221, 347
pyramids at, 356
temples at, 356

Gizeh, cult at, equinoctial,

85, 359

pyramids of, 12, 82, 336,
"363

temples at, 82, 287

Globe, to rectify the, 44, 130

processional, 170

Gnomon, 63

Goat-fish in Babylonia, 377

Gondokoro, 238

Grebaut, discoveries at Der
el-Bahari, 319

Greece, orientation of tenrples

iu. five Chap, xxxviii.

pdssuii

Green Water, Nile, why it

hrralds thr rise, 238
Green and Red Nile, differ-

ence of time between,
240

H
Habenben. See .Sanctuary.

Hak, of Pun-t, name for

Amen-Ra, 347

Hapi, god of Nile, 147, 229
Harhouditi, 349

Harpocrates (or Hor or

Horus), 24, 26

Harsiisit. 349

Harvest festivals, 233, 319

Hathor= Isis, 210
^ 1 sis =r Mut= ]Methuer,

212

change of representation,

301

connection with hippo-

potamus, 216
form of, ordinaiy, 217
generic symbolisms,
meaning of, 291

goddess from Pun-t. 347
local cult of, 294
= Mut, 214, 289
name of Sirius, 196

personification of, 210
present views of, 32

represented by Dubhe
and 7 Diaconis, 205,

214

Hathor, rising of, reference

to, 194
southern worship, 349
symbol of, 216, 290, 293
temples of 160, 202, 210

amplitude of,

176, 193,

210
atAbuSimbel

306
at Denderah,

293
at Der el-Ba-

hari, 193,

293
various names for, 211
worshipped in pyramid

times, 329

Hat-shepset, queen, 106, 212
ex]i)edition to Pun-t, 349

Heliopolis. See Annu
Herodotus, on temple of

Tyre, 161

Hieroglyphics, decipher-
ment of, 1

1

Hind, star-places, 170

Hippopotamus, connected
with Hathor, 178, 216

constellation Draco, 137

143, 146, 218
in pyramid timts, 360
form of Taurt, 146
female, 216
hieroglyph for, 362
represents Mut at Thebes,

216
red, 362
variant of crocodile, 146

wife of !Set, 146

History of Egypt, first

blank in, 3-ii, 337
second blank in, 339
north, first civilisation,

330

Holy of Holies. See Sanc-
tuary

Hommel, 377
Horizon, definition of, 40,

169

Hor-shesu, 57, 74, 150, 215,

376
Horus or Hor or Harpocrates,

26
= rising sun, 293
= S. Egypt, 345

god from Pun-t, 347, 392
god of the Hor-shesu, 58
hj'mn to, 26

laughing, 149

meaning of, 148, 149
Northern, 349
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Horus, iiivtli of, description

of, 14S-lol, 378, 390
red. 149

Southern worship, 349
temple of, 180
and t^et, 149
=8l•^ 149

Hottentot Venus in Pun-t,

348

Hours (12) of day and night,

342

Hyksos period, date of, 338,

339

la, 372, 397
Annu, and Bil, triad, 372

father of Tainrtiuz, 372
legend of, 381

representation of, 384,

397

la-star, 380

Ideler, heliacal risings, 121

length of year, 244

India, temples in, age of, 2

Indra., 7

Invmdation of Xile, 233,
234

Isis=Hathor, 210, 217
=Mut=Hathor= 3Ieth-

uer, 212
change of representation,

301

form of, at Sais, 329
generic symbolisms, 291,

293
niA-thology of. complete,

'293, 388
name for Hirius, 196, 210
nursing Horus, meaning

of, 292
jDyramid temples, 293, 329
present ideas of, 29

temples of, amplitude of.

82, 206,210
Denderah,83,

193, 210
date of, 197

Isis-Sati. 218

Isis-Sothis, 217

Jackal, constellation of, 1 37,

143, 146,361
of Set, 146

Jensen, la-star, 380
Kosmologie der Baby-

lonier, 360, 396, 397,
405

Jensen, pole of ecliptic, early

Babylonian obserya-
tions, 363

reference to '• Jackal,"
362

Scorpio, 405
sun-god, Tammnz, 372
Marduk, 397, 405

Tiamat, 397

the god la, 372
zodiacal constellations,

400

Jerusalem, temples at, equi-

noctial, 92, 367

Josephus, temple at Jeru-
salem, 92

Kahi, rexx'Lition of, feast of,

282

Kakau, ^vorship of Apis.

330
Kali=l\oloe, 351

Karuak, inscriptions at, tem-
ple axis, 173

obseryations at, solstice,

117

orientation of, solstitial,

72

north star, 354
temples at, 14, 75

temples at, amplitudes of,

160, 168
date of, Mari-

ette, 113

description of.

100, 102

Amen-Ra at.

78, 99

Amen-Ra, temple of, date

of, 119

temple B, 187, 189

amplitude of,

189

temple L, 115, 183, 185

date of, 116,

184

amplitude of,

189

Biugsch on,

116

temple M, 115, 183

date of, 184

7 Draconis,
184

temple of Mut (X), 187.

188, 213

builder of, 189

temple of Ptali, 317, 351

temple of Spica, 313

Karnak, temple T, amplitude
of, 189

date of, 186

temple V, orientation, 308
trmplr W, 187

Kemball, Sir A.,

agricultm-e of E. Africa.
''273

Khem. ^V 5Iin

Khnum. .SVr C'hnemu
Khons, or Khonsu, connec-

tion with Canopus, 296
how represented, 223
personification of, 296
Southern worship, 349,

393
temple of, 182, 223, 224,

296
measures of, 185, 310

Khons-lunus, 29, 393
Khorsabad. mounds at, 36, 87

Khu-en-Aten. See Amen-
hetep lY.

Eirk, Sir John, on pile-

dwellings in Central
Africa, ^348

Koptos, high road between
Red Sea and. 208

Kouyunjik, mounds of, 86

Krall, quoted, 257, 263

change of signs, 269
festival calendar at Edfu,

282

king's reign, time of

eonunencement, 259
length of year, 244
month Pachons, 2S4
mythology of the sun, 279
oldest month-list, 275
the week, 226

Lanzoni, variant forHathor.
211

Clineinu, 384

Latitude, terrestrial defini-

tion of, 52

celestial, 52

Lenormant, 4

Lepsius, work on the monn-
nionts of Egypt, 73

date of JMena, 22

Eridu, 374
Karnak temples, 116, 187,

213, 306

Thothmes III., date of,

261

temple of Amen-Ra, 99

temple at Heliopolis, 75

the week, 226
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Letronne, Dendemh inscrip-

tions, I.'jS

Leverrier, i')(j

Lion, early IVihylMniiin

mythology, il'-

Lockyer, W. J. S., calcu-

lation of star tal)les.

170

Longitude, celestial, 'rl

terrestrial, definition of,

52

Luxor, temple at, 1G6, 328
Lyons, Capt., R.E., measures

at Anuu, 76

Memphis, 1317

^Vady Haifa, 3o8

M
Maat, relation to Ka, 32, 36

Makrlzi, Roda nilometer,

235

Marduk^ spring-sun, 373
397

destroys winter gods, 377
myth of, 375
temple of, ceremony at,

366

andTiamat, myth of, 377
378, 398

Mariette, Amen-Ra, temple
of, growth of, 115,

188
Denderah temples, 193
Hyksos period, 339

Karnak temples, 113, 183,

184, 187

location of Pun-t, 348
Mena, date of, 337
modern Theban temples,

186,

pyramids, 363, 369
y'othis, 212

Masnitiu or ]Masniu of

Edfu, 349

Maspero, Baal worship at

Memphis, 361

building of Annu, 77, 326

discoveries at Der el-

Bahari, 310
divine dynasties, 392
the land of Puu-t, 347
length of year. 244
location of land of Pun-t,

347
origin of southern Horus,

349
priestcraft. 111

sanctity of Abydos, 327
Sirius in pyramid times,

209

Max Miiller, age of Indian
temples, 2

sunrise and sunset, 23

Yedas, 5

Mazzaroth, moaning of, 133

Medinet-Habd, 169

temples at, 163, 220
orientation dates, 221

Mediim, pyramid of, 335, 337

Memphis, Nile flood at, 226
pyramids of, 82, 83

temple of Sutech, 361

Baal, 361

Ptah, 248, 317
worship, 318

Memphis and Thebes, Nile
tluod, rate of, between,
240

Mena or Menes. 22, 230, 326
date of reign, 74, 115,337
worship of Apis, 330

Menthu, 339

Merchet or Merech, 179

Meridian, astronomical, 69
magnetic, 70, 71

Meroe, 344, 347, 356
Mestha, god, 147

Mesxet= Thigh, q.v.

Methuer = Mut ^ Isis =
Ilathor, 212

Midnight, risings at, 148

Min or Khem, connection
with,Spica,25,297, 319

temple dedicated to, 297
Moncrieflf, Sir Colin Scott,

117

Months, names for Egyp-
tian, 233

Moon-gods, 28, 29, 389, 392
393

Osiris representation, 137
worship, 379
stations, Egyptian equi-

valents, 37

Mosul, mounds of, 86

Mul-lil, 372

Mut= Hathor, 214
^ Isis =r Hathor =

Methuer, 212
Hathor worship, 214

mistress of darkness, 344
represented by hippopo-

tamus, 216

7 Draconis, 214

symbolised y Draconis,
'

289, 290

temple of, 75, 182, 191,

294, 318
associated with

Spica, 320

dateof,213,214

Myths, Babylonian, 377
Egyptian and Babylonian,

compared, 377
of Horus, 148, 390
of Marduk and Tiamat,
375 377, 378, 398

N
Naga, buildings at, 347
Naos. See Sanctuary
Napoleon's expedition to

Egypt, 10

Naram-Sin, king, date of,369

Naville, Horus, myth of, 148

153, 390
Nebuchadnezzar II., ziggu-

rat at Babylon, 367
Nephthys, 31, 35

in pyramid times, 329
Nergal, son of la and

Duazag. 373
:^ spring sun, 373
= midsummer sun, 373

Neshem, 31

New year's day, variation in

'date of, 250

Nigidius Figulus, 248

Nile flood, at Aswan, 240
at Cairo, 233, 240
rate of, 240

gauges, 235
gauge of, heights above

sea-level, 236
at Armant, 235
at Aswan^ 235
at Asyilt, 235
at Suhag, 235

god sacred to, 229
inundation,effects of , 2 2 6

,

232
red, 238
rise of, appearance of,

238
at Roda, 237
average rate of,

240
description of , 24

1

festival of, 198

importance of,

228
indication of, 237
phenomena coin-

cident with, 249
rate of, 240
warnings of, 239

green water at, why it

heralds rise,

238
colour, ori-

gin of, 237
time of, rising, 85, 230
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Nilometer at Aswan, 234

NimrCld, mounds at, 86

modern C'alah, 86

Ninib, sun-god, 375

Ni^sen on temple building,

173, 17o

Nubia, mode of telling time

at night, 342

Nuri, buildings at,- 347, 356

Nu-t or Nu, 32, 33

double repi-esentation

of 34

relation to iSeb, 35

Cannes. See la

Obelisk, at Annu, orienta-

tion of, 214, 326

Obliquity of ecliptic, values

of, 113

Observations of stars daily

as ojijDOsed to yearly,

341

On. See Annu
Oppolzer, risings, heliacal of

Sirius, 200, 249, 253,

268

Orion, constellation of, 137,

143

Ormuzd or Ahura-ilazda, 6

Osborn, the Nile, 232, 238

Osiris in Book of the Dead,
28, 35

hymn to, 26

mythology of, 296
representation of, 137
moon-god, 389
sunset-god, 25

southern worship, 349

temples of, 187

at Abydos,
338

bowls at, 248
direction of

orientation,

82,206,393
Tmu or Atmu, 295
traced in Babylonia, 334,

377
=wanino- moon, 297

Padoramen priest, titles of,

340

Palmyra, temples at, equi-

noctial, 92, 94, 367
Parthenon at Athens, 164,

415, 416
Parthey, :*16

1 Patah. See Ptah
i Pekin, sun temple at, 88, 89

Penrose on Greek temples,

98, and chap, xxxyiii.

passim

Pepi, Kiny-, date of, 207,

262, 337
restoration of Denderah,

204
temple foundations, 354

Period, Sothic, 256

Petrie, Flinders, on Stone-

henge, 90
]Mediim pjTamid, 335,337
Tell-el-Amarna 323

Phact (a Columbte), 82, 354,

360. 381

Philae, Chnemu at, 384
inscription at, 261

Jsis-Sati at, 218
temples at, 73

early to Cano-
pus, 31 1,360

Pierret, hieroglyph of h%)po-

potamus, 362

Pile dwellings in Pim-t, 348

Pisces, 378

Place, on Assyria, 86

Pleiades, temples oriented

to, in Greece, 419, 424

Pompeii, temple of Isis at,

320

Precession, cause of, 124,

126

effects of, 23, 123, 157

model illustrating, 125

Priests, Theban, hatred of

Set, 319

Prithivi, earth go<l, 7

Ptah, connection with Cajj-

ella, 296
in pyramid times, 329

god of Memphis, 153, 318

personification of, 296
temples of, 248, 296, 317

Pun-t, Hak of, 347
land of, 347
possibly in S. Africa, 348

Put-ser, meaning of, 174,

175, 178

Pyramid builders, 325
-1 lui Iding in 1 2th dynasty,

338

Isis temples at, 329

of Dashur, 336
Gizeh, 82

Medum, 335, 337
Sakkarah, 333

oldest, 369
orientation of, 333
Step, age of, 369

Qebhsennuf, 147

B
Ra, eyes of, 280

hymn to, 27
manifestation of. 111

meaning of, 194

sun-gofi, 25, 26, 35, 227

Ra—Tmu—Horus, h^Tnn to,

26

Ra-t, symbol of, 290

Rameses III., date of, 135,

184, 221

building of temple T,
Karnak, 186

tcmi.lo :\1, 115, 214

Ramessids, Thoth, sign of,

in time of, 269
time of, year used, 263

Ramesseum, old month-table
at, 141, 275

Ranke, 227

Red and Green Nile, differ-

ence of time between,
210

Redisieh, temple of, 208, 341
Set worship at, 310

Refraction, 48

Renouf, Le Page, 23

Rhamnus, temples oriented

to Spica, 424

Rig-Veda, 38

Right ascension, definition

of, 52

Risings. See Stars and Sun
R6da, nilometer at, 234

rise of Nile at, 237
Rome, St. Peter's, 96, 102

Rosetta Stone, 11

Ross, Col., R.E , 237, 241

Rouge, De, on Hor-Shesu,
150

Silsilis inscriptions, 263
Mediim pyramid, 336
manifestation of Ra, 111

Sais, S2, 329

Sakkarah, step-pyramid of,

3 O '-> , 3b/

Samas, 377
Sanctuary, 102, 340

illumination of, 106

darkness of, object of,

109

Sargon I., King, date of,

M(i(), 369, 403

Sarzec, ~Sl. de, discoyeries at

TeMoh, 369
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Sati. .-^N-mbol of, 290

Sayce, Ann and Bil, 364

Asari and Usiris, 384

Eridii, 371

fa-star, 380
sim-god, Tammuz, 372,

393

Scorpion, constellation of,

143, 378,399,401, 403
known in pyramid times,

329, 360

"

Scott, C4ilbert, on church
architectiire, 96

Se-anx-ka-Ra's expedition

to land of Pun-t, 348

Seb, the god, 33, 35

Seba,k-R^, 25

Sekhet, giidfless, 31

symbolised y Draconis,

290
statues of, at Thebes, 290

Semneh. temijle at, 311, 351

Seneferu, Dashur pyramid,
336

King, title of, 346

Mediim pyramid, 335
temple foundations, 354

Senti, 174

Sept, 196

Serk-t=-Antares and a Cen-
tauri, 358

in p-sTamid times, 329
symbol of, 290, S29

Sesheta, goddess, 29, 173,

175

Set, Sit, 8ut, Typhon, Su-
tech, god of Darkness,

27, 145, 147

and Horus, 149

associated with -y Dra-
conis, 302

conquered by Horus. See

Mvth of Horus.
emblem of. 28, 148, 362,

feast of, 283
foma of, 361

hated by Theban priests,

319

jackal of, 146

N. Egypt, 345

symbolised by northern
constellations, 149

temple at Tellel-Amarna,
324

at Annu, 326
temples absent in S.

Egypt, 371

thigh of, 146, 147

wife of, 146, 216
worshipof, 215, 344, 361,

Seti II., 115, 185, 189, 223

Shabaka, 340

Shesu-Hor, 57, 74, 150, 215

Shu, 33, 36

Silsilis, inscriptions at, 263

Sirius-Hathor, 196, 212,299

temi)lcs to, in Greece, 305,

422

Sit. Sec Set

Sky, god of, 7, 33

Smith, George, on temple of

Bel, 380

Smith, Eobertson^ on Jlazza-

roth, 133

Sokhit in pyramid times, 329

Solstices, 55, 57
detennination of, 62 et

seq.

by Chinese,

63

relation to inundation,

234
summer, festival of, 198

temples oriented to, 78

and yague year cycle, 252

Sothis, Greek form of Siiius,

q.y.

Sowing, season of, 233

Sphinx, object of, 82

Spica, associated with Mut
temple, 320

obseryed at Thebes, 318

temples to, 31 3; in Greece,

419,424
St. Peter's, Rome, 96, 102

Stars, apparent paths of, 41

how used to tell time at

night, 343
non-rising at Thebes, 44

non-setting at Thebes, 44
northern, antiquity of

worship of, 341

risings of, achronic, 121

cosmical, 121,

160
heliacal of Sir-

ius, 121, 200,

209,210,249,

250, 254, 262
rising with sun, 60
risings at sunset, 148
settings, achronic, 121

heliacal, 121

table of, 314
southern, used in upper

Egypt, 343
southern, worship of, as

opposed to northern,

325
table of, 314

Storms, god of. 7

Stonehenge. 89, 90

Strassmeyer, 3, 407

Suhag, Nile gauge at, 235

Sun, course of, mythology of,

279
the midnight, 65

temples to, at solstices, 78
j'early path of, 53

Sun-gods, names for, 7, 373
Sunlight, god of, 33, 36

Sunrise, herald of, first star

used, 277
in Greece, 416

Sunset, explanation of red

colour of, 32

represented by Neph-
thys, 31

Sut. Sec Set

Sutech. See Set

god of Canaanites, 361
temple at Memphis, 361

Sjoia, invaders from, found
25th dynasty, 340

Tables of dates of founda-
tions, 352

of stars, 20th dynasty,
408, 410

Taharqa, 187, 340
Tammuz, associated with

Asari, 372
son of la, 372
son of Mul-lil, 372

Tammuz-Nergal, sun-god,

372, 374
son of la, 372

Mul-lil, 372
Tanis, decree of, 270

temple of, 82, 281, 329 ^*
Taurus, constellation of, 143 ^il^

378
in pyramid times, 329

Taurt,
"

goddess, 28, 146,

302
mistress of darkness, 344
represented by hippo-

potamus, 146
symbol of, 216, 290
sj'mbolised star y Di'a-

conis. 290

Tebha, 145

Tefnut. 31, 36

Tel Hakoab. mounds at, 86

Tell el-Amama, Spica tem-
ple. 313

temples at. 322, 419
Temples in Lower Egypt, as

opposed to those in

Upper Egypt. 341
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Temples, series of, in South-

ern Egypt, 311

diversity of, due to dif-

ferent races, 31o

Tetramenes, 272

Texi, 223, 275

Thebes, amplitudes at. 47,

171

astronomical thought at,

324
two scliools of, 32.5

city of Dragon, in Greece,

422
fii'st appearance of in

Egyptian history, 331,

338
history of cults at, 320

month table at, 143

Nile flood, 240

rising of land about, 240

statues of Sechet, 290

temples at, amplitudes of,

156, 168, 309
of Amen Ra,

99

modern. 186

M, 213'

solstitial, 78

Thigh, ak of, 176

(Mesxet), 179, 216

constellation, 137 ,143, 302

in pyramid times, 360
of .Set, 146, 147

represents Gi-eat Bear,

140

This, antiquity of. 327

Thistleton-Dyer. on Myrrh
from Pun-t, 348

Thoth= Asti, 176

1st of, dates of, 268
festival of, 198

lunus, 29, 393
month of, sign of, 269
relation to Texi, 275
sign of, in Ramessids'
time, 209

Thcthmes I., 188

Thothmes III., date of, 261

and the Theban priests,

321

Thothmes III., Ptah temple,

354

Karnak. embellishments
at, 112

restoration of temple of

Amen-Ra, 108

temples at Jledinet-

Habii, 221

Thoueris. See Taurt
Tiamat and Marduk. myth

uf, 378, 398

Tigris, god sacred to, 229
inundation, time of, 85,

230, 367

Tmu. See Atmu
Tomes on red hippopotamus,

302

Totemism, 215

Triads, 222

Tuamautef, 147

Turn. See Atmu
Twilight, representation of,

Isis, 29

representation of, Neph-
thys, 31

Typhon. See Set

Tyre, temple of, 161

U
Unger, date of Mena, 22

Ur of the Chaldees, 379

Ursse Majoris a, temples to,

309, 341, 354, 360

Usertsenl., 179, 221. 215

obelisk at Annu, 214, 338

Ushas, 7

Utchats, 280

Varuna, 7

Vedas, 4, 5, 6

Virchow, on race distinc-

tions, 386

Virey, Der el-Bahari dis-

coveries, 319
on cult of Aten, 321

Vitruvius, on temple orient-

ation, 58

Vyse, Col. Howard, 12

W
Wady Haifa to Aswan, rate

of Nile flood, 240

Capt. Lyons' work at,

358

Wady Hammamat, 208

Wakefield, measurements at

Karnak, 117

Worship of N. star, im-

ported into Egypt, 370

Year, anomalistic, 53

calendar, 246
definition of, 247

fixed, 251

length of, 251

length of, 244, 247

true, 250

fixed and vague, time of

coincidence,

267
variation be-

tween, 252

great. Annus ^Magnus,

257
measure of length of, first,

110

new, indications, 247

sidereal, 53

Sirian, length of, 253

tropical, 53

vague. 251
beginnings of, 110

and solstice, cycle,

252
in time of Rames-

sids, 263

Young, Thomas, Rosetta

stone, 11

Zend-Avesta, 6

Ziggurats, erection of, 367

Zodiac, the signs of, 137

Zodiacs, of Denderah, 135,

146

discovery of, IS
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In this volume an account is given of the present state of our knowledge with
respect to the principal solar phenomena. It is intended specially for the genera
reader, and the text is amply illustrated by engravings and plates. A feature of
the book is the discussion of such important questions as the movement of the

solar system through space ; but perhaps its chief novelty will be found in the
application of molecular physics to the explanation of the sustenance of the solar

heat. Recent discoveries and improved processes have largely added to our
knowledge of the prominences, and the methods employed demand and receive
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" Its combination of scientific accuracy with lucid arrangement and
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" Our notice of a work so interesting must necessarily be very imperfect.
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There is no problem in the recent development of astronomical science that

is not dealt with ; and modern views, calculations, and appliances for astro-

nomical research are described in popular language. The book is rich in

illustrations, executed in a manner that leaves nothing to be desired."

The " Irish Times " says :

—

" Sir Robert Ball is a charming teacher of the young, clear and simple in

his definitions and explanations, and painstaking. The arrangement of his

lectures, as given in this fully illustrated volume, is most excellent.

There is no adult who cannot read ' Star- Land ' with as much gratification as

any of the group of eager scholars represented on the frontispiece."
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Choice Dishes at Small Cost. By A. G. Payne. Cheap Edition, is.

Christianity and Socialism, Lectures on. By Bishop Barry. 3s. 6d.
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Cities of the World. Four Vols. Illustrated. 7s. 6d. each.

Civil Service, Guide to Employment in the. New and Enlarged Edition, 3s. 6d.
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Dore's Dante's Inferno. Illustrated by Gustave Dore. Popular Edition.
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Dor6's Dante's Purgatory and Paradise. Illustrated by Gustave Doke.
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Dore's Milton's Paradise Lost. Illustrated by Gustave Dor£. 4to, 21s.
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fiarth. Our, and its Story. Edited by Dr. Robert Brown, F.L.S. With
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Egypt: Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque. By Prof. G. Ebers.
Translated by Clara Bell, with Notes by Samuel Birch, LL.D.,&c. Two Vols. 42s.

Electricity, Practical By Prof. W. E. Ayrton. Illustrated. Cloth, 7s. bd.
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nearly 850 Illustrations. AV7/. a« i Key'si'd E^ixition, 10s. 6d.
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England, Cassell's Illustrated History ot With 2,000 Illustrations. Ten
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English Dictionary, Cassell's. Containing Definitions of upwards of 100,000
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iEsop's Fables. Illustrated by Ernest Griset. Cheap Edition. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ;

bevelled boards, gilt edges, 55.
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Colin Cami-bell. is. ; cloth, is. fid.

Europe, Cassell's Pocket Guide to. Edition for 1893. Leather, 6s.

Fairway Island. By Horace Hutchinson. With Four Full-page Plates.

Cheap EditioJi. 3s. fid.

Faith Doctor, The. A Novel. By Dr. Edward Eggleston. Cheap Edition, 6s.
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Father Mathew: His Life and Times. By Frank J. Mathew. 2s. 6d.

Father Stafford. A Novel. By Anthony Hope, Author ot "A Man of Mark." 6s.
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Field Naturalist's Handbook, The. By Revs. J. G. Wood and Theodore
Wood. Clieap Edition. 2s. 6d.
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Figure Painting in Water Colours. With 16 Coloured Plates. 7s. 6d.

Flora's Feast. A Masque of Flowers. Penned and Pictured by Walter
Ckane. With 40 pages in Colours. 5s.

Flower Painting, Elementary. With Eight Coloured Plates. 3s.

Flowers, and How to Paint Them. By Maud Naftel. With Coloured Plates. 5s.

Football : the Rugby Union Game. Edited by Rev. F. Marsh.\ll. Illustrated.

7s. fid.

FossU Reptiles, A History of British. By Sir Richard Owen, F.R.S., &c.
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Eraser, John Drummond. By Philalethes. A Story of Jesuit Intrigue in

the Church of England. 5s.

Garden Rowers, Familiar. By Shirley Hibberd. With Coloured Plates by
F. E. HuLME, F.L.S. Complete in Five Series. Cloth gilt, 12s. fid. each.

Gardening, Cassell's Popular. Illustrated. Complete in Four Vols. 5s. each.

Geometrical Drawing for Army Candidates. By H. T. Lilley, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Geometry, First Elements of Experimental. By Paul Bert. is. 6d.

Geometry, Practical Solid. By Major Ross. 2s.

George Saxon, The Reputation of. By Morley Roberts. 5s.
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Gleanings from Popular Authors. Two Vols. With Original Illustrations.
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Gulliver's Travels. With 88 Engravings. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; cloth gilt, 5s.

Gun and its Development, The. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated. 10s. 6d.

Guns, Modern Shot. By W. W. Greener. Illustrated. 5s.

Health, The Book of. By Eminent Physicians and Surgeons. Cloth, 21s.

Heavens, The Story of the. By Sir Robert Stawell Ball, LL.D., F.R.S.
With Coloured Plates and Wood Engravings. Papiilur Edition, 12s. fid.
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History, A Footnote to. Eight Years of Trouble in Samoa. By Robert Louis
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Home Life of the Ancient Greeks, The. Translated by Alice Zimmern.
Illustrated. 7s. fid.

Hors de Comhat ; or, Three Weeks in a Hospital. Founded on Facts. By
Gertrude and Ethel Armitage Southam. Illustrated, crown 4to, 5s.
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brought up to date by James Sinclair and W. C. A. Blew. With 17 Full-page
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Cloth, 15s.

Houghton, Lord : The Life, Letters, and Friendships of Richard Monckton
Milnes, First Lord Houghton. By T. Wemy.ss Reid. Two Vols. 32£.
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or Four Vols, in two, half-morocco, 25s.

Hygiene and Public Health. By B. Arthur Whitelegge, M.D. Illustrated.

Nciu and Rez'ised Edition. 7s. fid.

India, Cassell's History of. By James Grant. With 400 Illustrations. Two
Vols., Qs. each, or On'^ Vol., 15s.

In-door Amusements, Card Games, and Fireside Fun, Cassell's Book of.

With numerous Illustrations. Cl'cap Edition. Cloth, 2S.

Into the Unknown : a Romance of South Africa. By Lawrence Fletcher. 4s.

Iron Pirate, The. A Plain Tale of Strange Happenings on the Sea. By Max
PEMBEiiTON. Illustrated. 5s.

Island Nights' Entertainments. By R. L. Stevenson. Illustrated, 6s.

Italy from the Fall of Napoleon I. in 1815 to 1890. By
J.
W. Probyn. 3s. 6d.
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Japanese style. Covers in water-colour pictures, is. 3d. each, net.

Handy Andy. Oliver Twist. Ivanhoe. Ingoldsby Legends. The Last of the
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Hood. American Humour. Tower of London.

Joy and Health. By Martellius. Illustrated, cloth, 3s. 6d. {Edition de
Luxe, 7s. 6d.)

Kennel Guide, Practical By Dr. Gordon Stables. Illustrated. Cheap Edition, is.

"La Bella," and Others. By Egerton Castle. Buckram, 6s.

Ladies' Physician, The. By a London Physician. 6s.

Lady's Dressing Room, The. Translated by Lady Colin Campbell. 3s. 6d.

Lake Dwellings of Europe. By Robert Munro, M.D., M.A. Cloth, 31s. 6d.

Leona. By Mrs. Molesworth. 6s.

Letters, The Highway of; and its Echoes of Famous Footsteps. By Thomas
Archer. Illustrated, los. fid.
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List, ye Landsmen ! A Romance of Incident. By W. Clark Russell. Three
Vols. 31S. fid.

Little Minister, The. By J. M. Barrie. Illustrated Edition, 6s.
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Odyssey, The Modem. By Wyndham F. Tufnell. Illustrated. los. 6d.

Ohio, The New. A Story of East and West. By Edward Everett Hale. 6s.
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Out of the Jaws of Death. By Frank Barrett. Cheap Edition, One Vol., 6s.
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Perfect Gentleman, The. By the Rev. A. Smythe-Palmer, D.D. 3s. 6d.
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Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of By the Rev. Dr. Brewer. Cheap Edition,
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and about Soo Original Wood Engravings. £2 2s. each.
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50 Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings. 31s. 6d. ; half-morocco, £1 2S.

Pity and of Death, The Book of By Pierre Loti, Member of the French
Academy. Translated by T. P. O'Connor, M.P. Antique paper, cloth gilt, 5s.

Planet, The Story of Our. By the Rev. Prof. Bonney, F.R.S., &c. With Six
Coloured Plates and Maps and about 100 Illustrations. 31s 6d.
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Poetry, The Nature and Elements of By E. C. Stedman. 6s.
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Poultry Keeper, The PracticaL By Lewis Wright. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

Poultry, The Book of By Lewis Wright. Popular Edition. Illustrated. los. 6d.
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Poultry, The Illustrated Book of. By Lewis Wright. With Fifty Exquisite
Coloured Plates, and numerous Wood Engravings. Revised Edition. Cloth, 31s 6d.

Prison Princess, A. A Romance of Millbank Penitentiary. By Major Arthur
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Dead Man's Rock. I The Astonishing Histoid of Troy Town.
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Portrayed by Walter Crane. With 40 pages in Colours. 6s.

Queen Victoria, The Life and Times of. By Robert Wilson. Complete in

2 Vols. With numerous Illustrations, gs. each.

Quickening of Caliban, The. A Modem Story 01 Evolution. By J. Compton
RiCKETT. 5s.

Rabbit-Keeper, The Practical. By Cuniculus. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

Raflaes Haw, The Doings of. By A. Conan Doyle. New Edition. 5s.

Railways, British. Their Passenger Services, Rolling Stoclc, Locomotives,
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Plates. I2S. 6d.

Railways, National. An Argument for State Purchase. By James Hole. 4s.net.

Railways, Our. Their Development, Enterprise, Incident, and Romance. By
John Pendleton. Illustrated. 2 Vols., demy 8vo. 24s.
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Great Eastern Railway.
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London and North Western Railway.
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Metzerott, Shoemaker. By Katharine P

Woods.
David Todd. By David Maclure.
The Admirable Lady Biddy Fane. By

Frank Barrett.
Commodore Junk. By G. Manville Fenn.
St. Cuthberl's Tower. By Florence War-

den.
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By Right Not Law. ByR. Sherard.
Within Sound of the Weir. By Thomas
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Under a Strange Mask. By Frank Barrett.
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Captain Trafalgar. By Westall and Laurie.
The Phantom city. By W. WestaU.

Jack Gordon, Knight Errant. By W. C.
Hudson (Barclay North).

The Diamond Button : Whose Was It?
By W. C. Hudson (Barclay North).

Another's Crime. By Julian Hawthorne.
The Yoke of the Tliorah. By Sidney

Luska.
Who isJohn Neman ? By C. Henry Beckett.
The Tragedy of Brinkwater. By Martha

L. Moodey.
An American Penman. By Julian Haw-

thorne.
Section 558; or. The Fatal Letter. By

Julian Hawthorne.
The Brown Stone Boy. By W. H. Bishop.
A Tragic Mystery. By Juhan Hawthorne.
The Great Bank Robbery. By Julian

Hawthorne.

Rivers of Great Britain : Descriptive, Historical, Pictorial.
The Royal River : The Thames from Source to Sea. Pofiular Edition, i6s.

Rivers of the East Coast. With highly-finished Engravings. Popular Ediiion, i6s.

Robinson Crusoe. Cassettes New Fine-Art Edition. With upwards of 100
Original Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

Romance, The World of. Illustrated. One Volume, cloth, gs.

Ronner, Henriette, The Painter of Cat Life and Cat Character. Containing
a Series of beautiful Phototype Illustrations. Popular Ediiion, 410, 12s.

Rovings of a Restless Boy, The. By Katharine B. Foot. Illustrated. 55.

Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of. With about 500 Illustrations. Two
Vols., gs. each ; library binding. One Vol., 153.

Salisbury Parliament, A Diary of the. By H. W. Lucy. Illustrated by
Hakry FlIRNISS. Cloth, 2IS.

Saturday Journal, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout. Yearly Volume, 7s. 6d.
Scarabseus. Tlie Story of an African Beetle. By The Marquise Clara

Lanza and James Clarence Harvey. Cheap Edition. 3s. 6d.

Science for All. Edited by Dr. Robert Brown, M.A., F.L.S., &c. Revised
Edition. With 1,500 Illustrations. Five Vols. gs. each.

Shadow of a Song, The. A Novel. By Cf.cil Harley. 5s.

Shaftesbury, The Seventh Earl of, K.G., The Life and Work of. By Edwin
HoDDER. lUustralfd, Cheap Edition, 2%. 6d.

Shakespeare, Cassell': Quarto Edition. Edited by Charles and Mary Cowhen
Clarke, and containing about 600 Illustrations by H. C. Selous. Complete in
Three Vols., cloth gilt, jQ-^ 3s.—Also published in Three separate Volumes, in cloth,
viz. :^The Comedies, 21s. ; The Historical Plays, i8s. 6d. ; The Tragedies, 25s.
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Shakespeare, Miniature. Illustrated. In Twelve Vols., in box, 12s. ; or in
Red Paste Grain (dox to match), with spring catch, lettered in gold, 21s.

Shakespeare, The Plays of. Edited by Prof. Henry Morley. Complete in

Thirteen Vols. Cloth, in box, 21s. ; half-morocco, cloth sides, 42s.

Shakspere, The International. Edition de luxe.
" King Henry VIII." By Sir James Linton, P.R.I. {Price on application^
"Othello." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee, R.A. £-^ los.

"King Henry IV." Illustrated by Herr Eduard GrOtzner. £>, ids.

"As You Like It." Illustrated by the late Mons. Emile Bayarli. f,-^ los.

"Romeo and Juliet." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee, R.A. Is now out of print.

Shakspere, The Leopold. With 400 Illustrations, and an Introduction by F. J.
Furnivall. Cheap Edition, 3s. 6d. Cloth gilt, gilt edges, 5s. ; roxburgh, 7s. 6d.

Shakspere, The RoyaL With Exquisite Steel Plates and Wood Engravings.
I'hree Vols. 15s. each.

Sketches, The Art of Making and Using. From the French of G. Fraipont.
By Clara Bell. With Fifty Illustrations. 2S. 6d.

Snx. ggling Days and Smuggling Ways ; or, The Story of a Lost Art. B7
Commander the Hon. Henry N. Shore, R.N. Illustrated. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

Snare of the Fowler, The. By Mrs. Alexander. Cheap Edition in one Vol. , 6s.

Social England. A Record of the Progress of the people in Religion, Laws,
Learning, Arts, Science, Literature, and Manners, from the Earliest Times to the

Present Day. By various writers. Edited by H. D. Traill, D.C.L. Vol. I.

—

From the Earliest Times to the Accession of Edward the First. i.i;s.

Social Welfare, Subjects of. By Lord Playfair, K.C. B. , &c. 7s. 6d.

Sports and Pastimes, Cassell's Complete Book of. With more than 900
Illustrations. Cheaf> Edition, 3s. fid.

Squire, The. By Mr.s. Parr. Cheap Edition in one Vol., 6s.

Star-Land. By Sir Robert .Stawell Ball, LL.D., &c. Illustrated. 6s.

Storehouse of General Information, Cassell's. Illustrated. In Vols. 5s. each.

Story of Francis Cludde, The. A Novel. By Stanley J. Weyman. 6s.

Successful Life, The. By An Elder Brother. 3s. 6d.

Sun, The Story of the. By Sir Robert Stawell Ball, LL. D. , F. R.S. , F. R. A.S.
Illustrated with Eight Coloured Plates. 21s.

Sunshine Series, Cassell's. Monthly Volumes, is. each.

The Temptation of Dulee Carruthers. By C. E. C. Weigall.
Lady Lorrimer's :=cheme and The Story of a Glamour. By EDITH E. CUTHELL.
Womanlike. By FLORENCk M. KING.
O'l Stronger Wings. By Edith Lister.
YouM Love Me Yet. By Frances Haswell; and That Little Woman. By Ida Lemon.

Syhil Knox; or. Home Again. A Story of To-day. By Edward E. Hale,
Author of " East and West," &c. Clieap Edition, 6s.

Tenting on the Plains, or General Custer in Kansas and Texas. By Elizabeth
B. Custer, Author of " Boots and Saddles." With Numerous Illustrations. 5s.

Thackeray in America, With. By Eyre Crowe, A. R.A. Illustrated. los. 6d.

The "Belle Sauvage" Lihrary. Cloth, 2s. each.

Stiirley. ,

A dventures of Mr. Ledbury

.

Couiugsby. Ivanhoe.
Mary Barton. Oliver Twist.
The Antiquai-y. Selections from Hood's
Nicholas Nic"kleby. Two Works.
" Longfellow's Prose Works.

Sense and Sensibility.
j

Pride and Prejudice.
Lytton's Plays. 1 Last of the Mohicans
Tales, Poems, and Sketches Heart of Midlothian.

Two
Vols,

Jane Eyre.
Wuthering Heights.
The Praine.
Dombey and Son. Two Vols.

Night and Morning.
Kenilwortli.
The Ingoldsby Legends.
Tower of London.
The Pioneers.
Charles O'Malley.
Barnaby Rudge.
Cakes and Ale.
The King's Own.
People I have Met.
The Pathfinder.
Evelina.
Scott's Poems.
Last of the Barons.

Old Mortality.
The Hour and the Man.
Washington Irving's Sketoh.

Book.
Last Days of Palmyra.
Tales of the Borders.

(Bret Harte).
The Prince of the House of

David,
Sheridan's Plays.
Uncie Tom's Cabin.
Deerslayer.
Eugene Aram.
Jack Hinton, the Guards-

man.
Rome and the Early Chris-

tians.
The Trials of Margaret

Lyndsay.
Edgar Allan Poe. Prose and

Poetry, Selections from.

Last Days of Pompeii.
Yellowplush Papers.
Handy Andy.
Selected Plays.
American Humour.
Sketches by Boz.
Macaulay's La.vs and Se-

lected Essays.
Harry Lorrequer.
Old Curiosity Shop.
Rienzi.
The Talisman.
Pickwick. Two Vols.
Scarlet Letter.
Martin Chuzzlewit. Two Vols

The Short Story Library. List of Vols, on application.

Tiny Luttrell. By E. W. Hornung. Cloth gilt, 2 Vols.



Selections from Cassell <L- Company's Publications.

"Treasure Island " Series, The. Cheap Illustrated Edition. Cloth, 3s. 6d. each,
• Kidnappi^d." By RoBF.KT LOUIS Strvp.nson.
Treasure Island. By KOKERT LOUiS STIiVENSON.
The Master of Ballantrae. By KonHiir Loui>. Stevenson,
The Black Arrow; A Tale ol the Two Roses. By Kobhrt LOUIS STEVENSON.
King Solomon's Mines. By H. RiuiiK HACr.ARD.

Treatment, The Year-Book of, for 1894. .\ Critical Review for Practitioners of

Medicine and Surgery. Tcnlh V'ear of Issue. Greatly Enlarged. 501 pasjes. 7s. 6d.

Tree Painting in Water Colours. By W. H. J. Boot. " With Eighteen
Coloured Plates, and valuable instructions by the Artist. 5s.

Trees, Familiar. By Prof. G. S. Boulgi:r, F.L.S., F.G.S. Two Series. With
Forty full-page Coloured Plates by W. H. J. Boot. 12s. 6d. each.

"Unicode": The Universal Telegraphic Phrase Book. Pocket or Desk
Edition. 2S. 6d. each.

United States, Cassell's History of the. By Edmltnd Ollier. With 600 Illus-

trations Three Vols, gs each.

Universal History, Cassell's Illustrated. With nearly One Thousand
Illustrations. Vol. I. Early and Creek History. — Vol. II. The Roman Period.

—

Vol. III. The Middle Ages —Vol. IV. Modern History, gs. each.

Vaccination Vindicated. By John C. McVail, M.D., D. P.H. Camb. 5s.

Verses Grave and Gay. By Ellen Thornevcroi^t Fowler. 3s. 6d.

Vicar of Wakefield and other Works, by Oliver Goldsmith. Illustrated.

3s. 6d. ; cloth, gilt edges, ss. ,

Vision of Saints, A. By Lewis Morris. Edition deluxe. With 20 Full-page
Illustrations. Crown 410, e.xtra cloth, gilt edges. 21s.

Water-colour Painting, A Course of. With Twenty-four Coloured Pl.ites by
R. P. Leitch, and lull Instructions to the Pupil. 5s.

Waterloo Letters. Edited by Maior-Gf.nekal" H. T. Siborne, Late Colonel
R \\. With Numerous Maps and Plans of the iJattlefield. 21s.

Wedlock, Lawful : or, How Shall I Make Sure of a Legal Marriage ? By
Two Em;i;istki;s. is.

Wild Birds, Familiar. By W. Swaysland. Four Series. With 40 Coloured
Plates in each. t2s. 6d. e.ich.

Wild Flowers, Familiar. By F. E. Hulme, F.L.S., F.S.A. Five Series. With
40 Coloured Plates in each. 12s. 6d. each.

WonattheLast Hole. A Golfing Romance. By M. A. Stobart. Illustrated. is.6d.

Wood, The Life of the Rev. J. G. By his Son, the Rev. Theodore Wood.
With Portrait. E.vtra crown 8vo, cloth. Cheap Edition. 5s.

Work. The Illustrated Journal for Mechanics. Vols. II. and III., 7s. 6d. each.
Vol. IV., 6s. 6d. Ne;ii ami Enlarged S.ries. Vol. V., 4s.

World of Wit and Humour, The. With 400 Illustrations. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

World of Wonders, The. With 400 Illustrations. Two Vols. 7s. 6d. each.

Wrecker, The. By R. L. Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne. Illustrated. 6s.

Yule Tide. Cassell's Christmas Annual, is.

Zero the Slaver. A Romance of Equatorial Africa. By Lawrence
Fletcher. 4s.

ILLUSTRA TED MA GAZINES.
The Quiver, for Sunday and Oenernl R,mlinij. Monthly, 6d.

Cassell's Family Maf/aziite. Monthly, jd.

*^ Little Folks ^^ 3Jagazine. Monthly, 6d.

The Maf/azine of Art. With Three Plates. Monthly, is. 46.

Chains. ' Thelllustraled Paper for Boys. Weekly, id.; Monthly, 6d.

CasselVs Saturdau Journal. Weekly, id.; Monthly, 6d.

Jf'ork. Illustrated Journal for Mechanics. Weekly, id.; Monthly, 6d.

Cottaqe GurdeniufJ. Illustrated. Weekly, ^d. ; Monthly, 3d.

•.' Fult particulars of CASSELL & COMPANY'S Monthly Serial Publications
willbe/owidin Cassell & Company's COMPLETE CATALOGUE.

Catalogues of Cassell & Company's Publications, which may be had at all

Booksellers', or will be sent post free on application to the Publishers:

—

Cassell's Complete Catalogue, containing particulars of upwards of One
Thousand Volumes.

Cassell's Classified Catalogue, in which their Works are arranged according

to price, from Threepence to Fi/ty Guineas.

Cassell's Educational Catalogue, containing particulars of Casseu. &
Company's Educational Works and Students' Manuals.

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited, Ludgate nilt, London.



Selections fi-ovi Cassell <fc Company's Pnhlications.

Bible Biographies. Illustrated. 2S. 6d. each.

The Story of Joseph. Its Lessons for To Diy. Hy the Rev. GEORGE BaintON.
The Stor.v of Most's and Joshua. By ilie Uev. f TRI.FORD.
The Story of Judges. Ijy the Kev. J Wyci IFFE Gehce.
The Story of Samuel and Saul. By ihe l^tev. D. C. TovEy.
The Story of Uavid. By the Kev. J. WILO.

The Stor.v of Jesus. In Verse. By ]. R. MACDUFF. D D.

Bible, Cassell's Illustrated Family. With 900 Illustrations. Leather, gilt

eJRKs, £,1 \o^. ; full morocco, ^3 los.

Bible, The, and the Holy Land, New Light on. By B. T. A. Evetts, M.A.
Illustratvci. Clolh, 2IS.

Bible Educator, The. lidited by E. H. Plumptre, D.D. With Illustrations,
M.nps. i*vc. Four Vols., cloth, 6s. each.

Bible Student in the British Museum, The. By the Rev. J. G. Kitchin,
MA. Entirely i\'eiu and Re7ihcd Etiitwn, is. 4d.

Biblewomen and Nurses. Yearly Volume, 3s.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress (Cassell's Illustrated). 4to. Cheap Edi/ion. 3s. 6d.

Child's Bible, The. With 200 Illustr.itions. Demy 410, 830 pp. \<^oth Thousand.
Clienfi Edition, 7s. 6d. Superior Edition, with 6 Coloured PLites, gilt edges, los. 6d.

Child's Life of Christ, The. Complete in One Handsome Volume, with about
200 Original I llustr.itions. Cheap Edition, cloth, 7s. 6d. ; or with 6 Coloured Plates,

cloth, Rilt edges, los. fid. Demy 4I0, gilt edges, 21s.

"Come, ye Children." By the Rev. Benjamin Waugh. Illustrated. 5s.

Commentary, The New Testament, for English Readers. Edited by the
Ri. Kev. C. J. F.LrjcoTT, D.D., Lord Bishop ol Gloucester and Bristol. In Three
Volumes. 21S. each.

Vol. I.—The Four Gospels.
Vol. II.—The Acts, Homans. Corinthians, Galatiatis.
Vol. 111.—The reraaiuing Books of the New Testament.

Commentary, The Old Testament, for English Readers. Edited by the Rt
Rev. C. J. Ellicott, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol. Complete in

5 Vols. 2 IS. each.

Vol. I.—Genesis to Numbers. I Vol. Ill,— Kings I. to Esther.
Vol. 11,—Deuteronomy to Samuel II. I

Vol. IV —Job to Isaiah,
Vol, v.—Jeremiah to Malachi.

Commentary, The New Testament. Edited by Bishop Ellicott. Handy
Volume Edition. Suitable for School and General Use.

Titus, Philemon, Hebrews,
and James, ^s,

Peter, .Judo, and Jolin. 3s.

The Revelation. 3s.

An Introduction to the New

St. Matthew. 3s. 6d.

St. Mark. .-^s.

St. Luke. 3s- 6fl.

St. John. .^s. 6d.

The Aets of the Apostles

Bomans. is. 6d.
Corinthians I. and II. 35.

Qalatians, Ephesians, and
Philippians. -^s.

Colossians. Thessalonians,
Testament. 2s. 6d.3s. 6d.

I

and Timothy.

Commentary, The Old Testament. Edited by Bishop Ellicott. Handy Volume
Edition. Suitable for School and General Use.

Genesis, .ss. 6d. I Leviticus, ss. I Deuteronomy. 2s. 6d.

Exodus. 3s. I
Numbers. 2s. 6d.

!

Dictionary of Keliglon, The. An Encyclopaedia of Christian and other

Religious Doctrines, Denominations, Sects, Heresies, Ecclesiastical Terms, History,

Biography, &c. &c. By the Rev. William Benham, B.D. Cheap Edition, jos. 6d.

Dore Bible. With 230 Illustrations by Gustave Dok6. Original Edition.

Two Vols,, best morocco, gilt edges, ^^15, Popular Edition. With Full-page Illus-

trations. In One Vol. 15s, Also in leather binding, i^Price on application.)

Early Days of Christianity, The. By the Yen. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D., F.R.S.
Library Edition. Two Vols., 24s. ; morocco, £7. 2s.

Popular Edition. Complete in One Volume, cloth, 6s. ; cloth, gilt edges,

7s. 6d. ; Persian morocco, los. 6d. ; tree-calf, iss.

Family Prayer-Book, The. Edited by the Rev. Canon Garbett, M.A. , and
the Rev. S. Martin. Extra crown 410, cloth, 5s. ; morocco, iSs.

Gleanings after Harvest. Studies and Sketches. By the Rev. John R. Vernon,
M.A. Illustrated. 6s. «

"Graven in the Rock ;" or, the Historical Accuracy of the Bible confirmed by
reference to the Assyrian and Egyptian Sculptures in the British Museum and else-

where. By the Rev. Dr. Samuel KiNNS, F.R.A.S., &c. &c. Illustrated. 12s. 6d.



Sflections from Casscll <t- Compavy's Publications.

'Heart Chords." A Series of Works by Eminent Divines. Bound in cloth, red
edges, IS. each.

My Soul. By tlie Kev. P. B. Power. M.A.
My Growth in Divine Life. By tlie Rev.

Prcl.L-ndnry Reynolds, M.A.
Mv Hereafter. By the Very Rev. Dean Bicker-

stetli.

My Walk with God. By the Very Rev. Dean
Montijoniery.

My Aids lo the Divine Life. By the Very
Rev. Dc-.ln B.yle.

My Sources of Strength. By the Rev. E. E.
Jenkins. M.A.

Helps to Belief. A Series of Helpful M.inuals on the Religious Difficulties of the
D.Ty. Edited liy the Rev. Teignmouth Shore, M.A., Canon of Worcester, and
Ch.TpIain-in-Ordinary to the Queen. Cloth, is. each.

My Father. By the Right Rev. Ashton Oxenden,
late Bishop of Montreal.

My Bible. By the Rt. Rev. \V. Boyd Carpenter,
Bishop of kipon.

My Work, for God. By the Right Rev. Bishop
Cottcrill.

My Object in Life. By the Ven. Archdeacon
Farrar, D D.

My Aspirations. By the Rev. G. Mntheson, D D.
My Emotional Life. By Preb. Chadwick. n.D.
My Body. By llie Rev. Prof. VV G. lilaiki'-. D.D.

Creation. Bythelate Lord Bishop of Carlisle.
Miraci.es. l;y the Rev. Brownlow Mait-

land. M.A.
Pravrk. By the Rev. T. Teignmouth. Shore,

M.A.

The Morality of the Old Testament By
the Rev. Newman Smyth, D.D.

The Divinitv of Our Lord. By the Lord
Bisltop of Derry.

The atonement. By W^illiam Connor Magee, D.D., Late Archbishop of York.
Hid Treasure. By Richard Harri.s Hill. is.

Holy Land and the Bible, The. A Book of Scripture Illustrations gathered
in P.nlestlne. By the Rev. Cunningham Geiicie, D.D., LL.D. (Edin.). With Map,
Two Vols. 24s. [lluslrnted Erliticn. One Vol. 2is.

Life of Christ, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D., F. R.S.,Chaplain-
in-Ord:nary to the Queen.
Cheap Illu.sti;ated Edition. Large 410, cloth, 7s. 6d. Cloth, full gilt, yilt

edges, los. 6d.
Library Edition. Two Vols. Cloth, 24s. ; morocco, 42s.

Poi'ULAR Edition, in One Vol. 8vo, cloth, 6s.; cloth, gilt edges, 7s. 6d. ; Persian
morocco, gilt edges, los. 6d. ; tree-calf, 15s.

Marriage Ring, The. By William Landels, D.D. Bound in white
leatherette. NcM arid Clieafier Edition, -^s. 6d.

Morning and Evening Prayers for Wbrkhouses and other Institutions.
.Selected by Louisa Twining. 2s.

Moses and Geology ; or, the Harmony of the Bible with Science. By
the Rev. Samuel Kinns, Ph.D., F.R.A.S. Illustrated. Demy 8vo, 8s. 6d.

My Comfort in Sorrow. By Hugh Mac.millan, D.D., LL.D., iSrc, Author of
" Bible Teachings in Nature," S:c. Cloth, is.

New Light on the Bible and the Holy Land. By Basil T. A. Evetts, M.A.
Illustrated. Cloth, 21s.

Old and New Testaments, Plain Introductions to the Books of the. Con-
taining Contributions liy many Eminent Divines. In Two Volumes, 3s. 6d. each.

Protestantism, The History of. By the Rev. J. A. Wylie, LL.D. Containing
upwards of 600 Original Illustrations. Three Vols., 27s. ; Library Edition, 30s.

"Quiver" Yearly Volume, The. With about 600 Original Illustrations and
Coloured Frontispiece. 7s. 6d. Also Monthly, 6d.

St. George for England ; and other Sermons preached to Children. Fifth
Edition. By the Rev. T. Teignmouth Shore, M.A., Canon of Worcester. 5s.

St. Paul, The Life and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D.,
F.R.S., Chaplain-in-Ordinary to the Queen.

Library Edition. Two Vols., cloth, 24s. ; calf, 42s.

Illustrated Edition, complete in One Volume, with about 300 Illustrations,

£,1 IS. ; morocco, £,! 2s.

Popular Edition. One Volume, 8vo, cloth, 6s. ; cloth, gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

;

Persian morocco, los. 6d. ; tree-calf, 15s.

Shall We Know One Another in Heaven ? By the Rt. Rev. J. C. Ryj.e, D.D.,
Bishop of Liverpool. Neiv and Enlarged Editioti. Paper Covers, 6d.

Shortened Church Services and Hymns, suitable for use at Children's Services.

Compiled by the Rev. T. Teignmouth Shore, M.A, Canon of Worcester.
Enlarged Edition, is.

Signa Christi : Evidences of Christianity set forth in the Person and Work of

Christ. By the Rev. James Aitchison. 5s.

"Sunday:" Its Origin, History, and Present Obligation. By the Ven. Arch-
deacon Hessev, D.C.L. Fi/th Edition, 7s. 6d.

Twilight of Life, The: Words of Counsel and Comfort for the Aged. By
John Ellerton, M.A. is. 6d.



Selections from Cassdl di Company's Publications,

dbucational Morks antr ^tubcnts' Jltanuals.
Ag^cultural Text-Books, Cassell's. (The " Downtoa " Series.) Fully Illustrated.

Edited by John Wkicutson, Professor of Agriculture. SOils and Manures. By
J. M. H. Munro, D.Sc. (London), F.l.C, F.C.S. 2s.6d. Farm Crops. By Pro-
fessor Wrightson, 2S. 6d. Live StOCk. By Professor VVrightson. 2s. 6d.

Alphabet, Cassell's Pictorial. Mounted on Linen, with rollers. 3s. 6d,

Arithmetic :—Howard's Anglo-American Art of Reckoning. By C. F.
Howard. Paper, is. ; cloth, 2s. £ntars:ed Edition, 5s.

Arithmetics, The Modern School. By Gi£Orge Ricks, B.Sc. Lond. With Test
C.Trds. [List on af'plication.')

Atlas, Cassell's Popular. Containing 24 Coloured Maps. 2s. 6d.

Book-Keeping. By Theodore Jones. For Schools, 2s. ; or cloth, 3s. For
THK Mii.i.ioN, 2S. ; or cloth, 3s. Books for Jones's System, Ruled Setsof, 2s.

British Empire Map of the World. New Map for Schools and Institutes. By
G. R. Pai;k;in .ind J. G. Bartholomew, F.R.G.S. Mounted on cloth, varnished,
and with Rollers. 25s.

Broadacre Farm; or. Lessons in Our Laws. By H. F. Lester. Uniform
with " Facts from the Furrows." Illustrated, is. 6d.

Chemistry, The Public School. By J. 11. Anderson, M.A. 2s. 6d.

Cookery for Schools. By Li/.zie Heritage. 6d.

Dulce Domum. Rhymes and Son!:;s for Children. Edited by John Farmer,
Pxlitor of " Gaudeamus," &c. Old Notation and Words, 55. N.B.—The Words of
the Songs in "Dulce Domum" (with the Airs both in Tonic Sol-Fa and Old Notation)
can be had in Two Parts, 6d. each.

Energy and Motion : A Text-Book of Elementary Mechanics. By William
Paice. M.A. Illustrated, is. 6d.

English Literature, A First Sketch of, from the Earliest Period to the Present
Time. I'.v Prof. Hunky Morley. 7s. 6d.

Euclid, Cassell's. Edited by Prof. Wallace, M.A. is.

Euclid, The First Four Books of. Neiv Edition. In paper, 6d.
;
cloth, gd.

Facts from the Furrows, or More Talks at Broadacre Farm. Uniform with
" Broadacre Farm." Illustrated, is. 6d.

French, Cassell's Lessons in. New and /Revised Edition. Parts I. and II., each,
2S. 6d. ; complete, 4s. 6d. Key, is. 6d.

French-English and English-French Dictionary. Entirely Ne-u and Enlarged
Edition. 1,1 so pages, Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

French Reader, Cassell's Public School. By Guillaume S. Conrad. 2s. 6d.

Galbraith and Haughton's Scientific Manuals.
Plane Trigouomotrv. is. 6d. Euclid. Books I., II.. 111. ss. 6d. Books IV., V., VI. 2s. 6d.
Mathematical Tables. 3s. 6d. Mectianics. 3s. 6d. Natural Philosophy. 35. 6d. Optics.
25. 6d. Hydrostatics. 3s. 6d. Steam Engine. 3s. 6d. Algebra. Part 1 , cicili, 2s. 6d. Com-
plete, 7S. 6d. Tides and Tidal Currents, with Tidal Cards, 3s.

Gaudeamus. Songs for Colleges and Schools. Edited by John Farmer. 5s.

Words only, paper, 6d. ; cloth, gd.

Geometry, First Elements of Experimental. By Paul Bert. Illustrated, is. 6d.

Geometry, Practical Solid. By Major Ross, R.E. 2s.

German Dictionary, Cassell's New. German-English, English- German. Cheap
Edition, cloth, 3s. 6d. ; half-roan, 4s. 6d.

German Reading, First Lessons in. ByA. Jagst. Illustrated, is.

Hand-and Eye Training. By G. Ricks, B.Sc. Two Vols., with 16 Coloured
Plates in each Vol. Crown 410, 6s. each.

"Hand-and-Eye Training" Cards for Class Work. Five sets in case. is. each.

Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. Size 45 in. x 35 in. 2s. each. Mounted
on canvas and varnished, with rollers, 5s. each. (Descriptive pamphlet, 16 pp., id.)

Historical Course for Schools, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout. 1.—Stories
from English History, is. II.—The Simple Outline of English History, is. 3d.

III.—The Class History of England, 2s. 6d.

Italian Grammar, The Elements of, with Exercises. In One Volume. 3s. 6d.

Latin Dictionary, Cassell's New. (Latin-English and English-Latin.) Revised
by J. R V. Marchant, M.A., and J. F. Charles, B.A. 3s. 6d.

Latin Primer, The New. By Prof. J.
P. Postgate. 2s. 6d.

Latin Primer, The First. By Prof. Postgate, is.

Latin Prose for Lower Forms. By M. A. B.wheld, M..^. as. 6d.

Laundry Work (How to Teach It). By Mrs. E. Lord. 6d.



Selections fro/n Cassell iL Co)npany's Publicalious.

Laws of Every-Day Life. For the Use of Schools. By H. O. Aknold-Forstek,
M.P. IS. 6d. Special Edition on green paper for those with weak eyesight, 2S.

Little Folks' History of England. By Isa Craig-Knox. Illustrated, is. 6d.

Making of the Home, The. By Mrs. Samuel A. Barnett. is. 6d.

Marlborough Books ;—Arithmetic Examples. 3s. French Exercises. 3s. 6d. French
Grammar. 2s. 6d. German Grammar. 3s. 6d.

Mechanics for Young Beginners, A First Book of. By the Rev. J. G. Easton,
M.A. 4s. 6d.

Mechanics and Machine Design, Numerical Examples in FracticaL By
R. G. Blaine, M.E.y Ne%u Edition, Revised and Eniarged. With 79 Illustrations.

Cloth, 2S. 6d.

Natural History Coloured Wall Sheets, Cassell's New. Consisting of i8
subjects. Size, 39 by 31 in. Mounted on rollers and varnished. 3s. each.

Object Lessons from Nature. By Prof. L. C. Miall, F.L.S., F.G.S. Fully
Illustrated. New and Enlarged Edition. Two Vols. is. 6d. each ; or in One
Volume, 3s.

Physiology for Schools. By Alfred T. Schofield, M.D., M.R.C.S., &c.
Illustrated, is. gd. Three Parts, paper covers, sd. each ; or cloth limp, 6d. each.

Poetry Readers, Cassell's New. Illustrated. 12 Books, id. each. Cloth, is. 6d.

Popular Educator, Cassell's New. With Revised Text, New Maps, New Coloured
Plates, New Type, &c. Complete in Eight Vols., 5s. each ; or Eight Volumes in

Four, half-morocco, 50s.

Reader, The Citizen. By H. O. Arnold-Forster, M.P. Cloth, is. 6d. ; also a
Scottish Edition, Cloth, is. 6d.

Reader, The Temperance. By Rev. J. Dennis Hird. is. 6d.

Readers, Cassell's "Higher Class. " [List on application.)

Readers, Cassell's Readable. Illustrated. {^List on application.)

Readers for Infant Schools, Coloured. Three Books. 4d. each.

Readers, The Modern Geographical. Illustrated throughout. {Liston application.)

Readers, The Modern School. Illustrated. {List on application.)

Reading and Spelling Book, Cassell's Illustrated, is.

Round the Empire. By G. R. Parkin. With a Preface by the Rt. Hon. the
Earl of Rosebery, K.G. Fully Illustrated, is. 6d.

School Certificates, Cassell's. Three Colours, 6:^ X4j in., id.; Five Colours,

11^; X 95 in., 3d. ; Seven Colours and Gold, gj x 6% in., 3d.

Science Applied to Work. By J. A. Bower. Illustrated, is.

Science of Every-Day Life. By J. A. Bower. Illustrated, is.

Sculpture, A Primer of. By E. Roscoe Mullins. Illustrated. 2s. 6d.

Shade from Models, Common Objects, and Casts of Ornament, How to. By
W. E. Sparkes. With 25 Plates by the Author. 3s.

Shakspere's Plays for School Use. Illustrated. 9 Books. 6d. each.

Spelling, A Complete Manual of. By J. D. Morell, LL.D. is.

Technical Educator, Cassell's New. An entirely New Cyclopaedia of Technical
Education, with Coloured Plates and Engravings. In Volumes, 5s. each.

Technical Manuals, Cassell's. Illustrated throughout. i6Vols., from 2s. to 4s. 6d.

(List free on application.)

Technology, Manuals of. Edited by Prof. Ayrton, F. R.S., and Richard
WoRMELL, D.Sc, M.A. Illustrated throughout.

The Dyeing of Textile Fabrics. By Prof. Design in Textile Fabrics. By T. R. Ashea-
Hummel. 5s. 1

hurst. 4s. 6d.

Watch and Clock Making. By D. Glasgow. ^P'?Xf 3)y°°vVl.'' ff^i
^°"*^'^- ''»' ^•

Vice-President ol the British Horological ^^^'..'''SV^^T^V^';^-,,.!' " ^•.
InsSute 4S.6d : ^"f'°d^^

Mechanics. By Prof. Ferry, M.E.

Steel and Iron. By Prof. W. H. Greenwood, Cutting Tools V/orked by Hand and Mji-
F.C.S., M.I.C.E., &c. 5s. chine. By Proi. Smith. 3s. od.

Things New and Old ; or, Stories from English History. By H. O. Arnolu-
FoRSTEK, M.P. Fully Illustrated. Strongly bound in Cloth. Standards I and If.,

gd. each ; Standard III., is. ; Standard IV., is. 3d. ; Standards V., VI., and Vll.,

IS. 6d. each.

World of Ours, This. By H. O. Arnold-Forster, M.P. Fully Illustrated. 3s. 6d-



Selections from Cassell it Company's Publications.

Unoks for ^oung 5P^opl^»

"Little Folks" Half-Yeaxly Volume. Containing 432 pages of Letterpress, with
Pictures on nearly every page, together with Two Full-page Plates printed in Colours
and Four Tinted Plates. Coloured boards, 3s. 6d. or cloth gilt, ?ilt edges, 5s.

Bo-Peep. A Book for the Little Ones. With Original Stories and Verses.
Illustrated with beautiful Pictures on nearly every page, and Coloured Frontispiece.
Yearly Volume. Elegant picture boards, 2S. fid. ; cloth, 3s. fid.

The Peep of Day. Cassell's Illustrated Edition. 2s. 6d.

Mag-g-ie Steele's Diary. By E. A. Dillwyn. 2s. 6d.

A Sunday Story-Book. By Maggie Browne, Sam Browne, and Aunt
Ethel. Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

A Bundle of Tales. By Maggie Browne, Sam Browne, & Aunt Ethel. 3s.6d.

Story Poems for Young and Old. By E. Davenport. 3s. 6d.

Pleasant Work for Busy Fingers. By Maggie Browne. Illustrated. 5s.

Born a King. By Frances and Maky Arnold-Forster. Illustrated, is.

Magic at Home. By Prof. Hoffman. Fully Illustrated. A Series of easy
and startling Conjuring Tricks for Beginners. Cloth gilt, 5s.

Schoolroom and Home Theatricals. By Arthur Waugh. With Illustra-

tions by H. A. J. Miles. Cloth, 2s. fid.

Little Mother Bunch. By Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

Heroes of Every-Day Life. By Laura Lane. With about 20 Full-page
Illustrations. 256 pages, crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. fid.

Ships, Sailors, and the Sea. By K. J. Coknewall-Jones. Illustrated

throughout, and containing .a Coloured Plate of Naval Flags Cheap Edition, 2s. fid.

Gift Books for Young People. By Popular Authors. With Four Original
Illustrations in each. Cloth gilt, is fid. each.

The Boy Hunters of Kentucky, By Jack Marston's Anclior.
Edward S. HUis

Ked Feather: a Tale of the Amerioau
Frontier. By Edward S. Ellis.

Fritters ; or, " It's a Long Lane that has
no Turning."

Trixy; or, "Those who Live in Glass
Houses shouldn't throw Stones."

The Two Hardcastles.
Seeking a City.
Ivhoda's Reward.

Frank's Life-Battle.
Major Monk's Motto; or, "Look Before

you Leap."
Tim Thomson's Trial; or, " All is not Gold

that Glitters."
tlrsula's Stumbling-Block.
Ruth's Life-Work; or,"No Pains, uo Gains."
Rags and Rainbows.
tTnele William's Charge.
Pretty Fink's Pui-pose.

"Golden Mottoes" Series, The. Each Book containing 208 pages, with Four
full-page Original Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 2s. each.

"Nil Desperandum." By the Rev. F. Lang- I "Honour is my Guide." By Jeanie Bering
bridge. M. A.

I

(Mrs. Adams-Acton).

"•Rpar and Fnrhpar " Bv Sarah Pitt
" Aim at a Sure End." By Emily Searchfield.Bear and a or bear. By baran i-itt. .. -^^ conquers who Endures." By the Author

"Foremost if I Can." By Helen .\tteridge.
1

ot " May Cunninsfham's Trial," &c.

" Cross and Crown" Series, The. With Four Illustrations in each Book. Crown
Svo, 256 pages, 2S. fid. each.

Heroes of the Indian Empire : or. Stories of
Valour and Victory. By Ernest Foster.

Through Ti'ial to Triumph; or, "The
Royal Way." By Madeline Bonavia Hunt.

In Letters of Flame ; A Story of the
Waldenses. By C. L. Mateaux.

Strong to Suffer; A Story of the Jews. By
E. Wynne.

By Fire and Sword; a Story of the Hugue-
nots. By Thomas Archer.

Adam Hepburn's Vow ; A. Tale of Kirk and
Covenant. By Annie S. Swan.

No. XIII. ; or, the Story of the Lost Vestal.
X Tale of Early Christian Days. By Emnia
Marshall.

Freeiom's Sword: A Story of the Days of
Wallace and Bruce. By Annie S. Swan.

Books for Young People. Clieap Edition. With Original Illustrations. Cloth
gilt, 3s. 6d. each.

Under Bayard's Banner. By Henry Frith.
\ -n j , „ „ ,

'ihe Cliampion of Odin ; or. Viking Life Bound by a Spell; or, the Hunted Witch
in the Days of Old. By J. Fred. Hodgetts. I of the Forest. By the Hon. Mrs. Ureene.

Albums for Children. Price 3s. 6d. each.

IL^?fl'J^u,S'V^r^o''^^-SchooratdPlay. I

^yO^, Alburn of Animals. Illustrated,

bet in bold type, and illustrated throughout. |
Picture Album of All Sorts. Illustrated.

"Wanted—a King" Series. Cheap Edition. Illustrated. 2s. 6d. each.
Robin's Ride. By Ellinor Divenport .A.dam';. i Wanted—a King: or. How Merle set the
firear-f^randmammo. By Georyina M. Svnge. I Nursery Rhymes to Rights. By Maegie
Fany Tales in Other Lands. By Julia God- I Browne.

djrd.



Sekctions from Cassdl <k Company's Publications.

Crown 8vo Library. Cheap Editions.

Rambles Round London. By C. L.
MalOaux. Illustrated.

Around and About Old England. By C.
L. Matciux. lUustr.lttd.

Paws and Claws. By one of the Authors of
•• Poems VVriiteu for a Child." lllustr.itcd.

Decisive Events in Historv. By Thomas
Archer. Witli Original lUmtrations.

The True Bobmson Crusoes. Cloth gilt.

Peeps Abroad lor FolKs at Home. Illus-

trated throughout.

2S. 6d. each.
By Dr.Wild Adventures in Wild Places.

Gordon Stables. R.N. Illustrated.

Modern Explorers. By Thomas Frost. Illus-

trated. AV7</ and Chenfir hdilion.

Earl.v Explorers. By Thomas I-"rost.

Home Chat with our Young Folks. Illus-

trated throughout.
Jungle, Peak, and Plain. Illusuated

throughout.
The England of Shakespeare. By E.

Goadby. With Full-page Illustrations.

Three and Sixpenny Books for Young People.
Cloth gilt, 3s. 6cl. each.

+ Bashlul Filteen. By L. T. Meade.
The King's Command. A Story for Girls.

By May'.;ie S) inuigton.

+ A Sweet Girl Graduate. By L. T. Meade.
^ The VUhite House at Inch Gow. Bj' Sarah

Pitt.

IiO:it in Samoa. A Tale of Adventure in the
Navigator Islands. By E. S. Ellis.

With Original lUuscrations.

Tad: or, "Getting Even" with Him. By
E. S. Ellis.

+ Polly. By L. T. Meade,
t The Palace Beautitul. By L. 1. Meade.

"Follow my Leader."
For Fortune and Glory,

t The Cost of a Mistake. By S;irah Pitt.

Lost among White Africans.
+ A. World of Girls. By L. T. Meade.

Books marked thus f can also be had in extra cloth gilt, gilt edges, 5s. each.

Books by Edward S. Ellis.

The Hunters of the Ozark.
Tne Camp in the Moun-

tains.
Nedm the Woods. A Tale

of Early Days in the West.
Down the Mississippi.

Sixpenny Story Books.
The Smuggler's Cave.
Little Lizzie.
The Boat Club.
Luke Barnicott.

Illustrated. Cloth, 2S. 6d. each,

The Last War TraU.
Ned on the River. A Tale

of IndiaTi Ri\er Warfare.

Footprints in the Forest.
Up the Tapajos.

Ned ill the Block House.
A Story of Pioneer Life iu
Kentucky.

The Lost Trail.
Camp-Fire and Wigwam.
Lost iu the W^ilds.

By well-known Writers.

I

Little Bird.
Little Pickles.

I
The Elchester College

1

Boys.

All Illustrated.

My Fii-st Cruise.

The Little Peacemaker
The Delft Jug.

Cassell's Picture Story Books. Each containing 60 pages. 6d. each.

Little Talks.
Bright Stars.
Nursery Joys.
Pet's Posy.
Tiny Tales.

Illustrated Books for
Illustrated, is. each

T lies Told for Sunday^
Sunday Stories for Small

People.
Stories and Pictures for

Sunda.v.
Bible Pictures for Boys

and Girls.
Firelight Stories.
Sunlight and Shade.
Rub-a-dub Tales.

Daisy's Story Book.
Dot's Story Book.
A Nest of Stories.
Good Night Stories.
Chats for Small Chatterers.

Auntie's Stories.
Birdie's Stor.y Book.
Little Chimes.
A Sheaf of Tales.
Dewdrop Stories.

the Little Ones. Containing interesting .Stories. .\11

; or cloth gilt, is. 6d.

Fine Feathers and Fluffy
Fur.

Scrambles and Scrapes.
Tittle Tattle Tales.
Dumb Friends.
Indoors and Out.
Some Farm Friends.
Those Golden Sands.
Little Mothers ana their

Children.

Our Pretty Pets.
Our Sehoolday Hours.
Creatui-es Tame.
Creatures Wild.
Up and Down the Garden.
All Sorts of Adventures.
Our Sunda.v Stories.
Our Holida,y Hours.
Wauderiug Ways.

Shilling Story Books. All Illustrated, and containing Interesting Stories.
Seventeen Cats.
Bunty and the Boys.
The Heir of Elmdale.
'llie Mystery at Shoacliff

School.
Claimed at Last, and Roy's

Reward.
Thorns and Tangles.

The Cuckoo in the Robin's
.Tohn's Mistake. [Nest.
Diamonds in the Sand.
Surly Bob.
The History of Five Little

Pitchers.
The Giant's Cradle.
Shag and DoU.

Aunt Lucia's Locket.
The Magic Mirror.
The Cost of Revenge.
Clever Frank.
Among the Redskins.
The Ferryman of Brill
Harry Maxwell.
A Banished Monarch,

Eighteenpenny Story Books. All Illustrated throughout.
Wee WilUe Wiukie.
Ups and Downs of a Don-
ke.v's Lite.

Tliree Wee Ulster Lassies.
Up the Ladder.
Dick's Hero ; & other Stories.
The Chip Boy.

Raggles, Baggies, and the
Emperor

Roses from Thorns.
Faith's Father.
Bv Land and Sea.
The Young Berringtons.
Jeff and Leff.

Tom MoiTis's Error.
Worth more than Gold.
" Through Flood—Through
Fire."

The Girl with the Golden
Locks.

Stones of the Olden Time.



Selections from Cassell <fc Cofupany's Publications.

"Little Folks" Painting Books. With Text, and Outline Illustrations for
Water-Colour Painting, is. each.

Pruits and Blossoms for "Little Folks"
to Paint.

The "Little Folks'

I
The "Little Folks"

I
Book. Cloth only, as.

lUuminating Book.

Proverb Painting

Library of Wonders. Illustrated Gift-books for Boys. Cloth, is. 6d.

Wonderful Adventures.
Wonderful Escapes

Wonders of Animal Instinct.
Wonderful Balloon Ascents.

Wonders of Bodily Strength and Skill.

The "World in Pictures" Series.

A Bamble Bound France.
All the Bussias.
Chats about G-ermauy.
The Land of the Pyramids (Egypt).
Peeps into China.

Illustrated throughout. 2S. 6d. each.
The Eastern Wonderland (Japan).
Glimpses of South America.
Bound Africa.
The Land of Temples (India).
The Isles of the Paoiflo.

Cheap Editions of Popular Volumes for Young People. Illustrated

each.

In Quest of G-old ; or, Under

2S. 6d.

the Whanga Fails.
On Board the Esmeralda,

Martin Leigh's Log.
or.

The Romance of Invention :

Vignettes from the Annals of
Industry and Science.

Esther West.
Three Homes.

For Queen and King.
W^orking to Win.
Perils Afloat and Brigands

Ashore.

Two-Shilling Story Books. All Illustrated.

stories of the Tower.
Mr. Burke's Nieces.
May Cunningham's Trial,
The Top of the Ladder:

How to Reach it.

Little Flotsam.
Madge and her Friends.

Half-crown Story Books.

The Children of the Court.
Maid Marjory.
The Four Cats of the Tip-

pertons.
Marion's Two Homes,
iiittle Folks' Sunday Book.

Two Fourpenny Bits.
Poor Nelly.
Tom Heriot.
Aunt Tabitha's Waifs.
In Mischief Again.
Through Peril to Fortune.
Peggy, and other Tales.

Margaret's Enemy.
Pen's Perplexities.
Notable Shipwrecks.
W^ouders of Common Things.
At the South Pole.

Truth will Out.
Pictures of School Life and Boyhood.
The Young Man in the Battle of Life.

the Rev. Dr. Landels.
Soldier and Patriot (George Washington).

Sy

Cassell's Pictorial Scrap Book.
cloth back, 3s. 5d. per Vol.

Our Scrap Book.
"The Seaside Scrap Book.
The Little Folks' Scrap Book.

Books lor the Little Ones.

In Six Sectional Volumes. Paper boards,

I

The Magpie Scrap Book.
The Lion Scrap Book.

1 The Elephant Scrap Book.

Fully Illustrated.

Rhymes for the Young Folk. By William
AUiny;ham. Beautifully Illustrated. 3s. 6d.

The Sunday Scrap Book. With Several
Hundred Illustrations. Boards, 3s. 6d. ; cloth,

gilt edges, 5s.

The History Scrap Book. With nearly
1,000 Engravings. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

Cassell's Robinson Crusoe. With 100
Illustrations. Cloth, 3s. 6d. ; gilt edges, 5s.

The Old Fairy Tales. With Original Illus-

trations. Boards, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

My Diary. With Twelve Coloured Plates and
366 Woodcuts. IS.

Cassell's Swiss Family Robinson. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 35. 6d.
;

gilt edges, 5s.

The World's Workers. A Series of
Authors. With Portraits printed on a

John Cassell . By G. Holden Pike.
Charles Haddon Spurgeou. By G. Holdea

Pike.
Dr. Arnold of Rugby. By Rose E. Selfe.
The Earl of Shaftesbury.
Sarah Robinson, Agnes Weston, and Mrs.

Meredith.
Thomas A. Edison and Samuel F. B. Morse.
Mrs. SomerviUe and Mary Carpenter.
General Gordon.
Charles Dickens.
Florence Nightingale, Catherine Marsh,

Frances Ridley Havergal, Mrs. Ban-
yard ("L. N. R.").

%* Tkg above If'arAs can also behai

New and Original Volumes by Popular
tint as Frontispiece, is. each.

Dr. Guthrie, Father Mathew, Elihu Bur-
ritt, Joseph Livesey.

Sir Henry Haveloek and Colin Campbell
Lord Clyde.

Abraham Lincoln.
David Livingstone.
George Muller and Andrew Reed.
Richard Cobden.
Benjamin Franklin.
Handel.
Turner the Artist.
George and Robert Stephenson.
Sir Titus Salt and George Moore.

i Three in One Vol., clotk,gilt ed«es, y.

CASSELL tfc COMPANY, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London;

Parts d: Melbourne.
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The London Times states that at the general meet-

ing of the British Association for the Advancement of

Science the British Science Guild was incorporated

with the association. The formation of the guild in

.1' 1905, with Lord Haldane as first president, was pri-

~~^ marily due to Sir Norman Lockyer. Its aim, which

C coincides with the policy of the association to lay em-

n. phasis on the social implications of science, was to

ix influence public opinion, and to promote closer con-

tact between science on the one hand and social prob-

f, lems and public affairs on the other. The annual lec-

tures associated with the name of Norman Lockyer will

be continued by the association. The past work of the

guild has been varied, comprising reports on agricul-

tural research, patent law, river pollution, the conser-

vation of national energy resources, etc.

^9^ t
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